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1 UTITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR HEC-ULATORY COMMISSION

3-------------- - -x
:

4 In the matter of t :
s

5 METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY : Docket No. 50-289
(R esta rt )

6 (Three Mile Island Unit 1) :
:

7 :- - - --- ---------

8
25 North Court Itreet,

9 Harrisburg, Penr.sylvania

"

10 Tuesday, March 3, 1981

11 Evide'atiary hearing in the above-entitled

12 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:00 a.m.

13 BEFORE:

14 IVAN W. SMITH, Esq., Chai rm a n ,
Atemic Esfety and Licensing Board

15
-

DR. VALTER H. JOEDAN, Member
16

DR. LINDA W. LITTLE, vember
17

Also present on behalf of the Eoard:
18

' MS. DORIS MORAN,

. 19 Clerk to the Board

- 20 _ LAWRENCE cRE..NER, Esq.
.Leoal Adviser to the Board

| 21
!

22
L

23'

. 24

25

db- gro 3/ /
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1 APPEAEANCES:

2 Cn behalf of the licensee, Yetropoliran Edison
Company

3
GTOEGE F. TECWERIDGE, Esc.

4 ROBERT ZAHLE3, Esq.
DELISSA A. EIOGWAY, Esq.

5 Shaw, Pittnan, Fotts and T ro wb ri d ge ,
1800 * Street, N.W.,

6 Washington, D. C.

7 Cn behalf of the Cossenvealth of Pennsylvanias

8 EGBEET ADLE3, Esq.
Assistant Atterney ceneral,

,
9 505 Executive House,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
10 WILLIAM-DCENSIFE,

Nuclear Engineer

11

Cn behalf of the Environnental Coalition on Nuclear
12 Fover:

13 DR. JUDITH JOHNERUO,
333 Criando Avenue,

14 State College, Pennsylvania
.

15 Cn behalf of ANGRY: -

16 GAIL ERACFORD
STEVEV SHOLLY, Esq.

17 ~30u South darket St.
Mechanicsburg, Pennrylvania 17055

18
Cn behalf of-!hree Mile Island Alert:

19
LOUISE BRAD,70ED

20 JCHN EUSDCCH ,

.21 On behalf of the ' Eagula tory Staf f s

. 0 n e t _ t , 0 . e. r_ , e_ s , .rv a ..eg-.w
22 - a

JOSEPH.R. GRAY, Esq.

23 Office of Executive Legal Director,
United Stato? Suclear Eequlatery Connission,

24 ' Washington, O. C.

- 25
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1 ?F0CIED!V G S

2 (10:07 a.,.)

3 C.9 A!3% AN 32ITE: Ocod nerni ;.

4 I veuld like to announce that dr. 12vrance 3:enner

5 has returned to the A tonic S af ety and licensing Board Ianel

6 as a legal adviser and vill be assisting the 30a rd in legal

7 matters.

8 Ic there any prelininary business?

-

h . ..C...,.DG s .r. chairnan, ,vec.,d lixe toa . r. ac-A n -
..

9 . .

10 report, with some enbarrassnent, that I badly misread the

11 Connonwealth brief On energency planning issues, that the

12 Consonwealth was not proposing that this 3 card rtay in

13 business until everything had been cen;1ete and the Board

14 cversee the c0?.pletion of energency planning.

15 The Connonveilth was instead prc;osing a standard

16 that this 3 card determine there vill be cen;11ance by the

17 tine of' restart. * particularly wish to retract ny

18 statement th a t the Consonwealth position veuld add six-

19 nonths to the restart of Three Mile Icland 1.

4

20 Beyond that, fr. Chairnan, I think we and the

21 Commonwealth are .very- nuch in acreement and that we vill be

22 ablei to adopt very closely the Connonwealth's own statenent

23 of the issue tc be decided by-this Board. And I prc;ose

24 th a t during this.veek ',e and the Connonwealth's-attorner and

25 staf f attorneyf vill atten;t a short statenent of ;osition,

p

ALnER$0N DEPORTING COWMY :NC.
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1 hopefully where we are ir acreement.

2 Under these circurstances, we ne lon7er request,

3 as licensee, reply triefing Of the briais filed by the

4 parties. We are pre;ared te have the ? ca rd rule or take

5 other action on the basis of the briefs that exist.

6 CHAIE!AN S!!THs ; hat is the position of the other

7 parties as f ar as additional briefing?

8. 'S. GAIL BEACFORO: Sir, we veuld certainly Like

9 to be included on any discussion that takes place anong the

10 staf f . sad : the Licensee and the Commenvealth abcut this

11 ma tt er. And I think we would sisc like to file a reply

12 brief to the brief t; that have already baen filed.

10 CHAIE'AN SMITH: All right. I think - "r.
.

14 Shelly, is that your position?

15 ME. SHCLl!: Yes, sir.

16 CH AIEM AN 5"ITH: All righ t. If we are ceing to

17 hear acain f rom any party, ve.should give all parties an

18 opportunity to be heard on that issue. Se pick-your time.

19 I think there should be sinultaneous filings, however.

c 2D We have requested filings to be delivered to the
.

<

21 Board Thursday corning. Is that still an appropriate ti:e?'

22 33. T3CWB3ICOE:' Ihat vas a week fro: this

.z3 Thursday, the ' 12th.
i

24 _ CH AIE.". AN SMIT!!4 That would have been the 12th.

25 However, it' vould be helpful if ve could have --

ALDERSCN REPoATING CoWPANY,INC.
,

400 v1AG4NIA AVE., S.W. W ASNINGToN. 0.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 MR. T20WBEIDGI: I think it would be better for

2 us, dr. Chairman, for us to prepare a statement on which we

3 and the staff and the Commonwealth are in agreement, and

4 then look again at whether -- and 7et that distributed this

5 week to the parties, then 1cmk again at unether the briefing

6 -- whatever briefing we want to do. ~

- 7 CH AIR:!AN Sh!!H The only problem I have is that

8 we must provida some way for the parties that are not

9 submittino a joint statement tc address the earlier briefs.

10 MR. T30WB3IDGE: That was intended, Mr. Chairman.

11 It would be simply a question thereafter of whether we file

12 briefs on -- file briefs or set aside a da te f or arcument.

13 I a m perfectly. prepared to have further arcument on the

14 subject.

15 I am simply suggesting that if a joint position is

16possible, we put that on the table and then have our

17 arguments or brief s.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

19 YR. TROWPRIDGE: I would suggest tha t the Board*

3) hold in abeyance for the moment the question of whether it

211s going to:be argument or brief.-

22 CHAIRMAN SM!TH: I think we should set new a time

23 by which the parties other than the parties with which you

24 are working - should have -- they wish to address the initial

25 briefs filed . I would-like to be able to set next -- a week

ALDEASoM REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

- 400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345

.
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f

1 from Thursday, the 12th.

2 However, I think it -ight be very appropriate for

3 you to rutnit whatever you tre going to do in writing before

4 then .

5 MR. T30WERIDGE: All right.

6 CHAISP.AN SMITH: It would be very helpful if we

7 had your position on all the issues raised by the initial

8 briefs in writing before'then. And then the other parties,

9 if they elect, can either file in writing or --

10 .R. TECW3 RIDGE: Mr. Chairman, I had intended to

11 address really only the Comacnwealth brief at the moment. I

12 think if there is going to be further briefing we might have

13 something to say about the other aspects of the ANGRY and

14 Sholly brief s. Eut 'I would think there is time enough to do

15 th a t at the same time they addressed ours.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That would be fine. But it would

17 be helpful to the Board if you could get your clarification

18 in as soon as possible.

_ 1g MR. TROWBEIDGE: Right.

20 CH AIRM AN SMITH: Is there anything else of a
.

21 preliminary nature before we begin? Mr. Sholly?

22 MR. 5EOL1Y : For those parties that are not aware,
,

. 23 1t may bear notino, for whatever reason, that Commissione
!.

24 Hendrie is now the Acting Chairman of the SEC again. I read

25 th at in "Th'e Washington Post" this morning and I thought the

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (2011 554-2345
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1 other pa rties ni;ht want to know.

2 'nd additionally, w9 would request a trief bench.

3 conference bef ore the witnasres are e paneled.

4 C'4 2. I h.. A N I2ITH: All right. Ehall we ad;curn --

5 do you mean you want a brief bench conference jurt before

6 the witnesses are called?

7 MB. SHOLLY: .Yes, sir.

8 CHAIFEAN EMITH: !s there anything else of a

9 preliminary nature, Ys. Bradford?

10 MS. GAIL 3EAOFORD: Yes, sir. Today was the day

11 that we were suppose to file testimony on "C5 13 from Dr.

12 Beyea, and we will not be doing that. And we are not asking

13 for an extension.

14 CHAIREAN 3%ITH: All right.
.

15 MS. GAIL~BRADFOPD: 'a'e were just not able to meet

16 th e ~ de adline .

17 CHAIRMAN S!ITH: Mr. Aamodt?

18 XR. AAEODT: You had requested my wife by today to

19 have -- by tomorrow to have a brief prepared relative to the

20 rela tionship between the Three Mile Island accident and the

21 Board order and' stress relative to training. And in view of

22 th e work involved in this veek's work, we would like to have

23 a few days more to put .that together, if we might.

24 CH AInnAN SXITH: Are-there any objections?

25 (No response.)

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

- 400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W. WASHINGioN, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 C3AI?"AN SMITH: :11 right. ''e should ha've it,.

2 then, by Ihursd27 Ecw :ach -- give a date certai..

3 MP. 1. a :":" * : ! vo21d rathat ray "onday, if that is

4 all right.

5 CHAI??A;I 5"ITH: ''o n d a y , Iuerday morning.

6 HR. ZAHLER: Mr. Smith, ! would like the record to

7 reflect I am not objecting. I am not in a position to

8 comment on the request. I do not know the backcround of

9 it .

10 CHAIR 2AN SEITH: This is -- all righ t.

11 Anything else?

12 MR. ADLER: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Adler?

14 MR. ADLES: I would just ~like to inquire whether

15 either the staff or the Licensee have made any progress in

- 16 assessing the schedule following onsite emergency planning

17 testimon y.

18 4R. T RC'4B RIDGI s :io t as much as we would like , Mr.

- 19 Chairman. I had hoped to report this morning. I will try

20 to _ report before we adjourn this week as to how cuch filler

21 we can provide. And I simply cannot do it at the moment. I

22 think -- you know , I uculd ask the staff.

. 23 MR. GRAY: '4e would also like to be able to report

i 24 before the end of this week as to that. But'I will need to
~

:

25 be checking with other staff personnel as far as what can be

ALDER 5oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASntNGToN D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2346
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1 filled in'.

2 c 2. .'. .- - ..' r*. i . ' . - ~ . . . . - . . , v. .. .
; *

3 All richt. ': 0 2 , i' there i nc :her pr+113inary

4 business, we vill sese :le in the ? card's cdfice and have

5 the bench conference requested by 3r. Th0117; that is, the

8 parties to the roceeding.

7 (Bench conference.)

8 C"AIE AN CMITF: -:efere the eitnessas leave, "r.

9 Tahler, I guess the 9.ard should instrurt ther a's to what

10 th e o rde r is . Why don't we have the witnesses -- why don't

11 rou produca your witnesses and get your testi:cny

12 identified, and then we will address the sequestration

13 request.

14 33. I AHLEP : Licensee calls "essrs. Focan, Giangi
.

15 and Tsaqqaris as its next witnesses.

18Whereupon,

17 303EET E. RCGAN

18 w Ocu-s-- , G .,,,_ r. . w :v.

.- m.e.GwA v_e,19 nu:l c .a _.

33 called as witnesses by counsel for Licensee, having first

21 heen duly - sworn by the Chairnan, were exanined and testified

22 as. f ollows:

. 1 :_ :_ c - r_ Xa- v. , %. a c. eC. vw. .. . .

--...7e:24
-- ,eel 4. ^ h c-

25 0~ "r. Bogsn, 'would you crate your full nana a'n d

-

ALDEA$oN REPcRTING COMPANY.INC.
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1 business address for the record?

2 A (WITJ ES 5 0 0 A !.' ) Febert E. F ega n, General Public

3 Utilities !!uclear Group, Three 'ile Island .;uclear Etation,

4 Middletown, Pennsylvania.

5 0 Mr. Gianci, would you state your full name and
I

| 6 business address for the record?

7 A (WITNESS GIANGI) George John Gianci, GPU Nuclear,

8 Metropolitan Edison Company, Middletown, Pennsylvania.

9 Q Mr. Tsaggaris, would you state you; full name and

10 business address for the record?

11 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Alexis Tsaccaris, Energy

12 Consultants, . In cor p o r at ad_, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

13 0 -Gentlemen, I refer you to a docur.ent dated 2/9/81,

14 entitled " Licensee's Testimony cf Robert E. Rogan, Georce J.

15 Giangi, and Alexis Tsaggaris on the Adequacy of Cnsite

16 Emergency Preparedness at Th ree Mile Island Unit 1." Was

17 this . testimony doin tly prepared under your direction and

16 supervision? ?

| 19 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes, it was.
;

20 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, it war.

21 A (WITNESS BOGAN) Yes, it was.

22 MR. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman, there are some

23 corrections to-the te stimony . Would you lik e then to be

l' 24 done before we do.--
|

25 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Yes, I think that -- I think you-

'

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASH 6NGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 should take care of all your praliminary business, and then

2 you offer - you will offer th e tectimeny. i. n d then :

3 presune that "r. Tholly will seek leave for voir dire

4 first.

5 !s that wha t your plan is?

8 MR. SHOLLY: Yes, sir.

7 BY MR. ZAHLER4 (R esum ing )

8 0 3r. Giangi, do you have any corrections or

9 supplemental information with respect tc the testimony?

10 A (XITNESS GIANGI) Yes, I do.

11 MR. ZAHLER: Mr. Smith, the cop- of the testinony

12 given to the reporter has the changes marked on it. In

13 addition, .we have marked up changed pages and are providing

14 those to the Board and the parties.

15 Changes appear on pages 26, 31, a1, 62, S6, 94,

16 Table 1 and Table 2. I would not propese to go through and

17 separately identify with these witnesses each of these

- 18 changes, because they are subject to crcss-examination with

19 respect to them.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: However, you should -- the

21 testimony ' th at they have. described as being theirs is the
~

22 corrected -testimony?

23 3R. ZAHLER: I am going to ask Mr. Giangi that in

24 a second.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGIN 4A JVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 FY MF. 'AHLEF: (?er;rine)

2
-

'; :-vise!, de yee :d:p- :51c :::tizeny se yeur

3 restincny in thi ;receedi--?

. . . . -- ._.--.,--) .
44 s ( 2 . . ., : : : . c a u o c. c. . : o.

.5 ( . . ,. . . r_ e_ S u- . s .- -w. 7 o.an-.., sa

6 A (WITNESS EOGAN) I do.;

7 NE. IAHLER: M r . .emith, I request that the

8 testinony as revised be ad:itted in avidence and copies be

9 incorporated in the transcript as thou;h read.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any objections?*

11 dE. SHCLLI: Ir. Chairnan , A::G3Y wishes to object

12 to the introduction of testinony. We would like to conduct

13 a voir dire and would request that the witnesses he

14 sequestered and directed not to diteuss voir dire anonort

15 themselves until it is completed.

16 CHAIEMAN FMITH: Ckay. Are there any other

17 objections.?

18 (No response.)

Ig CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right, pentlenen. This was

3) discussed anong the parties during the recess and agreed to
.

'-- it'has been agre+d to.21 in part

22 Mr. Rogan will renain. The other tuc sitnesses

- z3 will leave the hearing .rocn, and you should make no effort

24 to determine or fin'd out' wha t _is happening in tne hearing

25 room - And you should not consult _ anong each other until the

ALDER 5oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGIMA AVE. 5.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1-Board gives ycu f urther directions, consult en what is

2 hap;aning in the hearine recr. ?cu shculd not censult about

3 your testimony until ;cu have furthar directions fron the

4 Soard.

5 So Mr. Rogsn will remain. "r. Giangi and

6Tsaqqaris, leave, please.

7 (Pause.)

8 XR. 04HLER: Mr. Jsith, before Mr. Sholly begins,

9 I would just lik e th e record begins, I would just like th e

to record to discuss that this was previcusly discussed, that

11 Mr. Sholly is deina this exa:ination not pursuant to the

12 regulations allowing expert cross-examination, but pursuant

13 to a -waiver cf that regulation.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. You understand th a t , Mr.

15 Sholly?

16 !E. SFOLLY: I believe sc.

17 CHAIPEAN SMITH: This was discussed last week with

18 Ms. Bradfor:t. You do understand that?

~ 19 HR. SHCLL'f: Yes, sir.

| 20 CHA!EMAN SMITH: Okay. Mr. Sholly.

21 VCIE: DIRE EX AMIN ATICF

22 BY.ME. SHOLLY:

23 'Q . Yr. Fogan, we have sc:e questions to ask you about

24 the qualifications statement which you prepa red and which-

25 has .been submitted with your testimeny. Your qualifications
~

_

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 statement indicates you received a naster of science degree

2 in nuclear phyrics f rs: Tulin* Uni.:rsity. Wh=t y+ arc ware

3 you in sttandance a t Tulan3 in thi ; r e ; r s.- end wnst year

4 did you receive the aster of ccience d+; red?

5 A ('J ITS OSS ?CGAN) I attended Iulane Graduate School

8 1966 to 1968, and received .Ty degree of master of science in

7 physics specializing in nuclear physics in 'tay of 1968.

8 Q Did you write a thesir as art of your degree

9 requirement?

10 A (%ITNeSS P.C G A N ) Yes, I did .

11 Q Could you briefly describe the thesis and the

12 title of the thesis?

13 A. (WITS *ESS ROGAH) Yes, it was. It was a report on

14 an original experiment relating to the excitatien of the

15 state of copper and nickel in a PN ganza reaction done on a

.18 line ar accelerstor. It was subsequently report 9d in the

17 " American Nuclear Socie ty da gazine. "

18 Q Durine- your tenure with the United States Arny

19 from 1977.to October 1980, which you describe as senior

20 stra tegic ' analyst and. study group. manager, did your work

211nvolve any . facet of emergency preparedness? Of_ course, if

22 there are any national security interests in volved , needless

23 to .say -you should take1 that into account in yo ur response.

24 A (WITNESS 30GAN) :Only in the broadest sense that
,

25 aany .of the -issues. that I was charged to address related to

-

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, '
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1 the overall military prepar?dness and the stratacic porture

2 of the "nitec "tates with regard t0 the wcrid at larce, and

3 in particular with regard te military equirnants pcetura,

4 and in the later ctages sccs discussierr Of the Overall

5 energy strategy relationshi; during the energy crisis.

6 0 Did you have prima ry or secondary responsibility

7 in dealing with any matters related to civil defence,

8 strategic relocation of populations, tha t sort of thing?

9 A' (4IT!!ESS 2CGAN) ! did not in that

10 responsibilities, no.

11 G Have you attended any training seminars, taken any

12 courses, or otherwise received any additional education or

13 experience in the area of emergency planning and

14 preparedness f or civilian nuclear pcwer plants?
.

*

15 A (WITNESS-RCGAN) The only specific seminar or
i

16 training session which I have attended directly related to

17 this issue was one conducted in October of last year by the
i

! '18 Institute of Nuclear Power Operations in Atlanta, Georgia.

19 (Counsel for ANGBY conferring.)

20 .0 Would that be the emergency preparedness workshop-

21 that is noted in 3r. Giangi's training?

22 A (WITNESS SCCAN)- No , it is not.

L Z3 0- What was the subject of that workshop, than, sir?

24 A~ (WITNESS 30GAN) I am sorry, I cannot recall the

r
' ~ 25 specific topic. But.it in actuality resulted in an' overview

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 564-2345
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1 of many of the common concerns with recard to emergency

2 prepare <1 ness 1: fixac nucl u r facili:12s.

3 C rid that trainine eersica cover any as;erts c

4 NUREG-065c or the e:ergency plannine re:uis-icas whirn were

5 adopted by the Ccamission in Au;ust of loc 0?

|

| 6 A (WITNESS RCGAN) Yes, it did. At that time the
|
'

7 NUREG-0654, as I recall it, had not been published in its

8 final form. There was discusalon ci a variety of issues

9 which appeared in the final cuidance, scne of which were the

10 subject of our testimony.

11 Q Did any representatives from the Yuclear

12 Reculatory Commission attend that sessicn?

13 A (WITN7SS RCCAN) Yes, they did. The cnly name

14 that L I recall, if I recall it ccrrectly, was Mr. Frank

15 Paga no.

16 Q Have you studied the various reports and

- 17 investigations of the T!I-2 accident?

18 A (WIT 4ESS ROGAN) Yes, I have.

I _ 19 Q Could you identify which documents you have
~

-.
20 reviewed ?

21 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I have to some degree lesser or

22 greater looked at the_Regovin report, the Governor's raport,

23 and parts of the Kemeny Connission repert, as well-as other

. 24 smaller, less well known reports that have been made

25 available.

' ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 O Hsve you reviewed NUREG-0600, which was the

2 in vesti;a tion into ''.e accident coni ct?d by the

3 Commission's Of fice of Inspection and T'. force. Tent?

4 A (WIT'rSS ECCA") ! de not recall rpecifically

5 having reviewed that document.

6 Q I will try a little bit more of an explanation and

7 description, and perhaps you vill recall whether or not you

&did. It is a ra ther thick dccument, I would say an inch and

9 a half to two inches thick , an orange-bound cover. Perhaps

to the Chairman has a copy of it.

11 If you could briefly examine that and explain

12 whether or not you have reviewed that document or any

13 portions of it.

14 (Witness examines document . )

15 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I do not recall cpecifically

16 having studied that document, no.

17 0 Have you reviewed NUREG-0616, which is a report of

- 16 a special reviev group, aoain from the Commission's Office

19 of Inspection and Enforcement?

20 A (WITNFSS ROGAN) Again, I do not recall'having

21 sperifically seen~and studied that document, either.
|

22 0 Well, you indicated that you have exanined at

23 1 east parts of the Bogovin report, the Governor 's report and

24 the Keneny Commissicn. Have.you examined any of the

25 revisions of the TMI. emergency plan in light of your review

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1of these accident invartiestions, particularly with respect

2 to lockin fc vaDr.er:ss hicn var? in+ntifie: i- ne

3 inv9 stiit tiva r a z o r t s 1.* d. enac}.in; :: your sati: fiction that

4 these ,eaknesses had been add:ssred in the !!! ar:ency

5 plan?

6 A (WITNESS PCGAN) Yes, I believe I have. 2cth

7 Revision 2 and the Pevision 3 which was suhnitted to the NEC
~

8 on the 2nd of .'incary. To the extent of a detailed

9 cross-ref erence, such inplication veuld he ir; Oper.

"

10 However, as part of our continuine review and 27

11 own continuing review, considering these issues which I have

12 gleaned f ro n my own personal review of the reports, they

13 have been considerad as part of my reviev and thou;ht

14 p:Ccess.

15 0 Coul.d you briefly describe the =ajor weaknesses

16 which, to your nemory and reviev, were identified by these

17 in vestiga tions?

18 A (WI!5ESS EOGAN ) I would prefer not to attempt to

19 para;hrase the various reports. However, I think there are

20 a couple of issues which sees to locs sther consistent
.

21 throughout the. reports vita recard to the initial =anacement

22 of accident assessment, notification cf the putiac,

.23 developic; the' proper response c:canization. There were

24 aBong a variety of issuer Which . inpress?d. ne as I was

25 reading these reports.

ALoERSoN REPORTING CotePANY.NC.
'
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1 0 2nd 70u 20cid 337, *han, that 70 have reviewed

2... 4c.. . ., ......c. .. ,.s
... t..e.s t.e.... e

... .... ... ... . -- .-... - - . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 .' ' ~ '.' e s .'. ' v e * * . ~ . '..''~=.cc=.'. ****''***. .'';'.. . .. . .. .- ... .... . .

(.......... - ,.s.*.) s.&..ev& s.. a *.*e , j ? S .
. . .4 .1 t . . .= : : %ar . .

a . . s . t v. *s. . s .. ,. .s . . . . , . s. . 4e 3. 1 .* . s. e.
.pa* as5 wp. .. . . . .. . ... . .

i

| 6 questions we have f: 3r . . 0c10.

7 If it is acreeable to the *.icensee, we veuld like

S .o .s 4ng .v. . 4 , ,q .4 4,.. .w. w
- . . ... e . a . 4 . ., ..4 -.. . .,.4...... ..>-... . .. .- .... .. - - - . .

v2 t w.- . t..z.n .3.. c. w. , .4 . . , , ..,. . e 4. a .t ., 7 , 2. . o..9 -
. . . . ._ . . . . ,... ~ . .

10 see the need for saquectratica, given the nature of the

11 exasinatica. ! quess at this pois vould ask tnat both
-

12 the witnesses he nade available and that tha exasinatict

13 proceed in an expeditious fashics.

14 CHA!EfAN 22:!E Oc you naad -- nc, we are net

15 going to sto; the voir ?. ire. I see ac need for 'r. Ic;an to

16 leave, however.-

17 If you need advise at counsel table, is that

18 satisf actory with you?

13 3E. SHOLLYa I have ne cbfection to "r. E0;an

20 remaining. - What we thought to avoid vecid he a situation

21 where Sr. 3sca would ;o back and 301: the=, say "r.

22 "sa;garis, and discuss what scrt cf ext:isatics was

23 conducted.

CrA 3w.N ew- u. von- ..e ... .w4eC.4.. C4.24 .ea - - - - * * - -- -- ------s --~4 -- -

25 dire?

.
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1 MR. ZAH1ER: No, sir. And I am not proposing that

2 Mr . T,ocin discurs with .mit har :'r . Gisn;i er Tsac;a ric the

3 natur? of the voir dira.

guers ! var proposing'is that beth Mr.4 7 hat 7

5 Giangi Ind 7saogaris be produced at this time and voir dire

6 continue with both of them present, rather than sequestering

7 them .

8 CHAIR %AN SMITH: I see nothing to be lost by

9 continuina the sequastration, and still we can accomplish

10 Mr. Sho11;'s asserted purposes. But I do not see how you

11 are hurt at all.

12 M3. IAHLER: I am probably not. It is just that

13 the nature of the examination did not indica te to me the

14 need to sequester witnesses, wnich is a very exceptional

15 procedure and one not usually f ollowed in NRC proceedings.

i:: CHAIRhAN SMITH: That is incorrect.

-17 (Pause.)

18 MR. AAMODT Mr. Chairman, may I introduce Dr.

19 Bruce Molholt , who is our witness, whose testimony you have

20 received.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH Hello, sir.

22 SY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

23 ' O Mr. Giangi, am I pronouncing your name correctly,

24 first of all? I hate to mispronounce names.

25 A (WITNESS GIANGI) First of all, I am having

i

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 problems hasring you very clear. But ! believe ye: *1d not

2 ;ronounce it right. It is "Ci net."

3 *~ise:1." I n a n ''. 700.
~

4 A "i- t a n g i . " Thank you.
.

5 0 Ve have a few briaf questionc about your

6 prof essional qualifications statement and your backorcund in

7 the area of emergency planning that we would like te ask,

8 you.

9 Your professional qualifications staterent

10 indica tes that you suhaitted a thesis in connection with

11 fulfilling the program require =ents for a master of science

12 degree in inorgan' c environmental chemistry. " hat is thei

13 title and a brief description of the subject satter of your

14 thesis?
.

15 A (7ITNESS CIANG!) The subject matter deals with

16 humic acid in lake sediment, Lake George in New York

17 specifically. We looked at inorganic environ = ental

18 pollutants in Lake George sediment as a result of industry

19 and other manmade factors.

20 C Did your investication incorporate any

21 consideration of radioactive pc11utants?

22 A (7ITNESS GIANOI) Not to that great a degree.

23 There raally were'not very many up in that area. However,

24 ve used radioactive and isotcpic tracers in the analytical

25 work . We used GeLi's and other'spectroneters in the

.

ALDERSoN REPoMTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 analysis.

2 C Y;ur qualifiesti:ns stat-:ent indicatar ten years

3 at both the Cal'r "uclear eneratint ItSti0n and the Knowles

4 Atomic Fower Lsboratory. ~urlac ycur tenure at those tvc

f 5 f acilities, did you have any in volveNen t with emergency
|

| 6 planning or emergency procedures, speaking in terms of

7 preparing plans?

8 A (WITNESS CIANGI) No, to the extent of preparing,

9 I did not . I assisted with drills and ! was an auditor that

10 evaluated drills, sn innumerable number of d rills. And I

11 personally performed drills in the naval nuclear power

12 program, the prototypes specifically, cuch as radiological

13 control drills, spill d rills, chemistry sampling drills.

14 Q In your collegiate course werk, both graduate and

15 undergraduate, could you describe briefly the distribution

16 of courses that you tock? And I am particularly interested

17 in courses dealing with radiation biology, radiation

18 chemistry , health physics, nuclear engineering, that.gasut

19 of course work?

20 A (WITNESS GIA5GI) Okay. My undergraduate studies

21 at Syracuse predominsntly consisted of a strong chemistry

22 background, environmental, organic, incrganic, physical,

23 analytical, diversified to some degree in math, biolocy and

24 physics.

~25 Cf course, I have taken some nucles: chemistry

ALDEASON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIR3NA AVE, S.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2346
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1 courses. That was not ny madcr, *y graduate, as I.

2 mentione d , wa s haa vily invcived inte enemittry, varicus

3 enoineering courses, anc a;ain predoninantly envircamental

4 or inorganic and crganic chenis ry.

5 At Klowles Atomic, howevar, I have taken

8 mechanical c;erator courses, reactor plant theory courses,

7 health physics and chemistry from a nuclear power plant

8 standpoint. That qualification lasted approximately a

9 year.

10 Q Are you certified in health physics by any

11 certification organization?

12 A (WITNFSS GIANGI) No, I as not. I am

.3 ANSI-qualified.

14 0 Could you repeat that, please?

15 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I am ANSI-qualified in the field

16 of radiological controls and chemistry.

17 MR. ZAHLER: Could you explain wha t ANSI is.

18 WITNESS GIANGI It is the American Nuclear

to Specification -- I am not sure exactly what it stands for.

20 BY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

. 21 0 I am familiar with the acronym. I just did not
!

22 --

23 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Thank you.

24 CHAI3%AN SMTTH. What does it stand.for, Mr.

25 Sholly?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 (Laughter.)

HOLLY A me ricar ** ; t i o .9 a '. C itrdardr2 '* ? . '

3 Instituta . ~ did not know what the lart initial .et:0d fCr,'

4 ei th e r .

5 3Y M2. SHOLLI: (?esumina)

6 C Are you a registered crofescional engineer?

7 A (UITNESS CIANJI) No, I am not.

~

8 C Are you, other than the ANSI certifica tion tha t

9 you mentioned, ar9 you certified in any other profession by

* 10 an y government acency or prof essional standard setting

11 organir? t ton ?

12 A ('4ITFFSS OI ANGI) We, I am not.

13 0 Your professional qualifications statement lists a

14 number of training seminars and courses that you took. I

15 wonder if you could briefly describe for each one of those

16 approximately how many course hours were involved, how your

17 participation in the course was evaluated, and whether or

18 no t this course is accredited by any standard-setting

1g organiration or government acency.

20 You can just take then in the order you lis*.ed
.

21 them in your testimony.

22 A- (iITh?SS GIANGI) Ckay, sure. These were training

23 in the_rense that they were courses and work shops or

24 seminars directly related to emergency planning, and those,

26 I limited tha t area in my testimony. It was quite a bit
;

ALDERCoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 mora in various other areas.

2 U2diatica e:Grge cy ve.: int: war juct recenti/,

3 whien iealt with the r24.iation 3:ervency inf erra ticn

4 dissemina tion, the issue of prepar clannine with regsrds to

5 radiation eme rJe ncies, your connections with the media, and

6 how to ensure proper infor2a tion flow is transmitted. That

7 lasted approximately three days. And again, that was a

8 seminar, as is indicated.

9 0 That seminar ass not accredited or certified?

10 A (WITNESS GIANGI) No, it wa s no t.

11 The radiological emergency response course, which

12 was a joint -- a join t effort by the NEC and FEMA, lasted

13 one week, and it involved radiological and beteorological

14 dose projections, looked at protective action guides, went

15 through various chi over 0 calculations.

16 And that lasted one week. And I have a

17 certificate stating that I completed tha t course.

i
18 Radiological emergency course, that was performed

19 by RMC, where Dr. Roger Linneman of RMC discusced various

20 aspects of radiation health and its adverse ef fects and how

21 to deal with the contaminated injured individual, as well as

22 the overexposed individual f rom a radiological standpoint.

23 0 How long did that particular course last?

24 - A (WITNESS GIANGI) That was one day.

25- C And again, that would not have been certified by

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 any type cf standard-settin7 arc ani'za tion ?

2 1 0'. !!P S T 7: A:' 0I ) - , it er not.

3 rahlic notification syctees sarinar. :n the

4 evaluation process of sirenc, ! hhys attenced quite s fav

5 seminars, if you will, en early warning 7.n d really put out

8 by the siren manuf acturers to help me bet ter evalua te the

7 systems and to see which is the most efficient siren system

8 that we should ;rocure.

9 Ihe emercency pracaredness workshop was based on

to diff erent areas of emergency action levels, 065a items,

11 specifically energancy plan implementing procedures, and

12 that is sort of the flavor. Ihat was also not a certified

13 course.

14 0 And how long did that last? A matter of days or

15 weeks?

16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I believe it was two weeks.

17 0 Fine.

18 A (WITNFSS GlANGI) Emergency planning seminar in

19 Mississygua dealt with the problems encountered at the

20 Hississagua eval'>ation, _ the propane tanker, and variour

21 aspects that the Mississaguans had encountored in combating

22.the eme rg en.c y , namely enercency response cards, facilities,

23 communica tions cystems. And that lasted th ree days.

24 I think I hit on all-of them.

28 MR. ZAHLER.- Mr. Giangi, I do not know=you have

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Idiscussed the Porthwestern University Medical School.

2 4 !IN T.~5 ' I .' M I : That was reclly a ti eeff from'.

3 the RhC. It v$s si-iIar t: th+ ? siis tien y =.na g e:.en t

4 Corporation's handling cf radiation incidents, medically

5 contaninated injured people, and overoxposed people.
l
l

| 6 (Pause.)
1

7 BY .MP.. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

8 0 Have you study any of the reports or

9 investigations that have resulted out of the T!I-2 accident,

10 specifically in the area of emergency planning?

11 A (WITNESS GIA:iGI) I have seen some, yes.

12 0 Could you descrihe briefly whicit rencrts you have

13 reviewed ?

14 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I have seen the recent Senator

15 Udall investigative report, and I have seen the SEC report

16 by the Inspection and Enforcemen t reople.

17 C Would that be NUREG-0600, the thick orance --

i

18 A (WITN SS GIANGI) No, this was just recently put

19out by, I believe, Victor Ste11o's ICE group.

20 0 Is that the report which related to the

21 withholding or lack of withholiing of intermation?

22 A (WITNESS GIAaGI) Yes, sir.

23 0 Have.you reviewed the-Socevin report, Special

L
24 Inquiry Group report _which is designsted NUPEG-CP-1250?

25 A- (WITNESS GIANGI) 'I reviewed-it some time ago.

,
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1 0 Also the Kemeny Corniscion and the Yemeny

2 Commiscien staf f r9portc?

3 ? ( a !T.'' rSE C I A' CI) Yec, cir. :: vas cuita 1 file.

4 C Mave you revi=ved 'iUEEG-C#00?

| 5 A ( W IT:i ESS GIANG1) Yes, I h?ve.

I

6 Q Have you reviewed NUREG-0616? That is a document

7 by the Special Review Group of the Gffice of Inspection and

8 Enforcement.

9- -A (WITNESS GIANGI) No, sir, I have net.

10 C You have not?

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's see. What is tha title of

12 that? Uhat is the subject cf that? Th a t is the information

13 flow initial report?

14 MR. ACLER: ?. r . Chairman, that is th e re pcr t of

15 the Special Review Group, Office of ICE, on leszons learned

16from Three Mile Island.

17 MR. ZAHLER: It was ICE's input, I believe, to the

|
18 NRC's broadly-based lessonc learned. NRR had a short-term

19 and long-term lessons learned, but this was ICE's input.

! 20 (Pause.)

j 21 SY MR. SHCLLY: (Resuming)

22 G In the context of the review of various

23 accident' related reports, .ha ve you examined any ravisions of-

L 24 the Licensee's emergency plans with the review of those

25 reports in mind,: and are you satisfied tha t the veaknesses

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 which are identified in thess 4ccuments have been resolved

2 in the emer7+ncy ;11n whier is acw 'efere the scard sad th e

3 Commissien?

4 A ('i!!::75S GI A.iGI) Yec, bared on reviewing the

5 various reports previously mentioned and tha t ! have

6 reviewed, we have dene conciderable uporading in the

7 eEergency planning area.

8 Of course, I want to qualify that by saying it is

9 an ongoing effort and with every emer7ency drill we find,

10 for example, thst logistically we may better various points
_

11 to more f acilitate the accident mitigation process. But to

12 the extent that the reports deal wi th various prchlems, we

13 have upgraded communications systems to dedicated phone

14 lines, status boards with predetermined points being legged

15 on the boards, f ormalized .logkeeping and communications

16 recordkee ping. -

17 We have used the information data checklist which

18 ensures that key parameters are transmitted to offsite

I 19 agencies. We have a CRT system that will be used for onsite

20 centers as well as offsite centers, that ties into the

211n-plant ' 20DC05 computer which accesses plant information.

i 22 That, and I guess I really cannot rule training,

}
23 which bring out'these conu "ts a nd their proper use of the

24 equipment I just mentioned.

25 . (Counsel for ANGRY conferrin;.)
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i .1 ME. EEGLLYa Thank you.
! I
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1 EY TE. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

2 Ir. ! aciir e* , vc hivi sc:- 4;=rtions : 201rdinc

3 e preftssional qualifiesticic stateren, vnien ycu ha v+

4 prepared. Just initially, if y:n vill icek at the icttom of

5 your qualificatione sta tenen t , the ve ry last sentence where

6 part of the sentence says "q ua lif ied as chie f engineer," and

7 then in ny copy of the testimony there is nothing following

8 that . !s there a missing page er sentence there, or is that

9 the complete prciessional cualifications state:ent that you

to have prepared?

11 A (WITNESS TSAGGAEES) That qualification is chief

It relates to a particular qualification upon12 engineer. ,

13 naval reactor plants.

14 0 With th a t explanation, then, tha t is ycur full

15 qualifications statement as precented and explained just

16 now?

17 A (WIT >ESS TSAGGA2ES) That is correct.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So the statesent should end with

19 a period instead of a comma ?

20 WITNESS TSAGGARES: Excuse me?

l- 21 CHAIEfAN SMITH: The statement shecid end with a

22 period instead of a comsa?

73 ' WITNESS TSAGGAEES: That is correct.

24 BY 53. SHGLLY: _ (Resuning)

25 0 Mr._Isaqqares, when did you leave your-position as-

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, LNC,
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1 director of site emergency planning with S.etropolitan Edison

2 Co:pany?

O (?!!'JIS7 TS AG 3 AE ET) Dece-ter 31, 197?.'

4 O And you left tha ' position :0 t a :,e a resition with
,

5 Schneider, Inc., as corporate =cality accurance c ' rector ?

6 A (WITNESS TS AGG ARIS ) That ic corrc et.

7 C Your qualifications statement of your position

8 with Schnaider, Inc. indicates responsibility for quality

gassurance at nuclear and fossil fuel plants fer which

10 nuclear plants were you responsibility for CA/CC?

11 A (WITSESS TSAGGA32S) Schneider, Inc., at the time

12 for which I was responsible were ongoing at the Beaver

13 Valley 1 site, Peaver Valley 2, the Limerick site, the Ginna

14 site , Rochester Gas and Electric, Nine Mile Point, Hope

15 Cree *.

16 C That is fine, Mr. Tsaqqares, unless you have

t- others which you wish to add.

18 Did your involvement with those plants extend to

jg any areas involved with emergency planning o r radia tion

20 monitoring?

21 A (WITNESS TSAGGAP.ES) :. c , they did not.
i

22 C 'With regard to your position with Energy

23 Consultants, Inc. as vice president for which nuclear power

24 plan ts were you involved . in emergency. planning in any

25 manner?

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 A (WITNISS TSACGAPES) Three Mile Island Units 1 and

2 2, Gyster Creek.

3 (Counsel I0r ?!;Gr? ccnferri.tc.) -

4 0 !s Ener;7 Consultante a relatively naw firs? How

5 long ago was the firm started?

6 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Energy Consultants was

7 started.eight to ten years ago.

8 C Eloht to ten years ago?

g A (WITNrSS TSAGGAEES) Eight to ten years ago.

10 0 And your involver.ent with emergency planning for

it those three f acilities, were there any particular aspects of

12 emergency planning that you concentrated on in your ar ea of

13 responsibility?

14 A (WITNESS TSAGGABES) I would cha racterire my

15 concentration on the development of the planning --

13 assisting in the development of the planning document and in

17 the development and the review of impismenting procedures

18 and the development of communications and organirational

tg concepts.

20 A (WIINESS TSAGGARES) With regard to your

21 educa tion , Yr. Tsagga res, your degree from ?rinceton,
~

22 bachelor of. science degree, is listed as basic engineering.

23 Did that incorporate any aspects of nuclear engineering?

24' A (WITNESS TSEGGARES) It did no t incorporate any

- 25 specific courses in - nuclear engineering.

ALDER $oM REPoRUNG COMPANY 1NC.

400 vtRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. DA 20024 (202) $54-2345
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1 C Are you i registered professional enginear, 'r.

2 Tsagga rer ?

3 A ( '4 IT N 75F 'rA';ARFC) ': c , : a r. nc .

4 Q Are you cartifisc in health /physirr?

! 5 A (WIThrSS TSAGGARES) No, ! se not.

6 Q Are you certified in any other profession by any
|

7 othe. government agency or standard-setting body?

8 A (WITNESS ISAGGAREF) No, ! am not.

9 Q Durinc your tenure with the United States Navy, di

to did you have any involvement in emergency plannino or

11 procedures-writing for emercencies?

12 A (WIT. NESS TSAGGARES) Zy principal assignment

13 during my tour in the Navy was as main propulsion assistant

14 f or a period of 16 tc 18 months. In that capacity, I had

15 total responsibility, among other thines, for chemistry and

16 radiological controls. Those responsibilit.es extended to

17 th e development of procedures for dealing with radiological

16 incidents on board ship and the impact of these incidents

19 when the ship was in port.

20 0 When did you become the director for site

21 emergency planning for Metrcpolitan Edison Company?

22 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Approximately April of 1979.

23 -C That was sometime following the TMI-2 accident?
(

24 A -(WITNESS . TS AGG ARES ) T1at is correct.

(Counsel for ANGRY con ferring.)25

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VinGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345'
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1 C Purino your tanura with the company and since that

2 time , h2 ve you reviewed an cf t .'. a varicur ra;crt- Or

3 inv+ctimations On the !" -2 ar.ci dent ?

4 A (" TNESS TSA0GA271) fes, I have.

5 C Cou31 you describa briefly the reports which you

6 have reviewed? I a= speaking here primsrily towards

7 emergency planning and related matters.

8 A (WITNESS TSAGGAREF) I reviewed sometime ago the4

9 Kemeny Commission report, the Fogovin r4 port, and am

;ogenerally awars of the requirements and NUEEG dccuments

ti issued since the accident.

12 C Have you reviewed NUEIG-06CO, which is the thick ,

13 orange-bound covered document to your right?

14 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) I have not reviewed that

, 15 document in detail.
I

16 C Have you reviewed NUEEG-0516, which is the report

17 of the special review group to the Cffice of Inspection and

; 18 Enforcemen+ of the- NRC on lessens lasrned from the TMI-2
, .

| gg accident?

20 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) I am fanilist with that

21 document, but I have not reviewed it in detail.

22 C Which revisions of the TMI-1 energency plan did

23 you have involvement in preparinc or directing the

24 preparation of ?'

25 A. (WITNESS TSAGGARES) I was primarily involved in

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPiNY,INC,

400 VNtGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 2N24 (202) 554 2345
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1 the development of Ievision 1 to the rian and have

2 Outs *Cuently toen ir.vcived in =Jsi ti..: in th e ce v+12; en t

3 of Fevision w nd avirict 3, tc a lestar de;rea.-

4 C 31 sed on ycur 2 View cf .'s !!! accident-ralated

5 investigations and raports that you have reviewad, are you

6 satisfied tha t the weaknesses or flaws within the emergency

7 planning spectrum, both Licensee 's plan and the interface of
'

8 that plan with off-site plans, are you satisfied that thosa

9 vesknesses that which a re id entified in these documents have

to been resolved in Licensee's latest plan , vnich is now bef ore

11 th e Roard and tne Commission?

12 A (WITNESS TSAGGARSS) To the extent of tha

13 documents I reviewed in detail and the requirements in

14 NUREG-06 S n, I a: cstisfied, yes.

15 0 Have you reviewed Revision'3 of the licensee's

16 plan to ensure to your natisf action tha t the advice and

17 recommendetions which you gave to the licensee have been

18 incorporated intn the plan properiy?

.ig A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes, I have .

20 0 And are you satisfied that that has been done?
.

21 % (WITNESS TSAGGASES)- Yes, I an .

22 0 Your professional qualifications statecent

23 indicates that you participated in hearings before the

- 24 Advirary Committee' on Reactor Saf eguard s. What was your

25 involvementL with the ~ ACES in that capacity?

E
,

ALDEASoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
,
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1 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) My involve =ent with the

2 Advisory Connittee on c.cacte r Caf eg ua rd s was in a censulting

etrcpolitan I:ison Conpany. ! Wa* pres =nt at3 ca:scity to v

4 the hearingc and presented come trief com.mantr. !t has been

5 a while, and I cannot quite remember what was discussed at

j Gthat particular hearino.

7 Q Would that have related to emergency planninc?

8 A (WITNESS TS AGG AR ES ) Yes.

g Q Sinilarly, with the Pennsylvania House Select7

i

10 Committee on Three Mile Isisnd, what was ycur involvement

11 with that Cor.mittee?

12 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) , the time of these

.

13 hearings, I was a "etropositan Edison employee, and I

14 appeared wit h .dr . Ec ber t Arnold to discuss, among other

i
15 thin gs , emergency planning.

18 0 Were you not also deposed by the NFC special

17 inquiry croup?
i

18 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Would you repea t that,

jg please? -

20 Q Were you not also deposed by the NEC special

21 inquiry group, the Rogovin group?
.

i 22 A (WIT. NESS TSAGGARES) I was deposed by the NEC, and

23 I believe that was f or the Fogovin report.

24 G Was that deposition related to emergency plannino?

25 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Yes, it was.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W, *.VASHINGToN. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 *2. ?EOLLY Finn, *:. Chairnan. ~ hat is all the

2 ques tions v a '.s va . ~. e $r2 r. 0 : : in; :: :::+c: :: :N 3

. !3 introduction of ta= tortiruny, 'r u t we te 'sve ec e

4 reserysticas hased en the voir tire vrich ! te*iev+ ! ?:re

5 properly address in findin;s of 'act and conclusions of

6 law. At least that is oy understaadine.

7 And if that is correct, then ~ vnuld pre;cse that

8 ve scve into the receipt Of the evitence end proceed with

g cross exanisation.

to CHAIS"AN EXITH: "Voir dire," as you have used it,

it custosarily goes to the qualifications of the witnesses to

12 present the testimony they have, and their qualifications to

13 serve on the job they a re serving en is a distinct

14 consideratio n. Are you aware of -that difference?

15 15. SEGLLY Yes. It was my understanding also

16 that voir dire could serve tc address the =stter of the
17 reliability and the weight which the evidence is ;iven in

18 the Board 's determination of the record.

1g .CHAIEZAN ShITH: Okay.

20 Gentlemen, you are released from the Ecard's order

21 not to discuss the test:nony,-and ycu can ]cin %:.

22 Tsagga re s.

'3. 7.3T. LIE .r. Chairman, I would acain request"
23

2( tha t the testinony as revised be admitted in evidence and

25 copies ' be ' incorporated in the transcript as thou;h read.

ALoGtSoM REPoRTNG COMPANY. INC,

, 400 WIGMIA AVE. S.W. WASHINGioN. D.c. 20024 (202) 554 2346 -
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t CHAIRMAN 33!TH All ri7ht. Thst 1: the testimony r

2 and the Vclu.e ' for the ta';;es. '11 ri-ht. .' h t is '.~0 lure.

31 sad 2.

4 "E. CAHLIit Yes, sir.

5 CHAIRMAN EMIT:!: Okay. The testimony the--

6 testimony is received, Volumes 1 and 2.

7 (The documents referred to, the written testimony

8 of s r. !sagaares sad attached Volumes 1 and 2, follow.)

9

10

11

12

13

14
.

15

'16

17

18

19

20

21

.

' 22

. 23

24-

-25-
+

1
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*

outline
|

This testimony deals with the adequacy of onsite emergency

preparedness at Three Mile Island, Unit 1. It addresses

short-tera action item 3 and long-tera action item 4 from the

Commission's August 9, 1979 " Order and Notice of Hearing,"
,

Board Question 4, and the onsite emergency planning contentions

raised by intervening parties in this proceeding. In addition,

| this testimony demonstrates Licensee's compliance with the

Commission's recently revised emergency planning regulations

( 45 Fed . Reg . 55402-13 (August 9, 1980)) and with the guidance
! set forth in NUREG-0654 (Rev. 1, November, 1980).

; I. Introduction. The witnesses are identified, their
i

involvement with emergency preparedness at TMI is described,

the purposes and organization of the testimony are explained,

and the guidance used in developing the TMI-1 Emergency Plan is

set forth.

II. Development of the TMI-l Emergency Plan. The

historical development of the initial and three revisions to ,

the Emergency Plan is described. The coordination between the

Emergency Plan, on the one hand, and other TMI programs, the
r

state emergency plan, the five county emergency plans, and

local emergency preparedness, on the other hand, is explained.

The status of NRC and FFMA reviews is set forth.
|

. III. Overview -- Concept of Operations. The division of

responsibility between onsite and offsite emergency planning is

explained. Licensee's emergency preparedness program at TMI,

._. _ __. . _ - . _ . ,_ __ __ _.
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'*
'

including the distinction between the Emergency Plan and the j
t

Implementing Document, is described. Major elements of the '

Emergency Plan are summarized through a hypothetical appli-"

cation of the Emergency Plan to a small break loss-of-coolant

accident.

IV. Organization and Coordination. There are three parts

to this section. The first part describes the various

emergency organizations, both .onsite and offsiter the letter of

agreement between Licensee and certain offsite agencies are |

discussed in this part. The second part describes the onsite

and offsite emergency response facilities. And, the third part

describes the communication links between the various e=ergency

response facilities.
,

V. Initial Accident Assessment. The information

necessary to assess an emergency condition at TMI is described.

The classification of accidents is explained, including a

definition of protective action guides and an analysis of

Licensee's emergency action levels. The monitoring and

assessment of radiation releases is described. This discussion

includes an evaluation of ARAC, Licensee's REMP, and real-time

offsite monitoring devices that can be renotely read onsite.
;

VI. Initial Accident Notification. The initial calls to

Dauphin County and PEMA are identified. The reason why the
,

other four risk counties are not called, except in a General

Emergency, is' explained. The role of BRP in this communication

scheme is summarized. Public dissemination of information is

described.

;

I
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|

/ t

VII. Onsite Emergency Response. The mobilization of

Licensee's emergency organizations and the onsite equipment

available to assist in responding to an emergency is summa-

rized.

; VIII. Offsite Emergency Response. This section

demonstrates the coordination between Licensee's onsite

emergency plan and the offsite emergency response plans. The

plume exposure pathway EPZ and the ingestion exposure pathway

EPZ for the TMI site are identified. The geographic extent of
,

the plume exposure pathway EPZ is justified in terms of the

functions necessary for an adequate offsite response, including

i

public education, early warning, notification to the public

about the emergency, and protective action options.

IX. Maintaining Emergency Preparedness. Licensee's

program to maintain an adequate state of emergency preparedness
'

at TMI is described. This program consists of training, drills

and exercises, and annual audits and reviews of the Emergency

Plan.

:

I
,

f

!
l
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I. Introduction
*:

Q.1 Please state your name and business address.

A.1 (Witness Rogan): My name is Robert E. Rogan. I am

the Manager-Emergency Preparedness for GPU Nuclear,

Post Office Box 480, Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057.

(Witness Giangi): My name is George J. Giangi. I am

the Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness at Three Mile

Island, Post Office Box 480, Middletown, Pennsylvania

17057.

(Witness Tsaggaris): My name is Alexis Tsaggaris. I

am a Vice President of Energy Consultants, Inc., 121

Seventh Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222.

Q.2 Have you prepared a statement of professional quali-
fications?

I

i
i A.2 We each have prepared a statement of professional

qualifications, attached to this testimony as Ap-
T,

' pendix A.

Q.3- Describe your involvement with emergency preparedness
i

| at Three Mile Island.

~ A.3 (Witness Rogan): I have held the title of Manager-

Emergency Preparedness for GPU Nuclear since October
!

1, 1980. In.that position I am generally responsible

for emergency preparedness activities at both Three

Mile Island ("TMI")1 and d}1ter Creek. With respect

i
i.
! 1 'ist-of abbreviations uses in ear.3 testimony is included*

as Ay3endix B.-

- . - . . - , . . . . . . . ._ . ,7,,
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* t
* to TMI, I have reviewed and supervised the

l
i preparation of Revision 3 to Licensee's Emergency

Plan. Currently, I am supervising the preparation of
I

| the Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures ("EPIP's")
|
j that will be submitted to the NRC on March 1, 1981.

(Witness Giangi): I was appointed Emergency Plann.t.g

Coordinator at TMI on February 8, 1980. In November,

|
1980, I became Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness at'

( TMI. In these positions I was directly responsible

for the preparation of Revisions 2 and 3 to

Licensee's Emergency Plan, and the accompanying

EPIP's. In addition, I am responsible for conducting
:

the necessary emergency drills and exercises,

assuring that an adequate Emergency Plan training

program is implemented, and periodically checking

that necessary emergency equipment is properlyi

calibrated and maintained.
~

:

I (Witness Tsaggaris): Between 1976 and 1977 I held

the title Supervisor of Training at TMI. In that
,

'

position I was responsible for conducting the annual

series of emergency drills, developing appropriate
|

| drill scenarios, and providing necessary documenta-
.

L

tion, including drill critiques. On the third day

j after the Unit 2 accident I was recalled to the site
'|.

,

-2-
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and designated the senior utility representative in
:

Unit 1 responsible for offsite radiological dose |
assessment, control of the mobile radiological moni-

!

toring teams, and communicati'on of information to the I

Nuclear Regulatory Commist'an ("NRC") and the Penn-

sylvania Bureau of Radiation protection ("BRP") on

airborne and liquid radioactive releases. During the

summer of 1979 I was appointed Director of Site

Emergency Planning and was directly responsible for

preparation of the initial version of Licensee's

updated Emergency Plan, and Revision 1 to that plan.

On December 31, 1979, I left Metropolitan Edison, but

j have continued my involvement in the TMI emergency

preparedness program as a consultant to the company.

Q.4 What is the purpose of your testimony in this
proceeding?

'

A.4 The purpose of our testimony is to describe the

status of emergency preparedness at TMI-1, and to

demonstrate compliance with the applicable portions

; of the NRC's rule on emergency planning. 45 Fed.

Reg. 55402-13'(August 19, 1980). This testimony also

responds to matters covered by: (a) short-term

action item 3 and long-term action item 4 of the

| NRC's August 9, 1979 Order and Notice of Hearing; (b)
!

LicenOing Board Question 4; and (c) the onsite

i

~3--
t

|
r

I'

l-
I
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*

emergency planning contentions raised by intervening |
|
,

parties in this proceeding.

Q.5 Describe the manner in which you have organized your
testimony.

A.5 Generally, we have organized our testimony to follow

sequentially the events that might unfold during an

actual emergency. Following this introductory

section of the testimory, there is a background

section that addresses development of the TMI-1

Emergency Plan. The third section of this testimony,

entitled Overview -- Concept of Operations, is
,

intended to sketch briefly the entire Emergency Plan

by tracing a hypothetical accident scenario. The
'

purpose of this overview is to assist in placing in

context each individual element of the Emergency

Plan; these elements are described in greater detail

in succeeding sections of the testimony. The fourth

section of the testimony, on organization and

coordination, identifies the relevant emergency

organizations and their staffing, the various

emergency response facilities, and the communication

links that tie the -various organizations and
'

facilities together. The next four sections of the

testimony address initial accident assessment,

initial accident notification, onsite emergency

_4_
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response and offsite emergency response,
i

respectively. The final section of the testimony

describes the methods used to maintain an adequate

state of emergency preparedness at TMI. These
i

| methods include training programs, drills and

exercises, and periodic reviews and updates of the

Emergency Plan.

|

|
Attached to the testimony as Appendix C is a list of

,

the intervenor contentions addressed in the
! testimony. Although the testimony does not respond

to these contentions seriatim, the testimony has been

annotated in the lef t-hand margin to indicate those
*

|

l parts of the testimony that respond to specific

contentions.

Q.6 In developing the TMI-1 Emergency Plan, did you rely |

on guidance provided by the NRC7 '

A.6 Yes. Initial guidance on revised emergency planning

requirements was provided in NRC-sponsored workshops
!

l

( held during August, 1979. The NRC then published

interim acceptance criteria in September, 1979.

These interim acceptance criteria were explained and
i

|
elabocated upon in public technical meetings held

with-the NRC Emergency Planning Task Force in

. September, 1979.. Additional guidance from the NRC
j

|

-5-
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:
was contained in draft NUREG-0610 (September, 1979)

and draft NUREG-0654 (January, 1980). On August 19,

1980, the NRC publishad in the Federal Register its

final emergency plannins rule, and in November, 1980,

Revision 1 to NUREG-0654 was issued. In addition,

specific comments by the NRC Staff on the TMI-1

Emergency Plan have been incorporated in the latest

revision (Revision 3) of the plan.

II. Development of the TMI-l Emergency Plan

Q.7 How was this guidance used in developing the TMI-1
Emergency Plan?-

A.7 (Witness Tsaggaris): The NRC Staff conducted several

visits to the TMI site during September,1979. On

S9ptember 25 and 26, the NRC Emergency Plan Task
- Force held public meetings with Licensee's represen-

|

| tatives at the Liberty Firehouse in Middletown. At

these meetings the NRC explained their upgraded

requirements for emergency planning and Licensee's

representatives described the methods Licensee

anticipated using to satisfy these new requirements.

On-September 27, the public meeting was expanded to

include representatives from the Pennsylvania

-Emergency Management Agency ("PEMA"), BRP,'and the

'

five counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumberland

and Lebanon.

-6-
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On the basis of these meetings, Licensee prepared its

upgraded Energency Plan. The initial version of the
,

plan was submitted to the NRC in October,1979, and

Revision 1 of the Emergency Plan was submitted in

November, 1979.

(Witness Giangi): The NRC " Status Report on the

Evaluation of Licensee's Compliance with the NRC
i

Order Dated August 9, 1979" (January 11, 1980)
,

concluCed that Revision 1 of the Emergency Plan

complied with the NRC's short-term action items 3(a),

3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) (at p. C3-5) and de=cnstrated

reasonable progrens toward completion of the NRC's

long-term action items 4(a) and 4(b) (at 7. D4-1).

It was indicated that a test exercise of Licensee's

Emergency Plan would be required to conply with

short-term action item 3(e).2

In January,1980, the Federal Emergency Management

Agency (* FEMA *) and NRC jointly issued " Criteria for

Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency

Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear

Power Plants -- For Interim Use and Comment" (NUREG-

0654/ FEMA-REP-1). By letter dated April 28, 1980,

2- These conclusions were reaffirmed in the "Evaulation of
Licensee's Compliance with the Short and Long Term Items of
Section II of NRC Order dated August 9, 1979" (NUREG-0680,
June,-1980) at pp. C3-5 and D4-1.

:

-7-
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Licensee was requested to revise its Emergency Plan

to meet the new planning standards of NUREG-0654.

Licensee submitted Revision 2 of its Emergency Plan

in June, 1980, to comply with the guidance in

NUREG-0654.

By letter dated September 9, 1980, the NRC requested
|

Licensee to respond to 23 comments on Revision 2 of

the Emergency Plan. On November 3 and December 29,

1980, Licensee responded to these comments. After

completing its review of the Emergency Plan against

NUREG-0654, the NRC wrote to Licensee on November 5,

1980, authorizing implementation of the plan since it

; "provides a greater margin for public health and

safety." In the meantime the NRC had revised its

emergency planning criteria and Licensee was

preparing Revision 3 of the Emergency Plan to satisfy

these new standards (see discussion in the next
paragraph). Therefore, on December 10, 1980,

Licensee informed the NRC that it intended to

implement Revision 3 of the plan on January 2, 1981,

at the same time it submitted the revised plan to the

NRC.

Revision 3 of the Emergency Plan was developed to

satisfy the requirements of the NRC's new emergency

-8-:
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planning rule, which became effective on November 3,

,

|

1980, and the additional guidance in Revision 1 to l

NUREG-0654, also released in November, 1980.

Q.8 Is the TMI-l Emergency Plan coordinated with other
programs at TMI?

A.8 Yes. The TMI Security Plan, Radiation Protection

Plan, Fire Protection Prograa Plan, Emergency Public

7.nformation Plan, and Emergency and Abnormal

Operating Procedures all have been closely coordi-

nated with the TMI-1 Emergency Plan. Procedures for

the previously referanced programs interface with the

EPIP's in such areas as site accountability,

emergency action levels, and news releases. Further

information on the relationship between the Emergency

Plan and other programs at TMI is provided at Section

4.2.2.2 of the Emergency Plan.

In addition, a formalized emergency plan training

; program currently is being developed which coordi-

nates the TMI-l Emergency Plan and the EPIP's.

|

L Q.9 Has the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania been involved in
development of the TMI-1 Emergency Plan?

A.9 Yes. Throughout the planning process Lir.ensee's

| ELP-If5(c) personnel have met with various state agencies,
! EP- 15 (E) including PEMA and BRP. This coordinated planning

i
!

-9-
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process began with agreement on organization and

communication concepts and continued throughout the

detailed planning stage. Items discussed at these

meetings -- for example, initial and continuing

notification procedures, early warning systems,

| evacuation time studies, and the specific support

| role of the BRP -- assured that the proper interface
|

occurred between onsite and offsite emergency

planning agencies. In addition, discussions were

held on the nature and extent of plaaning assistance

'

that Licensee would provide to offsite agencies.

Q.10 Have the emergency response plans for the counties of
Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumberland, and Lebanon
been coordinated with the TMI-l Emergency Plan?

A.10 Yes. Notification procedures, communication systems,

EP - 15 62) resources aya11c31e, warning systems and t3 :MI_1

EUS-- 15 (50 Emergency P1an were discussed during meetings with,

:

; the various county emergency management directors.

|
These meetings took place at the TMI site, PEMA

l

| headquarters, and in the various local emergency
|

| operations centers ("EOC's"). Close interface

between PEMA and Licensee has assured effective

, coordination with the five- risk counties since PEMA
|

| 1s the lead offsite coordinating agency. NUREG-0654

concepts and terminology have been accepted as the

basis for all emergency response plans.

1

-10-
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Q.11 Describe Licensee's involvement in the development of
municipal emergency response plans.

.

A.11 As a result of discussions with PEMA and the county

P- US 62) emergency manage =ent directors, it was deter =ined

EP- IS OE) t3ae the 1cca1 municipa11eies were in need of

i assistance in completing their e=ergency plans. The
i
l county staffs were, for the most part, fully

committed to their own planning effort and could not

provide the assistance required. As a result,

Licensee retained the services of Kline, Knopf &

Wojak (government relations consultants) to assist in

the planning effort. After initia1 =eetings with

PEMA, team members consuited with county emergency

management directors to ascertain needs of the local

municipalities. Team members visited each of the

local municipalities in the plume exposure pathway

emergency planning zone ("EPZ") to offer assistance.

: In most cases, the consulting team assisted by
!

ensuring . that local plans followed certain for=ats
:
I
' and were coordinated with the county planning effort.

i

| .Q.12 What is the current status of NRC review of the TMI-1
[ Emergency Plan?

;

. A.12 In Lecember, 1980, the NRC published " Emergency
!
| Preparedness Evaluation for TMI-1" (NUREG-0746). The
!

( abstract to that document states in relevant
:

-11-
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part: "The Three Mile Island Unit 1 Emergency .' lan

generally meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.47b and
I

conforms to the guidance found in NUREG-0654,

Revision 1 except for several specific items which

are identified." These exceptions and the status of

Licensee's corrective actions are shown on Table 1 to

this testimony.

Q.13 Do you know the current status of FEMA's review of
the emergency response plans for the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania and the five counties of Dauphin, York,
Lancaster, Cumberland, and Lebanon?

A.13 ,
(Witness Rogan): On January 6, 1981, FEMA trans-

mitted to the NRC its " Review of Pennsylvania REP,

Planning Site-Specific to Three Mile Island Nuclear

Station." This interim. analysis of the state and

five risk county emergency response plans concludes

that these plans are "!t an initial development stage

and that this is an inappropriate time within the

| planning process to attempt to provide conclusive

ntatements on the adequacy of THI related planning."

PEMA has informed me tl at this review reflects FEMA's

evaluation of the genertl status of emergency

planning in the November, 1980 time frame. Since
|-

|
that time, PEMA has advised me that it has undertaken

| substantial additional work on the emergency plans.

I

i
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III. Overview -- Concept of Operations

Q.14 Describe the division of responr.ibility for emergency
planning between Licensee and the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

A.14 The assignment of planning responsibilities is

clearly defined in ccate and federal regulations.

NUREG-0654 details the objectives and criteria

necessary to develop complete and comprehensive

emergency plans. Specific areas of responsibility

are emphasized. In general, Licensee is responsible

for all activities which occur onsite while the state
,

and counties are responsible for offsite activities.

| In order to fulfill its onsite responsibilities,

Licensee relies on various offsite agencies, both

governmental and private, to provide assistance
!

beyond that available onsite. Similarly, the

I

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania relies on Licensee to

provide necessary information on plant status and

radiation rrleases so that the state and county

governments can carry out their offsite responsi-
,

bilities.

EP - 15 (c.) necognieing e3e 3nine neeute of t3eir yeeyonei_ .

EEP .- 15(E0 bilities, Licensee and the relevant governmental
agencies have taken steps to ensure a coordinated

|
response. These steps include coordinated preplan-

|-
ning, redundant communication systems, and

-13-
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Licensee-conducted training sessions for offsite

agencies. Periodic drills test communication links,
,

offsite response of state and county agencies, and

coordination among the various agencies.

!

! Q.15 With respect to the onsite responsibilities you
referred to, describe the emergency preparedness
program at TMI-1.

A.15 The Vice President Nuclear Assurance is La.cpansible

| for nuclear safety assessment, quality assurance,

|
training and education functions, system labora-

|
tories, and emergency preparedness. This Vice'

President reports to the Executive Vice President,
,

i
| GPU Nuclear. There currently are nine personnel

assigned to the Emergency Preparedness Department who

are located at TMI, including the Manager-Emergency

:

[ Preparedness and a site Supervisor-Emergency

|

|
Preparedness. The Emergency Preparedness Department

,

is charged with overall responsibility for emergency

planning and :-e assuring the maintenance of an

appropriate stats of emergency preparedness at TMI.

In order to carry out these responsibilities, the TMI
|

Emergency Preparedness Department has developed two

separate, but coordinated, documents: the TMI-l

Emergency Plan and the Implementing Document.
|

\
Q.16 Please explain further the distinction between the

TMI-l Emergency Plan and the Implementing Document.

!
'

-14-
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A.16 The role of the Emergency Plan is as follows:

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. SS 50.54(q) and (u), an

operator of a licensed nuclear power plant is ;

required to submit a radiological emergency response

plan which meets the standards of 10 C.F.R.

S 50.47(b) and Part 50, Appendix E. This emergency

j plan describes the facility's overall state of

emergency preparedn'ess. It is a detailed document

i which includes, among other matters, organization and

communication concepts, emergency action levels, -

assessment actions, emergency facility details,

emergency mobilization and respon.se actions,

training, recovery, and letters-of agreement with

outside agencies. The emergency plan provides the
1

j basis for developing additional documents, such as

the - implementing procedures, t;aining program, and

equipment inventories.

|
| The role of the Implementing Document is as follows:

The Implementing Document provides a single source of
,

pertinent and significant information related to

; emergency preparedness at TMI-1. It contains ths
|
; procedures that would be required to: (a) ensure the
,

| operational readiness'of the Emergency Plan, and (b)

direct the proper response by emergency personnel.

|

|-

. -15-
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While the Emergency Plan is a basic reference

document, the Implementing Document is actually used
i

by staticn personnel during an emergency.

The Implementing Document is distributed to those

individuals, agencies, organizations, and facilities

| requiring the immediate availability of such
I

informaticn in en emergency. The detailed EPIP's

included in the Implementing Document will, as

necessary and appropriate, be used to assess

conditions, classify the emergency, make required

, notifications, provide directions for requescing

assistance, and provide step-by-step instructions for

L initiating protective and corrective actions.

Q.17 What are the basic elements in responding to an
emergency at TMI-1 that you considered in developing,

| the Emergency Plan?
t

A.17 The basic elements in responding to an emergency are:

1. Assessment of plant conditions and clas-
sification of the emergency following an
accident.

| 2. Notification of offsite agencies and support
groups.

3. Mobilization of the applicable portion of the
emergency organizations to cope with the

| situation and continue accident assessment.

These elements were considered in establishing the

TMI-1 emergency response organization, communication

-16-
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capabilities, need for response facilities and

equipment.

.

Q.18 Assume that there was a small break loss-of-coolant
accident ("LOCA") greater than make-up capacity at
TMI-1. Briefly describe how the Emergency Plan would
be implemented. j

A.18 A small break LOCA of this magnitude initially would
|

| be indicated by makeup tank level decreasing and
:
'

makeup flow increasing. Reactor coolant pressure

would decrease, the reactor and turbine would trip,

| and the emergency core cooling system ("ECCS") would

initiate. Containment pressure would increase such

,
that the cause of ECCS initiation could be either

|
| high containment pressure (4.0 psig or greater) or
l

low reactor coolant pressure (1600 psig or lower).

|

The control room operators initially would be made

aware of the situtation by alarms, instrument

readings, or reports. The operators would ensure

that the shif t foreman and the shif t supervisor were

immediately informed.
;

The shift supervisor, when infnrmed of the emergency,

is responsible for assessing the emergency (e.g.,

plant systems and reactor core status, and radiolog-

ical conditions). He would determine what immediate

actions must be taken and ensure that the procedure

-17-
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for " Loss of RC/RC Pressure (Small Break LOCA)

Causing Auto HP Injection" (1202-6B) is implemented.

The shift technical advisor would advise and assist

the shift supervisor on matters pertaining to the

safe and proper operation of the plant with regard to

nuclear safety. One step in the follow-up action

section of procedure 1202-6B would refer the operator

to the EPIP on Site Emergency (1004.3), and direct

him to inform the shift supervisor or shift foreman

that a Site Emergency action level had been reached.

In this case, the shift supervisor would classify and.

declare the emergency as a Site Emergency and would

implement the applicable EPIP. This would set in

motion corrective actions and offsite notifications.

We believe that the emergency could be assessed and
!

declared within 10 minutes.

Q.19 After the initial assessment function had been
completed, what would happen next?

A.19 The shift supervisor would assume the duties of the
!

Emergency Director and announce to all station

personnel over the public address system'in Units 1 ,

( and 2 that a Site Emergency had been declared in Unit

1 and instruct the onsite emergency organization

personnel to report to their stations. All non-

essential personnel would be instructed to ar u.cble

'

-18--
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at the respective Unit 1 and Unit 2 warehouses.

EEP - 1 Inteia1 noeifications wou1d de made as fo11ows: (1)
,

EP - 4(G Dauphin county Eoc, (2) PEMA Eoc (staff duty

EEP - 15(B) officer), (3) unaffected contro1 room, (4) NRc

(Bethesda); (5) Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

(*INPO"); (6) Babcock & Wilcox ("B&W"); and (7)

American Nuclear Insurers ("ANI").
.

|

PEMA would immediately notify BRP and all five

counties within the ten mile radius. BRP would

i confirm the existence of an emergency situation at

TMI by activating the Radiological Line to the Unit 1

Emergency Control Center (control room). This line

would be manned to maintain continuous communication

|
throughout the emergency. Once BRP has verified that

all five counties have been notified, it would advise

the TMI Emergency Director accordingly.
|

!
I

Parallel to these notifications, the duty section

superintendent would be called and informed of the

emergency by the Emergency Director (shift super-

visor). Calloutobdutysectionpersonnelrequired

to augment the onsite and offsite emergency

organizations would begin.
.

Q.20 What might Licensee's response be to this situation?

A.20 Upon declaration of a Site Emergency, the entita

onsite and offsite emergency organizations would

-19-
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report to their respective emergency facilities. The

onsite emergency facilities include the Emergency

Control Center ("ECC"), Technical Support Center

("TSC") and Operations Support Center ("OSC"). The

offsite emergency facilities include the Nearsite

Emergency Operations Facility (" EOF"), Alternate

Emergency Operations Facility ("AEOF"), Environmental

Assessment Command Center ("EACC") and Parsippany

Technical Functions Center ("TFC").

i The ECC, located in the Unit 1 control room and

adjacent shift supervisor's office, is the area where

the command and control of all site-re.ated emergency,

|

| efforts and plant operations take place. Key
;

personnel stationed in the ECC would be the Emergency

Director, Radiological Assessment Coordinator

("RAC"), Operations Coordinator and the Communicator.

Major functions performed in this facility include
onsite and offsite radiological assessment, offsite

notifications,. operational control of the plant and;

communication of technical data to BRP and NRC.

The TSC, located in proximity to the TMI-l control

rnom, contains the instrumentation needed to monitor

plant status for a safe shutdown of the reactor when

the control room-is uninhabitable. The key personnel

i
I l

! -20- |
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stationed in the TSC would be the TSC Coordinator and
' '

TSC engineers from the various disciplines. The TSC

serves as an area outside the control room to

accommodate personnel acting in support of the

command and control functions by furnishing more i
!

in-depth diagnostic and corrective engineering

assistance.

The OSC, located at the radiological controls access
,

control point, provides an area in which shift

personnel car. gather for subsequent assignment to

duties in support of emergency operations. Key

personnel manning this center would be the OSC

Coordinator, Chemistry Coordinator, Radiological

Controls Coordinator and Emergency Maintenance

Coordinator. The major functions of these personnel

are to initially dispatch radiological monitoring

teams and to support operations in the areas of

chemistry, radiological controls and maintenanea.

l
The EOF, located at the TMI Observation Center,

L
serves as the central point for: (a) providing

|
'

overall corporate management and direction in

responding to an emergency, (b) coordinating

administrative and logistical support,-(c) inter-

-facing with state and county representatives, and (d)

-21-
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establishing the basis for long-term recovery

ef fo rts. Key personnel located at th:, EOF would br.

the Emergency Support Director, Emergency Support

Staff, Assistant Environmental Assessment

Coordinator, Public Affairs Representative, Emergency

Planning Representative, Group Leader Chemistry

Support, Technical Support Representative, and NRC
,

| and state representatives.

1 The AEOF, located at the Crawford Station in

Middletown, houses key . positions of the offsite

emergency organizations. Personnel at the AEOF would-

be the Group Leader Administrative Support, Group

Leader Radiological Control: Support, Group Leader

Security Support and Maintenance and Construction

Manager. Major functions performed at this facility

would be security and dosimetry processing of support
; personnel, maintenance support, call-out of
|

additional support personnel and administrative

support. The AEOF also serves as a back-up EOF,
l

| should the EOF become uninhabitable.
|

The EACC, located at Olmsted (Harrisburg

International) Airport would be manned by the

Environmental Assessment Coordinator ("EAC") and his

staff of scientists. The major functions of these
!

|

1-

-22-
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personnel would be to perform and assess all offsite

raciological and environmental monitoring.
9

The TFC, located in Parsippany, New Jersey, is where
'

I

the Group Leader Technical Support and his staff

report. The major functiors of these personnel would

,

be to provide technica1 *eadership, guidance,i

I analysis, evaluation and recommendations to the plant

staff.

Q.21 What would the offsite response be in this situation?

A.21 Based on the state and county emergency response

plans, and our discussions with state and county

personnel, the fo11owing additional notifications

EEP - I would take place. PEMA would notify BRP and the five

EiP - 4 (G) risx counetes, say wou1d immediate1y ca11 231_1 to

L make an initial radiological assessment and to verify

Licensee's cal 1 to PEMA. Once the emergency has been

! assessed, BRP would call PEMA, inform them of plant

status, and advise them whether any protective
l

j actions need be taken. BRP would then activate its

( emergency organization and establish an open line of

communications with Licensee's RAC located in the,

!

ECC.

|

| Q.22 How would the emergency be c1osed out?
l

,

.

-23-
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A.22 In the specific case of the small break LOCA, which

was initially classified as a Site Emergency, fae

emergency would be closed out by shutting down and

cooling down the reactor and isolating the leak.

The Emergency Director and Emergency Suppert Director

.

then have joint responsibility for determining and

declaring when the emergency situation is stable and
|

has entered the rocovery phase. They would evaluate'

the status of che emergency by monitoring instruments

and revieving all current and pertinent data

. available from emergency response and radiological

monitoring teamr:. They would consider the emergency
I
| under control and in the recovery phase only when the
! V

| following general guidelines are met:

1. Radiation levels in all in-plant areas are
stable or are decreasing with time.,

l

| 2. Releases of radioactive materials to the
| environment from the plant are under control or
'

have ceased. |

3. Containment pressure is at normal levels.

4. Reactor plant is stable and in a long-term safe
shutdown condition.

5. Any fire, flooding, or similar emergency
conditions are controlled or have ceased.

' Based on the sequence of events, one of the following

would' occur:-

-24-
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1. A lower class of emergency might be declared by
!

| the Emergency Director and the appropriate

l,

procedures would be implemented,
.

! 2. The Site Emergency m'.Tht be closed out, with the
i concurrence of the Emergency Support Director,
! provided no recovery operations were required.

3. The Site Emergency might be shifted to a
j recovery mode by implementing the Recovery

Operations Procedure (1004.24).

If the emergency is being reclassified, the NRC, Unit

2 control room, and other organizations as specified

in the appropriate EPIP would be notified. BRP is in
i

I continuous contact with the TMI site and would be

updated as necessary. BRP, in turn, would notif'j

PEMA, who would notify the five risk counties.

If the Recovery Operations Procedure is being

|
implemented, the appropriate organizations would be

notified of the closeout of the emergency and that

recovery operations are about to begin.

Q.23 Would you briefly describe what would happen if,
instead of closing out the emergency, the situation
continued to worsen?

A.23 Accident assessment would continue throughout the
i

! emergency, and if conditions warrant, the Emergency

L Director would escalate the emergency to a General
|

Emergency. Notifications would be made to the five

risk counties and to other organizations as specified

j in the EPIP for a General Emergency.
!

-25-
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| The assessment actions for the General Emergency

generally would be the same as for the Site

1

Emergency, with some possible shift of emphasis to

greater offsite monitoring and dose projection

! efforts extending to distances farther from the

plant. Additionally, since the projected doses are

likely to be much closer to the U.S. Environmental

( Protection Agency's (" EPA") protective action guides
!

(" PAG's"), greater emphasis would be placed on the

i
assessment of release duration for the purpose of

i
; making protective action recommendations.

IV. Organization and Coordinatic7

Q.24 Would you describe Figure 1, Licensee's Onsite,

'

Emergency Organization?

A.24 The major functional responsibilties within the

onsite emergency organization are vested in the,

|

| Emergency Director, the Operations Coordinator, the
|

OSC Coordinator, the RAC, the TSC Coordinator, and

the Security Coordinator. In addition, the

Communicator provides communications support for the

onsite emergency organization.

O =<d',ou a.%1 M 6 fe.w o u. C Mc k
The Vice President TMI-1, .":::;:: TMI-1, or threir

designated alternate, performs the duties of the

Emergency Director. Until his arrival at the site,

.

-26-
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the shif t supervisor assumes the duties of the

EP- 4(Jhl Emergency Director. If the shift sugeryisor is'

unavailable or becomes incapacitated for any reasor.,

the shif t foreman assumes this position. The

Emergency Director- has the authority and the
1

responsibility to immediately and unilaterally
'

initiate any emergency action, including providing

protective action recommendations to authorities |
~

responsible for implementing offsite emergency

measures. The Emergency Director must classify and

declare the emergency, and ensure that all required

notifications are made, including those to offsite

emergency response organizations. The Emergency

Director implements the TMI Emergency Plan through

the use of specific EPIP's, activates necessary

portions of the emergency organization, and rerforms

the other functions described in Section 4.5.1.3.1 of

the Emergency Plan. The Emergency Director would

! report to the ECC, and communicate with the

Operations Coordinator, TSC Coordinator, RAC and

Security Coordinator. He also would communicate with
,

t .

the offsite emergency organization through the EOF.

|

the Operations coordinator is responsible for

directing operations and operations support

| activities through the shif t supervisor and the OSC

; -27-
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Coordinator. The Operations Coordinator reports to

the Emergency Director and works closely with him in '

assessing plant conditions. He has no direct

communication links with onsite or offsite agencies.

The OSC Coordinator is responsible for supporting

operations in the areas of maintenance, radiological

controls and chemistry. He reports to the Operations

Coordinator and has the Emergency Maintenancei

Coordinator, Radiological Controls Coordinator, and

Chemistry Coordinator reporting directly to him.

| The RAC is responsible for guiding the Radiological

Controls Coordinator and the Radiological Analysis

! Support Engineers. In addition, he is responsible

| for coordinating the activities of various emergency
|

response teams. As required, he would direct the OSC

Coordinator to dispatch onsite and offsite radiolog-

ical monitoring teams that would report directly back

to him. He would coordinate initial radiological

assessment activities, review results, and report

findings and make recommendations to the Emergency
,

!

Director. He would interface with the EAC on

radiological and environmental matters. The RAC

maintains communications with BRP f order to update

them on emergency status.

-28-
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The TSC Coordinator and his staff of engineers report

' to the TSC. They are responsible for analyzing

current and projected plant status and, through close

communication with the Emergency Director via the

Communicator, providing technical support, in-depth

diagnostic and corrective engineering assistance, and
,

recommendations regarding corrective actions. The 1

specific duties of this group are described in

Section 4.5.1.3.2.b of the Emergency Plan.

The TMI site security force operates in accordance

with requirements established in the Security Plan

and associated procedures. In emergency situations,

the security force reports to the Security

Coordinator, who, in turn, reports to the Emergency

Director. The security force is responsible for,

personnel accountr.bility, site access control, and

plant security.

The Communicator functions as a communication liaisen

between the Emergency Director and the onsite and
!

| offsite emergency organizations. He reports to the

ECC (shift supervisor's office) and controls the flow
I

of information across the Operational Line and
,

maintains communication between the TSC and the ECC

with an intercom. Designated Communications

-29-
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Assistants are responsible for maintaining

communication with the NRC, making necessary-

notifications to offsite agencies, and keeping a j

|

record (log) of all incoming and outgoing communica- '

tions.

4

Additional information on the onsite emergency ,

organization is included in Section 4.5.1.3 of the
!

Emergency Plan.

Q.25 How does each member of the TMI-1 staff know what
: position he is to fill in the onsite emergency

organization?:

A.25 A duty roster has been developed to ensure that all

positions in the onsite emergency organization are

fully staffed. One section of the duty roster is

always on call. Each individual on the duty roster
i

is preassigned a position in the onsite organization

and is instructed as to what his functions are, where

he is to report, and to whom he is to report. Duty

roster personnel are responsible for maintaining a
,

!

working knowledge of the current TMI Emergency Plan,
i

| Implementing Document,.and other related station
!

: programs, plans, and procedures. Individuals
|-
'

generally are assigned positions in the emergency

organization which closely partLlel their normal

l everyday duties. Particular assignments are based on

|
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the selection criteria included in Table 8 of the

Emergency Plan, training received, and driving

distance from residence t'o the site.

Q.26 When an emergency initially is declared, are there
sufficient personnel on-shift to staff the onsite
emergency organizatien?

|
|

' 26 Yes. Table 2 of this testimony shows the minimum..

EP -4(o) shife comptement of 20 onsite at all times, ana che

EP-4(7)(2) onsite emergency organization positions that they

EP-467X3) would ful upon declaration of an emergency. This is

twice the on-shift complement required by Table B-1

of NUREG-0654 (Rev. 1). Moreover, this on-shift

complement is more than adequate to promptly perform

the initial accident assessment and notification

functions of the emergency organization.

| In particular, there are adequate personnel so that

| EP 4l7)h) ehe Emergency otreceor (shift supervisor 3 may assign

two control room operators to monitor the plant (CRO

#1 and Tagging & Switching CRO), a third ::nt:01 cre

operator to initiate calls to Dauphin County, PEMA,

NRC and the unaffect.ed control room, and additional

personnel (chosen from the four auxiliary operators,

two radiological controls technicians, and four

maintenance personnel available) to condur:t onsite

and offsite radiological surveys.

-31-
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Q.27 How many peopla with radiological controls (health
physics) training will be available to man the onsite
emergency organization?

A.27 Immediately available would be one radiological

bk~ O controls foreman and three radiological controls

EP- 4(J)M technicians. T3e e3ree tec3nicians can be sput up

to provide radiological monitoring and in-plant

radiological controls. Within sixty minutes of the

declaration of an emergency, a senior radiological
,

controls engineer would be available to assume the

position of RAC, two Radiological Analysis Support

Engineers would be available to assist the RAC, and

three additional radiological controls technicians

would be available. In sum =ary, four people trained

in radiological centrols would be available initially

and ten (six additional) would be available within

sixty minutes.

In addition, the EACC can be manned and operational

( within six hours after declaration of an emergency.

| The EACC can supply four one-man tears and a two-man

mobile monitoring laboratory. This can be aug=entedi

!

by three additional one-man tea =s, should it become

| necessary.

| Q.28 Would you describe Figure 2, Licensee's Offsite
L Emergency Support Organization?

i

1
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A.28 The key elements of the offsite emergency support |

.

organization include the Emergency Support Director,

Emergency Support Staff, Public Affairs Representa-

!tive, Emergency Planning Representative, Group Leader

Administrative Support, EAC, Group Leader

Radiological Controls Support, Group Leader Chemistry
,

Support, Group Leader Technical Support, Maintenance

and Construction Managerc and Emergercy Support

communicator. The offsite emergency support

organization provides technical and logistics support

in the event of a serious or potentially serious

emergency and is staffed by personnel fro = the nor=al

station and technical support organizations.

The Emergency Support Director is the senior utility

management representative at the TMI site. He

reports to the EOF and is responsible for directing

the offsite emergency support organization, and for

providing advice and guidance to the Emergency

Director on accident management responsibilities.

The Emergency Support Director can monitor communica-

tions on the Operational and Radiological Lines, and

communicates directly with the Emergency Director on

the Emergency Director's line.

The Emergency Support Staff reports to the Emergency

Support Director at the EOF and assists the Emergency

-33-
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Support Director by communicating with the offsite;

emergency support organization Group Leaders and by

providing status reports to the Emergency Support,

; Dir,ector.

The Public Affairs Representative reports to the;

Emergency Support Director from the EOF. He is
:

; responsible for implementing the Emergency Public

Information Plan, preparing technically accurate news

releases, and updating GPU Nuclear management on the,

status of the emergency.

.

The Emergency Planning Representative reports to the

Emergency Support Director from the EOF. He is

responsible for providing information relating to
:

onsite, offsite, and state and local emergency

facilities, and communication, personnel and resource

! capabilities. He also provides advice on the
|

procedural requirements of Licensee's Emergency Plan.

The Group Leader Administrative Support reports to
1

the AEOF. He is responsible for administrative and
i
"

logistics functions required to support the onsite

and offsite emergency organizations. In addition, he

is responsible for security processing and badge

issuance to personnel requiring. site-access.

-34-
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The EAC reports to the EACC and is responsible for'

the radiological environmental monitoring program

("REMP"). Once the EACC is activated, the EAC

; assumes control of offsite radiological and

environmental monitoring and assessment from the RAC.

He communicates with the RAC in the ECC on the

Environmental Assessment Line.

The Group Leader Radiological Controls Support

reports to the Emergency Support Director from the

AEOF. He is responsible for all aspects of

radiological controls support to the onsite emergency

organization, including thermoluminescent dosimeter

("TLD") issuance, whole body counting, and obtaining

additional equipment and personnel as necessary. The

; Radiological Controls Manpower Support and Personnel
i

, Monitoring coordinators report directly to him.
|

The Group Leader Chemistry Support reports to the

Emergency Support Director at the EOF. He is

|- responsible for all aspects of chemistry support,

including the establishment of a chemistry monitoring

program and for obtaining additional equipment and

personnel as necessary.

The Group Leader Technical Support reports to the

Emergency Support Director from the Parsippany TFC.

!
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He is responsible for providing technical leadership,

analysis, evaluation and recommendations to the

onsite TSC Coordinator with respect to plant

conditions, reactor core status, and subsequent plant

operations. He communicates with the onsite TSC
,

Coordinator and the Technical Support Representative

at the EOF on the Parsippany/TMI Line.

| The Maintenance and Construction Manager reports to
, ,

the Emergency Support Director from the AEOF and is
!

! responsible for maintenance support to the onsite and

offsite organizations. He provides additional-

maintenance personnel and equipment as required. The

Group Leader Maintenance Support reports to him.

The Emergency Support Communicator reports to the

Emergency Support Director at the EOF and is

responsible for operation of the communication

systems at the EOF and for the coordination of

requests for outside assistance. He ensures that the

! primary and back-up communication systems are
|
'

activated and operational, and maintains records of

communications and status boards.

Additional information on the offsite emergency

support organization is located in Section 4.5.1.4 of

the Emergency Plan.
,
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Q.29 How do personnel know their assignments in the
offsite emergency support organization?

,

A.29 A duty roster has been developed which assigns !

| personnel to specified positions in the offsite |
'

c

emergency support organization. Cmergency responsi- '

; bilities are assigned on the basis of the selection
'
.

I criteria set forth in Table 8 of the Emergency Plan,

the individual's overall experience and training, and

his current job position. The offsite personnel

become familiar with duty stations and responsi-

bilities by attending periodic training sessions and

participating in test exercises and drills.

Personnel assigned functional responsibilities in the

offsite emergency support organization are expected
,

to maintain a working knowledge of the current TMI

Emergency Plan, Implementing Document, and other

related station programs, plans, and procedures as

may be required to perform their functions.

1

Q.30 How long would it take to staff the offsite emergency
; support organization?

A.30 Depending on the emergency classification, all or

| part of the offsite emergency support organization

would be directed to report to predesignated

locations. .Upon arrival at the emergency response

facility, personnel initially would activate

!
1
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emergency communication systems and computer-based

data links; inspect, inventory and place in operation

| as appropriate the emergency equipment present; and
|

| complete all tasks directed by the appropriate
|

procedures. As personnel continue to arrive, the

various funce.ional areas would become fully

operational and would support the onsite organiza- '

| tion. The entire offsite emergency support
!

organization can be fully manned within six hours.
,

1

Q.31 Would you describe the basic function of the offsite
emergency support organization, noting particularly
how those functions differ from the responsibilities
of the ensite emergency organization?

A.31 The purpose of the offsite emergency support,

1
'

organization is to provide overall corporate

management and direction of emergency response, to

provide technical advice and assistance, and to

coordinate long-term logistical and administrative

support for the onsite emergency response organiza-

| tion and activities. In general, the offsite

emergency support. organization will:

1. Support the onsite emergency organization in
.

engineering and technical matters with accident
| analysis, assessment, and technical advice on
i appropriate corrective actions to stabilize the

plant.

2. Provide for environmental monitoring and
! assessment.in support of the onsite emergency

organization.
|
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3. Provide liaison and communication with the NRC
and appropriate state and county agencies.

4. Provide for the dissemination of information to
the public and the news media.

5. Provide security support.

6. Acquire materials, equipment, and services
necessitated by the emergency.

7. Provide assistance for reentry operations and
post-accident planning.

8. Assign post-accident investigation and review
responsibilities. -

These functions need not be accomplished immediately

EEP.- 4(D) after dec1,r,eion of an emergency, mae3er, e3ey are|
i

supplementary to, and in support of, the functions

ceing performed by the onsite emergency organization.

This characteristic distinguishes the responsi-

bilities of the offsite emergency support organiza-

tion f' tom the onsite emergency organization.

Q.32 Would you describe Figure 3, Licensee's Long-Term
Recovery Organization?

|
A.32. A long-term recovery organization has been developed,

which would assume command of the emergency response

from the onsite and offsite emergency organizations

| in cases where post-accident conditions either would
_

be complicated or would.be expected to extend over a

long period of time. The key elements in the GPU

Nuclear recovery organization are: the Office of the

i

L -39-
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Presider.t GPU Nuclear, Vice President Administration,

Vice President Communications, Vice President

Radiological and Environmental Controls, Vice

President Maintenance and Construction, Vice

President Technical Functions, Vice President Unit

Operations, Vice President Nuclear Assurance.

The Office of the President GPU Nuclear is responsi-

ble for overall recovery operations. This includes

overseeing operations of the various functional

groups and ensuring that all activities receive

proper analysis and coordination.-

The Vice President Administration is responsible for

providing the necessary administrative / logistics

requirements, such as communications, manpower,

transport. tion, commissary arrangements, accommo-

dations, clerical support, and temporary office space

and equipment.,

!
,

The Vice President Communications is responsible for

coordinating the exchange of information with public
,

|

| and governmental agencies.

| The Vice President Radiological and Environmental

| Controls is responsible for establishing policy,
t ,

! coordinating and reviewing radiation and

I
!
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enttronmental controls, including in-plant

radiological controls management, and monitoring and

quantifying the degree of contamination of buildings

and personnel.

The Vice President Maintenance and Construction has

the responsibility for directing the activities

associated with major maintenance tasks and

accomplishing field work for major modifications.

The Vice President Technical Functions is responsible

|
'for providing engineering support, technical planning,

and analysis, procedure support, control room

technical support, data management, and support

relating to licencing requirements.

-rmr l

The Vice President {" nit Orcr?'faa" '*"T '' is

responsible for performing all plant operations and

maintenance activities, limiting and controlling

personnel exposures s terminating or minimizing

offsite releases, stabilizing plant conditions,

restoring the plant ability to function normally,

j and responding to any further emergencies. He. is
|

responsible for safely and effectively managing the

| quantities of radioactive gases, liquids, and solids

L that might exist during the initial phases of,
|
| recovery.

|
|

|
.
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The Vice President Nuclear Assurance is responsible
'

'

for implementing the Quality Assurance Plan, all

necessary general employee, technf. cal and recovery

management training programs, and for review of the

Emergency Plan and Implementing Document to ensure

that a high degree of emergency preparedness is

maintained for potentially hazardous recovery

activities.

Additional information on the long-term recovery

organization is located in Section 4.5.1.5 of the

*

Emergency Plan.

Q.33 Identify the major agencies at the state level which
would respond in the event of an emergency ct TMI and
the primary functions they would perform.

! A.33 All state-level emergency response agencies have so=e
|

common responsibilities. Briefly, they are: (a)

develop and maintain plans for emergencies; (b)

prepare and maintain procedures for rapid dis-

,
semination of information, quick assembly of key,

I
personnel, and timely acquisition of equipment and

other resources; (c) maintain resources inventories; i

|
and (d) identify critical functions and activities

i necessary for adequate operational capability during
!
; emergency situations.
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With respect to a radiological emergency at TMI, the

primary state response ag,encies and their general
responsibilities are:

.

IPEMA -- develop, maintain and coordinatre emergency

| plans; coordinate emergency response; assist

local governments.

BRP -- develop and maintain a radiological response>

plan; provide technical expertise to PEMA and,

if requested, TMI; ensure that proper informa-

tion concerning the incident is given to county

and local emergency response agencies; provide

guidance for protective actions that might be

necessary.

Pennsylvania State Police (" PSP") -- provide law

enforcement assistance to the site if requested;

-assist local law enforcement agencies with

j traffic control, evacuation warnings and other
l'
I duties as may be required and requested.

- Department *of Health -- ensure continuity of medical

service; provide support as requested by county
'

emergency medical coordinators.
,-

Department of Agriculture -- develop and maintain a

radiological response plan; in coordination with

|
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|

BRP, provide necessary information on protective
.

actions to be taken by farmers; provide

technical advice to PEMA; maintain logs

(records) of livestock populations in the

vicinity of the facility; assess damage.

Department of Military Affairs -- provide equipment

and manpower to support local emergency response

efforts.

The Departments of Transportation ("PannDOT"),

Education and Public Welfare, the Fish and Game

Commission, and the State Fire Commissioner also have

certain responsibilities to ensure that proper

support is provided to local governments where needed

and when requested.

Q.34 Identify the major agencies at the county level which
would respond in the event of an emergency at TMI.

|
|

A.34 The county emergency management agencies of Dauphin,
|

York, Lancaster, Cumberland, and Lebanon would

respond in the event of an emergency at TMI. The

emergency response plans for these five counties, as

well as letters of agreement with local police, fire

and ambulance units, are included as appendices to

L Licensee's Emergency Plan. Support from the local
1

| fire, police and ambulance units would be coordinated

I
I -44-
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through the Dauphin County EOC. Personnel from these

TP- 15(D) unies are invited to attend eraining sessions

conducted by Licensee, to familiarize themselves with

TMI procedures, facilities and equipment. All of the

count:.es have listed in their emergency response

plans the specific organizations and resources that

| would be brought to bear in the event of an

emergency. -

Q.35 Are there other support agencies that TMI might rely
upon in the event of an emergency?

A.35 Arrangements t'r hospital and medical services for

injured or contaminated (overezposed) personnel are

provided for by letters of agreement with Radiation ,

Management Corporation ("RMC"), Hershey Medical

Center, and local physicians.

I

RMC provides an emergency medical program to TMI that

includes a review of plant procedures, censultation

on management of radiation accidents, a radiation

emergency medical team, a bioassay laboratory, a

medical center equipped for the definitive evaluation

and treatment of radiation injuries', annual training

| for the plant, ambulance and hospital personnel, and

| conduct of radiation medical emergency drills. In

addition, RMC provides facilities and services,

i

(
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including a radiation chemistry laboratory, exposure |
|

evaluation services through a mobile whole body -

counter, and a special van designed to transport

contaminated patients..

RMC is under the direction of a physician, certified
,

in both radiology and nuclear medicine, who is also

'

the Associate Professor of Clinical Radiology at the
:

| University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. The
,

RMC staff is comprised of approximately 150 people

skilled in health physics, radiation physics and

measurement, radiochemistry, environmental sciences,

biology, and ecology.

The Hershey Medical Center receives contami-
I

l nated/ injured personnel in a special area designated

the radiation emergency area. The Medical Center has I
j

i
detailed plans and procedures for the decontamination i

and treatment of contaminated patients. It employs a

professional staff consisting of a certified health

physicist, a master's. level health physicist and

radiation protection technologists. The Medical
|

Center has over two hundred radioisotope r

laboratories, receives thousands of radioactive

shipments each year and conducts radiation therapy'

using Cobalt-60 and a linear accelerator. Thus,.the

,.

I

i
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staff is routinely involved in matters requiring

radiological controls. .

Q.36 Aside from the agencies described in your responses
to Questions 33, 34 and 35, have you identified other
groups from which you might seek additional energency
assistance?

|
A.36 Table 11 of the Emergency Plan lists various groups

:

that the TMI Emergency Preparedness Department has

contacted to determine wh' ether such groups have

personnel or equipment that could be made available
'

to TMI in the event of a radiological emergency.

Some of the groups so listed might be contacted

during an emergency only if it appeared that

long-term, recovery-type support was necessary. As

Table 11 demonstrates, there are multiple sources

available to supply the specified personnel and

equipment.

Q.3.7 How has Licensee ensured that the support described
in your responses to Questions 33 through 36 will be

! available if needed?
:

A.37 A review was made to determine which groups provided

EP- 4(B) support that was deemed necessary for prompe onsite

EEP - 15(Ad emergency response andLwhich groups merely provided
r

- support that might be helpful as part of a long-term,

| recovery-type effort, but which need not be
|
| immediately-available. For those groups whcse
|
I
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' support was deemed necessary for prompt onsite
|

emergency response, a further review was conducted to

determine whether preexisting contractual j

arrangements were sufficient to assure the prompt

availability of necessary personnel or equipment.

Where Licensee did not have appropriate preexisting

contractual arrangements, letters of agreement i

briefly describing manpower and equipment

availability and spacific response capabilities were

sought. Included as Appendix C to the TMI-1

i Emergency Plan are such letter agreements from 25
i

organizations. Telephone numbers for all key support

groups are included in an EPIP.

I In addition to the letter agreements, local support

group participation in Licensee-sponsored training

.
and drills and'in actual responses to requests for

i

assistance confirms that necessary support will be

available when needed.

For example, pursuant to Licensee's arrangements with

RMC, a training session for local emergency medical

personnel from offsite organizations was conducted byi

|

RMC at TMI on September 10, 1980. This training

session was followed by an exercise on September 11.

Participation in this training and drill exercise

|

|
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evidences the willingness of such offsite groups to

provide emergency support,to'TMI.

Licensee has had similar experiences with fire

protection organizations. Historically, personnel at

TMI have been members of, or otherwise involved in,

fire protection organizations and first aid squads in

their communities. This relationship has been

expanded in the past year or so to include not only

TMI-specific training of local fire company

personnel, but also training in firefighting sciences
,

that will benefit these companies by permitting them

to better serve their communities. For example, a

drill was held on October 18, 1980, on Fulling Mill

Road in Lower Swatara Township. Emergency pre-

paredness personnel from TMI supervised the planning

and coordination of the drill for firefighting and

emergency service organizations from the townships of

Lower Swatara, Middletown, Hummelstown, Chambers

! Hill, Highspire, Londonderry and Enhaut. Emergency

|
preparedness personnel also served as safety officers

during the exercise, which involved fighting an
i

actual fire, to maximize the safety and protection of

|^
the firefighters involved.'

1
I

In addition to training and drill exercises, there

| were more than a dozen incidents in 1979 where

:
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offsite medical assistance (ambulance service) was

requested and provided to TMI either by Liberty Fire

Co. 91 or Londonderry Fire Co. fl. During a fire at

TMI on November 6, 1980, five different fire

companies responded promptly, three of which were

turned away because the fire already was under

control.

Q.38 One of the intervenors, ANGRY, has identified what it
believes to be various deficiencies in some of the
letters of agreement referred to in your last answer.
Please respond to each of these alleged deficiencies.

A.38 The various objections of ANGRY to the letters of

EP- 4(B) agre. ment are dee.11ed in ANGRY s answer to

interrogatories, dated September 3, 1980, and in its

supplemental response of October 1, 1980. Similar

objections have been grouped together and our

response to each set of objections is presented

below.

1. Failure to refer to appropriate legal instru-

ments, such as legislation -- It was never clear

to Licensee what emergency preparedness function

would be served by including legal references in

letters of agreement. Thus, no such references

are included in the letters of agreement. The

NRC and FEMA have recognized that little purpose

-50-
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is served by such legal references, and

evaluation criterion 3 of planning standard A

has been amended in Revision 1 of NUREG-0654 to

delete the recommendation that legal references

be included in letters of agreement.

2. Failure to include mutually acceptable criteria

for implementa: ion -- ANGRY makes this objection
7

with respect to the letters of agreement from

PEMA, BRP, the risk counties, and the various

police, fire and ambulance organizations. This

objection is unwarranted since all offsite

governmental emergency response agencies around

TMI have accepted the emergency classification

system described in Appendix 1 to NUREG-0654

(Rev. 1). Thus, the mutually acceptable

criteria for implementation are established

without regard to the letters of agreement.

| Moreover, detailed emergency response plans for
!
! PEMA, BRP and the five risk counties are

included as appendices to Licensee's Emergency
|

Plan. There is no need for letters of agreement

to duplicate information included in these

response plans. Similarly, police and

| firefighting organizations have standard

operating procedures which provide guidance for

L -51-
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responding to emergencies. Here too no purpose j

would be served by duplicating this information
i

in letters of agreement. |
1

i

3. Failure to obtain binding commitment from the |
.

Pennsylvania State Police -- The language used

by Commissioner Dunn, and cited by ANGRY, merely

states the obvious: that Licensee has no

authority to direct offsite governmental

agencies to respond to an emergency in any

specific manner or with definite amounts of

manpower and equipment. The recommendation in

NUREG-0654 that letters of agreement be obtained

was not intended to require a utility operator

to exercise such authority. Rather, such

letters demonstrate a utility's contact with

relevant government agencies, and the parties'

awareness that the utility may call for support

from government authorities. Commissioner
|

| Dunn's letter certainly establishes these facts.

As explained in our response to Question 37,

; Licensee fully expects the Pennsylvania State
|
| Police to respond .f their assistance is needed.
I

4. Failure to obtain letter from Hershey Medical
|

Center -- The August 12, 1980 agreement between

.

I
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Licensee and Hershey Medical Center is included

in Revision 3 to Licensee's Emergency Plan.

5. Specific commitments from G79 related companies

-- Table 11 of the Emergency Plan provides

supplementary information on the manpower and

equipment available from GPU related companies.'

|

| Moreover, with the reorganization of GPU

Nuclear, the executive authority that tapervises

operations at TMI also supervises nuclear

related operations at the other GPU companies

and therefore can assure emergency support from'

i

such companies.

Q.39 Would you describe Figure 4, Emergency Response
Facilities?

A.39 The emergency response facilities are divided into

four categories: onsite, offsite-near, offsite-

general area, and offsite-out-of-state.
1

"he onsite facilities are as follows:

1. Emergency Control Center ("ECC") is the Unit 1
control room and shift supervisor's office.

'

2. Technical Support Center ("TSC") is located in
the remote shutdown room, in close proximity to
the Unit 1 control room.

3. Operations Support Center ("OSC") is located at
the radiological controls access control point.
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The offsite-near facilities are as follows:

1. Nearsite Emergency Operations Facility (" EOF")
is located at the TMI Observation Center,
directly east of the site on Route 441.

2. Alternate Emergency Operations Facility ("AEOF")
is located at Crawford Station.

3. GPU Nuclear Media Center is located at Crawford
Station.

4. Environmental Assessment Command Center ("EACC")
is located at the Olmsted Airport.

5. Dauphin County ECC is located in the courthouse
in Harrisburg.

The offsite-general area facilities are as follows:

1. Federal EOC is located at Capital City Airport.

2. BRP 13 located in the Fulton Bank Building in
Harrisuurg.

3. NRC Region 1 Office is in King of Prussia, Penn-
sylvania.

4. PEMA EOC is located in the basement of the
Transportation and Safety Building in
Harrisburg.

5. EOC's for the four risk counties other than
Dauphin are located in the respective county
courthouses.

| The offsite out-of-state facilities are as follows:
|

|
1. NRC headquarters are in Bethesda, Maryland.,'

2. Babcock and Wilcox ("B&W") is located in,

; Lynchburg, Virginia.
|

, 3. Parsippany Technical Functions Center ("TFC") is
| located in Parsippany, New Jersey.
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Q.40 Describe the function of Licensee's three onsite
emergency response facilities.

)
,

A.40 The ECC, located in the Unit 1 control room and |

;

adjacent shift supervisor's office, contains

communications equipment, emergency radiological
i

controls equipment, status boards, a dose projection ,

microcomputer and offsite area maps. Command and

control of all site-related emergency efforts

originate from this center.

The TSC, located at the 322' elevation of the control

building, below the control room, is an area where

engineers can provide technical support and analysis

to emergency response personnel in the ECC. The TSC

contains access to key plant parameters that may be

j used in assessinn accident conditions. Records,

drawings, technical manuals, communication systems

and other information sources also are located at tne

TSC. This technical information and communications
>

equipment available in the TSC enable personnel at

the center to provide a high level of technical

assistance to those responsible for command and
|
'

control of emergency efforts.

.

The OSC, located at the 306' elevation of the centrol
.

building, is the normal radiological controls access

-55 .
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control point. The OSC contains communications
*

I.

t equipment, emergency radiological controls equipment, I

offsite area maps and status boards. Shift personnel

muster in this area for subsequent assignment to

duties in support of emergency operations.

Q.41 Describe the function of Licensee's five
offeite emergency response facilities.

A.41 The TMI Observation Center fronting on Highway 441,

east of the TMI site, will be the EOF. This facility

normally is manned as a public education center and

is a well built permanent structure with adjacent

parking areas. Sufficient area for helicopter

landing is available. The EOF will house the key

technical groups of the offsite emergency organiza-

tion. In addition, BRP will send a liaison

representative, and the NRC will locate its senior
,

site emergency team at this location.
|

Crawford Station, located approximately three miles

north of the TMI site, serves as the AEOF.

Radiological controls equipment, including decon-

tamination supplies, will be located here. The AEOF
!
!

also serves as a staging area for personnel preparing

L
to go onsite. Offsite administrative and maintenance '

support activities will be conducted from this

location.

|
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The EACC, located in offices at Olmsted Airport, will

be made operational concurrent with the EOF. Once

operational, the assessment of all offsite radiolog-

ical and environmental impacts will be done at the

EACC. This includes offsite dose calculaticns,

offsite monitoring of radiological releases via all

major pathways, receipt and dissemination of all data

received from offsite monitoring teams, and

implementation of the REMP.

The Parsippany TFC will be located at GPU head-

quarters in Parsippany, New Jersey. The Group Leader

Technical Support and his staff will report to this

center. A representative of this group, designated

the Technical Support Representative, will be

dispatched to the EOF to make recommendations to the

Emergency Support Director.

The Media Center, located at Crawford Station, con-

tains equipment and facilities designed to support

timely communications and dissemination of informa-

tion on plant conditions and emergency operations.

Commercial facilities will be used to accommodate

large press conferences beyond the capacity of the

Media Center. Additional information on the Media

Center is provided in the Emergency Public
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Information Plan for TMI, which is Appendix B to the

TMI-1 Emergency Plan.

Q.42 Are the emergency response facilities of the state
and county governments depictid in Figure 47

|
A.42 Yes. The state EOC, located in the basement of the

Transportation and Safety Building in Harrisburg,
! contains back-up power equipment, communication

systems, and necessary supplies to accommodate the

various state government agencies that would operate

from this EOC. The risk counties also operate EOC's,

located in the basements of the respective county
courthouses. All have back-up power and the space

and equipment needed to ensure a coordinated response

to an incident at TMI. BRP operates from its offices

in the Fulton Bank Building in downtown Harrisburg.

Personnel from BRP also are located at the state EOC

and at Licensee's EOF.

| Q.43 Are the emergency response facilities of the various
j federal agencies also shown in Figure 47

| A.43 Yes. The Capital City Airport is the location of the
|

federal EOC. The Airport, located about 10 miles WNW
!

| of the site, is owned and operated by the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Tae Department of

Energy and EPA would be two of the key _ federal

|

I
i
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agencies to conduct operations from this facility, l

|

which was used for a similar purpose during the Unit j

!
2 accident and proved satisfactory. NRC facilities

from which assistance or advice would be requested in

the event of an accident are the NRC Region I Office

in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania and the NRC

Headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland.

Q.44 Would you describe generally the communication
systems linking the emergency response facilities you
have just identified?

The communication systems to be utilized at theA.44
,,

various locations consist of both two-way radios and

land-line telephone systems. Reliability is provided

[ through redundancy, alternate communication methods,

dedicated systems, and routine use to ensure

operational reliability. Information that would flow

over these systems is divided into two major

categories: operational data and radiological data.

This procedure ensures rapid transmission of

inforcation directly to key parties having closely

related functions, thus eliminating errors associated

with second-hand'information. The significant

networks are the operational Line, the Radiological

Line, the Environmental Assessment Line, the

|Parsippany/TMI Line, the Parsippany/B&W Line, the NRC

I
|
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Emergency Notification System (" ENS"), and the NRC
.

Health Physics Network Line ("HPN"). By providing

well-defined and dedicated communication links, ;

effective accident management from physically

separate control and support centers is achieved.

| Q.45 You referred to an " Operational Line". Please
describe this network in more detail.

A.45 The Operational Line is a network of dedicated

telephone lines with telephones located in the ECC

(shift supervisor's office), OSC, TSC, EOF, AEOF and

B&W in Lynchburg, Virginia. See Figure 5(a) of this

testimony. The Operational Line permits an unimpeded

discussion of plant parameters, system status, core>

conditions, and oth?r pertinent technical data

necessary to resolve problems in accident mitigation

and to keep all emergency response personnel apprised

of current plant conditions. This capability
[

enhances the accident management function and

i decision making process.

l'
I HQ.46 You also identified a " Radiological Line". Would you

-describe this network in more detail?

|
' - A.46 The Radiological Line is a dedicated telephone line

with telephones located in the ECC (dose assessment

area), OSC, EOF, AEOF, and two different areas at

-60-
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BRP. See Figure 5(b) of this testimony. This line,

permits the communication of plant radiological dose

projections, offsite radiation monitoring results and

liquid effluent release data to BRP and other key

emergency response personnel.

Q.47 You also referred to the Environmental Assessment,
Parsippany/TMI and Parsippany/B&W Lines. Describe
these communication links in more detail.

A.47 Each of these dedicated telephone lines provides a
; capability for a particular type of communication

that is anticipated to occur during an emergency.

The Environmental Assessment Line connects the RAC in

the ECC (dose assessment area) with the EAC at the
EACC (Olmsted Airport) and the Assistant EAC at the

EOF. See Figure 5(c) of this testimony. Dose

projection information and radiological assessments

will be communicated over this line.

. The Parsippany/TMI Line connects the TFC with the EOF

and the ' TSC. See Figure 5(d) of this testimony.

j This allows for a rapid exchange of information among

the Group Leader Technical Support in Parsippany, the

Technical Support Representative at the EOF, and the
s

onsite TSC Coordinator.

L The Parsippany/B&W Line connects the TFC with the B&W
I
| technical functions group in Lynchburg, Virginia,
i
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See Figure 5(e) of this testimony. This establishes
' '
'

a reliable channel- of communciation for in-depth j
,

)diagnostic and corrective engineering assistance ,

between the facility operator and the nuclear steam j
.

supply system vendor.

Q.48 Please describe the communication links between TMI
and PEMA.

A.48 Basically, there are two communication links. The

EP-l tirst is the norma 1 te1ephone 1and_11ne 11nk. The

~
a1 ternate in the event of a telephone system failure

is the National Warning System ("NAWAS"). NAWAS is a

dedicated radio-telephone line designed to provide an

|
immediate means of emergency information flow. The

system is tested daily.
!

|

| Q.49 Would you also describe the communication links
I between TMI-1 and Dauphin County?

A.49 Initial contact with the Dauphin County EOC is

! EP~l normally made by telephone. Back-up communications'

E P - 15(B) are t3,ough , cross _,onitoring radio system. 231,

particu1ar system is tested on a weekly basis.

Q.50 Is it anticipated that TMI would be in direct
communication with the other four coun ies?

A.50 No, except in a General Emergency, in which event

EP-1 ucensee viii contact each county in para 11e1 with

EP LilG)
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the notification the counties would receive from

PEMA.

Q.51 Previously you identified two communication links
with the NRC. Please describe these systems in more
detail.

, A.51 The two communication systems are the NRC Emergency
!

| Notification System (" ENS") and the NRC Health

Physics Network Line ("EPN").

The ENS hotline is a dedicated telephone system that

connects TMI and all other operating reactors with

NRC headquarters in Bethesda, Maryland. It is used

to report emergencies. The purpose of this line is

to provide reliable notification and communication of

operational plant data to the NRC. ENS hotline

phones are located in the ECC (control room and shift

supervisor's office), OSC, TSC, and EOF. See Figure

5(f) of this testimony. Initial notification and

communication with the NRC is made with the ENS phone

in the ECC. Once NRC representatives arrived in the

' ECC, they would take over communications on the ENS

line. Senior NRC officials reporting to the site can
j

speak with headquarters from the ENS phone at the

' EOF. The NRC.can patch-in the Region I Office on

this network.

-63-
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In the event of a Site oc General Emergency, the HPN

line will bc activated by the NRC operations center

in Bethesda, Maryland. This phone is part of a

i network that includes all nuclear power plants, the

NRC regional offices and the NRC operations center in

Bethesda. The HPN is a restricted network and is not

to be used by non-government employees except to

report a significant event when both the ENS and the

commercial telephone lines are out of service. This

system is dedicated to the transmission of radiolog-

ical information by NRC personnel on site to NRC

personnel in Bethesda and at the regional office.

HPN phones are located in the ECC (shift supervisor's

office), the EOF, and the NRC resident site

inspector's office. See Figure 5(g) of this

testimony.

Q.52 Are there additional means available for communica-
tions among the various emergency response centers?

A.52 Other communication systems include: Emergency

Director's auto-dialer phone, the Pennsylvania Bell

j system, GPU microwave system, TMI radio frequencies,

the inter-control room hotline, the Emergency

Director's hotline, the plant paging system, the

maintenance and instrumentation phone system, and

I

various plant alarms (i.e., radiation emergency, fire

-64-
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and reactor building evacuation). Each of these

systems is described further in Sections 4.7.5.9

through 4.7.5.18 and Table 18 of the Emergency Plan.

Q.53 In addition to the flow of information across tnc
communication links you have just described, will
these communication links also be used to support tie
decision making process?

{
! A.53 Yes. There are two primary networks of emergency

response decision making.

The first is the protective action network. The

Emergency Director receives input and data from the
.

RAC and EAC regarding offsite radiation levels and

from the Operations Coordinator regarding plant

status. Based on this information, the Emergency

Director will make protective action recommendations

to BRP. After receiving the protective action

recommendation from the site and reviewing data from

its own monitoring teams, BRP determines if

j. protective action is warranted, and, if so, advises

PEMA of the action to be taken. PEMA communicates

with the Governor, or his designee, and with the

Governor's consent, initiates the protective action.

,

The second network consists of decisions to be made

regarding plant operations during an emergency.

Initially, the Emergency Director provides direction
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to plant operators responding to an accident. Once

the TSC is activated and B&W is contacted, the

Emergency Director begins to receive technical

recommendations over the Operational Line. When the
|

Parsippany TFC is manned, the Group Leader Technical '

1

Support and his staff assume responsibility for |

providing technical advice on plant operations.

V. Initial Accident Assessment

Q.54 Please describe the basic components of accident
assessment.

A.54 The initial step in accident assessment is awareness

of a problem. This determination initiates an

investigative process intended to define the nature

of the problem with sufficient specificity to permit

an evaluation of plant status and potential hazards.

Simultaneous with this investigative process, as

information is developed, the shift supervisor will

implement appropriate response procedures. If

conditions warrant, the shift supervisor will

; classify the emergency as an Unusual Event, Alert,

| Site Emergency or General Emergency and implement the

Emergency Plan in accordance with the appropriate

implementing procedure.

Q.55 You identified awareness of a problem as the initial
step in accident assessment. Are there different
~ types ~ of information that have to be monitored and
analyzed to properly perform this step?
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A.55 Yes. In order to assess the emergency, the shift

supervisor will monitor plant systems by observing:

process monitors which display parameters such as

pressure, temperature and flow; radiation monitors

which display count rates for certain isotopes in

effluent release paths; and, if appropriate, fire

i alarms, meteorological information, and seis=ic

instrumentation. By analyzing the appropriate

instruments for the specific emergency and co= paring

plant conditions with emergency action levels, the

shift supervisor will classify the emergency and

i=plement the applicable EPIP.

After initial classification, the accident assessment

process would continue throughout the emergency

situation. If radiation releases were anticipated or

in progress, meteorological instruments would be

monitored to predict offsite impact. Each emergency

class imposes a different magnitude of assessment

effort-which would continue until the emergency has

been terminated. If conditions warrant, the

,

emergency might be reclassified.

!

Q.56 What means are used by the plant operators to =enitor
the status of TMI-17

A.56 Plant operators utilize installed instrumentation,

system display boards, alarms, physical plant tours,

-67-
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!shift turnover procedures, valve lineup procedures,
. the switching and tagging procedure, and status

boards to monitor the plant.

Plant instrumentation that would be used to promptly

)
detect accidents includes that discussed in the TMI !

Nuclear Station-Unit 1 Final Safety Analysis Report

("FSAR"). Table 7 of the Emergency Plan lists the

accidents discussed in the FSAR and the important

instrumentation that would be expected to detect each

of these accidents, only major, installed equipment

is listed.

Q.57 What means are used to monitor radioactive releases?

A.57 A system of radiation monitcrs is used to measure and

E:P - 25(c) record radiation 1 eye 1s at se1ected 1ocations

throughout the plant. Table 9 of the Emergency Plan

lists the various monitors in the radiation
monitoring system. These monitors have the ability

to alarm at predetermined setpoints when higher than

normal radiation levels exist in the plant. Data

N from these monitors are displayed by meters and strip

charts in the control room.

;

Monitors RM-G8, RM-A2, RM-A5, RM-A8, RM-A9, and RM-L7

monitor reactor building gamma levels, reactor

!

^
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building air, condenser off-gas, station vent,

reactor building purge, and liquid effluent releases,

respectively. Data from these monitors, in

conjunction with meteorological information, is used

in accordance with an EPIP to estimate projected

offsite radiological doses.

,

Q.58 How is meteorology monitored at the site?

A.58 Wind speed, direction, dewpoint, temperature at the

33 and 150 foot elevations, and precipitation are

continuously monitored via sensors mounted on the

meteorology tower located at the north end of the

island. These parameters are recorded on strip
'

charts in the meteorology building, and data on wind

speed, direction and the difference in temperature at

the two monitored levels (atmospheric stability) is

displayed in the control room. A computer maintained

Hby Digital Graphics Inc. ("DGI"), Rockville,;

Maryland, stores the measured parameters in a data

file that is updated every four hours. This;

|

|- historical information may be obtained by inter-

| .rogating the data storage ' facility _(DGI) or the
i
| onsite computer located in the meteorology building

near the weather tower.

1 Q.59 The next step you mentioned in the accident
-assessment process'is classification. Has TMI-l
adopted a' system for classifying accidents?
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A.59 Yes. TMI-1 has adopted the four emergency classes
.

listed in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV,

Paragraph C.
2

The least severe of the four classes is the " Unusual

Event". This classification is appropriate for an

; event that indicates a potential degradation of the
1
'

level of safety of the plant. An incident is

classified as an Unusual Event only if it is a minor

one and no radiological releases are expected.

Events in this class are based upon a potential to

evolve to a more severe situation rather than an
;

actual public hazard.

'

The next class is " Alert". This classification

indicates an actual or potential substantial

degradation of the level of safety of the plant. The

Alert class includes emergency situations that are

expected to be minor but where it has been deemed

;- prudent to notify and mobilize a greater portion of
1

the onsite and offsite emergency organizations.

Events that initiate an Alert are those with the

potential of only limited radiological release to the

I environment.
i

A " Site Emergency" includes incidents in which actual

or likely major failures of plant functions needed

I
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for protection of the public have occurred. Although

immediate protective actions are not automatically

required, declaration of a Site Emergency sets in

motion all onsite and offsite organizations and

activities that would be required to perform actions

up to and including the evacuation of near-site

( areas.

l

The most severe class is the " General Emergency".

This classification includes accidents which involve

actual or imminent substantial core degradation or

melting with potential for large releases of-

radioactive material and/or loss of reactor building

integrity, and other accidents that have large

radioactive release potential such as fuel handling

and waste gas system accidents.

.

Q.60 Is this syctem of accident classification also used
by state and county governments?

|
' A.60 Yes. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the five

counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster, Cumberland and

Lebanon have adopted the emergency classification

system described in 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E,

Section IV, Paragraph C.,

|

This classification system is described in the state
'

and county plans as follows:

,

f

)
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1. PEMA -- Section VI, Paragraph A
2. Dauphin County -- Section IX, Paragraphs B and I
3. York County -- Section VII

'

4. Lancaster County -- Section IV, Paragraph F
5. Cumberland County -- Annex D, Section III
6. Lebanon County -- Part II, Paragraph A and Annex

A, Part I, Paragraph C

Q.61 What guidance is provided to the plant operators in
classifying an accident?

| A.61 The Emergency Director classifies the accident. Two

major guides are used in determining the proper

l emergency classification.

| The first method relies on Emergency and Abnormal

Operating Procedures, which specifically refer the

plant operators to the appropriate EPIP when an

action level has been exceeded. This is done by an
;

action step in the procedure.
|

The second method requires the plant operators to

j compare plant parameters and conditions to the
i
'

emergency action levels ("EAL's") identified in the

EPIP's. When an action level has been exceeded, the

i emergency class associated with that action level is
|

declared.

Q.62 What approach was used in specifying EAL's for TMI-17

A.62 LUL's are predetermined conditions or values that,

when exceeded, require implementation of the

Emergency Plan.
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The TMI-1 EAL's, based on guidance contained in

NUREG-0654, Appendix 1, were designed to provide an
|

early readiness status on the part of emergency 1

)
response personnel and organizations. These levels '

were not selected so as to infer any immediate need

to implement protective actions but rather to ensure

that a reasonable amount of time is available to

evaluate in-plant readings, initiate onsite and

offsite assessment actions (if warranted), and allow

for anticipatory actions on the part of onsite and

offsite emergency response organizations prior to an
,

actual requirement for implementing protective

actions (i.e., to go to a high readiness status).

Quantitatively, the EAL's associated with radiation

releases were chosen so that exposure to the assumed

whole body dose rate or iodine concentration for one

hour would result in accumulating the following

fractions of the lower 1 Lait protective action

guides: Alert = 0.01; Site Emergency = 0.05; General

Emergency = 0.10.

i

Q.63 In your last response you referred to protective
action guides. Please explain that term further.

A.63 The concept of protective action guides (" PAG's") is
set forth in an EPA publication, " Manual of
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Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for

Nuclear Incidents" (EPA-520/1-75-001, September,

1975). Numerical limits for exposure to airborne

radioactive materials have been recommended by EPA,

and similar limits for exposure due to ingestion of

contaminated foodstuffs and water have been

recommended by the Food and Drug Administration;

these recommendations nave been adopted by BRP.

Table 3 to thir tesimony shows the recommended PAG's.

As defined in Licensee's Emergency Plan, PAG's are

the projected radiological dose or dose commitment

values to individuals in the general population and

to emergency workers that warrant protective action

before or after a release of radioactive material.

j Protective actions would be warranted provided the
!

reduction in individual dose expected to be achieved

by carrying out the protective action is not offset
|

by excessive risks to individual safety in taking the

protective action. Consistent with EPA guidance,
,

|

PAG's do not include the dose that has unavoidably
! EEP ~7 occurred prior to the assessment. This definieton,

however, is not intended to imply that the una-

voidable dose received prior to the assessment would

be ignored in making protective action recom-

mendations, j

i
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Q.64 Some of the EAL's 11sted in the TMI-1 Emergency P1an
identify " valid" alarms or count rates as trigger
mechanisms. In this context, what is meant by the
term " valid"?

,

A.64 The term " valid" means a confirmed alarm. Abnormal

EEP - db situations can ue expected to manifest themselves by

changes in several measured parameters, alarms or

other indicators. Confirmation is accomplished by
.

observing other supporting indications or recorders,

by actual sampling, or by ruling out events like

instrument malfunctions. Alarms that are expected to

activate during instrument checks and calibrations

are not considered " valid".

Q.65 Other EAL's identify primary system coolant activity
as a trigger mechanism. How would such activity be
determined, and what is the basis for the various
coolant activities identified in the TMI-1 Emergency
Plan?

A.65 The primary coolant system activity is determined by

EEP - E5 da11y gamma spectroscopy ana1ysis and by a radiation

monitor on the reactor coolant system letdown 11ne

(RM-L1). The greater than 50 uCi/ml but less than

130 uCi/mi criterion is the EAL for an Unusual Event.
A level of 50 uCi/ml is higher than any normal 1y

,

expegted or previously experienced spike in primary I

i

coolant system activity. Any activity greater than

this would be a positive indication of fuel damage.
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When coolant activity exceeds 130 uCi/=1, an Alert is

declared. This value is approximately one half of

the Technical Specification limit and would be a
Whenpositive indication of some cladding failure.

coolant activity exceeds 300 uCi/ml, the Technical

Specification limit has been exceeded and a Site

Emergency is dec1ared. This activity level is based

on limiting the consequences of a postulated accident

involving the double-ended rupture of a steam

generator tube.

Q.66 Some of the EAL's direct that adverse meteorology be
used. Explain why it was decided to use adverse
meteorology for these EAL's.

A.66 Adverse meteorology is defined as the five percent

EEP -- 9 probab1 meteoro1cgy. This correspones to a gasqui11

Stability Category F and a wind speed of 1.5 mph.

NUREG-0654, Appendix 1, recommends using adverse

meteorology in developing EAL's for a Site Emergency.

In setting the EAL's for the TMI-l Emergency Plan,
adverse meteorology was used for the Alert and Site

Emergency. There are two main advantages of this

approach.

First, by targeting a certain fraction of the EPA
PAG's at the exclusion area boundary (see rerpense to

Question 62), and then back calculating to a control
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room meter indication using adverse meteorology,

predetermined trigger points for the emergency

classifications were derived. This means that the l

emergency can be declared merely by checking a meter

reading and without calculating actual site

meteorology.

Second, this method introduces a certain amount of
,

conservatism into the process. By using precal-

culated EAL's based on adverse meteorology it is
likely that the actual dose, based on actual

'

meteorology, will be less than the dose assu=ed in

the EAL. The X/Q value at the exclusion area

boundary for adverse meteorology is 6.8~x 10-4

sec./ meter 3. The historical, median X/O value at the

TMI exclusion area boundary is 9.0 x 10-5

sec./ meter 3. Thus, by using adverse meteorology, a

conservative factor averaging about 87% is introduced
,

into the precalculated dose assumed in the EAL.
i

Q.67 You previously have testified as to the means used to
monitor radioactive releases. How is that infor=a-

| tion used to make initial projections of potential
.

offsite doses? '

A.67 The radiation monitoring system readings for all
EP-3(c) monitored gaseous affluent release paths are factored

! - EP-4lI) into combined source release terms for nadie gas ane
!
P
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iodine by applying the appropriate ventilation flow

rates and meter conversion factors. Offsite whole
:

body dose rates and iodine concentrations are then

projected by applying the appropriate meteorological

dispersion factor for the exclusion area boundary, 2 i

mile low population zone, 5 mile, and 10 mile EPZ

boundaries, and for any other locations of interest.

An EPIP has been developed which contains the

information (e.g., meter conversion factors and

meteorological dispersion information) and step-by-

: step method necessary to determine the projected

doses. This procedure provides for manual calcula-

tion or use of a microcomputer.

If a release is in progress and the monitor for that

release path is either out of service or off scale, a

! contingency calculation method is provided. This

i conservative calculation utilizes dose release

L factors based upon expected source terms for several

different types of accidents as described in the

FSAR.

Q.68 Once initial projections of potential offsite doses
| are made,'what is done:next?

|
|

| A.68 The results of the initial projection calculations

EEP-36t.)| provide information inaicaeing the potentia 11y

L EP-4(d
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affected areas and expected radiological impact.

Using this information, radiation monitoring teams

consisting of trained personnel are dispatched under

I the control of the RAC. Each team procures

| predesignated communication equipment, a prepared

| emergency kit, an assigned vehicle and proceeds to a

designated monitoring point and reports readings to

the RAC. Concurrently, the RAC begins to set up the

dose assessment area. A large area map of the plume

exposure pathway EPZ is utilized to track the,

i

radiation plume, determine the affected areas, and

select future offsite monitoring points. Isopleths

(depicted on transparent map overlays) are used to

determine the geometry and anticipated dispersion

characteristics of the plume. The RAC uses

additional input from the plant radiation monitoring

and meteorological _ systems in order to update

calculations and refine dose projections.

Q.69 Would you describe in more detail the manner of
| dispatching and communicating with the mobile
'

radiation monitoring teama?

A.69 The RAC dispatches offsite radiation monitoring teams

- E P- 3 (c) yta the asC Coordinoeor. rhese teams wi11 consist of

EE P- 4 (I) one to two persons per team cone of which is trained

EEP- 18 in the u...of port. hie r,ai, tion monitoring
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equipment). When dispatched, the teams will proceed

to the processing center, where they will pick up.

emergency kits containing portable monitoring

equipment and portable radios. After an operational,

check of the equipment, they will pick up an

emergency vehicle and peoceed to their first

monitoring location. They will be controlled by the

RAC and report all readings to him. The radiation
|

monitoring teams will transmit on the following

assigned frequencies: (a) TMI operations frequency

and (b) TMI security frequency.

Once the offsite emergency support organization is

manned and the EAC announces his readiness, the

responsibility for offsite radiological and

| environmental assessment will be transferred to the
l

i EAC. The decision to transfer responsibility for
|

offsite monitoring will' be made by the RAC, who will

notify the EAC of this transfer via a dedicated phone

line. Additionally, a formal radio announcement at

the time of this transfer will be made to all offsite-

monitoring teams. The RAC will maintain control of

the onsite radiation monitoring teams and in-plant

radiological controls.

( The monitoring teams utilize portable radiation

i meters to determine whole body exposure rates in
|
|
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millirem / hour. Portable air samplers and SAM-2 dual

channel analyzers are used to determine airborne

radioactivity concentrations.

Q.70 How is the information obtained from the mobile
radiation monitoring teams used in the assessment
process?

A.70 The readings reported by the monitoring teams are

EEP - 3(c) compared to the predicted ya1ues. sased on the

EEP -4lhE) difference in actua1 versus pro 3ected ya1ues, the

source terms are adjusted and used for further

projections. This iterative process is continued in

order to determine the actual source release terms as

accurately as possible. In addition, the raw field

EP-I data is forwarded to say as soon as te is received in

the ECC so that they can use the data to supplement

information provided by their field monitoring teams.

The initial readings obtained by the radiation

monitoring teams primarily are utilized to confirm

whether the predicted values are a good estimate of

the magnitude of the release. Large deviations from

predicted values may indicate the presence of

unmonitored release paths, instrument malfunctions,
;

!
'

or overly conservative assumptions as to the extent

of radioactive releases.

i
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Q.71 Are you familiar with an information analysis systam
known as the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability
(" ARAC")?

A.71 Yes. This is a forecasting and dose projection

J P-3(c)(2J computer model developed by the Lawrence-Livermore

Laboratories. It was used by EPA and the TMI

Environmental Controls Group during the Unit 2 purge
;

of radioactive Krypton-85 gas. ARAC initially was

developed to be used at federal government sites with

a potential for radioactive releases. It runs only

on one computer system, and involves the transfer of

information from a classified computer to an

unclassified computer. .

Q.72 Has Licensee considered using such a system, or its
equivalent, at TMI-l?

A.72 The system currently utilized at TMI-1 is known as
.

bb~ MIDAS, or the Meteorological Information and Dose

Acquisition System. This system provides the

following functions: collection and stcrage of

metecrological data, plant effluent data and offsite

radiation monitoring data; retrieval and processing

of this historical data for effluent reports and

environmental dose projections; and remote interroga NJ ks*S& in iN e t
tions for display of results. MIDAS satisfies the

Class A model described in NUREG-0654, Appendix 2

* NE S I
(Rev. 1). M W8YKCSS W3
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During the Unit 2 reactor building purge the

isepleths produced by MIDAS and ARAC were compared

with actual offsite measurements. Although this

comparison was not intended to be a model veri-

fication experiment, ARAC proved not to be as

effective as MIDAS. This was because the MIDAS

system can be updated every fifteen minutes whereas

ARAC only can be updated once an hour. Consequently,

MIDAS provided more current meteorological data that

was necessary for correct positioning of field

monitoring teams.

Q.73 Is information from Licensee's Radiological Environ-
mental Monitoring Program ("REMP") used during the
initial accident assessment process?

A.73 No. A REMP for TMI has beer. in effect since 1974.

EP-Blt) The program was expanded after the unit 2 accident

EEP- 18 and continues to de upgraded. The REMP is not used

( in the initial accident assessment process. Rather,

the REMP is used to confirm initial assessments,

determine overall impact on the environment and

assist in determining the total integrated radiation

exposure received in offsite areas surrounding the
;
!

site. T' . 2 general objectives of the REMP are

described in Section 4.7.6.2.1 of the Emergency Plan.

Additional information on the REMP is provided in

-83-
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" Licensee's Testimony of William E. Riethle in

Response to Contention Nos. EP-3(C)(1) & EP-18 and

Board Question No. 4 (Offsite Radiological

Monitoring)," dated February 9, 1981.

Q.74 Does Licensee have any experience with offsite. dose
rate meters that can be remotely read onsite or at
another appropriate emergency response facility?

A.74 Yes. Licensee has purchased and is installing a

real-time envirennental level gamma radiation
,

monitoring nystem (manufactured by Reuter Stokes of

Cleveland, Ohio). This system is sensitive to one

microrem per hour. The data is sent via radio or

telephone links to a central processing unit (to be

located at the TMI Environmental Controls Group

offices at Olmsted Airport) that interrogates the

field sensors on a real-time basis. A portable

version of this system has been used at TMI since

April, 1980, including use during the purge of the

Unit 2 reactor building. Additional information on
|
' this system is provided in " Licensee's Testimony of

| Willirq E. Riethle in Response to Contention Nos.

EP-3(C)(1) & EP-18 and Board Question No. 4 (Offsite
'

. Radiological Monitoring)," dated February 9, 1981.
!

Q.75 Do'you believe it is necessary to install.offsite
monitoring devices around TMI that can be remotelyi

; read onsite in order to properly assess radioactive
| . releases from TMI during an accident?

i
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A.75 No. The goal in assessing radioactive releases

during an accident is to make such assessments

EEP- Sh(cIll) sufficiently far in advance of the actual release so

as to permit time for taking protective action if

such measures are warranted. This requires that the

assessments be predictive in nature, projecting out

in time what the most likely release is anticipated

to be. Information useful in this analysis is that

given by plant process instrumentation (e.g., reactor

coolant system temperature and pressure, reactor

building pressure), knowledge as to the status of the

various engineered safety systems, radiation effluent

monitors, and meteorological instrumentation. As

explained above (see responses to Questions 54-58 and

! 67), Licensee's Emergency Plan uses such information

to estimate projected offsite doses from actual and

; potential releases. The accuracy of these projec-

tions is checked by sending mobile radiation

monitoring teams to onsite and offsite locations (see
i

! responses to Questions 68-70). By considering actual

site meteorology, the RAC can dispatch the radiation

monitoring teams to the areas of principal interest

and obtain prompt information for refining the'

projected dose calculation.

By comparison, an offsite system of radiation

monitoring devices'that could be remotely read onsite

-85-
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would not detect a release until the pluue was in the

area of the dose rate meter. Thus, the plant

operators are likely to know about such a release

well before the offsite monitor registers. Moreover,

the offsite monitor may not be an accurate real-time

estimate of the release if the plume does net pass in

proximity to the monitor. Nor are such monitors

likely to be any better at confirming the projected

dose than the radiation monitoring teams dispatched
,

from the site, which can be positioned to the precise

areas of interest.

VI. Initial Accident Notification

Q.76 Assume that the reactor coolant ' system hot leg
temperature exceeds 620'F and the Emergency Director
therefore declares an " Alert." How would this
information initially be communicated to the state
and county governments?

A.76 The Emergency Director would direct the person in the
(s= opsn64,r)

EE P .- 1 Ecc designated as e3e com,uniceeoryce., ::, to mexe

!5b" N d initial notifications in accordance with the EPIP for

EP-15 /B) an Alert. This procedure requires the Communicator

to contact the following agencies:

1. Dauphin County EOC is contacted by telephone.

If contact cannot be made using this method, the

Dauphin County radio system is activated. A

-86-
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brief, non-technical prepared message is read

which identifies the caller by name and title,

the nuclear station calling, and that an Alert

has been declared, including the time of

declaration.

2. PEMA is contacted by telephone or by use of the 4

NAWAS back-up system. A brief, non-technical

prepared message, similar to the Dauphin County

!
message, is read to the PEMA duty officer, who

|
in turn notifies BRP and the five risk counties.'

By procedure, BRP calls TMI to verify the!

incident, receive a radiological assessment of

the emergency, and to open a line of communica-

tion. If after 30 minutes, verification of

notification is not received from BRP, PEMA is

again contacted and notified of the situation.

Q.77 Why are the. initial communications to PEMA and*

1 Dauphin County brief and non-technical?

A.77 During the meetings between state, county and

EP-I ticensee personne1, ie was determined t3ae PEMA and

| EEP- 4lGd Dauphin Cooney do noe require eachnica1 information,

EP - 15l8) eue r e3er ,1mpie confirm,eion e3.e on incidene noe

occurred, the classification of the incident and

recommendations for any immediate protective action.

-87-
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BRP, which provides techr.ical support to state and

county emergency response organizations, is the first

agency to establish continuous contact with the site.

The purpose of this contact is to obtain details on

the accident and any recommendations that the

Licensee might provide. BRP personnel have tne

technical background to assess the plant operating

and radiological information they will be given from

TMI. It is BRP's responsibility to evaluate this

technical data and relay appropriate information and

protective action recommendations to PEMA for
,

dissemination to the counties.

Q.78 Why does Licensee not directly contact the counties
of York, Lancaster, Cumberland and Lebanon, except in
the case of a General Emergency?

A.78 PEMA's normal operating procedure during any emer-

EP-l gency is to maineain communciations wit 3 the affected

EP- 4[G) couney emergency managemene agency. T31s system has

| EP- 15(B) been successfully used by PEMA on numerous occasions.

It was determined that a similar system should be

used in radiological emergencies. This has the

advantage of maintaining a consistent chain of

command for all emergencies. In addition, the

counties are likely to receive information from PEMA

| as rapidly as they would if contacted by TMI site

-88-
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personnel. Since personnel in the control room would

be involved in stabilizing the emergency situation,

there would be a wasteful duplication of effort if

site personnel were to make additional notifications

to the counties.

| Q.79 What role does BRP play in this communications
scheme?

A.79 When BRP is notified that an emergency condition
EEP- I exists at TMI, BRP contacts the site for technical

E P- 4[E) information. The applicable EPIP contains as

EU)- 4 [G)
'

attachment Iz an smergency status Report- checklist.

EP- 15(B) This report, which summarizes all key piane

parameters and information necessary to assess the

radiological impact of the emergency, is communicated

to BRP. The report includes a description of the

emergency, the status of emergency safeguards

systems, and information on radiological releases

(i.e., source terms, meteorology, anticipated
;

'

duration of releases, and projected doses). The

objective of this initial contact between BRP and TMI

i is to verify the incident and establish the necessity
l for immediate protective actions. It is the

responsibility of BRP to alert and advise PEMA of the

need to take protective action, 'he actions to be
!
; taken, the geographic area at risk, and pertinent

-89-
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! facility conditions that may change the recommenda-
r

.

tions. PEMA is responsib,le for passing this
information to other state agencies, county and local

:
I governments.

Q.80 How are Licensee's emergency response personnel
notified of the need to staff the emergency
organization?

|

| A.80 Initially, the duty section superintendent is

contacted by the Emergency Director (shift super-

visor) and plant status is discussed. A Communica-

tions Assistant is then assigned to call in the

required personnel from the "on-call" duty section
!

| and to notify the Public Affairs Representative.

| This is accomplished by using a card-dialer telephone

(located in the shift supervisor's office) to contact

each member of the duty section. Cards have been

preprogrammed with each duty section member's home
1

! telephone and beeper number. An answering service

phone, " Code-A-Phone", has been installed in the

shift supervisor's office to transmit a prerecorded

instructional message to all emergency personnel

responding to their beepers. This system can also

receive and record messages to verify that the dutyi
1

section members have responded, thus freeing shift

personnel to attend to other matters.

-90-
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Q.81 At this stage of the emergency, how would the public

,

be informed?

!

A.81 Licensee would disseminate information to the public *

-2""! through the Manager-Public Information and his staff.

Information concerning the emergency would be

provided to the news media at the Media Center.

Information can be disseminated beyond the immediate

TMI area by telecopier, or through a service called

" Media Wire", that transmits information to its
1

subscribers. Licensee would conduct news conferences

as apprcpriate. Public information released by

Licensee, as well as arrangements for press

conferences, would be communicated to the PEMA public

information officer and the NRC Region I public

affairs officer. Additional information on the

dissemination of information to the public is located

in Appendix B to the Emergency Plan, the "GPU Nuclear

Emergency Public Information Plan for the Three Mile

Island Nuclear Generating Station."

The state would disseminate information through its

established procedures.

Q.82 Assume the situation worsens. At least two incore
thermocouples now read greater than 700*F and the
Emergency Director therefore declares a " Site
Emergency." What notifications would now be made?

-91-
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A.82 At this point, the RAC has established an open line,

of communication with BRP on the Radiological Line.

BRP would receive notification from the RAC of the,

i ,

i Site Emergency. BRP will continuously update PEMA,
t
'

EE P.- I who will keep the five counties informed of the

emergency. The NRC would be notified via the

Emergency Notification System (" ENS"), which is

continuously manned by a Communications Assistant

until relieved by the NRC. Other notifications would

be made as specified in the EPIP for a Site

Emergency.

Q.83 If the situation continued to worsen and the
projected dose rate at the exclusion area boundary
was greater than 100mR/hr (gamma) using actual
meteorology cnd the reactor building design leak
rate, then a " General Emergency" would be declared.
Fhat additional notifications would be made at this
time?

|

A.83 Upon reclassifying the event frotu a Site to a General

EP-| Emergency, the following notifications would be made:

(a) BRP, (b) NRC, (c) Unit 2 control room, (d) the
i

five risk counties of Dauphin, York, Lancaster,

Cumberland and Lebanon, (e) Pennsylvania State

Police, (f) Consolidated Railroad Corp. , (g) RMC, (h)
|

| ANI, and (i) B&W.

Q.84 Anticipating slightly a latter section of your
testimony, would an evacuation of the general public

| necessarily be appropriate in the situation
'

described?
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A.84 No. While a precautionary evacuation might be

warranted if the status of the plant were unknown or

uncertain, a General Emergency does not automatically

require an evacuation. The radiation level selected

~

to initiate a General Emergency would result in an

exposure (in one hour's time) of 1/10 of the lower

limit EPA-recommended PAG. This level has been

selected low enough to permit sufficient time to

first evaluate the need for and then implement

appropriate protective actions.

Consideration would be given to an evacuation if:

1. The release is expected to occur with projected

doses approaching or exceeding: 1 R whole body

or 5 R to the child thyroid.

2. Release time is expected to be long (greater

than 2 hours).

; 3. Evacuation can be well underway prior to plume
!
! arrival, based upon wind speed and travel

conditions.

|
VII. Onsite Emergency Response

Q.85 Returning to the beginning of the scenario, assume
L that the reactor coolant system hot leg temperature

exceeds 620*F, the Emergency Director has declared an
" Alert", and the initial accident notifications have
been made. Please describe further the mobilization
of Licensee's onsite emergency organization.

-93-
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A.85 Upon recognition of the EAL, the shift supervisor
|

assumes the duties of the Emergency Director. The

on-shift personnel staff the onsite emergency

organization as indicated in ' Table 2 of this

testimony.
,

<

When the duty section superintendent reports to the

ECC, he assesses plant conditions, verifies that

proper notifications have.been made, and relieves the

shift supervisor as Emergency Director. The shift

supervisor then returns to his normal duties. The

Communicator reports to the ECC and assumes the
L

responsibilities of that position. hvCommunications

Assistankalsoreport/totheECC, relieve /Ihe
i

-~~- operator ':?f ":: manning the tele----*- '

phones, and maintains' communication with the NRC on
j

I

the ENS. A senior radiological controls engineer

relieves the radiological controls foreman as RAC and

i continues providing radiological assessments to the
!

Emergency Director and BRP. The radiological

controls foreman reports to the OSC, relieves the

j senior radiological controls technician, and a'ssumes

the duties of the Radiological Controls Coordinator.

The Radiological Analysis Support Engineers report to

the RAC and perform dose calculations. The OSC

Coordinator relieves the shift maintenance foreman

-94-
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and directs the support of operations in the areas of

maintenance, chemistry and radiological controls.

The shift maintenance foreman then reports to the OSC

Coordinator as the Emergency Maintenance Coordinator.

The Operations Coordinator reports to the ECC and

coordinates plant operations and operations support

| through the shift supervisor and the OSC Coordinator.
!

Q.86 What type of equipment is available onsite to assist
in responding to the " Alert"?

A.86 TMI is equipped with an extensive array of protective
~

facilities and equipment to assist in responding to;

emergency situations. This equipment includes that

| necessary to provide first aid and medical assis-

i
tance; corrective and extraordinary maintenance for-

I damage control; and protective clothing, respiratory'

equipment and survey instruments for radiological

controls. More detailed descriptions of the types

and locations of available equipment are given in

! Sections 4.7.7 through 4.7.10 of the Emergency Plan.

Q.87 What type of support might Licensee require from
offsite groups.in order to respond to the " Alert"?

A.87 Depending on the nature of the situation, offsite

assistance could involve police, fire or medical

support. The Emergency Plan and its implementing
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procedures detail the types of support that offsite

agencies provide and the specific means for request-
ing such assistance.

VIII. Offsite Emercency Response

Q.88 What responsibilities does Licensee have with respect
to offsite emergency response?

|

A.88 In order for offsite emergency response organizations

to fulfill their responsibilities to the population

at risk, Licensee will:

1. Make initial notification of the emergency to
Dauphin County and PEMA.

2. Transmit plant status and dose assessment

information to BRP.

| 3. Provide protective action recommendations, if

warranted.

4. Operate a Media Center to ensure that accurate
l
'

information concerning plant status is provided
to the public and the news media.

5. Conduct periodic training programs for offsite

! agencies.

Q.89 Who is responsible for directing the general public
to take. protective action?

|
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A.89 Actual protective measures, if warranted, would be

taken by the responsible offsite organizations. NRC

and FEMA have identified two predominant exposure

pathways -- the plume exposure gathway and the

ingestion exposure pathway -- for which specific,

preplanned protective measures should be available.

With respect to these exposure pathways, NRC and FEMA
|

also have identified emergency planning zones

("EPZ's") defining the geographic extent over which

this planning effort should be carried out.

Q.90 In your answer you referred to two different EPZ's.
What purposes are served by defining such EPZ's?

|
,

,
A.90 EPZ's are the areas defined about a nuclear power

GLP- l 7 /Ad plant for which preplanned emergency response

capabilities are required. Based on the factors

I described in Revision 1 of NUREG-0654 (at pp. 10-13),

the NRC and FEMA set an EPZ with a radius of about 10

|

|
miles for the plume exposure pathway and an EPZ with

!

l a radius of about 50 miles for the ingestion exposure

pathway.

|

These boundaries of about 10 miles and about 50 miles

do not mean that protective actions throughout.the

| entire EPZ would be required in the event of an

|

| emergency. Certain actions might be required for
|
|

| _g7_
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residents within a five mile area of the facility,

while not necessary for residents living 6 to 10

miles from the plant. On the other hand, if the

situation warrants, protective actions could be taken
.

by residents living beyond the 10-mile plume exposure

pathway EPZ. The EPZ concept is to define a

geographic area where a degree of specific preplan-

ning is required. This preplanning then serves as

the foundation for protective actions beyond the EPZ
|

| boundaries, if required.

Q.91 How was the plume exposure pathway EPZ for the TMI
site delineated?

A.91 The geographic extent of the plume exposure pathway
EP-- 17 (A) EPZ for the TMI site was determined by PEMA. The

initial step was to inscribe a circle, with a radius

of 10 miles, around the TMI site. The boundaries of

this circle were then extended to a close, recogniz-

able marker. Political boundaries, natural geo-

graphic features, roads and other readily identifi-

able landmarks were used in this process. In this

manner, appropriate consideration was given to such

factors as demography, topography, land use

characteristics, access routes and jurisdictional

boundaries. The population included within the plume

exposure pathway EPZ drawn by PEMA is about 30%

-98-
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greater than the population included within a 10-mile

circle around the TMI site. The boundaries of this

EPZ are shown in Appendix 6A of the State Emergency

Plan. Figure 6 of this testimony also depicts the

boundaries of the plume exposure pathway EPZ for the

TMI site.

Q.92 What are the primary functions that must be carried
out by offsite agencies within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ in order to assure an adequate response
capability?

A.92 The primary functions of offsite agencies are to

EP- n lAl deve1op emergency pians, implement a supporting

education program to inform the public about those

plans, provide early warning / alert of emergencies to

the public, develop public notification procedures

concerning protective action recommendations, and

provide assistance to the public when protective

measures are required. offsite agencies also are
|

| responsible for maintaining lists of resources, both

available and required, to assist in providing these

services.

i

Q.93 Aside from developing the actual emergency plans, the
- first function you mentioned was educating the public
about the emergency plans. Wnat steps has Licensee
undertaken to assure this is accomplished?

A.93 The function of educating the public about the

E P .- 4 (c.) emerg.ncy pion, is 3.ing accompitshed ehtough a
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general information program to provide the public

with an overview of emergency planning around the TMI

site and with specific information on how they will

be notified of an emergency and what the available.

protective action options (e.g., shelter, evacuation)

are. Licensee's public information and emergency

preparedness personnel are coordinating public

information activities with PEMA. The main purpose

of this effort is to delineate the type of informa-

tion to be disseminated by the Governor's office,

PEMA, county and local emergency management agencies,

and Licensee.
,

|

PEMA and the various county and local emergency

management agencies have developed a public awareness

program concerning emergency plans. This program

includes plans published in newspapers, brochures

| prepared and distributed by county and local

emergency management agencies, and printed fact

sheets that describe actions to be taken in the event

of an emergency. Licensee has assisted in the

distribution process by mailing brochures with

| utility bills and by making public information

personnel available for asuistance to county and

local governments when requested.

!
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This public education program will continue as an

ongoing phase of the emergency preparedness process.

|

Q.94 What is the geographic extent of the area covered by
this education program?

A.94 The main thrust of this education program is aimed at

EP- |1/Ad
|

resiaents in the plume exposure pathway sez (about 10

miles). In fact, a much larger geographic area is

covered given the means used to distribute this

information.

Q.95 The second function you mentioned was early warning.
What steps has Licensee undertaken to assure that
this alerting functica is accomplished?

A.95 Licensee retained the se'rvices of consultants to

EP-- 15[F) conduct an engineering study for a proposed early

warning system for the plume exposure pathway EPZ.

Meetings with county communication directors and site

specific sound studies were conducted as part of this

I effort.
|

Based on the sound surveys, a study of existing

| communication capabilities-and an independent

| reevaluation of the initial study to ensure

conformance with the specific recommendations of

NUREG-0654, Appendix 3 (Rev. 1), it is estimated that
,

.approximately 80 large-scale sirens will be required
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to provide early warning throughout the entire plume

exposure pathway EPZ. The overall cost of this

project is estimated to be approximately $1.2

million. Licensee is in the process of procuring the

equipment. The system being installed has the design

; capability to provide early warning to the population
!
'

at risk within 15 minutes of a decision by offsite

authorities to sound the alert. It is anticipated

that the system will be fully operational by July 1,-

1981.

Q.96 What is the geographic extent of the area covered by
this early warning system?

A.96 The system will provide total coverage of the full

EP-15[F) plume exposure pathway EPZ for the TMI site. There

EU)-- Fil/d are several areas where coverage will extend beyond

the established EPZ boundary due to the physical

| location and signal strength of the sirens.

; Q.97 The third function you mentioned was notification of
the public to take protective actions. How will this
information be disseminated?

|

A.97 After activation of the early warning system,

conventional radio or television would be used to
1

provide the public with information and instructions,

including recommendations to take protective actions.

This would be accomplished by use of the Emergency>

-102-
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| Broadcast System ("EBS"), supplemented, if necessary,

by mobile loudspeakers an,d local police. Fire,

ambulance and police personnel would be advised over

! the state and county communication networks.

Schools, hospitals and other large institutions would

receive additional notification by tone alert

monitors or land-line telephone. State, county and

local emergency management agencies have preplanned

the public notification program. Their emergency

; plans describe the procedures and prepared messages -

that are to be used for this purpose.

Q.98 What is the geographic extent of the area that would
be covered by such notifications?

A.98 While primarily geared toward residents in the plume

EP - Illa) exposure pathway EPZ, this information would be heard

by-the general public in areas substantially beyond

10 miles from TMI. This is because radio and televi-

sion station coverage is not limited by any EPZ

boundary definition.

Q.99 The last function you mentioned was protective
action. With respect to the plume exposure pathway,

| identify the primary protective measures available to
! the general public.

A.99 Protective actions are those actions taken in order

to minimize radiation ilgae. 'The most appropriate,

-103-
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protective action for a particular situation will

depend on the magnitude of the release, duration of

the release, wind speed, wind direction, time of day

and transportation constraints. For the plume

'

exposure pathway the available protective actions

i include sheltering, thyroid prophylaxis, evacuation,

or some combination.
|

1. Sheltering -- This option requires that people

in potentially affected areas shelter themselves in
;

:

an accessible building that can be made temporarily

somewhat airtight. The objective is to isolate the

population at risk from potentially contaminated

outside air. This can be accomplished by seeking

shelter in a personal residence, commercial building,

or public building such as a school. Any building in

the TMI area that is reasonably winter worthy will

|
suffice.

2. Thyroid Prophylaxis -- Traditionally, it has

been assumed that for virtually every significant

accident at a nuclear power station the release of

radioiodines, with the associated risk of thyroid

exposure, will present the greatest demand for

protective action. Certain compounds like potassium
;

iodide ("FI") that contain stable iodines may in such

i
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circumstances be useful as agents to block thyroidal
uptake of radioiodines.

3. Evacuation -- The most frequently discussed

protective action option is the almost complete

removal of the population at risk from potentially
hazardous situations through evacuation. This option

is appropriate when its use is likely to bring about
population dose savings commensurate with the

associated social disruption. This situation would

prevail where the time available from the decision to

evacuate to population relocation is compatible with

plume movement or in situations where substantial

dose savings can be made by avoiding exposure to

residual radioactivity (uurface deposition) in the

wake of sudden severe accidents.

Q.100 With respect to sheltering, is there any geographic
limit on this mode of protective a,ction?,

|

| A.100 No. This action could be taken in whatever area it
EP- r1/A) wra reie n.cessary to protect the public.

Q.101 The next measure you mentioned was thyroid prophy-
laxis. What is your view as to the feasibility of
this protective action?

A.101 Thyroid propnylaxis, or the administration of
|-

radioprotective drugs, could be of some value in

-105-
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providing additional protection to emergency response

personnel since these persons would most likely

receive larger doses than the general public due to

their emergency response activities. In addition,

there may be a need to administer radioprotective

drugs at institutions with large non-ambulatory

populations (e.g., hospitals, prisons) where

EJ)- IllAl evacuation is not a realistic opeton. Licensee does

not believe that the wide-scale administration of

radioprotective drugs to the general population is

either necessary or feasible. Final guidance from

the Food and Drug Administration on the use of

radioprotective drugs has not been issued.

Q.102 Finally, with respect to evacuation, does the
definition of the plume exposure pathway EPZ impact
on this protective action?

A.102 Yes, to some extent. The evacuation planning effort

EDD--17h4) genera 11y is geared eoward the area defined ..; the

plume exposure pathway EPZ. The definitica of the

EPZ boundary, however, is not intended to limit the;

planning area, but rather to ensure that evacuation

plans are prepared for a minimum of about 10 miles.

These plans can then serve as a basis for an

evacuation extending beyond a 10-mile radius, if such

an evacuation is required. The state and five risk
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counties around TMI have done some additional

preplanning in that they already have undertaken

initial work on a 20-mile evacuation plan. This

initial work includes identification of evacuation

routes, host / reception areas, and the procedures to

be used for implementing such an evacuation.

Q.103 In your opinion, is the plume exposure pathway EPZ
for the TMI site, as delimitated by PEMA, sufficient
to assure an adequate state of emergency preparedness
around TMI?

A.103 Yes. As indicated in our response to Question 91, we

EP- Il[Al believe that, in defining the plume exposure pathway

EPZ for the TMI site, PEMA has properly followed the

guidance in NUREG-0654 by giving appropriate

consideration to local conditions such as demography,

topography, land use characteristics, access routes

and local jurisdictional boundaries. Moreover, as

explained in our responses to Questions 92 through

102, many of the functions that must be carried out

by offsite agencies within the plume exposure EPZ to

assure an adequate response capability are somewhat

independent of the geographic extent of the EPZ.

And, .for those functions that are dependent on the

geographic extent of the EPZ, we believe the

preplanning done by offsite agencies is sufficient so

that, if there were a need to take protective actions

-107-
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I beyond the defined EPZ, those maasures could be

accomplished in a timely and efficient manner.

Q.104 Intervenors have raised certain specific objections
to the plume exposure pathway EPZ adopted by PEMA.
Please respond to those objections.

A.104 Many of the intervenors' objections appear to be

based on the misconception that the plume exposure

pathway EPZ is a 10-mile circle about TMI. As we

previously explained, this is not the case. Rather,

PEMA has tailored the EPZ definition to local

conditions.,

1. . In many instances this has meant that the EPZ

boundary has been extended to include the whole

EP- 17 /A)(1) of a municipal area that was bisected by the

10-mile circle. Examples of such extensions

include the townships of Derry, South Hanover,

Fairview, and Conewago. Where a municipal area

is bisected by the EPZ boundary, this has been

done by using a clearly defined marker that is

known to residents in the area. Extending the

l
EPZ boundary further yet, to include all

l

municipal areas bisected by the EPZ, would not

be desirable. It would result in an EPZ

boundary with long, non-uniform appendages. In

some instances, areas.15 to 20 miles from TMI

-108-
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(e.g., Dover, Hellam, and Lower Paxton) would '

then be included in ,the EPZ, while areas closer
to TMI (e.g., Palmyra and Monaghan) would not be |

included in the EPZ.

2. Extending the EPZ boundary to include all of the

" urbanized areas" around Harrisburg and York is,

! EP- 17[A)[2.) unnecessary. In every case it will always be

true that there is some area on the boundary of

the EPZ. If all of the Harrisburg and York

areas are included, then population areas even

further from TMI (e.g., Lebanon and Lancaster)

will be close to the new EPZ boundary and

question will be raised as to why those areas

are not in the EPZ. Any line drawing process is

always based on judgment. In this instance PEMA
judged that not all of the urbanized areas

around Harrisburg and York need be included in

the EPZ to assure an adequate response

capability. We believe that conclusion to be
valid. In cases of adverse meteorology (stable

dispersion characteristics with low wind speed),

and therefore potentially higher offsite doses,

the Harrisburg and York areas not in the EPZ

probably will have from 5 to 8 hours warning

time beyond that available to closer-in areas.

-109-
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Given the preplanning accomplished within the

EPZ, this additional warning time should be

sufficient for residents in the Harrisburg and
j York areas to take whatever protective action is

necessary. Conversely, if weather conditions

are unstable and plume travel time fast, the

offsite dose is likely to be smaller and the

need for protective action less.

3. While we recognize the unique nature of the old

EP- 17/AV3) Order Amish communier, intervenors have not

provided any details about their patticular

concerns and thus we are unable to respond

directly to the allegation.3 However, we have

no reason to believe that, if necessary,

adequate protective measures could not be taken
;

'

in a timely manner for the Old Order Amish

community.

!

|'
3 Mr. Sho11y's responses of August 4 and 29, 1980, to
Licensee's interrogatory number 9 indicate that counsel for
ANGRY was investigating the factual basis for the concerns
about the Old Order Amish. ANGRY's response of September 3,
1980, to Licensee's interrogatory number 17 confirms this
fact. As reflected in the letter from Licensee's counsel,

j of September 16, 1980, ANGRY agreed to disclose additional
! information about the Old Order Amish "within a reasonable
! time after receipt, rather than in its direct testimony."

To date, ANGRY has provided no information dealing with its
: concerns about the Old Order Amish.
!

|
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4. Neither PEMA nor Licensee has relied upon

20-mile evacuation plans as a substitute for

EEP - r7[All4) making an informed judgment as to the extent of

the plume exposure pathway EPZ. Rather, we

believe that the work done by the counties in

| developing such evacuation plans provides
1

additional support for the adequacy of the EPZ

boundary as delimitated by PEMA.

Q.105 Has Licensee undertaken to make estimates of the time
needed to evacuate the plume exposure pathway EPZ
around the TMI site?

A.105 Evacuation time estimates for the plume exposure

EEP-- 4 lH)'
pathway EPZ around TMI have been performed by PEMA

and by Wilbur Smith &nd Associates, under contract to

FEMA. In addition, Licensee has retained a
|

| consultant to perform a third evacuation time study
|
'

consistent with the revised guidance of NUREG-0654,

Appendix 4 (Rev. 1). This work has not yet been

| conpleted.

i Q.106 Will the evacuation time estimate being done for
I Licensee consider the population density around the

TMI site?

A.106 Yes. In preparing the evacuation time estimates,

| EEP- 4lh0 three population components will be considered:

| permanent resident population, transient population,

!
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and special facilities population. Population

density was but one of the factors used in determin-

ing the evacuation time estimates for these

components.

Q.107 Will the evacuation time estimate being done for
Licensee also evaluate evacuation times as a function ;

of weather conditions?

A.107 Yes. Adverse weather conditions will be evaluated in
two different ways. First, an adverse weather

scenario will be defined. The adverse weather

scenario assumes a snow emergency condition when

roads would be rendered temporarily impassable until

PennDOT and local jurisdictions could clear them of

accumulated snow. It is assumed that it would take

about four hours after a snow storm to plow all major

routes which are normally given priority. As a

result, the roads have reduced capacity and operating
speeds. For purposes of this evacuation ccenario, a

reduction of twenty percent in the roadway capacity
will be made to account for such conditions,

including narrowed travel lanes, reduced maneu-

| verability and longer vehicle headways. Second, a

factor listed in the evacuation time assessment will
be adverse weather delay time. An additional twenty

minutes to account for unpredictable isolated delays

-112-
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associated with adverse weather conditions will be
,

used.

Q.108 Does Licensee's Emergency Plan make provision for
minimizing Jamage to personal property?

A.108 The prime objective of the TMI-l Emergency Plan is to

j provide for corrective and protective actions to be

taken in the event of an accident at the site. The

plans of Licensee and the state and five risk

counties are primarily oriented toward the protection

of the health and safety of the general public,

emergency response personnel and site employees.

Protection of personal property, although not a prime

objective of these plans, could occur indirectly

through the actions and responses required by the

plans.

Q.109- Does this mean that no protective measures are
available for livestock?

A.109 No. Extensive information on the protection and
l

sheltering of livestock during a radiological

| emergency is provided in the Pennsylvania Department

of Agriculture Plan for Nuclear Power Generating

' Station Incidents, included as Appendix 7 to the

State Emergency Plan.

Q.llo What are the primary functions that must be carried
out within the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ in

L order to assure an adequate response capability?
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A.110 Within the ingestion exposure pathway EPZ, it is

necessary to identify the major exposure pathways<

from contaminated foodstuffs and water, and to

develop plans for controlling the movement of such

contaminated materials. During an actual emergency,
1

| response capabilities include: identification of the
|

plume travel path, notification of emergency service

personnel and the general public, and dissemination

of information outlining protective actions that must

be taken to adequately protect and' control

potentially contaminated foodstuffs and water..

! Q.111 How are these functions being implemented around the
TMI site?

I

A.lll An EPZ boundary of 50 miles has been delineated for

the ingestion exposure pathway. Within this EPZ,

l planning is done at the state level by the Department
i

of Agriculture, PEMA, and BRP. Dissemination of

information on available protective action options is

| the responsibility of these state agencies.

Additional information is provided in the State

Emergency Plan, Appendices 7 and 8.

I_ IX. Maintaining Emergency Preparedness

I Q.ll2 ' Describe.the Emergency Plan training program at
| TMI-1.

|

-114- |
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A.112 Licensee has developed a three-part Emergency Plan,,

training program to ensur,e that all personnel, both
onsite and offsite, receive adequate instruction.

|
,

1. The general employee training program is

conducted annually and is given to TMI employees

and contractor personnel permitted unescorted

access to Unit 1. The program includes

orientation on the content of the Emergency Plan

and Implementing Document, employee responsi-

bilities, emergency facilities and equipment,

familiarization with station alarms and

-communication systems, radiation protection, and

instructions and requirements associated with

accountability, evacuation, and exposure

criteria.;

2. Personnel with specific responsibilities in

EP-. lf5 tic n....,on,1e, ,,,rgency ,na off,1t,

emergency support organizations receive

specialized training for their respective

assignments. The Emergency Plan and

L Implementing Document delineate which personnel
L
'

will receive specialized training, the type of;

training, and the minimum required frequency of

such training.

i -115-
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, 3. Licensee also provides orientation and training
;

EP- 15(cd for various offsiee suppare groups. The purpose

of this training is to ensure a high state of

2mergency preparedness and response capability

between those groups and Licensee's emergency
organization. Groups and personnel that might
provide emergency assistance to TMI will be,

invited to participate in this training to,

become familiar with TMI (including the physical
plant layout), key plant personnel, and the TMI
Emergency Plan. Such training will be provided

on at least an annual basis.

Q.113 Does this training include realistic drills and
exercises?

A.113 Periodic drills and exercises will be conducted in
order to assure.an adequate state of emergency
preparedness at TMI. The primary objective is to

verify the emergency preparedness of all partici-
| pating personnel, organizations, and agencies.

Through such drills and ec rcises Licensee is able
to: (a) ensure that participants are familiar with

their respective duties and responsibilities; (b)
'

verify the adequacy of the TMI Emergency Plan and the
!- - methods used in the.EPIP's; (c) test communication

| networks and systems; (d) check the availability of
;

i

-116-
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emergency supplies and equipment; and (e) verify the-s

operability of emergency equipment.

'

The Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness is responsible

for the planning, scheduling, and coordinating of all

emergency planning-related drills and exercises. The

following drills and exercises will be conducted on a
!

periodic basis: medical emergency drill; fire

emergency drill; repair and damage control drill;

communication links test; radiological monitoring

drill; radiological controls drill; and a radiation

EEP- 15(c) emargency exercise (i.e., a major drill appropriate

to a Site or General Emergency). In accordance with4

10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, Section IV, Paragraph

. EP 4lF) F.2, it is expected that federal emergency response

agencies will participate in the radiation emergency

exercise at TMI at least once every five years.

During 1980, more than a dozen Emergency Plan drills

were run at TMI. These drills exercised various

facets of Licensee's onsite and offsite emergency

| organizations, as well as state and local emergency
|

| response agencies. The results of these drills were

used to develop the specific emergency organizations,

communication links, and response procedures

described in. Licensee's Emergency Plan. In order.to

-117-
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fulfill short-term action item 3(e) of the NRC's j
i

August 9, 1979 Order and Notice of Hearing, Licensee

will conduct a test exercise of its Emergency Plan

prior to restart. Currently, Licensee is discussing

with the relevant agencies the precise date for such

a te,at exercise.

Q.114 Are formal critiques of these drills and exercises
conducted?

A.114 The Emergency Plan requires that a critique be

EEP.- 17 led oc3 eau 1ea ,na 3eia e, ,oon ,, practic,31e fo11owing

the drill or exercise. Both observers and partici-

pants are encouraged to comment. These comments are

presented to the Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness

for resolution and fo11ow-up as appropriate. An

action item tracking system is used to ensure timely

resolution of these items.
i

Q.115 How are the results of these critiques reflected in
the Emergency Plan?

'

:

A.115 The' critiques may point out weaknesses or defi-

E P- 17/B) ciencies in the Emergency Plan, EPIP's, or equipment.

The Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness is responsib1e

| for coordinating proposed revisions to the Emergency

Plan and the Imp 1ementing Document and for the

| upgrading of emergency equipment and supplies. The
|

|
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Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness submits such

recommandations to the Vice President TMI-l for his
|

review. Recommended changes approved by the Vice

President TMI-1 will be incorporated into the

Emergency Plan or Implementing Document under the

direction of the Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness.
t

Q.116 In what other ways is the Emergency Plan reviewed and
updated?

A.116 The TMI-1 Emergency Plan, including appended letters
EP- hl8) of agreement, will be reviewed and updated on an;

annual basis. The Quality Assurance Department is

responsible for conducting an independent periodic

audit to verify compliance with the Operational

Quality Assurance Plan, the Fire Protection Program

Plan, Licensee's internal rules and procedures,
;
'

federal regulations, and operating license provi-
sions. The Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness

| _ provides an additional ongoing review of the TMI
!

i emergency preparedness program.
| i

I"
|
' The TMI-1 Emergency Plan is considered a part of the

TMI Nuclear Station-Unit 1 FSAR. Revisions to the

Emergency Plan therefore will be administrative 1y'

controlled in _ the same manner as amendments to the
t

FSAR. The TMI-l Emergency Plan Implemerting Document,.

.
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will be incorporated into the TMI Nuclear Station.s

procedures program. As such, the Implementing

Document will be prepared, reviewed, approved,

& controlled, distributed, and revised in accordance

with TMI Nuclear Station Administrative Procedures.

| Results of each annual review and update will be
|

| reported to the Vice President TMI-1.

Q.117 What procedures are in place to assure that suf-
,ficient amounts of emergency equipment are always
available?

-A.117 Designated emergency equipment and supplies and

E' 3-- l ak their storage locations are listed in r.eJ

Implementing Document. This equipment will be

maintained, inventoried, inspected and calibrated in

accordance with approved TMI Nuclear Station

procedures. Equipment, supplies, and parts having

shelf-lives will be checked and replaced as

necessary. Any item removed for either repair or

calibration 1 be replaced by an equivalent item.
|

| Any deficient found during an inventory or
l

inspection will . corracted immediately or will be

documented for early corrective action. A report of

each inventory and inspection, including documented

deficiencies, will be prepared and submitted to the

| Supervisor-Emergency Preparedness, who will ensure
1

|
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at cognizant department heads assign personnel to%

correct deficiencies in a= timely manner.

i

|

|
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Planning Standard Required Corrective Action Status of Licensee's Responso *

E. Notification Establish physical and administra- Syste design engineering is empleter
Methods and tive means for providing prmpt siren procuronent is orvJoing; cystm
Procedures warning and instructions to the will be operational by July 1, 1981,

public within the pinre exposure
pathway Dneruency Planning Zone
in ampliance with A[gendix 3
of NUREU-0654.

G. Public Education Provide the 150 staff with details Pa m has tie lead role and is
and Information of the public information progran crmpleting its Public Information

regarding how the public will be section of the State Mnergency Plan;
notified and what ticir actions information already distributed
shotild be in an emergency. Drafts in utility bills and by nuny local
of this information and the means energency managcment agencies.
of dissanination should be provided
to the staff prior to restart.

Liceas; .3 c., resp..=lem J. d NEC s <,(;.s M*

I. Accident Specify the instrtunentation for jfdditional oguipnnt/instnmenta-
Assessnent accident assesment requircd by 4I tionywill be operational prior to

RUREU-0578 as required by tie restart.
Cmenission's Restart Order of
August 9, 1979.

.

Detemine more exact asstaptions Idoensee is reviewing present
for containnent leak rates used asstmptions to determine need
in dose projection. for change.

J. Protective Provide tine estimates for evacua- Evacuation time estimate study g,j , Q,
Response tions within tie pltre exposure to be ampleted by etid Feb:w+eytj- J

EPZ which conform with tie require- infonnation to be forwarded to
ments of IURIT,-0654, Appendix 4. PHC.

L;esqee ku esl U.sY rreas...s L slaa I
-Awaltanif-Fmd a:d Dm3-AikuiniM.ra--4 ,f,.h;Establish provisions for stockpiling

,I thyroid blocking drugs for distribu- --tica citee'ia-en-cac cf Otyeeld- Wa.,3 ,,3,,3,*tion to onsite anergency workers. -bleeking-dmts 3

; ti. Exercises and 'Ihe frecuency for tests of comunica- Revision 3, Section 4.8.1.2
Drills tion links with States and Federal corrects this deficiency;

response organizations within tie quarterly cmuunication tests
ingestion EPZ should be changed to at will be conducted.
least ouarterly.

___ _. _
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TABLE 2

Number On-Shift Assignment Emergency Assignment

1 Shift Supervisor Emergency Director

3 Shift Technical Advisor Performs normal functions

1 shift Foreman Performs normal functions

1 Control Room Operator #1 Operates primary plant

1 0:nt ;l "::: Op:::t:: 02 C :.unic:t :

1 Switching & Tagging Operates secondary plant
Control Room Operator

.

4~
-k Auxiliary Operators Radiological monitoring

teams, fire brigade,
emergency repair,
plant, operations, '

c.em... cd..a s
1 Radiological Controls Radiological Assessment

Foreman Coordinator

| 1 Senior Radiological Radiological Controls
Controls Technician Coordinator

2 Radiological Controls In-plant radiological
Technicians controls (assess control

surveys, etc.), radio-
logical monitoring teams

1 Senior Chemistry Chemistry coordinator
Technician

1 Shift Maintenance Foreman Operations Support Center
Coordinator

4 Maintenance Personnel Emergency repair, search
and rescue, radiological
monitoring team drivers

|

L

_ _ _ . . -
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TABLE 3

Protective Action Guides'

Projected Whole Body Projected Thyroid Dose
Gamma Dose from due to Inhalation

Airborne Radioactive Materials from a Passing Plume
Population at Risk (Rem)b/ (Rem)b/

8!General Population 1 to 5 5 to 25^/
Emergency Workers 25 125

Lifesaving No Specific
Activities 75 Upper Limit

|
|

1 Ingestion Exposure Pathway*

Protective Action Guides
Dose Commitment to

| the Whole Body, Bone
Dose Commitment to Infant Marrow or any Organ

Thyroid (Ram)c/ (Rem)c/

| Preventive PAG 1.5 .5

; Emergency PAG 15.0 5.0

-a/
Use lower limit in absence of constraints; in no case should,

! higher limit be exceeded in determining the need for protective
action.

, b/
-

| ' Source: EPA, " Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective
'

Actions for Nuclear Incidents" (EPA-520/1-75-001, Sept.
1975), at pp. 2.3 & 2.5; Department of Environmental
Resources /Burwau of Radiation Prctection, " Plan for
Nuclear Power Generating Station Incidents", Appendix 8
to State Emergency Plan, at p. V-2.

c/
-

Source: Food and Drug Administration, Proposed Rule _21 C.F.R.
5 1090.400(c), 43 Fed. Reg. 58790, 58795 (December 15,

- 1978); Department of Environmental Resources / Bureau
of Radiation Protection, " Plan.for Nuclear Power
Generating' Station Incidents", Appendix 8oto State
Emergency Plan, at pp. IX-4 & IX-8.

_ _.
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ROBERT E. ROGAN
r

|

Business Address: TMI Nuclear Station
P. O. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057'

! Education: B.S. (with honors), Chemistry, Jacksonville
'

State College, Alabama.

M.S., Nuclear Physics, Tulane University.

U.S. Army War College, Masters Decree
| equivalency program in business administration,
! management and political science.
1

Experience: Manager-Emergency Preparedness, GPU Nuclear
October 1980 to present. Responsible for
GPU Nuclear emergency preparedness programs
at TMI and Oyster Creek nuclear power plants.
Supervised development of emergency plans to

! assure site planning provided an appropriate
state of emergency preparedness and compliance !i

'

with NRC regulations and guidance. '

Senior Strategic Analyst and Study Group
Manager, U.S. Army, June 1977 to October 1980.

; Managed multi-disciplinary teams performing
research and analysis concerning national

; strategic issues.

*

Commander, U.S. Army Recruiting District,
Omaha, Nebrarks, June 1975 to July 1976.
Senior executlre of U.S. Army's second-

largest recruiting district. Responsible
: for all management, administrative, operational,

training gad logistic functions.

| Commander, U.S. Army Mechanized Infantry
Battalion, November 1973 to June 1975. Also;

served as Chief of Staff and Executive Officer
for headquarters and subordinate organizations.,

Senior Operating Executive and Project Manager,
U.S. Army, July 1970 to July 1973. Responsible
for~ supervising and coordinating joint nuclear
research and development programs.-

Senior Operations Officer, U.S. Army Combat
Brigade, Vietnam, July 1969 to July 1970.

- .

|

\
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GEORGE J. GIANGI

Business Address: TMI Nuclear Station
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Education: B.S., Chemistry, Syracuse University, 1974.
Candidate for M.S., Inorganic Environmental
Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Jeourse work completed, 1978; thesis
submitted).

Training: Radiation Emergency Seminar, Southern
Science Applications. Inc. (1/30/81 -
2/1/81) .

Primary Management of Radiation Injury
Course, Northwestern University Medical
School (11/80).

Emergency Planning Seminar - Mississagua
Evacuation, NUS Corporation (11/80).

Emergency Preparedness Workshop, Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations (10/80).

Public Notification Systems Seminar, Federal
Signal Corporation (9/80).

Radiation Medical Emergency Course, Radiation
Management Corporation (9/80).

I Radiological Emergency Response Course,
! Nuclear Regulatory Commission / Federal

Emergency Management Agency (6/80).

' Experience: Supervisor - Emergency Preparedness at
Three Mile Island, November 1980 to present.

Emergency Planning Coordinator at Three Mile
Island, February - November 1980. Responsible

! for preparation of revised Emergency Plan and
Implementing Document for Three Mile Island
Nuclear Station, and for ensuring compliance

,

I with NRC. emergency preparedness requirements
in areas such as public early warning systems,

,

! evacuation time estimates, radiological dose
assessment, post-accident in-plant sampling,
emergency drills and exercises, and emergency
plan training.

.
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Manager - Chemistry, Salem Nuclear
Generating Station, July 1979 -
February 1980. Responsible for all

i chemistry controls at Salem Nuclear
Station.

Health Physics / Chemistry Supervisor,
Salem Nuclear Generating Station, January -
July 1979. Supervised health physics'

program, including exposure permits;
radiation, contamination and airborne
surveys; and radiological postings.
Supervised chemistry program, consisting
of analysis of primary and secondary
chemistry parameters and issuance of
environmental reports and radioactive
release reports.

Auditor - Chemistry and Radiological
Controls, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
1978. Evaluation of all areas of chemistry
and radiological controls at four nuclear
power plants.

Chemistry and Radiological Controls
Instructor, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
1974 - 1978. Instructed Naval personnel
in chemistry and radiological controls
operations on nuclear powered ships.

Publication: " Case History: Application of Inert Resin
In Mixed Eed Polishing," Presented to The
Eighteenth Annual Liberty Bell Corrosion
Course, October 1980, by Ralph F. Eherts and
George J. Giangi.

..
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ALEXIS TSAGGARIS

Business Address: Energy Consultants, Inc.
,

: 121 Seventh Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 15222-

Education: B.S. Basic Engineering, Princeton University, 1970.

U.S. Navy Nuclear Power Training Program.

| Experience: Vice President, Energy Consultants, Inc., 1980
to present. Responsible for engineering and
consulting services, including engineering design,
nuclear training and' emergency planning.

j Corporate Quality Assurance Manager, Schneider, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1980. Responsible for

i

all corporate and field-site quality assurance /I

control activities for nuclear and fossil power
! plant construction.o

Director of site Emergency Planning, Metropolitan
Edison Company, 1979. Responsible for all post
Three Mile Island accident emergency planning
activities, including development of plans,
procedures, organizations, facilities and
communication systems, and the interface of these
activities with NRC, state and local government
agencies. Participated in hearings before the
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and the
Pennsylvania House Select Committee on Three Mile
Island.

Supervisor of Maintenance, Metropolitan Edison Company,
1978. Responsible for all maintenance activities
at a 3-unit coal fired generating station.

Director of Training / Supervisor of Nuclear Training,
Metropolitan Edison Company, 1976 to 1978. Responsible
for all training activities for generating station
and corporate engineering personnel. This included
all NRC required operations, maintenance and health
physics programs at the Three Mile Island nuclear
station. Planned, coordinated and executed the
annual radiation emergency exercises.

Officer, U.S. Navy, 1970 - 1976. Trained at naval
nuclear power school, prototype and submarine school.

L
Positions held included Staff Training Officer, Lead

|
Engineering Officer of the Watch at the DlG prototype

|
plant, and various division officer positions aboard
a fleet hallistic missile stimarine. Ot=14 N A as Chief Engineer,

l
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Abbreviatio'ns

1. AEOF - Alternate Emergency Operations Facility

2. ANI - American Nuclear Insurers

3. ARAC - Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability System

4. B&W - Babcock & Wilcox

5. BRP - Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection

6. 221 - Digital Graphics Incorporated

7. EAC - Environmental Assessment Coordinator

8. EACC - Environmental Assessment Command Center

9. EAL - Emergency Action Level

10. EBS - Emergency Broadcast System

11. ECC - Emergency Control Center

12. ENS - Emergency Notification System

13. EOC - Emergency Operations Center

14. EOF - Emergency Operations Facility

15. EPA - Environmental Protection Agency

16. EPIP - Emergency Plan Implementing Procedure

17. EPZ - Emergency Planning Zone'

| 18. FEMA - Federal Emergency Management Agency

19. FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report
|

20. GPU - General Public Utilities
[

21. . HPN - Health Physics Network Line

L 22. INPO - Institute of Nuclear Power Operations

|
; 23. MIDAS - Meteorological Information and Dose Acquisition System
!

24. NAWAS - National Warning System
;

.

I

- _ . - .
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25. NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission

26. OSC - Operations Support Center

27. PAG - Protective Action Guide

28. PEMA - Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency

( 29. PennDOT - Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

30. PSP - Pennsylvania State Police

31. RAC - Radiological Assessment Coordinator

32. REMP - Radiological Environmental Monitoring Program

33. RMC - Radiation Management Corporation

34. TFC - Parsippany Technical Functions Center

35. TLD - Thermoluminescent Dosimeter

36. TMI - Three Mile Island Nuclear Station

37. TSC - Technical Support Center

'

j.
!

|
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NUMERICAL LIST CF ONSITE EMERGENCY PLANNING CONTENTIONS

EP-1

EP-3(C)

EP-4(B)

EP-4(C)
,

EP-4(D)-

EP-4(E)

EP-4(F)
.

EP-4(G)

EP-4(H)

EP-4(I)

EP-4(J)

EP-7

EP-8

EP-9

EP-15(A)

EP-15(B)

EP-15 (C)

EP-15 (D)

EP-15(E)

EP-15(F)

EP-17(A)

EP-17 (B)

EP-18
,

|

<
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EP-1 (Aamodt)

It is contended that licensee has not made provision for

timely dissemination of information in the event of accidental

release of airborne radioactive gases or particulates. It is

contended that licensee must make information available co the

public which will allow appropriate action to be taken to pro-
tect persons, livestock, foodstuff and feed in the event of a

discharge of significant proportions. All data and plant

operating personnel observations relative to all radioactive

releases must be transmitted immediately and simultaneously to

the NRC, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources,

the co=missioners of Dauphin, York and Lancaster Counties and

the licensee's management. It is further contended that

licensee must provide this capability before restart of TMI-1.

EP-3 (ANGRY)

The conditions set forth in the NRC's August 9 order (44

| F.R. 47821-25) for TMI-l's resumption of operation are insuf-
; ficient to provide reasonable assurance that such resu=ption

can occur without endangering the public health and safety for
the reason that they fail to require the development and effec-

tuation of adequate and effective Radiological Emergency Response
. Plans to protect the population surrounding TMI-1 frem the conse-
!
!

quences of any future nuclear accident. Such insufficiency is

in particular demonstrated by the following flaws:
3'(C) The NRC's vague instruction to the licensee to "up-

grade" in generally unidentified respects its "Off-
1

sita monitoring capability" is insufficient to assure
|

-. . - .
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that such upgrading will result in the ability to-

obtain and analyze the type and volume of information

essential for protection of the public health and

safety. ANGRY contends that such capability must

at minimum enccmpass the following elements or

their equivalent;

j (1) Permanent offsite monitoring devices which

register all forms of ionizing radiation and

which can be remotely read onsite.

i (2) Information analysis capability equal to or

greater than that provided by the Atmospheric
.

Release Adviscry Capability System (ARAC)

This contentien now challenges the adequacy
.

of the licensee's MIDAS radiological assess-

ment system (IP, p. 6-9) to the extent that

the information analysis capability it pro-

vides does not equal or exceed that provided

by the ARAC system.
|
!
' IP-4 (ANGRY)

The licensee's Emergency Plan (IP) fails to satisfy reasen-

able and applicable standards of adequacy and effectiveness in

| the following principal respects:
..

4 (B) The perfunctory form letters found in Appendix C to

licensee's IP provide no indication, let alone assur-
t

ance, cf the existence of " mutually acceptable

j criteria" for implementation of amergency measures

| as required by-Imergency Planning Review Guideline
!

No. One, Revision One (IPRG) IV (A) (1) . Also N. 0654 A3.

l
.- _ . _ . . - -
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4(C) The adoption of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Disacter Operations Plan Annex E (DOP) designation

of "the ' risk county' as responsible for the prepara-

tion and dissemination of information material on'

protective actions to the general public" (p. 6-8)

conflicts with the requirements in EPRG II(A) (7)

and RG 1.101 5 6. 4 (2) to

make available on request to occupants in
the LPZ information concerning how the
emergency plans provide for notification
to them and hcw they can expect to be ad-
vised what to do.

Also, N. 0654 G4.

4(D) The licensee's "Onsite E=ergency organization" (Sec.

4.5.1.3) contains insufficient personnel and exper-

tise in the area of Health Physics to discharge ade-

quately the responsibilities of dose assessment and
,

projection in the event of a rapidly developing acci-

dent sequence. The time required for the mobiliza-
,

I tion of offsite health physics support (2-4 hrs. -

See Table 8), which is given responsibility for

"overall assessment of the impact of liquid and

gaseous effluents with respect to . protective. .
|

! action guides" (p. 5-12), is inconsistent with ade-

quate radiological assessment capability.

| 4 (E) The licensee's EP fails to provide for furnishing to
|
|

the Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation Protection (3ORP)'

| information called for in the latter's plan such as
:

!

!-

!

|
. _ _
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" nature of the failure, the status of safeguards, the

condition of consequence =itigating features"

(p. VI-1).

4 (F) The provisions for the conducting of a " Radiation,

Emergency Exercise" of the licensee (IP, p. 3-8) and

of the Commenwealth (Pa. DOP, App. 14) are inadequate

,
in that they do not clearly provide for the participa-

:

tion therein of federal agencies. The necessity for
.

such participation is clearly established by the ex-

. tensive involvement of federal agencies in the TMI
i

accident. Second, the aforementioned appendix to the

Commonwealth's emergency plan indicates that "all

major elements of the plans and preparedness organiza-

tions" may be tested only over a peried of five years.

All such elements should be tested in an exercise

! prior to the restart of TMI-1.

4 (G) The licensee's emergency notification procedures (pp.
.

6-2, 6-3, 6-4; Figure 15) (See also Pa. DOP Appendix
,

i

| 3) are inadequate with respect to certain areas

directly at risk in the event of a nuclear accident,

namely, York and Lancaster Counties. Although the

Dauphin County Emergency Operations Center receives

immediate notification of an emergency declaration,

notification of York and Lancaster Counties must

follow an excessively circuitous path:

|

._. . .. . .. .. . . , _ . . - ._. .- .
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1. Licensee to Dauphin

2. Licensee to FEMA

3. PEMA to BORP'

4. BORP to Licensee,

5. Licensee to BCRP

6. BORP to PEMA
1-

| 7. PEMA to Dauphin

8. PIMA to York, Lancaster, and Cumberland Counties.

Such a notification sequence is in direct conflict

with requirements that " delegations of authority that

will permit emergency actions (such as evacuation) to

be taken with a minimum of delay should be carefully

considered" (NUREG 75/111, 5 A3) and that "Upon
!

declaration of a ' general emergency' i= mediate notifi-

cation shall be made directly to the offsite authori-

ties responsible for implementing protective measures

(EPRG II(A) (5)) (Emphasis in original) . Also,"
. . .

i
i N. 0654 J7.

4(H) RG 1.101 Sec. 6.4 requires the licensee to specify

" criteria for implementing protective actions. "
. .

| The licensee's EP fails to set forth the follcwing

mandatory items of information regarding the time

required'for protective action implementation:

1. Expected accident assessment time. RG 1.7 0 ,

Sec.'13.3.1-2.
I

2. ' Time required to warn persons at risk. RG 1.101,

Sec. 6. 4.1-2 (b) ; RG 1.70, Sec. 13.3.1-3,4.

. _ . . ._. . .___ _ _ . _ _ __
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3. Time required for a general evacuation. RG 1.70,

Sec. 13.3.1-5,6; November 29, 1979 letter to "All

Power Reactor Licensees" from Brian K. Grimes,

Director, NRC E=ergency Preparedness Task Group.'

4. Time required to evacuate special facilities

(e.g., hospitals). November 29, 1979 letter,

supra.

See, N. 0654 J8.

j 4(I) The time provided in the EP for accident assessment,

1/2 hour (EP, p. 6-7), is in excess of the maximum

permissible therefor specified in the Standard Review

Plan, NURIG 75/087, Sec. 13.3 (II) (3) . (EP fig. 21

shows the thyroid PAG cf 5 rems being reached in 12
:

minutes at 600 meters.) Moreover, the esti= ate given

is unsupportable for monitoring of off-site locations

on nearby islands or on the west shore of the Susque-

| hanna River. Such factors may become critical in

the event of a general emergency, which produces a

" shift in emphasis to greater offsite monitoring
l'

efforts" (EP, p. 6-6). (See Contention EP-3 (C) (1) ) .

| 4(J) The licensee's Onsite Energency Organization staffing

| provisions as set forth in Table 8 of its EP fail to
1

confor= to the standards of N. 0654- Sec. 35 in the

following respects:

1. Under said standards two control room operators

are_ assigned the function of " plant operations

and assessment of operational aspects." Another

_ _ _ -
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shift empicyee is given the exclusive task of pro-

viding communications liaison with off-site offi-

cials. Under the licensee's staffing provisions,

by contrast, the two control room operators are
!

assigned to " operate equipment in control room

and act as communicator" (emphasis added). This

divided responsibility compromises the licensee's

ability to provide prompt off-site notification-

of amargency conditions. The inadequacy of these

staffing provisions is aggravated by the absence

of any provision for the addition of three =cre

persons with communications responsibilities

within 30 minutes, as required by the aforemen-

tiened acceptability standard.

2. A similar confusion of assignments exists with

regard to the shift supervisor and shift foreman,

who are expected to fill three roles between them.
.

3. Although N. 0654 requires the emergencv operations

facility director to assume his assignment within

j 30 minutes, under the licensee's plan this will

not occur for as long as four hours.

4. Two radiological. analysis support engineers, who

are the only employees identified as having the

training and primarv responsibility for perform-

ing "dese projection calculations and source

term calculations" (EP, p. 5-10) will not be

available for as long as 60 minutes.
:

_ _ _
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EP-7 (ICNP)

The fractions of EPA PAGs listed on p. ~-1 of the Plan, with

their associated action levels, do not take into account the total

accumulated dose and dese commitment. As a result, the total ex-

; posures may exceed by large margins the listed PAG fractions prior

to the advancement to a higher emergency category.

IP-8 (ECNP)

The various emergency categories (p. 4-2 to 4-8) each list

a number of triggering events or conditions. Many of these are
.

questionable indicators. For instance, on p. 4-3, " valid" alarms

are referred to. But there is no mention of the definition of a
1

" valid" alarm, or what would be an invalid alarm. A number of

reactor coolant activities (50, 130, and 300 ci/ml) are referred

to, but no mention is made of how much full damage it takes to

produce these readings. In addition, there is no indicati,on of

| how or how-rapidly these coolant activities will be determined.

[
IP-9 (ECNP)

Reliance on " adverse meteorology" (p. 4-5, 4-6) , can prove

j to provide little or no " built-in conservation" (p . 4-7, 4-8)
:

since, for instance, such conditions were not at all uncor =cn

uuring the nighttime in the nights follcwing the TMI-2 accident

(for instance, the night of March 29, frra 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.,,

l

| March 30; night of March 31, about 8:00 p.m. to 8 a.=., April 1),-

i

!

| '

i.

-

. - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __...
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EP-15 (Newberrv) |

Evacuation planning being done by the Metropolitan Edison

Ccmpany is inadequate to insure the safety of the public, par-
|

ticularly those persons who live within a five (5) mile radius of

the nuclear power plant located at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania.

Operation of TMI Unit No. 1 should not be resumed until a plan is

in place tor the evacuation of the public in the maximum area

which could be affected by an accident or incident and the plans

submitted by the Metropolitan Edison Company to that end are

deficient as follows:

15 (A) Section 4.5.2 provides that off-site authorities would

provi<ie certain services in the event of an emergency

situation. The Plan does indicate that there are agree-

ments between the various personnel, organi:stsons and;

|

| agencies listed in this section however, the agreements
i

of meet local fire companies only indicate that certain
|

| manpower is available and certain pieces of equipment
|

|
are cvailable. Moreover, it appears as though somebody'

|
'

produced documents for the local fire companies to sign,

which would indicate the amount of manpower and re-

sources available to each one of the fire companies who

| signed such an agreement. The agreements with the fire

i
! companies do not state that-they know exactly what will

be expected of them in an emergency situation. Without

a sound contractual understanding in place, it is

| questionable that during a crisis situation off-site

j authorities will know exactly what is expected of them.

|

- . - . . . _ - . - _ - - _ , . - - - . -
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Detailed understandings should be drawn between the

local police, firefighting authtrities and the State

Police and other off-site authorities and agencies in

order to ensure ordsrly support in the event of an

emergency. The absence of such documentation and under-

standing between Metropolitan Edison Company and off-

site authorities creates a deficiency in the Emergency

Plan.

15 (B) Section 4. 5.1. 3 (1) (c) (d) states that the Emergency

Director shall provide liaison communication with

county, state and federal governments to ensure that

notification and reports to these agencias are made

in a timely manner and that he will com=unicate withi

off-site emergency support organizations. It is Inter-
,

venor's c'ontention that this part of the Plan which is

crit: cal to the coordination ed all emergency activities

does not state with specificity the exact timeframe in

1. which notification and communication is to be made with

| off-site emergency support organizations and agencies.
!

It is Intervenor's position that this is critical in'

|
order to ensure that licensee reports and communicates

any abnormal and emergency condition to the respective

organizations in a truly timely fashion. The Emergency

|- Plan as now drafted leaves too much discretion with the
|

|
. Emergency Director with regard to the contacting of

these off-site agencies.

"
. ~ -. , , . - - . . - -. .
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15(C) Section 4.5.3.2 of the Emergency Plan indicates that
,

with respect to the 10-mile EPZ, the five counties
!

identified in this section have prepared amargency

plans that are coordinated with the State Disaster

Operations Plan and with the TMI E=ergency Plan as well.

It is Intervenor's contention that this obviously cannot

be the case, since revision #2 of this Plan is dated

'

June, 1980 and that the county plans still are not

adopted as final drafts. Moreover, a review of the

Dauphin County and York County Plans indicate there is

absolutely no referencing to the TMI E=ergency Plan and

that, in fact, it appears as though the county plans

were written independently of the TMI E=ergency Plan.

All plans must inter-coordinate in order to ensure that

all partiss participating in the amargency will knew

what is expected of them. There is no provision in

the Emergency Plan for the distribution and updates of

the TMI Etergency Plan and, based upon these deficien-'

cies, the Emergency Plan as now written is inadequate.

i 15D) Section 4.5.4 of the Emergency Plan anticipates that

the. Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency will con-

duct and participate in annual training exercises that-

involve state, county and local government agencies and

that the testing of communications, radiological moni-

toring instrumentation and warning systems will be con-

ducted. It is Intervenor's contention that at the

present time, such communications, radiological

_ - ._. . . .- -. _ . . .- .- - , _
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monitoring instru=entation and warning systems are

either not in place within the surr=unding ec=munities

or are not being maintained by operators within sur-

rounding local ec=munities. The Plan does not indi-

cate who is responsible for the purchasing cf ec=muni-

cation, raitiological monitoring instrumentation and

warning systems and, furthermore, who is responsible

for the maintaining of this equipment. The Ccmmenwealth

of Pennsylvania did begin a radiological monitoring

effort; however, since local monitoring readers were

instructed as to hcw to read the monitors, the Ccmmen-
,

wealth' of Pennsylvania has not been soliciting their

readings and/cr follcwing up to determine whether the

readings are being made by the readers. Is this burden

to be shouldered by the local co== unity, the county,
:

| the state government or the licensee? It is Intervencr's
|

| contentien that while emergency plans may, in theory,

|
set forth a plan of training, it cannot realistically

be put in action because the Plan assumes placement of

communications systems, radiological monitoring instru-

ments and warning systems. It is Intervencr's position

that until such systems are in place, it is determined
|

who is responsible for the equipment's maintenance and
| who is to burden the cost of the placement and mainten-

|

| ance of such systems, the Plan is inadequate and un-

acceptable.

15 (E) Section 4.6.5.1(2) of the E=ergency Plan provides that |
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the responsibility for actions to protect persons in J

the off-site areas rests with the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania and that the Pennsylvania Emergency Manage-

ment Agency shall be the agency with which the responsi-,

bility rests for the placing, in effect, of protective
options such as evacuation, sheltering and thyroid

prophylaxis. The same section indicates that in the
event of a general emergency, precautionary measures

may be taken such as sheltering, evacuation and evacua-
tion of certain sectors based upon widd speed and direc-

tion. It is again Intervenor's contention that this

particular.section of the Emergency Plan providing for

the precautionary measures cited have not been coor-

dinated with local county plans to any measurable ex-

| tent. Fcr example, in the county plans, there is no

indication of how the counties would instruct its local'

f

Civil Defense Directors to evacuate only certain sectors

within a community instead of within radial distances of
the Three Mile Island nuclear facility. This is again

only but one example of a lack of coordination between
I the Emergency Plan and the various county plans and it'

is Intervenor's position.that this lack of ecordination
is symptomatic of the entire Emergency Plan as it is

new written. The Emergency Plan submitted by the

licensee should encompass a total coordination of all

Emergency Plans formulated by federal, state and county

agencies. This lack of coordination creates a deficiency

which has to be remedied.
. - .- . - . . . - -
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15 (y) Section 4.6.7.1 of the Emergency Plan deals with early

warnings and information for transient areas. It is

Intervenor's position that the =ethods depended upon in

the Emergency Plan to warn the population at risk, are,

| at the present ti=e, not in place. For example, sec-

tion 2 of this particular section of the Emergency Plan

states that a siren alert system could be activated by

counties in order to warn the populace of i=pending

danger. As has been indicated earlier in Intervenor's

contention with regard to Emergency Planning, there are
,

not enough Civil Cefense warning sirens in c der to

adequately ensure that all members of the ecm= unity are

within hearing distance of the siren. Mereover, section

5 of this subsection of the Emergency Plan indicates

that vehicles with loudspeakers could be dispatched to

broadcast warning messages. The problem with this ap-

preach is that it would take time to get volunteers to

man the vehicles and, secondly, there are many miles

| of road which would have to be traveled in order to

I ensure that all members of the populace were informed

cf the impending emergency condition. It is Intervenor's
|

|

|
contention that until the Emergency Plan specifically

states that a siren alert system is in place and that

the warning emitted by the siren alerts could be heard
,

i

at any point in the county surrounding the plant site,

the Emergency Plan as now drafted is unacceptable.

:
|
i
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EP-17 (Shnllv)
.

.

Defects in Licensee's Emergency Plan, Revision 2, June 1980:
17(A) Licensee's acceptance, without formal analysis or

evaluation, of a circulai 10-mile radius for the Plume

Exposure Emergency Planning Zone (as designated by the

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency) does not dis-

charge Licensee's responsibility to ensure that ade-
i

'

quate emergency response plans exist to protect the

public health and safety in the event of an amargency

at TMI-1. Further, acceptance of or designation of a

circular 10-mile radius Plume Exposure EPZ for TMI-l

is cnjustified because such an EPZ fails to adecuately

consider local emergency response needs and capabili-
i

| ties as they are affected by demcgraphy and jurisdic-

tional boundaries. These consideratiens, among others,

are specified in !NRIG-0396, ICREG-0654, and the new

emergency planning rule published in the Federal

Racister en August 19, 1980. The following specific

Iccal conditions should be reflected in the Plume Ex--

posure EPZ for TMI-1:
|

[ 1. The proposed 10-mile radius circular EPZ includes
|

| within the EPZ portions of numerous jurisdictions

at the township, city, borough, and town levels

of government. Calling for an evacuation of only

a portion of any political jurisdiction due to a

hazard which affects a large geographic area and

basing emergency plans and response capabilities

on such a limited evacuation will lead to problems

:

I
L
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due to spontaneous evacuation of a much larger'

j

area, with a concommitant increase in traffic

and supply requirements at shelters. Therefore,

the Plume Exposure E7" for TMI-1 should include

the entire geographic extent of all govern = ental

jurisdictions at the township, city, borough, and

town level which are bisected by the proposed

circular 10-mile IPZ.

2. There are heavily populated areas in and near the

cities of Harrisburg and York represented by the

city proper and adjacent continuation of the urban

! areas into the suburbs. In the event that the

wind is blowing tcward either of these areas when

a large release of radicactivity occurs, such areas

would constitute a large percentage of the tocal

population dose (in the case of the TMI-2 accident,

for instance, Harrisburg centributed 25% of the total

population dose despite the fact that most of the city

is more than 10 miles distant frem the plant). The

urbanized areas in and around Harrisburg and York.are

concentrations of population for which preplanning

for an evacuation is a necessity for successful

!
| implementation (for instance, preplanning would have
1 -

to include evacuation routes, transportation needs,'

| host arsa requirements, and problems posed by special
i
'

populations such as prisons). Therefore, the urban-

imod areas around and including the cities of Harris-



. .

. burg and York should be included within the Plume

Exposure EP: for TMI-1.

3. Numerous members of the Old Order Amish comunity

reside in relatively close proximity (within 10

miles) of the outer boundary of the Licensee's

Plume Exposure EP: in Lancaster County. Because

the Old Order Amish eschew the use ci electricity,

telephones, and automobiles, they present unique

problems with respect to warning, ccmmunication of

protective action advisories, and transportation.
These unique problems warrant the special considera-

,

tion the inclusion of Old order Amish within the
Plume Exposure EPZ would provide.

4. To the extent that the Licensee relies upon the

decision of county officials in the Three Mile

Island area to develop and maintain a 20-mile

|
emergency response capability as a substitute

! for making a determination that the 10-mile
!

|
' circular EPZ is adequate, the adequacy of such

a 20-mile capability must be established as a

condition to the restart of TMI-1.

17 (B) Licensee's Emergency Plan fails to adequately provide

| a mechanism which will assure the effectiveness of the
| Emergency Plan throughout the operational lifetime of
t
t

the TMI-1 facility.

.

l
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EP-18 (Shelly)

It is contended that the Licensee's environ = ental radiation

monitoring program contains an insufficient nu=her of monitoring

sites and an inadecuate distribution of monitoring sites within

twenty miles of the Unit 1 site to provide sufficient protection

of the public health and safety. It is further contended that

there J.s in the Licensee's environmental radiation monitoring
1

( program an unwarranted reliance on the use of thermoluminescent

dosimeters (TLD's) for providing infor=ation used to calculate

radiation exposure data and that this unwarranted reliance en

TLD's seriously underestimates radiation doses to the public. It

is also contended that the Licensee does not possess adecuate

portable radiation monitors to provide additional infer =atien in

the event of an offsite radiation release, and that the Licensee

does not exercise adequate administrative control over the mainten-

ance of these units, nor the training of personnel in their use.

It is contended that the radiatien monitoring program of the
;

l
Licensee must be greatly upgraded prior to restart to ensure ade-

quate protection of the public health and safety.

.

|

t

(

|

|

l'

!

;
-. - - . . . - . .. . . - . - - - . - -.
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SUBJECT MATTER LIST OF ONSITE
EMERGENCY PLANNING COMTENTIONS-

A. Organization and Coordination
~

1. Manpowcr

EP -4 (D)
EP-4(J)

2. Letters of Agreement

EP-4(B)
EP-15(A)

3. Coordination with Other Plans

EP-15(C)
EP-15(E)

B. Initial Accident Assessment

1. Classification

EP-8
EP-9

2. Radiation Monitoring

EP-3(C)
EP-4(I)
EP-18

C. Initial Accident Notification

1. Communications

EP-1
EP-4(E)
EP-4 (G)
EP-15(B)

2. Alerting the Public

EP-15 (F)

D. Onsite Emergency Response
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E. Offsite Emergency Response

1. Definition of EPZ's

EP-17(A)

2. Education Program

| EP-4 (C)
!

3. Protective Action Options and Decisionmaking

EP-4(H)
EP-7

F. Maintaining Emergency Preparedness

1. amergency Training

2. Exercises and Drills

EP-4(F)
EP-15 (D)

3. Audit and Review of Plans'

EP-17(B)

!

u
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A. organization and Coordination

1. Manpower

4(D) The licensee's "Onsite 2:=argency C ga=1:ation" (Sec.

4.5.1.3) contains insufficient'persennel and exper-t

tise in the area of Health Physics to discharge ade -

quately the responsibilities of dese assessment and

p cjection is the event of a rapidly developing acci-

dent sequence. The ti=e required for the schili:a-

tien of offsite health physics support (2-4 hrs. -

I

l See Table 8), which'is given responsibility for
.

.

"overall assess =ent of the i= pact of liquid and

. gasecus effluents with respect to . . pre ective.

1

,
action guides" (p. 5-12), is incensistent with ade-

i .

c- ate radiciceical assess =ent capability.
-

l

I
l

4(J) The licensee's Onsite Energency Crganization staffing

previsiens as set forth in Table 8 cf its I? fail :=

| confor= to the standards of N. 0654 Sec. 35 in the

following respects:
|
'

1. Under said standards two con :cl ccm operators

are assigned the functicn of " plant operatiens

and assessnent of cperational aspects." Another
|
'

shift employee- is given the exclusive task of p c-

viding cettmunications liaison with off-site of fi-

cials. Under the licensee's staffing provisions,

by centrast, _the two control rocm operators are



.

. .

%

assigned te "cperate equipment in con :cl rec =

and act as ====unicater" (emphasis added). This

divided responsibility ec=p c=ises the licensee's

ability to provide p c=pt eff-site actificatien

of e=ergencv. conditions. The inadequacy of these

staffin9 .:cvisions is ac.e.ravated bv. the absence
cf any p cvision for the addition cf threa =cre

persens with cc==unications respcnsibilities

within 30 minutes, as required by the aforemen-

tiened acceptability standard.

2. A sinilar confusion of assign =ents exists with

regard to the shift supervise and shift foreman,

who are expected := fill three :cles between them.

i 3. Althcugh N. 0634 requires the a=ergency Operatiens
i

facility directer to assu=e his assign =en within

30 minutes, under the licensee's plan this *. 11

net occur for as long as fcur hours.

1

L 4. Two radielegical analysis support engineers, whc
I

are the only e=picyees identified as having the

traising and =rimarr respons "d'' y fer perfc:=-

ing "dese crojection calculations and scurcei -
;
r

{

ter= calculations" (IP, p. 5-10) will net be i
'

available fer as icng as 60 minutes. )

:

,

,-- _. , ,
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2. Letters of Agreement' -

1

4 (3) "he perfunctcry fc:= le:ters fcund in Appendix C te

. 4 e s e. . s _.:: .cs.4 e_ . e ..o .4 ..d _4 _. ._ _a ,., . , ,. a_c.e asa...__,
.. ... .. .

. . .

ance, of the existence of " mutually acceptable

criteria" fer implementation of emer,ency =easures
I

l as required by I=ergency Planning Review Guideline
1
,

l Mc. Cne, Revision One (IPRG) *'7 ( A) (1) . Alse N. 0654 A3.
1

15 (A) Section 4.5.2 p cvides that off-site authorities would

provide certain services in the event of an emergency
situation. The Plan does indicate that there are agree-
ments between the varicus persennel, crgani::ations and

agencies listed in this section; hcwever, the agreements
o' es icca_' . " . ' _ - =. c .~~a..4 e s c.a._' v _i ..d_ic = . =. '..'a. a . c =_ _~ . .=. 4 ..

.
.,

=anc. ewer is available and certain cieces of ee.nic=en:. .

are availab'.e. Mereever, it a=.c. ears as thcuc.h sc=ebedv.i
I

| c. .duced d c"..e.... "__- ".e .' ca_' *d_-=_ c . m _ a .._i a. s . s _' .,.. ,. -- . ._
. .

! which wculd indicate the a=cun: cf manpcwer and re-|
.

sources available to each one of the fire cc=panies who

sie.ned such an a9reement. The ae.reements with the fire
,

,

companies do not state that they knew exactly what will
be expected of them in an emergency sicuatien. Withcut

a scund centractual understanding in place, i is

questionable that during a crisis situatien eff-site

authcrities will knew exactly wha is expected of them.
u
|

_
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Detailed understandings should be drawn between the l
i

-----c...~..'..c. au~".c ' '-' e s a.a.d ~..~~.e5 ~.a e" * - = ^ "' - '~.' e ca- c '-- e , -

?clice and ether off-site authorities and agencies in

order to ensure crderiv. s u c. =. c r t in the even cf an

emergency. The absence cf such dec=entatien and under-

standing between Metregelitan Edisen Company and eff-

site authorities creates a deficiency in the Emergency

Plan.

3. Cecrdination with other Plans

15(C) Sectica 4.5.3.2 cf the Emergency Plan indicates that

with respect to the 10-mile EP::, the five ccunties
identified in this section have prepared emargency

- - a*- D*sa.s =--w '. ~ -.a" " c- =
--1ans *".a* a a c - d*.a =d

- --.:-

1.
Cperations Plan and with the TM: E=ergency Plan as wel'..

. '- ' s '' ..*.e -ve .c ' s c a ..~. e.a. - i .. *"a. '..*s c."v' us'v c = ... -- ... -
.-

. .

(

he the case, since revision #2 cf this Plan is dated
,

l

| June, 1980 and that the county plans still are not

adopted as final drafts. ".creevar , a review of the

Cauphin County and York County Plans indicate there is

absciutely =c referencing to the TMI Emergency Plan and

that, in fact, it ac.c. ears as theuc.h the ccuntv. =.lans

were written independently cf the 7.I E=ergency Plan.

All plans must inter-ccordinate in crder to ensure that
all c.arties earticipating-in the emergency will knew

what'is expected of them. There is ne prevision in

the-Emergency Plan for the distribution and updates cf

~the T.w.I E=ergency. Plan and, based upon these deficien-

cies, the-Emergency Plan as new written is inadecuate.
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* 15 (E) Secticn 4.6.5.l(2) of the E=e:gency Plan prevides that*

--- - - - '"- '.*"s *es ca.s''''*.v. c ac .- .s *.c - - - - - e = c .s ...- .. . .

s

the off-site areas rests with the Cc==cnwealth cf
Pennsylvania and that the Pe=nsylvania E=e:gency Manage-

=ent Agency shall be the agency with which the responsi-

... e-----, c ' : - = c -' ~. e* ''= -" " ' 'b''' v. es.s .-- -.e ac-..~.,- --

cptions such as evacuatien, sheltering and thy:Oid

prophylaxis. The same section indicates that in the

event of a general emergency, precautionary =easures

may be taken such as sheltering, evacuation and evacua-

tien of certain sectors based upon widd speed and direc-

.' s a c. a _.. 7.. . =- -v a. ..c ' s - . . .= .. . 4 . . ~..'.m=. ' . i .=*~. 4 - r. . 7-
- -. -- --

c. a--' c"-' a: sec-'cn c' "".e =~.e- e.ncv. ''=.. -~~'-''..c. o-'-
- . .-- -

the precautionary =easures cited have ne been cec -

dinated with local ecunty plans to any measurable ex-

| tent. Fcr example, in the ccunty plans, there is nc

indicatien cf hcw the counties would instruct its 1 cal
|
|

Civil Defense Directors to evacuate only certain sec ::s
!
!

| within a ccemunity instead of within radial distances cf
i

the Three Mile Island nuclear facility. This is again

only but ene example cf a lack of cec dination between

the Emergency Plan and the varicus county plans and i:

is Intervenc 's position that this lack of ccordinatien
,

i

is sv.me.t=matic of the entire E=ergency Plan as it isi

new written. The Emergency Plan submitted by the

licensee shculd enc =mpass a total coc:dination of all

E=er ancv. Plans f==nulated bv. federal, state and county.

agencies. This lack ed cec:dination creates a deficiency |
|

which has to be remedied.
:

._ ._ _ _ _ ___
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3. Initial Accident Assessment-

1. Classification.s

r?-8 (ICR?)

The varicus emergency categories (p. 4-2 to 4-8) each list

a n'--her of triggering events c: conditiens. Many cf these are

questionable indicators. For instance, en p. 4-3, " Valid" alar =s

are referred to. But there is no mentien of the definitien of a
" valid" ala:n, c: what would be an invalid alarm. A nu=ber of

reacter coolant activities (50, 130, and 300 ci/ml) are referred
'

te, but no mention is made of hcw =uch full damage it takes to

p cduce these readings. In additic=, there is no indicaticn of

hcw capidly these ecciant activities will be deternined.hew c:

.

*

I?-9 (ICE?)
.

Reliance en ' adverse =etec clogy" (p. 4-5, 4-6), can prove
r
I

| to p cvide litula c no " built-in conservation" (p. 4-7, 4-6)

since, for instance, such conditicas were not at all unce==cn
t
i

dur-hg the night # e in the nights folleving the TMI-2 accident
(for instance, the night of March 29, f:c= 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.,

March 30; night of March 31, about 8:00 p.m. to 8 a.m., April 1).

.

| 2. Radiation Menitoring ~
i

3(C) The NRC's vague instruction to the licensee to "up-

e.rade" in generall.y unidentified respects its "Cff-,

,

i

1

! site monitorine. ca=. ability" is insufficient te assure
!,

|
'

'
,

that such upgrading will result in the ability te

obtais and analyce the type and volume of infer:ati=n

. . .. - . . - . _.. . .-



essential fe: prctectics of the public health and-

- .

safety. ANGRY cente=ds that such capability =ust

at mini === enec= pass the following ele =ents of

their equivalent;

(1) Per.anen: offsite monitcring devices which

register all for=s of icnicing radiation and

which can be re=ctely read onsite.

.

.

(2) Infor=atics a=alysis capa.bility equal to or*

greater than that previded by the At=cspheric
Release Advisory capability System (ARAC) .

.

S.is centention acw challenges the adequacy -

of the licensee's MI'A5 radiological assess-

=e= syste.= (IP, p. 6-9) to the extent that

the infor=ation analysis capability it rc-e

vides does not eq :a1 or exceed that previded
~

by the A.RAC systa=.

4(I) The ti=e provided in the EP for acciden assessment,

1/2 hour (E?, p. 6-7) , is in excess of the =aximu=

per=issible therefer specified in the Standard Review
i l

! Plan, NURIG 75/087, Sec. 13. 3 (II) (3) . (I? fig. 21

shews the thyrcid PAG cf 5 re=s being reached in 12
|

| =inutes at 600 meters.) Moreover, the esti= ate given
1

is unsupportable for monitoring of off-sice 1ccations

! cn nearby islands er en the west shore of the Susque-
! I

hanna River. Such facters =av become critical in |
|

,

i

|

. m __.mm______ _m____ _ _ _ _ _
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1

the event of a general e=ergency, which produces a |
.

. ,

" shift in e. hasis to greater offsite =enitoring

effcrts" (I?, p. 6-6). (See COntenti n I?-3 (C) (1) ) .

'

5..2-18 (Shellv)

It is contended that the Licensee's envi:c== ental radia-
|

|

i tio: nenitering progra= contains an insufficient ="-her of
.

=enitoring sites and an inadequate dist:ihetien of =enitoring

sites within twenty =iles of the Unit 1 site to provide

sufficient protection of the public. heald and safety. It is -

further centended that there is in the Licensee 's enviren= ental
radiation'=enitering progra= an unwarranted reliance en the use

of the=clu=inescent desi=eters (TLD's) for p::viding inf:::a-
.

.

tion used to calculate radiatica ex e-sure data and that this
.

u=varranted :eliance o= TLD's seriously underesti=ates radia-

tion doses to the public. It is aise centended that the

Licensee does not possess adequate pe: table radiatien =eniters
~

to p:cvide additional infer:ation in the event of as offsite

radiation release, and that the Licensee does not exercise

adec.uate ad=inistrative cont:ci cver the aintenance of these
|

|

units, =c: the training cf persennel in their use. It is'

contended that the radiation =enitoring progra= cf the Licensee

=ust be greatly upgraded prior to restart to ensure adecuate

protection of the Public health and safety.

:
i

- - - - - . - - _ _ . _ _ . _ - _ _ - _ - - . - _ . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ . _
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C. Initial Accident Notification
.

1. Comnunications

I?-1 (Aa=cdt)

| It is contended that licensee has not =ade previsien fc

ti=ely disseminatier. cf infer .atica i= the event of accifental

release of airborne radicactive gases c: particulates. It is

contended * hat lice =see =ust =ake infc.._.atien available te the

'

public which will allow app:cpriate action t= be taken te pre-

tact persons, livestock, foodstuff and feed in the event of a
.

discharge of significant p:cpertions. All data and pla=:

cperating persec=el cbse:vatiens relative to all radicactive

releases =ust he transmitted i==ediately and si=ulta.necusly te

|- the NRC, Pe==sylva.nia Depar.=ent cf Invironmental Rescurces ,
:

| the co 'ssieners of Dauphin, York and Lancaster Con =:ies and

the licensee's =anage:mnt. It is further centended that

licensee must' provide this capability before restart of TM -1.

4 (I) The licensee's IP fails t= provide for furnishing :c

| the Pennsylvania Screau of Radiation P ctection (EC?S)

infer =ation called for in the letted's plan such as
" nature of the failure, the status of safeguards, the

condition cf censequence =itigating features"

(p.-VI-1).

I

!

!
, _ ._. , ._ -- .
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Che licensee's emergency notifica:icn precedures (pp.4 (G)

6-2, 6-3, 6-4; Figure 15) (See also Pa. CCP Appendix

3) are inadequate with respect to certain areas

directly at risk in the even cf a nuclear accident,

I namely, York and Lancaster Counties. Although the

Dauphin Ccunty E=ergency Operatiens Center receives

i= mediate notification of an emergency declara:icn,

notification of York and Lancaster Counties =ust
i

follcw an excessively circuitous path:

1. Licensee to Dauphin

2. Licensee to PEMA

3. PEMA to BORP

4. SCRP to Licensee

5. Licensee to BCRP

6. BORP to PEMA

7. PEMA to Dauphin

8. PEMA to York, Lancaster, and Cumberland Counties.

Such a notification sequence is in direct conflict

with requirements that " delegations of authcrity that

| will permit emergency actions (such as evacuation) to
L
| be taken with a minimum of delay should be carefully

considered" (NUREG 75/111, 5 A3) and that "Upon

declaration of a ' general emergency' immediate notifi-
cation shall'he made directly to the offsite authori-

ties responsible for implementing protective measures
(EPRG II(A) (5)) (Emphasis in original) . Also,"

. . .

N. 0654 J7.

.- . . - . . . . .- - - .
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.

15 (3) Secticn 4. 5.1. 3 (1) (c) (d) states tha: the I=ergency
.

Director shall p cvide liaisen ec==unicatien with

county, state and federal e.cver.=ents :: ensure tha:
J

.

notification and repc :s to t.sese agencies are made
i
1

in a timely =anner and that he will ec=unicate with

off-site emergency support c gani:ations. It is Inter-
,

veno.*'s n..a.n~4.r. *k.a. '._ds y a.- . c ' '". e . .' a.. w."._4 .". _d -
' m. _ . a
|

critical to the coc dination cf all e=argency activities

does not state with specificity the exact timeframe in

which notification and cc=munication is to be made with

eff-site e=ergency supper: c gani:atiens and agencies.

~~. .<s .,. e 7e.,.c ,s ,cs_a..n.. .._._,._. u _; s _as . _an_,, <
.A .. .. _ _ . _ _ _ . .

crder to ensure that licensee reports and ce=unicates

any abnc:=al and emergency ecnditien to :he respective

cre.anizatiens in a trulv. timelv. fashion. The I= err.encv.

Plan as new drafted leaves tec =uch discre:icn wi.h the

E=erc. ancv. Director with regard to the contacting cf

these off-site agencies.

2. Alerting the Public

!
.

15 (?) Section 4.6.7.1 of the E=ergency Plan deals with early

warnings and information for transient areas. It is

Intervene:'s position that the =ethods depended upcn in
;

the Z=ergency Plan to warn the'pcpulatien at risk, are,

. at the present ti=e, not in place. F0: example, sec-
f.
,

r

tion 2 of this c. articular section of the Imergency Plan'

states that a siren alert system could be activated by
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i

!
,

.

.
.

4

'''
counties in c dar to warn the pcpulace of impending

danger. As has been indicated earlier in ntervenc 's

contentien with regard to F.=ergency Planning, dere are

! not encugh Civil Defense warning sirens in c der te
,

adecuately ensure that all ne=bers of the cc .:.nicy arei

|

within hearing distance of the siren. Moreover, section
:

| 5 cf this subsection of the F.=e:~,ency Plan indicates

that vehicles with icudspeakers could be dispatched to
,

:
i broadcast warning =essages. The c cblem with chis ap--
\

I

c cach is that it would take time to get volunteers te-.

man the vehicles and, secondly, there are many siles
I

| cf = cad which would have to be traveled in c der Oc
i

ensure dat all =e=bers cf che populace were infer =ed

cf the i=pending emergency condition. It is ntervenc 's

cententien that until the F.=ergency Plan specifically

states dat a siren alert syste= is in place and da:

the warning emitted by the siren ale _.s could be heard
i

| -at any peint in the ccunty.sur:cunding the plant sica,
i

!
! the I=ergency Plan as new drafted is unacceptable.

|

D. Onsite Emergency Response

,

. . . . __ _ _ _ _
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E. Offsite Emergency Response-

1. Definition of EPZ's ,-

.

EP- 17 ( A) Licensee's acceptance, withcut fc.. a1 analysis c

evaluation, of a circular 10-=ile radir.s fc the Plu=e

Ixposure E=ergency Planning tone (as desie.nated hv. the

Pennsylvania I=e gency Management Agency) does not dis-

charge Licensee's responsibility to ensure that ade-

quate emergency respe=se plans exist to p ctect the

public health and safety in the event of an e=ergency

at CMI-1. Further, acceptance of c: designation of a
.

- circular 10-=ile radius m ' -- a xposure EP: f er 7. -1

is uniustified because such an EP: fails tc adec.uaceiv.
.

consider ic:a1 e=e:gency response needs and capabili-
ties as they are affected by de=cgraphy and jurisdic-

t

tional boundaries. These censiderations, ancng others,I

are specified in NURIG-0396, NURIG-0654, and the new

emergency planning rule published in the rederal

Register en August 19,,1980. '"he fc11cwing specific

iccal. conditions should be reflected in the Ple=e Ex-
.

pesure I?: fe: TMI-1:
.

1. The p cpesed 10-nile radius circular I?: i.ncludes

within the I?: pc .ic=s of nu=ercus jurisdicticas

at the township, city, bercugh, and t n levels

- c2 gever.=ent. Calling fe: an evacuacien of only

a perties cf any political 'urisdiction due to a

. . - . . - . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _-
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|

.

. .

ha ard which affects a large geographic area and |
i

basing e=ergency plans and respense capabilities.
.

'

on such a IL=ited evacuatien wi11 lead to p chle=s

due to spontaneous evacuation of a =uch larger

trea, with a cence==itant increase is traffic
,

|

| and supply require =ents at shelters. Therefore,
|
|
' the Plu=e Expcsure ZP: for TM.2-1 should include

the' entire geographic extent of all gover== ental '

jtrisdictions at the township, city, borough, and

t=wn level which are bisected by the p:cpesed -

circula: 10-mile EP .

2. There are heavily pcpulated areas in and naa: the

cities of Earrisburg and Ycrk represantad by uha

city p cper and adjacent centinuation of the urban
'

-

areas inte the suburbs. In the event ._'. a : the

vind is bleving t ward either of these areas when

a large release of radicactivity cecurs, such areas

vould constitute a large percendage of the teral

Population dose (in the case of the TMI-2 accident,
t

| for instance, Harrisburg contributed 254 cf the tots

population dose despite the fact that = cst of the ci

is mere thas 10 =iles distant f cm the plant) . The

l urbanized areas is.and around Harrisburg and Yc k as-

.

concentrations of populatien fc which preplanning

. for an evacuatien is a necessity for successful
t

! i=ple=entation (for instance, preplanning wculd havG

. . . - .- - . . . -. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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,

to include evacuation cutes, transpertation needs,~'

hest area require =ents and p chle=s =csed bv. se. eciso .

populatic=s such as prisens). Therefore, the urbanc

i:ed areas arcund and including' the cities of Zarris

burg and York should be included within the Ple=e
!
!

| Ixposure I?: fc- e '.

| 3. Nu=terous me=bers of the Old Order A=ish ec== unity
|

|

reside in relatively clcse p cx' ' ty (withi= 10

=ilas) cf the outer beundary of the Licensee's

.

Plu=e Exe.csure I?: in Lancaster County. Because.
|

- the old C da: Amish eschew the use cf electricitv.,,

I

l telephones, and aute= chiles, they present unique
|

!

l =. chle=s with res ect to warning, ce==unication cf| .

::ctactive action advisories, and transper ation..

These unique p chle=s warrant the special censiderac

tien the inclusion of Old 0 da: A=ish within the
Plu=e Exposure I?: would p cvide.

.

4. To the extent that the Licensee relies upcn che
i

decision of cou=ty officials in the Three Mile

Island area to develop and maintain a 20-=ile

e=ergency respense capability as a substitute

for =aking a deter i natics that the 10-=ile

cir==lar I?: is adequate, the adeqcacy of such

a 20-mile capability =ust be established as a
:

I conditic= to the restart of T.w.I-1.

|

|
|
,
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2. Education Program

4(C) The adeption t.,4 the Cc==enwealth of Pennsylvania

Disaster Operatecas Plan Annex I (00P) designation

of "the ' risk county' as respcnsible for che prepara-

tien and dissemination of infor=ation material on

p ctactive actions to the general public" (p. 6-6)

conflicts with the requirements in EPRG n (A) (7)

and RG 1.101 5 6.4(2) to

make available on request to occupants in
the LP: infer =atica concerning how the
emergencf plans p = vide for necification
to them and hcw they can expect ec he ad-
vised what to do.

Also, N. 0654 G4.

|
3. Prctective Action Options and Decisicnmaking

*

4 (E) RG 1.101 Sec. 6.4 requires the licensee to specify
" criteria fc i=plementing p ctective actions. "

. .

The licensee's I? f ails to set forth the fc11cving
=andatory items of infp =atien regarding the time
required fc pectactive action i=ple=entation:

1. Expected accident assessment time. RG 1.71,

Sec. 13.3.1-2.
|

| 2. Time required to va.-n persens at risk. RG 1.101,

Sec. 6. 4. .-2 (b) ; RG 1.70, sec. 13.3.1-3,4.;
;

l

I

J. Ti.ma required for a general evacuation. RG 1.70,

Sec. 1' 3. 3.1-5, 5 ; Neva+er 29, 1979 letter to "All
,

. . - . -
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,

Power Reactor Licensons" f c= 3rian K. Gri=cs,
!

', ,,

Director, NRC E=e:gency Preparetiness 0:..:h G cup. i
-

.

.

4. Time required to evacuate special facilities

(e.g., hespitals). Ncve=ber 29, 1979 letter,

suora.

See, N. 0654 JS.

I?-7 (ZCG).

4-1 of the Plan, with
The fractions of E7A PAGs listed en p.

tl
their associated action levels, do not take into account the to a

As.a result, the total ex-
ace ==ulated dese and dose ec * tment.

i

pesures may exceed by large margins the listed ?AG fractions pr c:
to the advance = ant to a higher energency cate? cry-

Maintaining. Emergency Preparedness
F.

1. Emergency Training

Exercises and Drills2.

|

I

The p cvisions for the conducting cf a "?.adiation!

4 (F)'

E=ergency Exercise" of the licensee (EP, p. 8-8) and

. cf t.Te Cem=cnwealth (?a. DCP , App. 14) are inadequare

in that they do not clearly p cvide for the participa-
tien therein of federal agencies. The necessity for

such participation is clearly established by the ex-
i

tensive invcivement of federal agencies in the TMI!

Second,-the aforementioned appendix := the1

accident.

"allCc=menwealth's e=argency plan indicates thati

major elements of the plans and preparedness c gani::a-

tiens" may he tested only ever a pericd of five years.

All'such elements should be tested in an exercise

_ _ _ _ ___

prier to the rastart of TMI-1.
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_
1ED) Section 4.5.4 of the E=ergency Plan anticipates that

the Pennsylvania E=ergency Management Agency will cen-

:
duct and participate in annual training exercises that

involve state, county and local government agencies and

that the testing cf cc=munications, radiological meni-

toring instrumentation and warning systems will be con-

ducted. It is Intervenor's contention that at the

present time, such ccmmunications, radic1cgical

monitering instrumentation and warning systems are

either not in place within the surrounding ce== unities

or are not being maintained by cperaters within sur-

! rouncing 1ccal ec=munities. The Plan does not indi-
t

| care who is responsible for the purchasing cf et=muni-'

cation, radiclegical monitoring instrumentation and

warning systems and, furthermore, who is respcnsible
;

for the maintaining of this ecuipment. The Cc==cnwealth

of Pennsylvania did begin a radiological monitoring

effort; however, since local monitoring readers were

instructed as to how to read the monitors, the Cc= men-
!
!

wealth of P9nnsylvania has not been soliciting their

I readings and/or following up to determine whether the

readings are being made by the readers. Is this burden
.

t

; to be shouldered by the local ecmmunity, the county,
,

| the state government or the licensee? It is Intervencr's
!

contention that while emergency plans may, in theory,

set-forth a pihn of training, it cannet realistically,

(
l

(
|
|

l

i
i

f 1 * =,-w-c - ,
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be put in action because the Plan assumes placement of

communications systems, radiological monitoring instru-

meats and warning systems. It is Intervenor's position

that until such systems are in place, it is determined

I who is responsible for the equipment's maintenance and

who is to burden the cost of the placement and mainten-
.

ance of such systems, the Plan is inadequate and un-

acceptable.

3. Audit and Retriew of Plans

17/.3) Licensee's Emergency Plan fails to adequately provide

a mechanism which will assure the effectiveness of the
Emergency Plan throughout the operational lifetime of

the TMI-l facility.
i

I
1

I
|

i

|

l
!

r'
, - - , ,
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1 MR. ZAHLEEs Mr. Chairman, at this time I would

2 like to mari fer identifica:icr as _ic+nscan'c E x..i b i t

3 'fu m h e r 3 0 the 7PU N'; clear corpora tica emer:Ency :lan fer

4 Th' ee _ile !slar.' .ucleer :tation 'Jn i t 1, Fevision 3, S tedr

5 January 1981. Exhibit ' lumber 3C is a multipage dccument

6 consisting of ten sections, a set of tables and figures, and

7 Appendices A through C.

8 Lat me note for the record that Appendices D

9 through I, which are the state and five county plans, be

10 introduced during the off-cite emergency planning phase by

11 the Commonwealth 's attorney.

12 This revision of Licensee's emergency plan was

13 distributed to the Board and the parties on January 15,

1'4 1981. There are a f ew changes to the plan since it was

15 initially distributed, and I am providing corrected copies

16 of those pages to _the Board and parties. These changes are

17 on Fiqure 10 and Table 8.

18 I would request that Licensee's Exhibit Number 30
i

tg be received into evidence. *

20 MR. GRAY: Mr. Zahler, could you briefly indicate

: . 21 w h a t the changes are to Table a and Figure 10 relative to

22 the previous Revision 3?

23 3R. 2AHLER: Yes, cir. '41th respect to Table 8,

24 on page 1 of 11 under " Technical Support Center Engineers,"

25 there was a blank. The number was left out in typing. The

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 number "3" now appears.

2 On p!'r 2 cf 11, th+ 0; erat 10n shift ini'12117

3 listed unda: ""20 2" -- ax cu. e re - "3," it now lists

4 two. And under " Auxiliary speretor," i t initially listed

5 four, and it now lists five.

| 6 In addition, on page 3 of 11, under "R adiological
1
i

7 Controls Technicians," the initial version listed six

8 without any indication of the on-shift complement. It now

9 lists three with a plus sign in the margin, indicating that

10 they are on shift, and three additional which would be

11 available in 60. minutes.

12 Finally, on page 3 of 11, the single asterisk has
.

13 been deleted, in addition to the placer where the single

14 asterisk appears had been deleted from the table. That

.15 asterisk related to qualifications and licensing aspects.
.

16 That is covered in other correspondence between the licensee

17 and the NEC.

18 Similarly, on Figure 10, there were in the various

19 blocks indications with respect to licensing consistent with

20 the previous changes. That is deleted. These matters are

L 21 covered in additional Licensee correspendence between the

22 Licensee and the staff. And the notes that appeared at the

;~ foot' of Figure -10 have likewise been deleted.23

24_ MR. GRAI: Thank you.

CHAIRMAN S!ITE L Are there any objections?25

.

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, O.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 (No response.)

2 C' .II L. . 7 !I'' . licca cee 's Ixni.-it 3~ ir

3 re e s i ved..

4 (~he d o cu n ot t raferred to was

5 marked Licencee 's Exnibit
,

i

! 6 No. 30 for identification
i
'

7 and received in evidence.)

8 MR. 2AHLER: Mr. Snith, there is a short amount of

g supplemental rebuttal testimony that I would like theese

10 witnesses to addrecs. This testimony is in three areas

11 First, responses to the open items identified in

12 Mr . Chestnut's prefiled testimony of the Nuclear Regulatory

13 Commission staff;

14 Secondly, responses to the r? commendations

15 included in tho ICE reports on the invcstigation into

16 information flCw during the accid en t a t Three Yile Island,

17 XUREG-0760, marked as Staff Exhibit Number 5 in thic

18 proceeding;

gg And finally, information relating to the

20 environmental qualifications of equipment used to declare

21 and classify an acciden e, which was inquired into in an

22 earlier phase of this proceeding.

23 I propose to do that e xamination a t this time.

24 JIRECT EXAMINATION--Resumed

25 RY MR. ZAHLEB

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

- 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 C Yr. Giansi, on pages 23 and 84 of the profiled

2 testimony, Sr. Chectnut id e r. ti f i e d eight c .S e .- itenr. !

3 would liko to co threuch e ch of these ite c vith yeu.

4 The first relates to the -atly warning and

5 no tifica tion system.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'Jait a minute. Let 's break until

7 25 af ter, to get our papers in order.

8 (Brief recess.)

g CHAIEdAN 3.5ITH .r. Zahler.

10 3Y ME. ZAHLEE: (Resuming)

11 Q Mr. Giangi, the first item on Yr. Chestnut's list

12 relates to the early warning and notification system. Would

13 You describe the current status of licensee's efforts in

14 this area ?

15 A ('dIINESS GIANGI) 'a' i t h regard to the early warning

16 syst em , a siren engineerino study has been completed. The

17 siren sites have been established and surveyed, and the map

18 showing the siren sites has been -- has been established

19 a n d , in fact, discussed vir.h the NRC staff recently.

20 The contract has been awarded to a siren
t

1

21 manuf actured. The shipment and installation schedule is

22 available . It has been coordinated with the varicus state

23 and county' acencies, and a report describing the desica

24 objectives and the methodology'used in establishing the

25 siren sites and the map and its consistency with Appendix 3

ALDER * SON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
i

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (2023 554 2345
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1 to NUREG-065 4 will 4e submitted to the staf f b y mid- A pril of

2 this ye' r.

3 looking s cain , consist en t with Appandix 2, the

4 topcCraphy and ;cpulation ensity var alic urei.d

5 C Will thic system, as designed by Licensee, provide
|
' 6 full covers 7e within the entire plume exposure pathway EPZ,

7around Three Mile Island?

8 A (VITNESS GIANGI) Yes, it Will.

9 Q What is the current date when licensee believes

10 this system will be operational?

11 A (WITNISS GIANGI) It will be operational July 1,

12 19 81, consistent with the rule.

13 Q The second item on Mr. Chestnut 's list concerns

14 the public education and inf orma tion program. Has licensee

15 provided copies of such public information to the staff for

16'its review?
J

17 A (*4ITNESS GIA5GI) Yes, they have brochures for

18 each of the five risk counties with the plume exposure

19 pathway EPZ. It has been submitted to the staff.

20 0 What is Licensee' doing to ensure that such

21 information is distributed to the permanent and transient
t

22 populatien?

23 A (WITNESS GIANGI) licensee vill subeit a schedule

24 outlining the distribution and the methods used in.the

25 distribution of these b rochures to the public within the

- ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 564 2345
,
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1 plume exposure pathway EPZ. This will be censistent with

2 NU IG-05 5 ', T n 'l it Will te 23rzitted t0 th? rt3ff 'y

3 mid-!a rch . _

4 0 Will th* emergency rian be acdifiad te raflect

5 Licensee's activities in this area?
6 A (WITiESS GIANGI) Appendix B to the emergency

which is the Emergency Public Information Flan, will7 plan e

8 be modified to reflect what I have just mentioned and

9 ongoinc efforts performed by Three Yile Island in the way of

10 public information and education.

11 C The third item on Mr. Chestnut's list is an

12 evacuation time study. What is the status of Licensee's

13 efforts in this area?

14 A ('4ITNESS GI A N GI) Three Mile Island has awarded

15 the contract to Parsons, 3rinkerhoff to perform an

16 evactuatiCn time study of the entire plume exposure pathway

17 EPZ surroundina Threa Mile Island. This study will be in

18 accordance with Appendix 4 to NUREG-0654, and the report

19 would be available by mid-March.

20 -C That is a change from the previous testimony-that

21 was prefiled that indicated that. th e report wo uld be

: 22 available in mid-February.

23- A (*4ITNESS CIANGI) That is correct.

' 2<4 0 The fourth item on the list is to station a senio r

25 manager as the emergency operations f acility director within

.

.

ALDJASON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 one hour of the decision to activate the F0F . What is

2 Licenste's position en this r eq ui re .m e n t ?

3 A C?IT:ESS "IA3GI) Three file Island telieves that

4 they satisf y this requiramant i .- other wayc. Table 3-1 to

5 HUREG-0654 recommends that the ECF director report within

| 6one hour for the following functions: radiological accident

7 assessment and operational accident assessment.

8 As f ar as the radiological acciden t assessment, on

gshift at all times a radiclogical ccatrols foreman

to immediately has been trained to report to the dose

11 assessment area in the control room to perform dose

12 projections, dispatch off-site and on-site radiation
.

13 monitoring teams, and to give protective action

14 recommendations to the emergency director.

15 Within one hour this is supplemented with a senior

16 radiolocical engineer who then becomes the R AP , or the

- 17 radiological assessment coordina tor; as well as two

18 additional radiological engineers, and they will take on the

gg functions of radiological ' analysis support encineers tha t *

20 vill assist him in dose projections, rad waste calculations,

21 and so on .

22 In the area of operational accident assessment,

23 the operations staf f on shif t at all times, the shift

24 supervisor has been trained to become the emergency director

25 upon recognition of an emergency and declaration of an

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 564-2345
{-
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1 emergency. His cperations staff continue to lock at the

2 pri ary-S*COnd ary plant. ~it71r One heur, tPit ic

3 sup ele.'en ted by a designat-t individual kncvn as the

4 oper ations roor 'in?:or, wne is an SFS license, is .?ll as

5 technica l support center cocrdinator, and encineers.

! 6 Lastly, with regards to a senior manager capable

7 of performing protective actions, reconnendations, and other

8 decisionmaking processes, the chift sucerviser, as I

9 sentioned , becomes the esercency director and unilaterally

10 has that capability. Within one hour, either the vice

11 president of TNI-1 or the director cf opera': ions and

12 maintenance will report as the energency director. And,

13 again , they will be capable of decisionmaking ; recesses as

14 well as protective action reconsendations given to the

15 state, if necessary.

16 0 Mr. Giangi, in your view, is the vice president of

17 T5I-1 cr the cperations and maintenance director, 15I-1, the

18 senior manager called for in Table E-1 of NUPEG-055a?

A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir.'
ig-

20 Q On the basis of this testinony that you have just

21 given, is it ycur view that Licensee's emergency plan

22 provides an alternative seans f or arrying out the functions

23 of the EOF director during the early hours of an emergency

24 that is at'least equally as good as stationing a senior

25 manager c t the energency operations facility?

ALDERSoN REPORTING ConsPANY,INC,

400 VIAG4NIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 A (WITNESS GIANGI) fes, sir.

2 CMA!?"*N 3".!TU: It vculd be helpful to ,e it, in

3 addition to explaining why ne talieves thst the pisn is

4 equally as good or functionally equivslent or in compliance,

5 but if he would explain where it differs.

6 BY MR. ZAHLEE: (Resuming)

7 Q Mr. Giangi, would you answer the Chairman's
.

8 question?

9 ft (WITNESS OIANGI) 'r . Smith , it differs in the

10 sense that the ICF director, who by our emergency plan would

11 be known as the emergency support director, veuld not report

12 to activate the EOF within the one hour for those functions

13 mentioned in Table 3-1. However, based on what I previously

14 mentioned, uc believe we fulfill these *:equirements in those

15 -- in those areas that he was tasked with.

16 CHAISEAN SMITH: You have your EOF director

17 reporting in four hours.

18 WITNESS GIANGI: It has been revised in Revision 3

19 to six hcurs.

20 3Y MR. ZAHLER: -(Resuming)

21 0 Mr. Giangi, the Board members are generally

22 familist with some of the staff at Three Mile Island. I

23 think they might get a:better appreciation offthe

24' distinction - that you are drawing if you identify, for

25 example, for them by actual name the current primary

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VmGINIA AVE, S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 emergency director who would ta available within one hour.

2 A (; 27III JIA/G:) The +n?r:ency cirertrr availabl+

3 within one hour would tra Mr. M a r k. Hu%ill, vice ersriden t,

4 !!I-1; *:r . 2 0 : Tool +, director rt crer=tions and

5 maintenance; and Mr. Bill Fotts. The a:er;ency sur;crt

6 directors would be individuals such as Mr. Pobert Arnold,

7 Mr. Philip Clark, and the vice presidents Xr. Jack Herbein

8 or br. Hovey would he called in.

9 C The fifta iten on 3r. Chestnut 's lirt deals with

10 modif ying the acerpency action levels to assure consistency

11 with the guidance in NUREG-0654, Appendix 1. With respect

12 to unususi event, are Licensee's enercency action levels

13 acre conservative than those specified in SUEEG-065c?

14 A (WITNESS GIANGI) No, sir, they are not.

15 Q Does the staff contend that they are?
>

16 A (WITNESS CIANGI) No, sir, they do not.

17 0 With respect to the alert classification, are

18 Licensee 's esercency action levels more conservative than

ig those specified in NUREG-0554?

20 A (21TNESS GIANGI) 50 , sir, they are not.
-

21 0 Does the Licensee -- strik e that.

22 - Does the-NBC_ staff contend tnat they are?

23 A- (WITSFSS GIANGI) No, they do not.
.

24- 'O With respect to the site emergency, are licensee's

25 energency action levels more conservative than those

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 specified in N'!?EG-065h ?

2 A (II!NES3 GIAFGI) "o, theY are not.

3 Q Doec the staff helieve tnat they are?

4 A (WITNT55 GIANGI) Yes, tney dc.

5 Q Could you explain that apparent inconristency?

6 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I believe the apparent

7 inconsistency may, in fact, lie in an error in the NRC-filed

8 testimony, in that the site emergency Appendix 1 calls for

9 50 millirem per hour for one-half hour duration. The NRC

10 testimony left the "per hour" out, and it just read "50

11 millirem for one-half hour."

12 Looking at it at 50 millirem per hour for one-half

13 hour, integrated out, would come out with a total dose of 25

14 millirem. The Licensee's testimony ures 50 millirem per

15 hour for one hour. So for.one-half hour's tire the 25

18 millirem would be consistent with Appendix 1 of 25

17 millirem.

I 18 Q '41th respect to the emergency action level

19 relating to reactor coolant system activity level, are

20 licensee's emergency action levels more conservative than

21 those specified in NUEEG-0654?

22 'A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir, they are.

23 Q _ What does Licensee intend to do in this area?

24 A- (WITNESS GIANGI) In order to make all emergency

25 classifications unif orm f rom the viewpoint of the HEC, we

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1will scoify our emercency action levels censistent with

2 Appendix 1, as f ar is reactCr C0olant syste". activity, the

3 exam ple you f urt cited.

4 0 With res;ect to the seneral e arceney, are

5 licensee's eser;ency action levels scre conservative than

6 those specified in NUEEG-0654?

7 A . (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, they are.

8 Q And what dee: Licensee intend to de in this area?

9 A (UITNESS GIANGI) Licensee will raevaluate the

10 general emergency -- emergency action level -- specifically,

to be consistent with11 the projected dose rates used --

12 Appendix 1.

13 However, I would like to poin t out that Appendix 1

14 uses the projected dose ratas as an emergency action level

15 2easures at the site boundary. We used the exclusion area,

16 which is a defined radii. To that extent, we will modify

17 the emergency action levels in the dose projection area at

18 our exclusion area to make it consistent with the emergency

19 action level of the NEC at the site boundary.

20 CHAI3YAN S5ITH: How long is it going to be before

21 we understand why the NEC objects to more conservative

ZZ actions and why the Licensee moves in the direction -- moves

gg_away from conservatisn to comply?

;ME. ZANLER: Zy next question was going tc inquire24

25 1nto that area. Before I prejudge the witness' statement,

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1let's get his testimony. Then, if you ha ve sone questions,

2 ve can come back to that.

3 31 72. ZAH1IE. (Eesuminc)

4 C Will thesa changes afve sely affect the amergency

5 preparedness at Three Mile Island?

6 A (WITNESS GIANGI) No, sir, they will not.

7 0 Could you explain why that is so?

8 A '.4ITNESS GIANGI) The emergency action levels are

9 merely trigger points to implement the plan. They will have

.10 no bea ring on protective action reco?.mendationc consistent

11 with the State of Pennsylvania and Licensees as far as

12 reconsendations are concerned.

13 Q Do you understand why it is that the N3C staff has

14 requested the licensee to modify its emergency action lovels

15 to make them more consistent with NUPEG-065u?

16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I balieve I do.

. 17 C Could you tell me your understanding of that?

18 A (WITNESS GIANGI) yy understanding is that the NRC

gg would like to have a ' feel for the magnitude of severf ty,

|
20 degradation of the core, if you will, or level of safety of

21 the plant. When one Licensee reports he has a site

22 emergency, they should be able to reference that to that

23 which is identified in Appendix 1. And I can understand if

24 one Licensee is more conservative than the other, that may-

! 25 have potential problems in that a*: e a . For that reason, we
l'

.
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1 are modif ying them to be consistent with Appencix 1

2 0 But nenetneless, it is your testimony that this

3 change will net affect the ability of Three 3.11 + Triand to

4 make ;rct=ctive action rec 07mendatiens at the levels they

5 deem prudent and appropriate?

I 6 A (WITNISS GIANGI) That is correct.

7 0 In essence, the trigger levels and the protective

8 action recommendations are separate matters?

9 4 (IITNESS GIANGI) Yac, sir, th e r a ra .

10 CHAIRMAN SHIT!! s Whc is Mr. Potts?
'

11 WITNESS GIANGI Mr. Potts is the radiolocical

12 controls manager for Unit 1 with considerable operations

13 experience.

14 CHAIRJAN SMITH: He testified. *ie forsot his

15 jo b.

16 BY 33. Z AllLEE: (Eesuming)

17 0 The sixth item on Mr. Chestnut's list relates to

18 assumptioc s f or containment leak rate used in dose

tg projections. What are the assumptions now used by

20 Licensee?

21 A (WITNESS GIANGI)- The prerent assumption used in

22 the containment leak rate issue is 0.2 percent per day at 55

23 pounds pressure in the containment. That happens to be

24 twice the tech spec limit.

25 0 What does Licensee propose to do with respect-to

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 the assumption f or containment leak rata uced in dose rate

2 prof ections?

3 A (7IT% ES C!3L;I) In svaluatinc the contain ent

4 leak rate that was actually measured at 55 pounds, that was

5 approximately .05 percent per day, or roughly a facter of 4

6 less than what we use. The Licensee will consider using th ei

!

7 actual measured containment leak rate that will be performed
.

8 prior to resta rt in the in tegrated leak rate test and

9 consider using a sere realistic leak rate, if you will, into

10 the emergency action levels.

11 Q Mr. Gianoi, are there potential problems

12 associated f rom using an overly conservative leak rate in

13 the dose projections?

14 A (WITNESS CIANGI) Yes, sir. Being tco

15 conservative can be counterproductive in the sense that

16 protective action recommenda tions may be based on twice the

17 tech : spec limit where, in fact, actual measured-would be a

18 f actor of a or less.

19 C The seventh item is to establish provisions for

20 stockpiling thyroid-blocking drugs for on-site workers.

21 What has licensee done in this area ?

2'2 A (WITNESS GIANGI) In the area of thyroid blockino,

23 licensee has made provisions for stockpiling of potassium

24 iodide.- We have dealt with Radiation Manacement Corporation

25 to give us procedural guidelines on its distribution and

'
4

4
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Iwill prepare a procedure to distribute ;otassiu: iodide in

2 the event cf an s er ency.

3 C3 7 !F # A:' 07.IT E: "culd ycu cc:plete th e rantence

4 or complete the thought: distribute tc when?

5 WITNESS OIANGI: I a: sorry. Oistribute it to
,

r

| 6 on-site emergency workers.

7 BY 33. ZAHlEn: (Resuming)

8 0 The last ites on "r. Chestnut 's list is to include

9 an analysis of reactor coolant samples with actual elevated

10 activity levels durit; the annual radic1ccical control

11 drills. Mr Giangi, have you conducted sample analysis

12 drills in the past?

13- A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir, I have.
,

14 10 Where was that?

15 A (WITNISS GIAEGI) Kncils Ate:ic Pcwer laboratory,

16 the Naval nuclear power prc; ram, employed with neneral

17 Electric.

18 0 1ere actual elevated samples used'in such drills?

19 A (WITNESS GIANGI) No, . sir,'they were not.

20 Q And why is tha t?.

21 A (*4!TNESS CIANGI) It was our opinion that there

22 ' ere no real t' raining benefits to be derived using actual

23 elevated samples . However, it was simulated to the point

24 that'it was equ: ally as effective.

25 0 Could ycu describe in nore. detail how you would

-
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1 simulate ihis effect in ca rrying out a drill?

2 A (kIIiTES 'd;aGI) A L;:tir Of W3??- E0: One, it

3 vculd 'e very difficult to ra ;le elev=ted sangler tn the

4 syste: through the cr:al st*;1e dri41nce. Ic wh*: ycu

5 could do is to, upon sampling the ECS as ycu normally would,

8 give them dosimetry that hac been, for exa:ple, spiked by a

7 source to indicate what he :ay have got, and had it been

8 post-accident sat;les when he was actually countine it in

9 either felly or running chemistry analyses, to actually give

10 him either' sources to coun t, which would indicate

11 post-sccident conditions se that he would evaluate tne

12 printout in that way.

13 And , of course , he was graded as though he was

14 using elevated sanples from a radiological centrols

15 standpcint and froz a chenicals standpoint.

16 C In such drills, =ight he use availatie

17 long-handled tools cr shielding as with the chemistry of an

.

18 actual elevated sample?

.ig A ('JITNESS GI ANGI) Yes, sir, he would use

. m long-handled tcols, shields; he may use different geometries

21 for jellies, as well as glass shielding or portable lead

22 shielding - and transport systens'in transporting from the

23 sasple site, if you wil.', to the area cf analysis.

24 0 In your view, is there any legitin ate training er

25 education ' purpose that would be served by using actual

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. iNC.
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1 elevated samples?

2 A (EIT\IEE GIA50!) In ny view, t'ere is n00. Y0u

3 nay incrassa the potential fer contarin? tion er =xposure.

4 And the training benefits, ic : rentiencd, I de t 'elieve

5 they .do exist.

6 C Given that view, do you believe th a t conducting

.

7 drills with actual elevated samples would be consistent with

8 the A1AEA principle?

9 A- (WITNESS GIA3G!) Could ycu repeat the question?

10 Q Given your viev that there are minimal er no

11 training tenefits and that there is a potential for

12 contamination or for receiving a dose, de you believe that

13 conducting drills with actual elevated sa:ples would be

14 consistent with the 71AEA principle ?

15 A (WITNESS GIAhGI) No, it would not.

16 DE. JOEDAN. Cculd I ask cne question? Icu

17 nentioned tha t one of the problems with using actual samples

18 was the difficulty in obtaining a sample. Fev, that

19 concerns. ne, because if that is the case, isn't it also

- 20 difficult to get that sample then in the case of an

21 accident?

22 WITNESE GIANGls let.se clarify that. What I var

23 referring to was in my estimat, the way to obtain an actual

24 elevated sample would.be to get a certain volune of reacter

3 coolant system sample as it presently existed in the ECS

ALCERSoN REPCRTWG CCWANY. WC,
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1 system and evaporate it down or Poil it dcwn to a certain

2 c0ncen tration. To that extant, they vc 1d =lviyr ~ sve the

3 capability of r3mpling resctor c0cisnt syst?r as it was in

4 the core , as it vac tn the reactor coelant cyste .

5 However, to simulate the actual procur* Tent

6 process of the RCS sample, it would not be possible for them

7 to be sangling the actual elevated. But once obtained, the

8 normal reactor coolant systes sample, they would switch for

g that actual elevated sa:ple.

10 DE. JOEDAN: So that in case of an accident, there

11 would not be any necessity to boil down and, therefore, it

12 would be very -- you could still get the sample itrelf

13 quickly; is that correct?

14 WITNESS OIANGI: That is correct, sir.

15 DR. JCEDA34 You vill probably explain later. I

16 believe you also have seans for measurinc ca::a rays outside '

17 of the pipes to get an estinate of the activity also?

18 WITNSSS O! ANGI: Yes, sir, that is correct.

tg DR. JORDAN 4 'All right. -

,

20 ER. GRA!: Dr. Jordan, by'way of clarification,

21 maybe I _ could ask a question here that sight help.

22 "r. Giangi, during a_ drill isn't~it true that you

gg vi31 not'have, necessarily, elevated activity levels in the

24 reactor coolant system?

WITNSSS GI ANGI 4 That is correct.25
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1 h3. GEAY: And that is why during a drill you

2 canict -- you .111 hsve difficulty in cttainin; actual

3 elevated reactivity levelr, ci ply because they are not

4 there?

5 ~4 I! N ES S GIANGI: That is correct.

6 MS. GRAY: Okay.

7 BY HE. ZAHiER: (Hesuming)

8 Q Mr. Gianci, at this point I would like to turn to

g the IEE report, which is marked as Etaff Exhibit iucher 5 in

10 this proceeding. Cne of the recommendations in that report

11 is that there be an assignment of specific responsibilities

12 to ansure tha t all pertinent information is accumulated,

13 recorded, and displayed . '4 hat has Licensee done to ensure
.

14 this?

15 A 'iITN ESS . GI AN GI) Licensee has designated specific

16 individual. in the areas of communications; f or examr:le , a

17 designated individual f or th e . communi;ator, two derignated

18 individuals as his communications assistants.
There have been. status boards put up in the

59

20 emergency response f acilities both on site and off site,

21 emergency inf ormation attachments and checklistr

22 coordina ted , acain, with the off-site agencies, have been

23 incorporated into the procedures. The operators have been

trained to transmit that information at.the very minimum to24

25 the off-site agencies.
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1 Formal logs ar.d communica tiene reccrdk eering have

2 teen de'relop ed, an c; th9 oper ters have taen traine' cn their

3 use.

4 As ! mentioned, th* Cl? rystem which accesses tha

5 in-plant computer, the :CDCOM computer, alsc halps in this

6 information transmissien. as well as an innumerable number

7 of dedica ted phone lines and backup communications systems

8 that have been installed as part of the e.mergency

9 communications network.

10 0 Two of the other recommenda tions suggest that

11 there be an assignnent of responsibilities to ensure tha t

12 the information accumulated is disseminated to others both

13 on site and off site. In that regard, wo uld you describe

14 further the communications systems that you just referred

15 to ?

- 16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir. I would like to do

17 this by splitting up the areas, because I think it might --

18 it might be helpf ul in the a reas of radiological information

19 and operational information.

of radiological information where the20 In the areum

21 dedicated radiological line which drop inte the Decartment

22 of Environmental Resources, two drop peints in the Bureau of

' Z3 Badiation Protection of_the Department of Environmental

24 Resources, we.have various drops into the plant on site.

25 'Je have the environmental assessment line which
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1 allows for communication of environment al and radiological

2 types of inf o rza ti:n to be raremittet 'etween th=-

3 onvironmental ascessment conmand center at tha Harrisburg
,

4 Inte rnationa l .11rpor t , the TCF, as well as tha dose

5 assessment area of the control rect.

6 As far as radiological information to the NBC,

7 there is another dedicated line, which is now called the

8 " health / physics network line," and the purpoce of which is

9 to transnit radiological inf orma tion tc the h3C Bethesda

10 office and the Beaton I of fice.

11 The operational end of it, we have an operational

12 11ne which connects various creratia.ns perronnel at the TMI

13 site. There is a Parsippany-TMI line which connects the

14 technical functions group up in Parsippai.r, Few Jersey, with

15 the TMI site; namely, the technical support engineers and
'

18 the ECF.

17 There is a'Parsippany~BEW line which connects the
~

18 technical function engineering group to Babcock & Wilcox,

19 the nuclear steam supplier, as well as to the NFC from an

33 operational standpoint. . We have a dedicated line called the

21 emergency notification system f which all the Licensees'use

22 1mmedi::ely reporting an incident ara for transmission of

n'information to the NEC. Again,-that goes to the Bethesda

24 of fice, ' and they have the capability of pstching into the'

25 Region I_ office in our case. T!.ere is --
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1
'

CHAIE2AN S."ITH Excuse me. o'ust for

2 clirification, this tertinony 12, ;n lar;e part, 2' ready in

3 the written testin0ny.
.

4 33. ZAhlE3 Mr. Onith, that is r0rrcct. The

5 vritten testinony is comprchensive. The pur;cse of this was

6to pull the various threads together in different place so

7 there was one place that it was clear what licensee's

8 response was.

9 CHAIshAN Sh!TH: *11 richt. All right.

10 3Y MR. ZAHLES: (Resusin;)

11
- 0 Mr. Gianci, another recoraendation is that the

12 present systen-of verbal telephonic infernation flev ce

13 augmented by a real-tine- data link. What is bein; d2ne in

14 this area?
- 15 A (WITNESE GIANGI) I believe ytu are refe ing to

16 the Nucle : Data Link. It vill be, as ! understand, a

17 future requirement by the NBC. I have not really seen

18 complete tia lines on it or the extent of the Nuclear Data

;, * ink. When that req siremen t does come out and the guidance

20 is set forth, I believe T5! will comply wi th that.

21 M2. CAHLER: Mr. Smith, at this pcint I an qcing

22 to move to the third area, which had to do with

23 environmental cualificatians of equipnent used during

24 energer.ry planning. At the close of the initial phase of

25 heari'.gs ca desiin issues, licensee indicated tha t it ve ul?.
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1 provide f urther inf orma tion rela tine to the environmental

2 qualifica tions cf equi; ten t used tc declare and classi;r an

3 emergency.

4 The curnose et the follevin tecti.90ny is to shev

5 that for emergency planning purposes it is not necessary to

6 "nvironmentally qualify any equipment beyond present ongoing

7 programs.

8 SY 2R. ZAHLIE: ( esuming)

9 C 3r. Gianci, are there emergency action levels that

10 would te triggered if certain instrumentation f ailed to

11 operate f or so=e reason ?

12 A (WITNESS GI ANGI) Yes, sir, there are.

13 C Could you give se sone exangles?

-14 A (7ITNESS GIANOI) Yes, I can.'

15 XH. SHOLLY: Excuse ne, Mr. Chairman. I wonder if

16 Licensee's counsel could identify particularly where this

17 particular topic is ref erenced ?- This nay be of interest to
:

18 counsel for UCS, and I would like to be able te refer thes

19 to a~ specific transcript reference.
.

20 MB. ZAHLES: Mr. Smith, I de not have a specific

21 transcript reference at thic time, bu+ I will atte:pt to get

22 one over lunch. It is ny understanding that'it was a matter

23 raised and. then .a t the close of the initial session on
24 design. phase, I'believe Licensee p;esented a list cf areas

.
25 where they would get back to the Board with additional
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1 info rmation. And this was one of those araas. I will

2 sttempt to prcvide a specific ':anceript rcference.4

,

3 'L: . TH0llY : Thank yet.

4 NITN ECS 3!.'.N0!: !n the T":-1 anarcency pl in ,

5 Revision 3, Table 21, emergency action level Sumber 13 for

6the unusual event, reads as follows:

7 " Indications were alarms on process cf effluent

8 parameters not functional in control room to an extent

9 requiring plan t shutdown or other sigr' fican t lors of

10 assessment or communication capability."

11 That would be one examele for the

12 lower-classification event. I believe there is also one for

13 an slert .

14 Table 22, the emergency act.'. 7 level Number 12 for

15 the alert classification, reads as follows:

16 "M.ost o all annuncia tors lost, which may involve

17 an actual or potential substantial degradation of the le vel

18 of saf ety of the plant."

19 There is also one, I believe, for a site

20 emergency . Emergency action level Number 8 for tae site
;

21 emergency classification , raads as follows:

22 ""ost or all annunciators lost and plant transient

n initiated or in progress which may involve actual er likely

24 ma jor f ailures of plant functions _needed for protection or'

25 the public. "

|

i:
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1 BY ME. Z AHIEE : (? esuminc i '

2 C In ertaclishing tha erar;ene: 2cticr. levais As a

3 general matt er , whit approach *id Licensee use?

4 A (%ITNTSS G: ANSI) In esta '.ishine :*a energency

5 action level, ti,e concept of that was not to have them as

6 diagnostics of the accident, rather redundant paramters that

7 are key trigger points for a specific scenario. We used

8 Appendix 1 to NURT1-065a as the staff's' guidance on that

g concept.

10 0 Are there multiple pieces of equipment available

11 for triogering particular emergency action levels?

12 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir, there are.

'

13 0 Could you give an example of that?

34 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, I believe I can. Aa an

15 exanple, Table 23 of Revision 3 to the TMI Emer;ency Plan

16 emergency action level 1 for a site emergency reads as

17 follows:

18 "A known loss-of-coolant accident greater than

gg makeup capacity lead!ng to reactor coolant system

20 saturation." Possible indicators of that phenomenon would

be automatic ECCS initiation due.to high containment
i 21

22 pressure , i.e . , a pounds or greater, or low reactor coolant

- 23 system pressure at' 1600 pounds, or reactor coolant system

24 pressure and temperature indicating saturation by - either the

- 25 steam curves or' the subcooling monitors which will be

i
r
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1 installed to indicate saturation conditiens.

2 That as well as I? vel 2seus feet and 'C7

3 temperature and pressur:- ni;ht r? rossible indicat:rs of

4 that specific emergency acticn level. c+1de.- ir one

5 instrunent used as a sole in dica tor f or a scenaric.
-

8 Q Are there multiple emergency action levels that

7 you might expect to be exceeded for significant accidents?

8 A (WITNISS G! ANGI) Yes, there are.

9 Q Could you give ma an example of that?

10 A- (WITNESS GIANGI) Using the exampler cited, the

11 10CA, the user;ency action levels that I just real --

.12 namely , emergency action level umber 1, site esercency --

'13 would perta in.

14 Another possible emergency action level may be

15 Number la to a site emergency, reactor building pressure

16 greater than 30 poands, greater than or equal to 30 pounds.

17 Number 16, to the site emergency, high in-core

18 thermocouple readings f ollowing a reactor trip.

19 Esergency action level Nunber 3 for an alert,

20 primary coolant- leak rats of greater than 50 g.p.:.

21 Q Ia addition to th= various equiprent that you

22 described tha t would classify an emergency, does licensee

23 use procedures for declarinc particular exercencies?

24 A' (WITNESS _GIANGI) Yes, sir, we do. We use the

25 esedgency. and abnor=al opera ting procedures as well as the
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1 esergency plan of im plem en ting procedures. They are as

2 fescribed in th e ta s ti:Ony rrevide;.

3 0~- JCEDAN2 "ava you finish?f that ;artirular
i

4 line ? I think I nissed something f o l ic .-i n g the thread. I

5 thought tnis stsrted out having to do with cualification of

6 equipment. Is that correct? ! thought you were going to

7 explain why it is that you are using equipment that had not

8 been qualified?

9 ME. ZAH1E2: That is correct. The purpose was to

10 show that for emergency plan purposes, regardless of

11 what9ter else is used in the plant, that there are multiple

12 inst ru ments , multiple energentT action levels procedures, or

~

13 the loss of instrumen ta tion itself , which gets fou into the

14 emergency plan. And therefore, with respect to the
.

15 energency plan, the environmental qualifications of the

16 equipment are not important.

17. In other words, whatever is being done for the

18 plan t elsewhere, that so long as the plant complies wich

19 whatever other requirements are, there are no special ones

20 th at you would need to get into the emergency plan, because

21 of the redundance and the nature of the emergency plan

! 22 itself.

23 And therefore, you need not look at the emergency

24 plan or the requirements imposed by the emergency plan in

- 25 de te rmining wha t types of environmental qualifications are

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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tnecessary for plant equipment.

2 LP. J F t": I sea. I thcught tn2t was ::rrect.

3 But then he went on to feccrite failure of quite a let -- a

- 4 croup of equienent, Isny of which ir saf ety-rala ted and,

5 theref ore, is surely environnentally qualified, such as the

6 pressures in the containment vessel and a number of othur

7 things.

8 And se that is why ! lost the thread is because

g you then said -- you mentioned all this equipment which

10 might possibly f ail or trigger an energency, and yet tha t

11 equipment is surely environmentally q ua lifie d . So that is

12 why I lost the thread.

13

14

15

16
4

17

18

19

.

20 -

21

22-
,

23
,

24

25-
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1 WITNESS GIANGI: I was tryinc to b ring out the

2 redundancy and the varioue indications tnat ray tri;7er an

3 emergency action level.

4 DE . JORDAN: Sc trat even if there was, you sre

5 saying, a failure of a particula r equipment that was not

6 environmentally qualified, there would te at least there--

7 would he other equipment that would do the jot?

8 WITNESS GIANOI: Yes, sir. ! may give you an

~

gexample that I think would illustrate this. The energency

10 action lavels, as I =entioned, conceJtually are trigger

11 poin ts to get us into the emergency plan, and not

12 necessarily why the emergency occurred.

13 One example might be four pounds pressure as seen

14 in the containnent. Was that due to a LOCA or was that due-

15 to a steam line rupture? The emergency plan for all

16 practical purposes declares the emergency.

17 Okay.. And let's see, operators through their

~ 8 normal alarm response procedures, energency operating and1

tgabnormal operating procedures, further look at the

20 diagnostics and the engineering problems of the emercency in

21 the normal accident mitigation.

22 However, the emergency would have been recognized,

23 declared, and all actions carried out consistent with the

24 GEergency plan, namely notifications, the recordkeepine, rsd

25 monitoring and so on and so forth.
.
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i OE. JOE D A.T : rae. And so thersfer 7cc are

2 sa7in; it i3 n:t nicestir? 00 tive eve:': ;i+ e Cf ?:01;'ent

3 qualified?

4..- ..e.e - , . . - .c,, ..a .
:.4 ....v2 . ..

5 OE JO3UAN3 *: Order t0 2++t th* reg 0irirent0-

i-
6. WITNEFS GIANGI: Yes, sir.

7 DE. JCEDAN: All ri;ht.

*

3 53. CAHLEE: Or. Jc: dan, One thin; -1;ht add.

gEsergency plannin; is sonevnat a different ani:al. 7o ;et

10 to a site or a ;eneral e=ercency, you have to already have

11 assumed substantial sa;or f ailures that are ;enerally not

12. consist en t with tas rest of 520 practice in desi;n and

13 licensing. And therefore threcchout this testincny you are

14 likely to hear of the f ailure Of nafc: pieces cf equip ent

15 * h a t is just assused te do the emergency planning.

16 'We dc not have any mechanisms for these failures

17 or 'necessarily. endorse thes, but we assure them and-do the

18'plannin; cn that basis.

19' :03. JOEDAN: All right.
~

20 XE. ZAELER: In response to Tr. Shelly's questica,

23 I have some transcript pages that could reference us back.

22 Initially, I'believe.it was a concern raised by the

23 Cossonwealth-attorney.

24 Transcript pages are 778n and then 7757-te 7758,

7791,:snd 7321~to 782425
.
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1 I have no further cuestions of nis ;anel and they

2 are available fer cross-ex2-ine. ion.

3 (Scard c0nferrin .)

4 CHAI?"U; M --'E : *r. Shc117, veuld you ;r=fer to

5 continue af ter lunch or proceed now?

8 (Counsel for ANGEY conferring.)
,

7 MR. SHOLLY: We may as well 'ireak for lunch. I do

8not see any sense in startin2 and breaking in half an hour.

9 CEAIRZL EMITMs W9 vill retu rn at 1:15.,

to (~hereupon, at 12:13 p.n., the hea ring * var

11 recessed , to reconvene at 1:15 p.m. the same day.)

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

_ 19

20
.

: 21

22 -

23
r

24 .-

.25
:

._
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1 AFTE3NCON SESSIGE

2 (1:12 ? -)

3 CFA!!?AN SIIIT E : : 7CC real? to ;rCCFad?

4 "F. A01EE. "r. Chairman, ! Jurt have Ona.

5 prelininary. I wanted to make an introduction. La sy left

6 is Michele Straube. Funding fin al bureaucratic approval,

7 Ms. Straube will be enterino an appearance on behalf of the

8 Consenwealth and taking over for the offsite energency

9 planning phase of the hearing.

10 33. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman, I have a prelininary

11 comment also. At an earlier date, licensee informed the

12 Aamodt 's tha t, Jith respect to Dr. Molholt's testimony, we

13 would probably object to its admission into evidence as

14 beyond the scope of the contention. It deals with the

15 adverse health effects of Unit 2 accident and not emergency

16 p1 snning.

17 I would like to, if possible, schedule for

18 tomorrow morning argument-with respect to that; and to slso

jg alert the Board and the Aamodt's that if licensee is

33 unsuccessful in that motion, we are not prepared to

21 cross-examine Dr. 3olholt this week.

22 His tastimony was filed at a later date. He have

23 had it f or one week. It includes three lenc th y lengthy

24 articles dealing with the adverse health effects of the Unit

- 25 2-accident, and we would just not be prepared to go ahead

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 with crcss-examination en tha t a t this time.

2 n u. . . . . . . . v. .u--=.. . u. , __e. . .. . .-

3 " E . I A M O *. T 1r. Chairr.an, wc would like a couple

4 cf ninutes to thin < stout this.

5 CHA!EMAN SYITH: The peint here is, ! quess,

8 rather than waiting until he actually takes the stand and

'

7 then objecting, they wish to have arguments hesrd in

8 advance, which would seen to me that rcu would probably want

3 to have a determina tion made estly.

10 But the only request before us now is to schedule

11 argument for it in the morning.

12 MB. AAMCDT: Havin g a little more time to think

13 about it, 3r. Chairman, it would be my inclinaticn to ask

14 you to wait for that argument until after we finish

'15 cross-examination cf the licensee's witnesses, because in

18 th a t cross-:xamination w expect to bring out information

17 that bears on this.

18 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: It~seems -- what is ycur
,

39 pleasure?

20 MR. ZAHLER: I have no objection to tha t. The

21 poin t of the argument is ar to scope. Dr. Mc1 holt is

22 sitting here. Put whenever it is convenient to the

23 Aamodt's. The earlier we do it is the preference of

24 Licensee.

25 CHAIR 3AN' SMITH: All right. You have the nost at

ALDER $oN REPORTING CoWPANY,INC,
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1 stake on when the argument is made, so we will de it your*

2way.

3 'E. ?_ A 'C DT Wa would prafer that, 'r. Cbstrean,

4 if we might, a s we requerted.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

'

6 MR. ADLERt Mr. Chairman, I would just like to

y poin t out that the Commonwealth may have additional

8 objections to this testimony, in addition to Licensee's.

9 And it would seem to be preferable to us to get over with

10 the argument before the witness comes up, so that in case we

11 do not have to spend the time preparing for

12 cross-examination we do not have tc.

13 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I did not recognize that interest

14 in having an early disposition of it. That is a good one,

15 that is right.

18 Well, let's see where we are. You think that you
'

17 want to establish by cross-examination of this panel that

| 18 his testimony is within the scope of the contention?

19 NR. AAMODT: Yes, sir.

20 Br. Mo! holt would feel that it might be helpful if

i 21 he made a comment at this time.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: .You are welcome.

23 MR. MOLHOLT4 If it pleases the Chair, I think

24 that the relevance of this, to which perhaps both the

25 utility. and the state could comment, is that the area

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 residents have already, through the accident, been uxposed

2 to considerable tsdia tice., e n.1 this i.e -- thic will be the

3 bulk of my testimonv.

4 And therefore, we are essccially prediscesed to s

5 series of dissases that makes the T'I-1 restart hearinc
6 relevant to that particular population more than, say, if

7 you were talking about any other population.

8 CHAIBMAN SMITH: 'a'e have read the tertimony and we

g are familiar with it. So I think we can have an early

to scheduling. I really do not see how the testimony of this

11 panel -- you can aroue wha t you expect to prcve from this

12 panel, and then argue from there the relevance of it to the

13 contention, and that will se rve everyone 's purpose, I would

14 think.
.

15 You do not have to wait until they actually

16 testify. You can argue the relevance f rom what you hope to

17 prov e. And I think we could schedule it, then, tomorrow

18 morning. Then you can argue your relevance, and you can

gg segue as well, then, as you can af ter this panel completes

20 its testimony.

' (fr. and Mrs. Aamodt conferrinc.)21

22

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Gray, do you have a position23

24 on it ?

25 HR. GEAYs We have the same concern about the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 relevancy, and we would prerare would t:e prepared to~-

2 argue on that t0Icrres Scrning er 11 it woul' sul- ene other

3 parties. -

4 CHAIE'AN EM:T24 : would think -tat when you think

5 about it you vill want an aarly ruling, teo.

MB. AAMODT4 Yes, sir, we do. I just I did not6
--'

7 anticipa te this now , and you dcn't like to answer

8 precipiticely.

g CHAIRMAN SMITH: W9 will come back to it at the

10 end of the day. But I think you should look forward to an

11 early resolution of it.

12 MR. AAMCDTa Ckay.

13 Whereupon,

ECBEET E. EC.GANi 14

15 GEORGE J. GIANG!

16 ALEXIS ISAGGARIS,

17 the witnesses on the stand at the time of recess, resumed

18 the stand and , having been previously duly sworn, vara

19 examined and testified further as follovsa
CHAIRMAN SMITH: Before you begin the20

21 cross-examina tion, I would like to clarify sone of your

22 supplemental testimony. You testified thar Mr. Toole -- let

23 se get their jobs -- Mr. Toole, who is supterintendent of

24 operation and maintenance, Mr. Hukill, who is vice president
.

25 of TMI-1, and Mr. Potts, who is a manager of radiological.

ALDERSoN REPORTWG CoWPANY, AC,
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1 controls, woulf rose in for whst purpose within an hour?

2 WITTESS ~!ANGIs Tirr* of ill, rr. T. cle is the

3 director of operations and taintananca.

4 hey vould c0ne in f:: the pur;cce of ;arfornino

5 the emergency director's role. They would relieve the shift

6 supervisor, who initially assumed that position of emergency

7 director.

8 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Now, this is prcvided for in the
.

9 emergency plan?

*

10 '4ITNESS GIANGI Yes, sir.

11 CHAIRZAN SE1?H Ihe question I have is that Mr.

12 Potts is not a part of the operating mana;ement of the

13 plant. He reports to the vice president, radiological and

14 environmental contrels.

15 JITNESS GIANG!: Yes, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: But for the purpose of emergency

17 planning, would he be transferred to Yr. Hukill's

18 authority ?

19 '4ITNESS CIANGI: For the purposes of emergency

20 planning, any one of those thrae individuals may become the

21 emergency director to take on that function cf accident

22 mitigstron, if you will.

~3 The emergency director, again, would also report

.24 to the chief executive officer, !r. Arnold, if he is manning

- 25 the_ EOF. So yes, he vill.
_
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1 CHAIRMAN !!ITH: In an y event, he becores a full

2 oper stional cificer at tnst pcint, not just a rupport

3 of ficer?
.

4 WITNSES GIANGI: Yec, rir.

5 CHAIEMAN SMITH: "r. Shelly -- incid en tally , I was

8 mistaken. Mr. Potts has not yet testified. We have heard

7 his job described, but we have not heard his testimony yet.

8 3R. SHOLLY I might just note for the record that

g the testimony which was presente d :Pis morning was, needless

10 to say, a surprise to ANGEY. And ANGRY vould reserve the

11 right to recall these witnesses and cross-examine then on

12 that testimony, should that prove necessary.

!3 I will speak with Ms. 3radford at the earliest

14 oppo rtunity, as soon as we get a chance to review the

15 transcrip t, and we will expeditiously inform the Board of ,

18 our intention along those lines.

17 CHAIREAN SMITH: Well, you do not have an absolute

18 righ t to reserve that. This has been consistent with our

19 approach he: e, as you know, that direct testinony is

33 supplemented where other tectirony-indicates the need.
,

21 However, on any particular instance where you show that it

22 1s'necessary, the Board will entertain a request. But you

do not: have -an absolute right to reserve it.
23

MR. SHOLLY -I thought it was best to put the24

25 parties on notice that we may in f act consider the need to

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 do that, so they are aware.

2 iher" is one particular tra= tast the witnessas

3 vent into this "torning which ! dould like to acdre s, at

4 leact triefly.

5 CECSS-EXAMINATIO.M
^

6 BY 3R. SHolLYa

7 0 This is the area of containment leak rate

8 testin g. During the TMI-2 accident, very ear? / on there wa s

9 a projected dose in Goldsboro of 10 rads per hour. And as I

10 understand it, this was based on a projected containment

11 1eak rate factor.

12 to any of you gentlemen recall this particular

13 instance, and could you be prepared to discuss how the

14 assumption that you propose making would make tha t- sort of

15 calculation any dif f erent?
.

16 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) I personally do not know the

17 background of how that specific calculation was made. And I,

18 am not sure how they arrived at the 10 rem per hour number.

19 A (WITNESS ROGAM) Nor am I.

20 A - (WITNESS GIANGI) Specifically I also am not

21 familiar with the actual dose projections used.

22 (Pause.)

23 Q Are any of you familiar with the use of an assumed

24 containment leak rate in projecting offsite dose rates? Are

25 any. of the witnesses familiar with that procedurg?

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes. )
!

2 0 What would he the effect en a projected effsite

3 dose rate if , inst?ad of using the .2 percent ;er fay, you

4 used .05 percent or sore other figure? How would that

5 project offsite into a dose at any given peint?

6 A (WITNESS TS AGG ARIS ) To the extent that the total
:

7 source term used in projected dose calculations is a

8 combination of all monitored release paths, that particular

9 component that would come from containment leakace would be

10 reduced essentially by a factor of four, if you look at .2

11 percent vice .05 percent.

12 0 It is pretty much a straightforward arithmetic

13 relationship rather than a geometric relationship?

14 A (WIT. NESS TSAGGARIS) That is correct.

15 DR. JORDAN: Well, can we ask, then, is that

16 11kely to be the major component of offsite dose?

17 WITNESS TSAGGARIS: That would really depend on

18 th e scenario , where the releases were coming from. If there
.

tgwas a significant amount of fission products release in-

20 containment, then perhaps the containment the containment--

21 1eakage and the contribution to the source term from the

22 containment might be more significant than if you had some

23 sort of waste gas release from the auxiliary building, where

24 there would be no fis, ion products involved in the

25 containment and there'would be no contribution from the

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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i containment.

2 ?E. Jef 9Ai a Yes, I cee. So it ietends upon the

3 nature of the accident?

4 WI!SF?2 !!AGGA!!C: That is correct.

5 3Y MR. EHCLLY: (Eesuming)

8 C Okay. What I would like to do is involve the

7 witnesses in a discussion of how the TMI-1 emergency plan
'

8 was developed, and take th e . from immediately before the

g TMI-2 accident and trace the history of how we came to

'

10 arrive at Revision 3.

11 First of all, prior to the TMI-2 accident, what

12 was the organi:stional structure that would respond to an

13 accident? Were there separate plans for IMI-1 and TMI-2 or

14 were there plant unit specific emergency plans?

15 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) P rior to the Unit 2

18 licensing, the emergency plan addressed Unit 1. When Unit 2

17 was licensed , the energency plan was extended to include

18 Unit 2. So the emergency plan a t that point in time, with

gg both units operating, vac an overall site plan.

20 0 Does that differ from the plans which exist now?
,

21 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes, it does. Both Unit 1

22 and Unit 2 have their own specific emergency plan, with

23 basic; concepts that are common, but site-specific to the-

24 extent that Unit 2 deals with peculiar issues and unique

25 items involved in the recovery efforts.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
,
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1 0 Are there any facilities involved in responding to

2 an ener. ency that are cr.ared t* tween T.!-1 set t*:-2?.

3 A (WIT 5755 ECGAN) Yes, there are. ;ncnq those are

4 tha offsite facilitias. And ;+rhaps f c r cla rifica tion it is

5 useful te note that sona rather large percen tage of the

6 basic plan -- that is,. the licensing document -- is in

7 effect common to the site ra ther than to the units.

8 Most of these relate to such issues ac

gcoordination with the offsite facilities, anythine that

to ould relate to Three Mile Island ac differentiatin; from aw

11 relationship to a specific response activity or a specific

12 action level or a specific procedure, which would have to

13 va ry between Unit 1 and Unit 2 because of the dif ference in

14 design or the diff ereLue in the current state of that

15 plan t.

16 So there is a very, very high degree of

17 commonality, and included in that commonalit: is offsite

18 facilities.
19 0 Which onsite facilities would be shared by Unit 1

20 and 2 in terms of responding to accidents? Are there any?

- 21 If so, what'are they?

22 A (WITNESS GIANGI) There are none.

23 0 No onsite facilities are shared?

24 A (WITNESS sIAMGI) That is correct.

25 ) .Each unit has its own meteorological

.
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1 capabilities?

2 A (i'''ISC O!ANG!) L=t ne c'arify tnat. ~ihen ycu

3 are talkin7 onrise faciliti+s, ! an assuming ycu are taking

'here are thres4 about e= e '7 en c y responce f acilities onrite. T

5 onsite emergency responte f acilities: the 0;erations

6 support center, technical support center, and emergency

7 control center.

8 Each unit has their own independent facility.

g 2 A dif ference in terminology, I guess.

10 There is only one meteorological tower; that is

11 correct , is it not?

12 A (WITNESS OIAsGI) That is correct.*

13 0 Prior to the TMI-2 accident, approximately how

14 any . f ull-time personnel did Licensee have assigned to verk

15 strictly on emergency planning matters?

16 A (*dITNESS TSAGGASIS) Would you please repeat the

17 question?

18 0 Prior to the T!I-2 accident, how many full-ti=e

19 personnel did Licensee have on its staf f who were concerned

20 solely with emergency planning or largely with emergency

21 pinnning?

22 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Prior to the T3I-2 accident,

23 several. individuals shared f unctional res;onsibilities with

- 24 respect to the emergency plan. Training responsibilities

25 were -shared by the training supervisor, and plan

.
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1 development, review and maintenance was conducted by an

2 individual in the rsdiation p rt tectio n depart ant.

J Fo to i tcwer your question specifically, there

4 were two individuals that ware primarily involved with tne

5 plan.

I 6 Q And appi?xiaately how many are there now?

7 A (WITNESS ROGAN). A t this particular time ?

8 Q Yes, sir.

9 A (WITYESS ROGAN) Dedicated to erergency planning,

to there is presently a staff of eight plus administrative

11 support. Let me -- let me correct that slightly by saying

12 that that number includes my presence on the site at this

13 time , my emphasis clearly being directed toward Three Yile

14 Island issues. However, I as a member of the corporate

15 staff and 'my permanent location will not always be there.

16 C At the time of restart, how many full-time

17 personnel would there be then?

18 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I would expect, depending upon

19 when restart might occur, the number will be either as it is

20 now or that number less two.

21 (Pause.)

22. C Following the TMI-2 accident,- approximately when

23 was the first revision of-Licensee's emergency plans

24 undertaken?

25 (Pause.)
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1 A (NITNESS TSAGGARIS) Following the Th!-2 sceident,

2 I wic pri:aril7 involvst in my pe ri tion as a site emergency

3 planning director in revising *he ener;ency plan prior to --

4 and that cerurred prior to any intarim guif.1nce published by

5 the NRC.

6 The first, if you would call it, Revision Zero, to

7 the best of my recollection was developed in the June or

8 July time frame. Subsequent to that -- and ! believe it is

9 in our testimony -- some interie. quidance from the NRC was

10 published in the August to September time frame, 1979. And

11 we met with representatives f rom the NRC at the site in a

12 public meeting to discuss the interim guidance and developed

13 Revision 1, which I believe was submitted in the October 30

14 time f rame, October 30 to November 1 of 1979.

15 (Pause.)

16 0 Who on Licensee's staff was responsible for

17 Revision Zero?
|

18 .A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS7 I was.

19 Q. Were you slso in charge of Revision 1?

20 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes.

21 0 Were there any consultants involve,d at all during
r

22 the Revision Zero or Revision 1?

23 A (WIThESS TSAGGARIS) Yes, there sere.

:

! -24 0 Could you describe who those consultants were and

25.what their functional responsibilities were in ter :n of the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 revision?

2 A ( W I !!; E E E I S A G U A? ! ? ) 'Crirtin; * in the-

3 develop. ent of Fevirica 1 vere reveral en;ineers fre:

4 Energy, Inc o r p or at e d. . Their primary responsibilities vare

5 that, under ny supervision, they asristed e in tne

eLpreparation ot Revision 1 of the plan and in drafting

7 emergency plan inplementing procedures.

8 0 You also supervised the draf ting of the procedures

9 as well as the plan?

10 A (WITNESS TSAGGA2IS) Yes.

11 DR. LITTLE: Excuse ne just a noment. !cu saii

12 Energy, Incorporated. Is that the sane as the conpany you

13 are now with , Energy Consultantr, Incorporated, er a

14 different one?

15 WITNESS TSAGGARIS: Nc, it is not. It is a

18 different one.

17 DR. LITTLE: Ckay.

18 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

19 Q Energy, Incorporated, is based in Idaho, is it

20 not?

21 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Tha t is correct.

22 Q Are you familiar with the Energy Incorporated

23 personnel who you worked with on- this plan and, if so, could

i; 24 you describe a bit of their background in. vorking en

25 emergency plans and procedures?

.

.

ALDERSoN AEPoRTING COMPANY,INC,
~
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1 A (WITNESS TS AGO ARIS ) The two people frcm Energy

2 Incorperstad that vara r r i..t rily involved with tha Fevisien

31 document, cne individual hcids a senior reacter cperator's

4 license on 1 *4stin house tressurirsi vster reacter and has

5 over ten years of nuclear operating experience, both in tha

|

| 6 Navy and at the Salem Gene ra ting Station as a shift

7 supervisor.

8 The other individual had approximately, at that

gtime in 1979, eight years of commercial and naval nuclear
,

*

to power experience and was a licensed reactor operator on a

11 General Electric boiling water reactor.

12 (Pause.)

13 0 Were these consultants *nvolved at all in work on.

14 emergency planning which relates to the interface between

15 Licensee's plans and plans of offsite authorities?

16 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) The primary interface

fucctions that oc'urred early on in-the revision of thec17

-18 emergency plan were directed by myself, in that I attended

19 numerous meetings ' with the Pennsylvania Emergency Management

20 Ag en cy , their representatives, the Bureau of Radiation

21 Protection, and some of the county directors.

22 The initial meetings were designed to agree on the

23 communications and organizational concepts that interfaced

24 the offsite and onsite plans. I basically took from those

25 meetings the guidance th t all organizations agreed to, came

ALDERSoN REPORTING CoWPANY,INC,

400 WIGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C.20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 back and, under my supervision, tha co*;sulta nts tha t I have

2 mentioned devel:ged that guidanca, vni a : :eviewed, into

3 th e Revision i ef the e:erp+ncy clin.

4 (?suse.)

5 0 Were any of the consultant perse .el that you used

6to develop Revision 1 experienced in matters relating to

7 civil defense, evacua tion planninc, transportation planning,

8 heslth physics, anything other than engineering?

g A (WITNESS TSAGGA3!S) As I sectioned, the two

10 individuals had significant operatino experience, and as

11 such had si7nificant training in health physics,

12 radiological controls, plant operations. And since their

13 funrtion was prima rily to develop onsite plans, that is

14 where their expertise was utilired.

15 As far as the interf ace between the onsite and

16 offsite plans, none of those individuals had direct civil

17 defense experience.' However, the interface of the plans in

18 8Y opinion -- to interf ace. the plans is an interf ace

19 organirationally and in a communications sense. And for

20 that rea son, it was not necessary. for those individuals to

21 have civil defense experience.

22 0 Did you~ request the. Energy Incorporated personnel

23 to review the final draft of Revision 1 prior to its

24 submittal, so that they could be assured that their advice

- 25 and recommendations had been properly integrated into t!;e

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 plan?
'

2 A (217.IS3 TSAGGAETi) ~hroughcut the development of
,

3 Revision 1, there was an on;oin; review as the sections were i

4 develcped. When these sections were subhittad te me for

5 review, they had already been raviewed by the individuals

6 that had prepared them.

7 It should be clear that the final docueent,

8 Revision 1, when submitted to me was reviewed by me for

g compliance as a nenber cf th e! Licensee, and the consultants

10 were only performing their function to support my

11 responsibility.

12 Q Was there any instance where Licensee chose n>t to

13 follow recommendations or advice made by the consultants?

14 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) There may have been. I just

15 cannot es all.

16 Q Within Licensee's organization, what personnel

17 were contacted during the preparation of Revision 17

18 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) During the preparation of

ig Revision 1, planning meetings were held with senior

20 de pa rtm en t personnel in the radiological controls,

21 oper ations and maintenance and security areas to ensure that

22 Ravision 1 interfaced with existing plant programs in those

23 areas, and training, I might add.

24 Planning meetings were - conducted with senior

25 utility officials, such as Mr. Arnold, to ensure tha t the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGNA AVE S.W. WASHINGTON, D C. 20024 (202) 564 2346 -
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1 initial concepts of cetr unicatiens and cr:aniratien vers

2 agreed to by air sni re-ter ci his rtsif. '.1 : vas sil

3 incor; crated int: Tsvision 1

4 0 ~4 h a t steps were tsksn t0 interviev Or inc:r; crate

5 the suggestions Of personnel at TM!-2 based on their

6 experience of the TMI accident? Was there any steps taken

7 to incorpora te their ex;erience into a restructured

8 energency plan?

9 A ( y , ~. s - e er - -- . - p.e .c ) .. 4 e v o. .t .- 4 . ., : . v .4.s. , e.,s a r.a s . - - . .. .. ..

to which obviously preceded Fevision -- and : cannet recall*

11 the exact time that we had our first draft sade -- I did

12 aske an attempt tu discuss with rose et the management

13 personnel involved in the TMI-2 response :: ;et scue of

14 their feelings en where they felt 1:;revements were needed.

15 And to the best of sy atility, ! tried tc incer; crate sose

16 of their observations and cc::ents into Eevision Iere of the
17 plan and Revision 1.

g Q in ter:s of sana;esent personnel,-dc ycc include

19 within the scope of management personnel, for instance, a

33 shift superviser or shift foreman?

21 A -(WIIhESS ISAGGA3IS) IS8-

22 0 Did you consult with senbers of the radiation

23 zonitoring teams in terns of their respcasibilities during

24 an' accident and their experience during the TM!-2 accident,

25 to incorporate their errerience into the plan?
,

.

ALDetSoM 8tEPoRTING COMPANY.L*dC.
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1 A ('iITNESS TSAGGARIS) I did not eersonally discuss

2 wi th sny me:h9r of 1 cadi_itica onitorin; : .= 1 - iny

3 particul ar pro'-lasc. 'io v e v+ r , I dii discuss prcblems

4 encountered with tneir rupervisors.

5 (Pluse.)

6 C Were there any persons or organizations outside

7 the licensee 's sta f f , consultants, th a t were invited to

8 comment on any of these earlier revisions or were invited to

9 offer suggestions as to how to improve the emergency plan?

10 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) Yes, there were.

11 Q Could you identify those agencies or

12 organization s?

13 A (WITNESS TS AGG ARIS ) One organization that I

14 remember spec.t.fically was Mr. Sill loev of Picard and Loev

15 in Washingtor , D.C. We discussed with "r. Loev some of the

16 organizational and co=munications concepts that we had

17 developed for Revision 1, and as a senior consultant

18 solicited his opinions and views.

19 Q Was there an attempt to contact Comnonwealth

20 agencies, the NRC or any other government acency about this

21 matter?

3 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) A s I indicated, in the

23 development of Fevision 1, numerous planning meetincs were

24 held with Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency personnel

25 and individuals from the Bureau of Radiation Protection

ALDERSoN REPoRENG COMPANY. INC.

401 VIRGANIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 prior to the development of Pevision 1 And also, Pevision

21 incorperated c:9 of th? intari: ;ui;anc: that ?? core

3out fron the >:.C.

4 0 In develo pin; the ecc: re-cent revision to the

5 plaa , which ! understand is Revirica 3, and for future

6 revisions, is there any type of institutional arrangements

7 for involving personnel other that licensee's ;crsonnel in

8 commenting on revicions to the emergency plan or offering

gsuggestions for 1 proving the plan?

10 A (W!T:.ESS GIANGI) In the process of revising the
,

11 emergency plan, of course excluding, as your question asks,

12 all onsite personnel, which is quite extensive, we worked

13 closely with the NEC, with licensing and the Reoion I

14 office, for their comments on various -- various changes, if
.

15 You will.

16 We have recently adopted in our training program

17 that the materials to be taught to the offsite agencies will

18 be sent to these agencies for review to ensure that the

19 areas of concern, the areas of their concern, are brought
.

20 out to their satisfaction or perhaps introduced some other

21 areas that they feel in fact they would like to be brought

22 out a little bit more in the traininc sessions.
23 Of course, we also worked, as Mr. Tsaggaris

24 mentioned, with the Pennsylvania Emergency "anagement Agency

25 and other state agencies, such as-the Bureau of Radiation

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2346
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1 it is not, could you elalorate or cortcet th a t ?

2 A fl!!''ESI G!iNGI) Ihat is i flir trserr: ant.

3 0 In preparin; Ievision 3 tc the ersreeney plan,

4 were sny consultants involvsd in that e .' f o r - ?

5 A (WIT'ESS 3!A50I) Yes, there were.J

6 Q Could you identify the consultants and what their

7 major roles were?

8 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Could you cive me 1 minute to

gtry and pick my brains a little bit.

10 0 Take your time.

11 (Pause.)

12 A (WITNESS GIANGI) You did ssk for Eevision 3, not

13 Revision 27

14 0 That is correct.

15 (Pause.)

16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Predominantly two companies were

17 used of consultants: the Enercy Incorporated which Mr.

18 Tsaggaris referred to earlier, as well as an Energy

ig Consultant engineer who was permanently assigned -- who was

20 assigned to Three dile Island.

21 MR. ZAHLERa Just so the record is clea r, Mr.

22 Giangi, that Energy Consultant person i= an Energy

23 Consultant, Inc., person ; is that correct?

24 WITNESS GIANGIa That is correct.

25 BY MR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

1
ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC. j
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1 0 'J3Cid that person ce .t r . Is'a:Caris Or 50?ebcd7

2 lse?

:. ( ; . . - _ .e , -...r--) e . .s , .. . .>,. ,..a..s..a. . . . . . . . . . . ....

4 !saqqaris. I n cal 7 t=.lkin; =icut'en71:eerr arri;ned *o

5 the Three :!ile Island site. EcVever, 'r. Tra;;aris and .we

6 other engineers tock an active role in the deve10;:ent of

7 Revision 3 frc through home offices and occasionsi visits,

3 0 And what were the na cr functional aresc within

9 the energency planning effort that these :::sultants were

10 involved with?

11 ~A (WIT.VESS G!ANG:) The sa;:: functienal areas that

12 the consultants were invcived in consisted of devele;:ent of

13 the plan, interf acing wi th varicus departnents casite,

14 development of procedures, as well ss the in ;1er e n t a tion .

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24-

25
a

I
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1 0 "are thare not additional 00nsultants ure ! On

rel2ty' :: Of:-sit- Flistini2 itens that ver+ ;e:r.a;c :c 2

3 natterr? I 7sy have nicled yo; int: trinkir; ! vas on~.y

4 concern +d with ;+ctfical"y On-rite natters. I 2r else.

5 interested in off-site natters, such ar evacuatic: tine

6 estimates , the public notification sycten, and any ether

7 f acets which Licensee was involved ytth.

8 A ('JIINESS 30GAN) That iS'000:ect- The:S Vere

gothe; consultants. *iovever, I wou'id like te clarify: In

to the evacuation tine estinate ef f ort , which is now just

11 completing , is not directly related . , th e Re visier. 3 cf the

12 plan and would, therefore, not have been included in our

13 answer .

14 However, we did retain the services cf a lecal
,

15 governne ntal relations consulting firn for the pur;cses of

16 assisting the local municipalities in devele ping their plans

17 for their local nunicipalities. This serves -- was

18 considered to be appropriate in that nany of the

jg municipalities do no t , as you know, have salaried etaff to

20 work full-tine on thes kinds of proefcts. And so as the

21 11censee, we provided that service.

22 'Je also did, in f act, retain the services of

23 consultants for evacuation tine estinate studies and also
for the initial. studies and design proposals _for the24

25 prompt-notifications systen.

ALDEptSCM RSPoRTweG COMPANY :NC.

400 VW4GasA AVE S.W. WASNesGioN, DC 20024 (202 564 2345
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1 C Is there a date, sn implementation date, by which

2 licensee must t.sve evacuation time studies cu;--it:sd tc the

3 NEC staf f ?

4 A Ci!T'!ESS 30GAF) am net pers nally aware of such~

5 a date, although we have committed it least, er succested at

6 least, one time to the staff that we would provide our

yresponse. And we have had that request postponed, and we

8 are now committed to having that information by mid-March.

9 C There have bean two other e vacuation tine studies

10 performed, have there not?

11 A (WITNESS 3CGAK) That is my tha t is my--

12 understanding, yes, althou7h st least one of those I am not

13 sure I would categorize as a, full evacuation time study. ,

14 C Which particular document are you referring to?

15 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That would be the one that has

16 been referred tc as the PennDot-FE%A-Commonwealth of

17 Pennsylvania study. And since I have never seen a full

18 document -- it was not my understanding that that was a full

19 evacuation time estimate in the sense of the definition of
20 the NUREG-06 54 requirement.

21 0 That was submitted to the NRC, tho ug '. , as an

22 evacuation time estimate, was it not?

23 A (WITNESS 30GAN) I am not aware that we did that,

24 30-

25 C The other witnesses?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

~ 00 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 23454
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1 A ('4ITNESS GIANGI) I sr no aware that we have done

2 that either.

3 : Fardon 7e for a eceni.
.

4 (Faurs.)

5 A (7ITSESS GIANG!) I would like to I veuld like--

| 6to state something. As I came in to become the emergency

7 planning coordinator, Three Mile Island, 1980, I do remember

8 now that a study was submitted to the NRC. "h ether tha t was

9 on docket or not, I am not too certain. But it consisted,

10 as I understand, of looking at Dauphin County only. And any

11 more detail than that, I am really not sure of. But I would

12 like to ref rain f rom any more detail en it.

13 (Counsel f or ANGRY conferring. )

14 MR. SHOLLY: 7 have here copies of the February 4,

15 1980, letter which was sent by Mr. Herbein to ?.r. Grimes a t

16 NRC, which references evacuation time estimates.

17 I would like to provide the Board, the reporter,

18 and the witnesses with copies and mark this ANGRY Exhibit

gg Number 2 for identification.

20 (The document referred to was

21 marked AdGPy Exhibit No. 2

22 for identifica tion. )

23 CHAIRMAN SMI?H Our original order setting up

24 orders, setting up the seo* ince of events of the hearing

25 anticipated that exhibits would be provided at the time of

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE, S.W., WASH 4NGToN. D.C. 20024 (202) 564 2346
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1 the te stimony. We do not have any ruling for exhibits that

2 are ased d c et:m a n t s trat tro used in cror.e-- --

3 exanina tier. .

4 Sut prima exhibits, the ;2rties have sn Obliiation

5 to distribute them to the pa rties and the Ecard as econ as

6 they know that they are going to use them, unless it is

ysomething that you have to reserve, hold and reserve for
~

8 cross examination.

g We have no specific ruling on that, but the

10 concept of getting exhibits in which are used affirmatively

11 for your case-in-chief has been pretty well expressed in our

12 prehearing orders.

13 This will be ANG3Y Exhibit Sholly 2. I am

14 informed by Ms. Bradford that there was an earlier exhibit

15 ma rked 1, which was not accepted for evidentiary purposes.

16 And I thought perhaps it best to mark this "2."

17 hR. SHOLLY I should note for the part'.es'

18 benefit that this is the text of Mr. Herbein 's letter with
ig Attachment 1, which gives the evacuation time estimates.

20 There was an additional attachment which listed the
.

21 hospitals and nirsing home facilities within a ten-milet

:

22 radius of Three Mile Island, which I did not anticipate

| 23 using for cross-examination purposes, so I did not include

24 it. But that docuwent does also-exist.

BY MR. SHOLLY: (Eesuming)~

25

s

"
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1 C Er. Giangi, you said you perhaps recalled that

2 this documant 4a s mur-ittaf. Fsvinc se+n it, dc ycu recall

3 this occument?

4 A (;IT5 SS F-!ANG ) I ould like t: preface my

5 response by saying that I Jcined Metropolitan Idison

6 February 8. This did go out February 4 And all I did

7 remember was that, yes, there was something that did go

8 out . If I had seen it, it was -- it var right at the very

9 beginning of my employment; T was not very familiar with

to it.

11 C You were certainly not involved in preparing this

12 th en ?

13 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir, that is correct.

14 0 fr, Tsaccares, would you have been involved in th e

15 preparation of these evacuation time estimates?

16 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) I would like to read it

17 first, please.

18 Q Certainly.
.

1g (Witness reading document. )

20 ER. SHOLLY: 3. . Chairman, I think Mr. Zahler has

21 some information about how this was prepared that might help

22 clarify the situation.

MR. ZAHLED: To speed the record along, if you23

24 look at the initials after "hr. Herbein," there is a "D.D."

25 I believe that is David Digby, who was the interim emergency

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 564 2345
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1 planning coordinator between tho' time that % r. Isaccaras

2 lef t and the tit. e that v r. Oian;. jcinei :Ps staff.

3 !t ir 27 understand.ine that, with respect to this

'4 document, that none cf the me rers cf this panel vere

5 involved in either the draft or the cover letter or with

6 respect to the development of the PennDot -FEM A study.

7 BY ME. SHOLLYs ( P.esum ing )

8 Q Since none of you gentlenen were involved in

9 preparing this, it would not seem fruitful to pursue tha t

10 line of questioning.

11 Yove on one step further. Was there any NRC

12 response to this letter da ted February 4, which is

13 identified as ANGRY Exhibit number 2?

14 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I am not aware of such a

15 response.

16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I am only aware of discussions

37 that I had with NRC Licensing in Bethesda with regards to

| 18 it. And it went something like thist that while guidance

19 and the regulatory requirements were really not established

20 for an evacuation time estimate, it seemed that it needed a

21 little more work to be submitted as an evacuation time
!

22 estimate.

23 Of course, shortly thereaf ter, NUEEG-065u Revision

24 Zero comment period had been completed,.and they were in the

25 process of finalizing that. And as you well know, Appendix

ALDERSoN REPORUNG COMPANY,INC,
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1 4 had been chanced several tiner before it got to its

2 present verrien cf isviricr 1 That war just cut in

3 Novenber of 192C.

4 With that in rin', that it th.' tackcrcund that I

5 know about this evacuation time estimate. I have not really

6 seen -- at least I don't resember seeing a formal letter--

7 on the docket from the staff to the Licensee specifying

8 their feeling of this evacua tion time esticate.

9 CHAIEdAN SMITH: Th'is is a general subject matter,

.10 that having read the testimony of this panel, Xr. Chestnut's

11 testimony , and having looked at Appendix 4 of SU3EG-0564 --

12 0654, it still is not clear to se wha t are the objectives of

13 establishing evacuation timas.

14 As f ar as I can see, ;;pendix 4 just states that
,

15 evacuation tine should be presented. Eut we do not see froa

18 any of these decusents what standards -- the standards

17 against which the sufficiency of the evacuation times are

18 seasured. Ard that is. an area that I hcpe vill be covered

19 in the testimony.

20 .ME. ZAHLE3: Yr. Smith, if I might, could we

21 address that to the Eoard -- to the panel -- and get them to

22 respond a t this time to that concern?

CHAIEMAN SMITH: If you think it is an appropriate23

.24 time , yes. I thin ~ it would be helpful to have it early

-25 CD*

ALDERSON REPORTING CoMPWr, NC.
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1 MR. TAHlER: '' t . Rogan, why don't you comment in !

l
* 2 rescense tC the Ch airran 't i .1q ui r y ? 1

1

3 'iITNrSS RCGAN: Tr. Smith, I airae with your

4 observation , because it vill cla rif y ?.any cf the issues.

5 And it is important to understand the purpose of the

- 6 estimates.

7 And, in fact, the ulrima te purpose of developing

8 these estimates, particularly with regard to f acilities

g which are already located and operating, is to provide a

to basis for certain decisions should there be a requirement to

31 consider protective actions in the event of an incident.

12 And the development of the evacuation time

13 estimates provides to that decisionmaker, the Governor of

14 the Commonwealth or whoever that migh t be, some bases on

"15 which to determine whether in fact evacuation is a proper

16 and viable alternative as a protective action or whether

17 sheltering ma7 in f act be the only appropriate course or

18 whether there is some combination of events which might

19 occur.

20 So it has at least been our understanding that the

21 philosophy of the estimates in the study is to provide

22 decision bases and to in fact lay out #or the decisionmaker

23 whether or not certain alternatives are really available to

24 you.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think-that that part of it25

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 shines pretty well through your tastimeny and through ir.

2 Chestnut's tersincny. "Je can infer that. . ut still it is:

3 not clear ss to vnt . are th+ ultirate, if 2ny, objectives of

4 evacuation ti:e . ! nean is it that a decision sight be made

5 th a t persons nust be evacuated within such a period of time

6 as to meet the Environmental Protection Agency FAGS? Is
,

ythat one of the uses which can be made of it?

8 WITNESS 2CGAN. Let me make sure I understood your

g questien by answering it the way I understcod it, sir. And

to that is, there is not a direct relationship between the time

11 it takes to evacuate and the achieving of a certain level of

12 a disclosure according to the EPA guidelines.

13 However, if one can project that a carrain level

14 of exposure vill occur in a certain time f ra me , and one alse

'15 knows for that particular plume exposure pathway that is

16 likey to occur in a certain given time, then the comparison

17 of the two forss 'the basis f or whether or not it is
18 appropriate to do it, it is appropriate to fellow the course

gg of evacuation.

20 Does thPt answer your question,.or have ! --

21 CHAIE.?AN SMITH. Yes. It still leaves some areas

22 open that I supposei vils be filled in as the testimony-

23 progresss. So apparently, there is no standard evacuation
.

.

24 plan.

25 - .WICESS 30GAN: If th'at-is your. question, that'is

ALoensoM REPoRTWG COMPANY WC.
..
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1 correct. To 17 un 'erstandiac, -here is to raxi. mum ti e

2 Ce70 d WhiC3 V+ '402:11 find i 10:1117 22100+;'1h1+-

3 CHA!E?AF ~~317E 'Or can ! -e s0 far tha : ere

4 are any ctandarde for evacuatier tires.

5 gA Sece :C v" a* "* - -

- * * * ' - < ~ >--sa v 3. .' .' '.
'

-
--- - - - - " - -

6 observation at this point also.

7 C u. A .? _c w A N .e.w - . u .. .e .s.o .i .tw ,
. ~ A ,.

8 13. SE0lLYs That discussion raises a su ter of

gquestions in my mind. I de act know if this ir the

10 appropriate time or foru: to bring the up in, but vill do

it so. If it- is 1: proper, I wish the Eoard would let se know.

12 CEAIEhA3 S5ITE: I as sure someone vill let you

13 know.

14 (Laughter.)

15 3E.'SEOL1Y: As : understand the se;cence of

16 even ts, this, the request for evacuatir.n time esti:a tes,

17 vent' out in the fall of 1979. I do not know tha c-iqin a l

~

18 date of the letter, but there was a 1etter from hr. Eisenhut

ig at the end of October which requested again evacuation ti:e

20 estimates and provided so=e a:ount of guidance as to exactly
.

21 what NEC was looking for.

22 This was followed up at some ;cint with a contract

23 with. se cf the Battelle research organizatices to perform a

24 study of evacuation time esti:ates. And this is probably

25 something we can get into with the staf f witnesses.

ALOERSoM AE8cRTueG OceaP ANY WC '
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1 I do nave that study, and you raised the issue of

2 submitting exhibite at the time the testimony is submitted.

3 I was put in somewhat of a bind by this, having Leen

4 requested at somewhat of a late date to assist ANGEY. So I

5 gathered the information that I can find available in NBC's

_

6public document room from other sources and brought it along

vand have sufficient copies to be made available 'o the

8 parties.

9 I do not know what kind of can of worms this opens

10 u p , but I am sure we will get to it at some point. Perhaps

11 it would be appropriate for me a t the next b reak to make a

12 distribution of these documents. And we give the parties at

13 least some time to examine them.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Incidentally, you do not

.15 have to mark for identification, mark as an exhibit, every

16 document you wish to cross examine on.-

37 MR. SHOLLY I Tra not aware of that.

| 18 CHAIBMAN SMITH: It is onif those that you

19 ultimately wish to offer into evidence that you should go

20 through that procedure. Sometimes, if a document becomes

|
21 too much a part of the record, then the record would be

22 inadequate without it and the Board will insist it become an

23 exhibit. _But you can cross examine on the document without

24 it being marked or offered as an exhibit.

ER. SHOLLY: Es. Bradford.and I have had a limited25

A4. DER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 amount of time to discuss t'his particular issue, evacuation !

2 time estimates. Eut from ny s ta nd pcint , I de think they are

3 very important. Ihe witnesses sentioned their use in

4 determining protective ac'tions and how quickly they could be

S implemented, not only to normal situations but to situations

6where there is some factor operating, perhaps weather, that

7 an increasing amount of time it would take to evacuate.

8 In addition, I would not think it would be outside

g the realm of possibility for the NRC to receive an
~

10 evacuation time study, examining a particular site, and

11 reach a determination that evacuation simply cannot be

12 accomplished .in a timely manner f or a particular site, and

13 that t, hen they would be forced to look at whether sheltering
14 or thyroid prophylaxis or a combination of those two or

15 other measures would be sufficient to protect the public in

18 the event of an accident.

17
So I would.see that that could possibly be the use

18 to which such a study would be put. Perhaps tha t helps as a

11ttle bi't more of an explanation.
| 19

l The Battelle study which I mentioned, had become'

20

21 incorporated, in large part, in NUREG-0654 as Appendix u.

zzThat appeared as an appendix in -the Battelle study and was

23 pretty much copied into Appendix 4 of hUREG-065u as the

24 suggested f ormat, the suggested manner of presenting the

25 evacuation time estimates and population data.

ALDER $oN REPORTING CoWPANY,INC,
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1 So, there is to my way of thinking a fair amount

2 of guidance on =xactly what the Comriscion expects these

3 evacuation tine estimates to show and what sert cf forrat

4 they are lookinc for the infor:ation in.

5 I do not think it is quite the void tha t perhaps I

6 seem to take from the Licensee's witnesses.

7 32. ZAHLERt I do not want the record to be

8 conf used at this point. I do not think that is a correct

9 characterizatien of the witnesses' testimony. Mr. Rogan

10 identified the criteria. The question to which the final

11 document would be put. And Appendix 4 does not address that

12 question except to the extent as Mr. Pogan indicated, which

13 was it is to be used by the decisionnakers as part of the
.

14 emergency response.'
.

15 In adddition, I guess at this poin t I would ask

16 that Mr. Sholly direct questions to the witnesses rather

37 than lengthy narratives in the nature of proposed findings.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Shelly's observations

19 throughout this hearing have been very helpful to the

20 Board.

21 DR. JORDAN: I~ guess I do want to raise one

22 question which I should know the answer to. In the

23 development of, say, a safety evaluation report either by

24 the staff orf Licensee in considering certain accidents and

the population exposures r'esulting therefron, are there25

At.DetsoM REPoRDNG CoMPMV,!NC,
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1 assumptions made with respect to evacua tion and the fraction

2 of the people that are evacuated and the timer required? It

3 has just been a while since I looked at one of these. I

4 don ' t know the answer. Can someone help me on that?

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The question is addressed

a primarily to the panel, but if somebody else can tell us

7 where to look --

8 -D2. JORDAN: If the panel knows the ansver, they
_

gare the best, by all odds. That is, do you at any place

10 rely on evacutation as a mitigation f rom an accident either

11 from an accident,a design basis accident, or in your

12 consideration of accidents beyond design basis?

13 WITNESS TSAGGARES: I think you are referring to

14 siting criteria , Part 100.

15 DR. JORDAN Yes.

16 A WITNESS TSAGGARES. To my knowledge, no, I think

17 that question would be- well directed to the staf f. They

18 might be able to respond to that a little bit better.

19 DR. JORDAN: All right. Well, I do not really ask

20 for lamediate response. But if someone -- this is a matter

21 maybe I will be able to satisfy myself -- but if someone can

gghelp me during the next day or two, I would appreciate it.

That is all.- 23

24 ER. SHOLLTs Dr. Jorda, are you speaking in terms

25 of past practice?

ALDER 8oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 DE. JORDANS Yes. Or even at present. Oces the

2 licensee in any way rely on gettinc people out in a certain

3 length of tine in order to reduce the exposu re ? And if so,

4 what tines -- are they assuning any particular time or are

5 they assuming any evacuation at all? I want to know do they

6 have an expos 2re limit that they are shooting for and ther

7 need evacuation within a certain time in order to get that

8 exposure limit.

9 EB. ZAHlE3: Ihis panel can answer that question,

10 I think, which was is licensee relying on evacuation for

11 complying with any other regulations? Is that your

12 question ?

13 DR. JORDA3s Yes, it is. I should have said it

14 that way. Thank you.

15 WITNESS ROGAN s I believe the answer to that

16 ques tion is "No. "

17 DR. JORDAN: All right.

ig CHAIEMAN SMITHS Give us -- extend the whole
|

19 concept. give us the basic concept of these protected

20 actions. Apparently you want to have your choice of

2; sheltering, t'arroid blocking, evacuation, or whatever else

22 1s avati:11e. But by what objective? What is your -- what

23 are your factors that you are trying to stay within? Is it

24 the EPA PAGs? I mean are you making decisions based upon

25 those? If so, which ones? There are lower ones and outer

.
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1 ones, dependi.ig upon the pathwa y. But what is -- what is

2 the overall planning objective to avoid what?

3 '4ITNESS 30GANs The overall cbjective is to avoid

4 exposing the public to mora than the EPA guidelines.

5 CHAIRdAN SMITHz Okay.

a WITNESS ROGAN: But however, if I may just inject

7 another though t, unfortunately in these evacuation time

a considerations one really tends to deal in the three most

9 obvious of the courses of action, one which is shelter, the

to second which is the potassium iodide, and the third which

11 may be evacuation.

12 But even those must be considered it. the context

13 of the overall risk to the public as a reult of other

14 things. And, for instance, that is one of the reasons why

15 the issue of weather comes up. Even though you may provide

16 an environment in which conceivably you may be able to

17 reduce the potential for exposure to the public by asking

18 them to take to the roads, ahe difference in risk to the

| 39 population at large on a sunny day versus an icey road may

20 present a very interesting judgmental situation for the
,

i .

21 decisionmaker.

22 So wha t this whole proceeding tries to do is to

23 give some bases, if you will, for the decisionmaker to make

24 that decision which exposes the public to the least risk and

25 the Greater risk in fect may not be exposure to radiation.

ALDERSON REPORTING CoWPANY,INC,
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1 It may be associated with evacua tion or a va riety of other

2 considerations.

3 'JITNESE GIAaGI: "r. Smith, if I could add.

4 something that I guess maybe is being overlooked. That is,

5 that the evacution time estimate for planning purposes nov

6 helps the decisionnaker in recommending the protective

7 action recommendations specific for that scenario. And I

8 vill give you an example to maybe clarify that a little

abit.

to The Commonwcalth and the Licensee both use common

11 criteria for recommending protective action recommendations,-

12 one of which is projecting approaching or exceeding the

13 lower limit PAGs, that being one rem whole-body, five rem

14 child thyroid.

15 The criteri whether e vacuation or sheltering may,

18 for example, he the el cice protective action recommendation

17 to be made, to te given to Pennsylvania emergency msnagement

18 agency and eventually to the public, depends on the relief

19 time.

2n Ancther criteria bould be if the evacuation can be

| 21 voll undervsy prior to plume arrival, then you exercise that

22 option, assuming that you are projecting approaching or

23 exceedin7 the lover-limit PAGs. To that extent, it would be

24 very helpful in the planning business to know that for TMI

25 specifically the adverse weather conditions may be in fact

* A1.DERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 snow conditions and sn'ow removal may put a damrst on normal

2 evacua tion times. That being the case, that vculd be taken

3 into account in deciding what protective action

4 recommendations to b'e made specifically for that scenario,.

5 specifically for the climatic conditions, and the projected,

!

| 6 dose rates.
t

7 BY HR. SHOLLYz (Resuming)

8 Q Mr. Rogan, you stated a short time ago that there

gmay be conditions under which the risk posed by exposure to

10 the public to radiation at a given level may be the lesser

11 of risks involved in determining a protective action

12 deci sion . I wonder if you could elaborate on that a little

13 bit more and perhaps give an example of such a situation.

14 (WITNESS EOGAN) I am really not prepared, nor am .

i '15 I sure that I an. personally qualified, to make the

16 assessment with regard to the radiation exposure and its

17 eventual consequences. The point which I wish to make by

18 that statement, and one which I believe is valid, is that

.jg of ten the response to an incident involving a nuclear

gy f acility considers the potential radiation hazard almost as

21 a separate and only entity involved in protecting the
,

.

22 public.
|

23 - And I merely suggest that the: e could in f act be a

24 variety of . circumstances, some of which were mentioned by
i

; 25 Mr. Giangi and inc?.uding road hazards, weather conditions,

!
f

I

{-
.
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1 and a number of other issues which may complicate an

2 evacuation and aay in fact rende r evacua tion in a ;iven

3 scenario as being somethinc less than a viatie course of

4 action.

5 And that, of course, would have to be considered

6 in the context of the specific potential f or exposure of the

7 public. And I would suggest that there could be

8 constructive scenarios where that expecure rate is really<

9 very much at the lower limit of the PAGs or even just on the

10 border of reaching the lower linit where the harard to the

11 public may in f act be less from radiation than it would be

12 from social dislocation, road travel, and other

13 considerations.

14 A CdITNESS TSAGGARES) I wo,uld like to add to Mr.

15 Rogan's comments, if I may, tc clarify the record.

16 The decision on what protective action will be

17 undertaken is clearly the responsibility of the state

18 agencies involved. The licensee makes recommendations based

gg on what it perceives as the plant conditions, the magnitude "

20 of the release, and does not exercise judgment as to weather

21 conditions, et cetera, in making this recommendation. The

22 licensee offers their recommendation based on the effluents
zy being released from the plant and the plant conditions as an

24 input to the final decisionmakers who have all the variablas

25 a t their disposal.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 In the control room it is very difficult for the

2 shif t superviscr, for instance, to know what the climatic

3 conditions a re out there, what time the impact of traffic on

4 the time of day. So the plant provides a recommendation to

5 the outside agencies based on criteria that have been
|

3 mutually agreed on and are - the plant procedures. And the

7 Licensee does not exercise judgment as to whether the

8 evacuation is the best protective action t ake because of

g adverse weather or whatever. Ihat decL a is made by the

to off-site agencies.

11 Q Nonetheless, Mr. Rogan, you did offer a view that

12 there may be conditions where the radiation exposure hazard

13 is less than some hazard which would be presented by

14 e vac ua tio n , perhaps road hazards or some other
|

15 complica tion. On what do you base that view or op. inion or

t

I 16 judgment, and could you perhaps be as specific as you can?

17 A (WITNESS HOGAN) Well, I believe my last response

i

18 covered that issue in about as much technical detail as I am.
1g prepared to offer at this moment. And I do not think it

|

37would be appropriate for me to try and construct at this

21 time some sort of scenario which would support that

! zg allega tion.

I would just recall that evacuation is not the23
|

| 24 only course that can . protect one from the lower levels of
_

,

.

25 radiation exposure or potential f or radiation exposure.
!

I

!
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1 I would also succest that past experiences have

2 indicated some confusion at the time Of deciriontaking with

3 regard to protective actionr, and that the prevision of

4 these kinds of criteria upon which to base the decision

5 perhaps make it a little bit more clear for the
i

! 6decisionmaker in terms of evaluating which of the courses

r available to him say in f act provide the greatest well-being

8 to the public.

g Q that is a decision that the Cossonwealth, in this

to case, would exarcise and not Licensee; is that correct?

11 A (VITNESS ROGAN) In fact, that is correct. They

12 are the .oces who make that decision.

13 Q Getting back to the issue of evacuation ti=e

14 estimates, was there not a study prepared by Wilbur Smith E

15 Associates under. contract to the Federal E ergency

16 Management Agency, v"ich was a site-specific study of

37 evacuation time estimates?

; 18 -A (WITNESS ROGAN) There was such a study; that is
:

ty co rr ect. Site-specific to the extent that it included a

20 number of other sites besides Three Mile Island.

21 Q But there was a study within -- within that scope

- ZZ of the work that Wilbur Smith C Associates did which did
23 specify evacuation time estimates for Three Mile Island; is

24 that correct?

25 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That is correct.

- ALDERSoN REPORTING CoedPANY. INC,
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1 C Pending the completion of the study which is

2 underway, which one of the aitnesses mentioned earlier

3 today, what degree cf reliance, if any, does Licensee place

4 on the Wilbur Smith C Associates study?

5 A (WITNESS 30GAN) We place no reliance whatsoever

i 6on the estimates arrived at by Wilbur Smith. We conduct no

7 planning, nor is there anything in our plans and procedures
.

8 which relies upon the data which was contained in those --

9 in that study.

10 0 Did the Licensee not reference tha t study in

11 response to a communication from NPC that the previous

12 evacuation time estimate was inadequate?

13 A (WITNESS ROGAN) We did in fact, and at that time

14 I suppose it only f air *~ observe that we saw that as being

15 the best of the av *1r.ble data at the tiae.

16 However, we have since undertaken an independent

17 study, which is the one on which we will base our planning

18 and considerations.

gg Q And you will place no reliance whatever on the

20 Wilbur Smith & Associates study?

21 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That is in fact correct.'

!

22 0 On pages 5 and 6 of the testimony the witnesses

23 specifies certain documents and guidance and criteria and so

24 forth .that were used in preparing the THI-1 evacuation

25 plan. Other'than the guidance which is listed in the

e
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1 testimoly , were there any other ref erence works, standards,

2 crit eria , anything of that scrt, on which Licensee relied in

3 preparing Devision 3 to the emergency plan?

4 A (WITNESS ROGAN) At least one document -- or

5 documents, I suppose, not of the NUREG or formal publication

6 sort -- were comments provided to us by the staff on our

7 Revision 2, which we had submitted last summer and which

8 they suggested certain modifications, if you will, or

9 improvements to the plan. And those were certainly

10 considered in Revision 3.

11 A (WITNESS GIANGI) As f ar as formal documents,

12 other than we got out of drills and from talking to

13 operators, radiologic controls technicians, 065u was

14 predominantly the document used as guidance.

15 Q Gentlemen, each of you were asked on the voir dire

16 this morning about your review of documents related to the

17 THI-2 accident and your review of the emergency plan based

18 on that. Addressing now on an institutional basis, has

19 there been or does there continue to be any formal process

20 for considering the recommendations and findings which were

! 21 made in the various studies and following up on the*

22 revisions to the . emergency plan to assure that - the revisions

- 23 conform to the recommendations and findings which were

24 made ?

25 A (WITNESS GIANGI) There have been numerous

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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i
1 correspondences b'etween our licensing staff and the NRC

|

|
2 staf f with regards to reccamendations made a s a result of

i3 accident investigations. To that extent, we have been

4 actively involv'ed in the correspondence and have evaluated

5 and incorporated into the planning process -- I am saying
|

s" planning process," I am talking about both the emergency

7 plan and the emergency plan implementing document -- those

8 -- those items that have been part of the correspondence

9 that I have referred to.

to A (WITNESS 50GAN) I would also like to add what may

11 be the obvious / which is that although I personally have

12 no t, as I indicated at the outset this morning, reviewed in

13 detail several of the earlier documents, I feel comfortable,

14 from the documentation I have reviewed and from my knowledge

15 of the NRC-FEMA approach to the guidance they are providing

16 us, that the most recent set of documentation which form the

17 basis for our plans has essentially over a period of almost

18 thrae years now put together in a manageable form the tons

39-- literally tons -- of paperwork which evolved from the

33 incident and puts in a workable form for us the data that

21 ought to be genuinely considered and appear in order for as

22 to have a document which provides the best solution to the

23 THI-2 actions.

24 And to that extent, I think , as a matter of policy

25 we first follow that guidance and then any additional

ALDERSoN REPORTING CCMPANY. INC.
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1 guidance as it is provided from the staf f is reviewed , a s is

2 the continuing exchange of information between the staf f and

3 the Licensee with regard to the plan.

4 Q 'io uld you sat then that there has been or has not

5 been a systematic review of the accident investigations and

6 that this was used in determining the adequacy of the

7 esergency plan?

8 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I believe there has been, from my

g exposure and f' rom what indicators I can derive in the time I

10 have been associated with the Licensee. It is my

11 understanding and impression that they have diligently

12 reviewed all of these documents at the time that they were

13 fielded , - tha t in concert with the staff they have identified

14 the appropriate actions, many of which have been published
'

15 1n NUREG, other of which have been picked up by the

16 Licensees and that it shall be our policy to continue to de

17 that.

18 _And to the extent that action items have been
identified which need to be incorporated and followed, ther19

20 have been .made as part of an action item management system.

21 MR. SHOLLY: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we might

gghave a brief recess, perhaps five to ten minutes. I have

23 need to talk with Ms. Bradford about something. Perhaps

that would be the most efficient way to handle that, if24

25 there'is no objection.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 CHAIR 3AN SMITHE Okay. With no objections, we 1

2 will take a very brief break. It is e little bit early for

3 our af ternoon break.

4 MR. SEOLLY: Yes, sir, I realire that. Five

5 minutes, I think, will be sufficient.

6 (Brief recess.)

7- MR. SHOLLI: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
,

8 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

g Q The testimony at page 9, about two-thirds of the

10 way down the page, contains a very brief ref erence to a-

11 training program which is apparently being developed by the

12 Licensee which will incorporate the TMI-1 emergency plan and

13 the emergency plan implementing procedures. I would like to

14 pursue this training program for a bit.

15 To start off, how has the development -- the

-16 revision of the emergency plan implementing procedures taken

17 place? One of the witnesses testified a bit acc that there

18 was an early draf ting of EPIPs where Energy, Incorporated

iswas involved. What I want to do is take it from that point
.

33 up to the present as to what involvement has there been, how

21 have the revisions been undertaken?

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You skipped a part of your

23 proposed cross- examination ?

24 MR. SHOLLY: Yes, sir.

25 WITNESS GIANGI: The emergency plan implementing

ALDERSoN REPORTING CoWPANY. INC.
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1 procedures, since I started enploynent with Metropolitan

2 Edison Co:pany, have been revised quite a few tires to

3 reflect a nanber of areas, obviously one of which is the

4 finalization of N"EIG-0654 and its criteria.

5 Another inportant area are drill critiques and

! 6 observations made by -- arde by Licensee personnel,
i

7 discussions with the staff -- specifically Hegion I when I

8 refer to the " staff" in the context of the emergency plan-

g implementing procedures.

10 Those are really the aafts: areas that led to

11 revisions to the emergency plan iaplementing procedures and

12 have ended up where we are todas with the current versions.

13 Q Who is responsible for a final review of the

14 eEergency plan implenenting procedures before they are

15 submitted to the NEC staff ?

16 A (WITNESS GIANGI) It is a long, drawn-out review

17 process. Let ze go back --

!
| ta Q .If you will pardon me, I na particularly

19 interested in the ultimate responsibility, the line of last
i

! 20 review.

21 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Okay. Af ter the procedures have

22 been reviewed by TMI-1 POEC and signed off on the review
I
'

23 process, .they go to what used to be the plant manager Unit

24 1. It is now the director of operations and naintenance.
;

25 He signs them off prior to going to the NEC, as you

(

l
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1 mentioned, depending on whether it is a TMI-1 or a common
i

2 submittal, may either be Mr. Hukill ac the vica president,

3 T h l- 1, or Mr. Pcb Arncid.

4 0 Have the emergency plan implementinc procedures

5 for TMI-1 been submitted to the NRC staff?

a A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, they have.

7 Q When was that submittal made?
~

A (WITNESS GIANGI) The formal submittal was made8

9 this Monday -- in fact, last Monday, consistent with the
~

10 March 1 submittal date of the final rule, drafted then

11 submitted prior to implementation of procedures as f ar bacP

12 as approximately June or July of 1980. -

13 Q But you have made the submittal as anticipated in

14 the emergency planning recommendations?

15 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Would you repeat that?

16 Q You have made the submittal which was anticipated

17 by the emergency planning regulations, the March 1

18 submittal?

ig A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir.i

20

| 21
; .

22

.23

24

25 - ~

.

!
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1 C '4ho is designing the training progra: that is

2 referenced in the testi=cny, the training ;rCgra: dealing

3 with the emergency plan and the 1:Flesenting procedurec?

4 A (WITNESS G! ANGI) I played a major role in the

5 development of the training progrs=. Mr. Tsaccaris and his

8 staff of consulting engineers took that -- took that

7 function over a while back, and I am sure he can give you a

8 little bit more information on it.

9 Q .Yr. Tsaggaris, if you could, please.

10 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) My firm is currently

11 developing a formalized training program for the a:ergency

12 preparedness program at Three 311e Island. The program, as

13 an overview, will contain an overall progras document which

14 describes the specific trainin; to be done, what individuals

15 will receive the training, the duration of the training, and

18 other aspects of an overall training progra: docunent.

17 The training program will be designed for onsite

18 Licensee personnel and headquarters support, and also for

19 offsite agencies. The training program will basically be

20 broken down into two sections,one for licensee and one for

21 offsite personnel.

21 The licensee section of the training vill be

23 broken down.into two phases, one rhich will train all

3gstation employees to varying degrees of the emergency

25 planning document, Revision 3 of the document. The second-

ALCERSoN REPORTING CohePANY,INC,
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1 phase of the' lic?nsee portion of the tra ining program will '

2 provide specific training te individual cn th+ energency

3 plan implemen ting procedures that th e y would be ex;ected to

4 utilire in' an accident respense situation.

5 The offsite portion of the program will be

,

6 developed and. focused on agencias such as the local fire
|

7 department, ambulance, police, county emergency management

3 agencies, Bureau of Radiation Protection, Pennsylvania

gEmergency Management Agency.

10 The primary purpose of that program is to

11 f amiliarire those individuals with the TMI site and the

12 basics of the Three Mile Island emergency plan and how that

13 plan interf aces with each pa rticular of f site agency. The

14 training program will have formalired lesson plans and will

15 be scheduled in conjunction with TMI training personnel.

16 A (WITNESS'ROGAN) May I add that, while Mr.

17 Tsaqqaris has most adequately described the formal training

18 program in terms of what it encompasses in scope and in

19 terms of formal lesson plans, a very important additional

20 part of the training program which was not alluded to was
,

th'e team drills and exercises, which are a very real and21

22 ongoing part of our training program.

23 And even as we avait the publication of this
,

24 formal, this revised formal training program, we are now and

25 shall continue, as we have in the past, to conduct drills

.

.
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1 and exercises from the small team level, such as the fire

2 brigade or tne rescue teans and so forth, ri gh t up to and

3 including a practica exercisa of the particular unit

4 on-shif t personnel.

5 0 Regarding the training for onsite personnel, could

1

syou describe in general terms what training the staff,

7 opera ting staff, has already received on Revision 3 to the

8 energency plan and the latest version of the implementing

~

i 9 procedures?
|

10 'A (WITNESS GIANGI) The operating staff, assuming

11 that is the onsite emergency organiration and the on-shift

12 personnel, have received numerous drills. Last year that

13 turned out to be approximately two doren. There have been

14 valk-throughs and many exercises.

15 Let me explain what that is. In fact, we have got

16 a program ongoing -- I believe March 3 or Earch 4 is the

17 first day for this new program -- to also give many drills

18 for the working level that Mr. Rogan referred to, and to

19 supplement that with the training.

20 As an example, the radiological assessment

L 21 coordinator. As I previously mentioned, the radiological

! ZZcontrols_ foreman initially assumes those functions, and it

23 18 5'splemented by a senior radiological engineer within one

24 hour. Those personnel are now receiving approximately three

25 hours or so, three to four hours, of radiological assessment

ALDEASON REPoRENG COMPANY,INC,
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1 in the areas of dose projections, the mini-computer system

2 that I an sure some of you have seen in your control room

3 tour, the use of taat, the use of the Isopleths, the

4 di spatchin; and positioning of radiation monitoring teams,

5 and the use of the procedures.

( & It is that level of detail. And this is also done

7 1n the areas , in the work areas, if you will, that they will

8 be assigned. And that has expanded to not only the

9 radiological assessment coordinators, as well as the

10 radiation monitoring teams, operations, support personnel,

11 emergency repair, technical support engineers, as well as

12 the offsite and corporate, which I know you did not include,

13 as well as -- and I do not want to leave this out -- the
14 emargency plan familiarization has been given to a lot of

15 the THI-1 personnel.

16 Again, this was based on Revision 2. You realize,

17 we Just submitted Revisior; 3, and that rrocess was described

18 by Mr. Tsaggaris, which will eventually take place.
i

| 3, Q Does Licensee have in mind an implementation date

L
| 20 for thi. new training program ? If so ,could you explain the

21 process which will be used?

22 A (EITNESS ROGAN) Yes, we do. Subject to some

failure to meet a commitment, which I am confident will not23

24 occur, the formal training program which was described to

25 you "I Er. Tsaggaris will initiate on the 1st of April. And

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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- 1 this is a commitment we have entered into with the staff.

2 That first pnase of training will represe nt teth the ensite

3 and Licensee personnel, various levels Of plan training, and

4 the offsite traininc program.

5 And we will pick up on th e specific precedures

E
6 training after we have completed the initial orientation

7 training. I might, in just slightly more detail, indica te

8 that, depending upon the responsibilities of the particular

9 group of people receiving the training within the Licensee's

10 staf f, ther receive a separate program of va rying degrees of -

11 depth of detail.

12 For instance, the emergency director or someone of

13 that type of responsibflity will receive something on the

14 order of 16 hours of concentrated training on the details of

15 the plan and its implementation, whereas somecne who has no

16 responsibilities whatsoever for the plan or its

17 1aplementation and simply must know that if they hear an
<

!
I 18 alarm they report to a certain assembly area and se forth,

19 will receive an hour or so 's worth of training.

20' The other commitment we have with regard to that

21 is we vill complete one f ull iteration of that program

ZZ befo re restart.

23 0 Will that training progran be completed before the

24 full-scale drill is held , which I believe is anticipated by

25 the Commission's August 9 order?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 A (WITNESS ?.0GAN) I am sorry, I did not hear the

2 question .

3 Q Within the August 9 order, do you not recall a

4 requirement f or a test of the Licensee's emergency plan

5 prior to restart ?

| 3 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Yes, I do. I am aware of that.
|
'

7 Q Will-the training program that we have been

8 discussino be completed before that drill takes place?

9 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I would have to answer that

10 question in what may appear to be a somewhat evasive manner,

11 by saying that that depends upon the scheduled date of the

12 drill. We are now negotiating a date yet unclear. And the

13 final determination of that date will tell me whether or not

14 we will have completed tha t first f ull iteration.

15 However, at the earliest possible date that we

16 could have the drill, I suspect we will be very, very, very

17 deeply into the program, and we certainly will have achieved

18 the level of pr$ficiency such that it will permit us to
sg5 demonstrate our ability to respond to an emergency.

2tT (Pause.)

21 Q You have been using the terms " drill" and

( 22 "exe rcise ," I believe. Do any of the witnesses distinguish

23 functionally between a drill or an exercise?

24 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I suppose I could be guilty of

25 saying that' I do not. If I -- if I.am occasionally vont to

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 do that, I would perhaps use the distinction that " drill" is

2 a training term used in -h o u se to train peccle en the proper

3 procedures, whereas " exercise" generally bringr te my mind

4 the full-scale graded exercise requirenent with the ?I R C -F E F. A

5 participa tion.

e 0 What is Licensee's practice regarding

7 participation in that full-scale type of exercise? I am

8 con erned here with what type of information is available to

g the operating staff about this drill bafore it occurs.

10 In other words, is the operating staff aware of

11 the date that the drill is going to take place, and are ther

12 aware of details concerning the particular scenario that has

13 been choscn for the exercise?

14 A (WITNESS ROGAN) With regard to the first part, I

15 will answer tha t by saying, unquestionably that the day of

to the drill will be well-known and everyone will have full

37 knowledge of that. I think that is necessitated not only by

18 the magnitude of the exercise, which involves state-county

19 participation and all of the agencies involved therein, as

20 well as our own Licensee staff, but the preparation with the

21 Federal Government and-so forth just precludes us trying to

21aake that kind of a surprise exercise.

23 And I am not sure that that is appropriate in any

24 case , because among other things, a misreading of a

25 full-scale exercise .on the part of some of the public could

ALDUISoN REPORTING COMPANY.INC.
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1 result 'in very, very unfavorable response. So I would

2 expect we would tand to give a lot of public notizication

3 that what they will see on a given date is a drill and not

4 in f a'ct an actual emergency.

,5 With regard to the knowledge of the scenario, I

6 would like to pass that response to M r. Giangi.

7 A (W1TNESS GIANGI) Cne interesting note I might

8 bring up is, in the past where we had intended to only

g inform the plant operations management people, it turned out

10 that the July 16th exercise was ptslicized in newspapers.

11 So that precluded c ar not giving that date out. I imagine,

12 as Mr. Bogan mentioned, that will also be the case.

13 As f ar as the scenario is concerned, the staff,

14 the operations, the radcon people, are not familiar with the

15 scenario that will be used during the exercise. The people

16 that would be familiar with it would be, for example, Mr.

17 Rogan, myself and the staff of engineers. We will submit it

| to the NRC for review, and as I understand they will submit18

19 it to FEMA, if I am not sistaken, for their review as well.

20 A (WITNESS BCGAN) *et me clarify also, for the.

21 edification of all who are interested , that the development*

22 of the scenario for a full-scale exercise is very much a

23 participative activity by the state and the Lice n see . While

24 the Licensee will be the major contributor to the technical

25
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1 scenario which will occur within the plant , in order to have

2 an effective exercice which truly de on trates both

3 Licensee 's a nd Commonwealth 's ability to rer;ond to and

4 manage.

5 There will necessarily be some artificiality to

6get the appropriate times and so forth. And we are not very

7 far from sitting down together to begin to develop that

8 scenario, because we see tha t as a fairly lengthy and

gdetiiled process.

10 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I did overlook the Commonwealth

11 of Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, the Bureau of

1p Hadiation Protection, and the various state agencies which

13 play a major role in the exercise.

44- Q During the exercise which is planned, to what
,

15 extent will what has been described as simulated actions be
18 performed ? Can you address that or would it be helpful to

17 have an example?

18 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Well, I think -- I think we can

1gsay, to the extent that the particular scenario provides --

20and we are certainly we certainly have open many options--

21 1n this regard. We are going to try and simulate as much of

22 th full-scale implementation of the emergency response plan

23 as can practically be done.

*

24 For example, it would be, I think, beyond the

myrealm of reason to attempt to practice an evaluation of the

ALDWtSoM REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 E! * . On the other hand, I think it would be very

2 appropriate to perhaps call in roce energency response f rom

3 off site -- fire, smhulance -- practice the transport of a

4 contaminated , injured person to one of our designated

5 facilities, ac .ually activate all of our f acilities. And I

Saa sure the Commonwealth -- I think I can speak with some

T reasonable degree of assuredness that they intend to

8 activate both their facilities and communications.

g Se I think , you know, to the extent that we can

to reasonably do this with reasonable disruption to the public

11 at large, and yet still demonstrate that the mechanisms are

12 appropriate and that they do in fact work, I think it is the

13 intent of the NBC and FEMA that we do as much as we possibly

14 can.

15 And that certainly is our corporate philosophy

16 with regards to approaching this restart exercise.

17 Q I think perhaps you did slightly misunderstand

jgwhat I was driving at. Let me give you a specific example.

19 Let 's take the example of radiation ~monitoricq

20 teams. Would you have the teams actually go out into the

21 field and use the instrumente that they would normally use

22 and make actual measurements out in the field, or would you

23 somehow simulate that?

24 A '(WITNESS ROGAN) No, indeed. The exercise would

25 call for offsite and onsite monitoring, will call for the

.
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1 personnel involved in dose projections, bared on the

2 scenario, to actually project the dese. And if there is an

3 of fsite exposure, which the re ce rtainly will, they will be

4 expected to calculate that and track the plume. And we will

5 respond with the monitoring teams.

6 None of that which can reasonably be expected to'

7 be done without disrupting the public will be excluded from

8 the scenario insof ar as we re concerned.

g Q Of course, in the example of an exercise, the

10 state, federai and local organizations will know in *

11 adva nce. But with respect to drills, does Licensee view

12 then more as a training tool or are drills something that

13 NHC is routinely informed about and invited to observe?

14 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I would say -- then I will have

15 to ask Mr. Giangi -- I would say from our point of view the

16 drill is really very much a training exercise, although it

17 1s also an in-house way of assuring our appropriate

18 maintenance at a level of preparedness which permits us to

19 do our job.

20 And let se just offer that that is why we have

21 changed our title from emergency planning to emergency

zg preparedness, because we consider very much a part of our

23 obligation and commitment not only to plan, but to assure

24 that we have maintained the preparedness at a level

25 appropriate to execute.
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1 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I would like to add to that that

2 there are really, the way we view it in the emercency

3 preparedness department at Three ille Island, training

4 drills or what I may have referred to as walk-thrCughs and

5 drills.

6 What we normally do is give che concepts of that

y work area, supplement that with a walk-through or a training

8 drill where we actually, in the course of running the

g scenario, if the operator were to not do something properly

10 in the way of emergency plan implementation, we would stop

11 him right there and inform him, this is what this procedure

12 means, here is where this status board is kept, this is
.

13 where the isopleths are, how to use them.

14 Thirdly, we have drills where they basically show

15 us what they know. With regard to notification, prior to

16 any drill -- prior to any drill we notify a number of

17 offsite agencies. And normally that is with the

18 understanding that we invite and welcome participation to as

jggreat a degree as they seem -- see necessary, see possible,

20 based on their own scheduling.

| 21, We-notify them for a number of reasons. One very

22 obvious reason is to is the courtesy of notifying them in--

23 the event th a t the public may see radiation monitoring teams

24 out th ere . Alth ough we have rod monitoring drill placards

25 on the vans and vehicles, it ' may.still alarm some of the
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1 public. We would like to inform them for that reason, as

2 well as again inviting participation.

3 That would be -- that would include tne :;RC Eegion

4 I, Bethesda , the Bureau of Radiation Protection,
;-

5 Pennsylvania Emergency 5anagement Agency, Dauphin County, so
:

6 on and so forth.

7 Q The NRC has a resident inspector at TMI-1, do ther

8 not?

g A (WITNESS GI ANGI) Yes, sir.

10 Q Is the resident inspector involved a't all in the

11 conduct of training drills, as they have been referred to?

12 If so, how frequent is this involvement? Is it a routine

13 thing or a sampling of the various exercises that go on?

14 A (WITNESS GIANGI) The resident inspector for Unit

15 1 is Mr. Haverkamp. He and I have had a number of

16 discussions on the drill content. I have given quite a few

37 tours on the emergency response f acilities.
;

! 18 To the best of my knowledge, it was Mr. Conte, the

19 resident inspector stationed at NRC, that observed one drill
.

i gy in 1980.

21 0 So Mr. Haverkamp is not routinely involved in

22 overseeing drills?

23 A (WITNESS GIANGI) As far as the drills that I have
i

24 observed and conducted, no, he is not.

25 0 -One more question with regard to the emergency

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 plan implementing procedures. What type of a review has

2 been conducted to assure that, for instance, security

3 procedures, radiation protection proced ures, enercency

4 Drocedures, and the implementing procedures are not in

5 conflict?

| g A (WITNESS GIANGI) What my department has done is
i

7 coordinate to a great degree with a lot of the site

8 departments well in advance of review. Na mely , we have sat

g with the security personnel, we have sat with plant

10 operations personnel, radiological controls personnel,

11 maintenance personnel, and ensured consistency, if you will

12 coordination , with the emergency plan concepts and the

13 procedures.
s

14 In fact, the procedures -- as the. testimony

15 indica tes, the emergency action levels have been tied in

16 with the emergency and abnormal operating procedures in the

17 plan t. The security procedure on accountability has been

18 reviewed and revised by my staff to ensure the coordinated

19 ef f o rt with the emergency plan.

| Radiological controls department is really hard to20

21 separate from emergency planning, since a lot of the areas

22 directly relate to that. And we have a number of

23 individuals -- for exaaple, Mr. Dubiel and Mr. Potts --

24 actively involved in the coordinated efforts of the

25 procedures and plan.
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1 Q Let me move on to another subject area, this

2 dealing with licenswe 's involvemen t in th e developr.en t of

3 state and local pl= ns.

4 MR. IHOLLYs Mr. Chairman, I do not know what the

5 plans are for breaks this afternoon, whether it makes sense

S to break now or whether you wish to move on -- pursue this

7 for some time.

8 CHAIRZAN SMITH: Well, customarily we go to 6:00

9 o' clock on the first day of the week . And with that, I

10 would like to break about 4 400 o ' clock for the af ternoon

11 break.

12 HR. SHOLLYa Fine.

13 BY MR. SHCLLY s (Resuming)

14 0 The testimony at page 11 indicates that there have

15 been discussions with municipalities in developing municipal

16 emergency response plans. It indicates that as a result of

17 meetings between the Licensee 's personnel, P EM A , and county

18 emergency management ' directors, it was determined that local

19 municipalities were in need of assistance in completing

gg,their plans.

21 How does Licensee define a local nunicipality?

A (WITNESS ROGAN) That is, under the present22

23 Commonwealth arrangement, I believe we have customarily

24 identified or defined a local municipality as being

25 something below the county' level. And beyond that

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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|
1 definition I am not sure tha t I can define between townships

|2 and so on.

3 Q It definitely is below the county level?

4 A (WITFISS ROGAN) Yes.

5 Q Approximately when did the mee tings occur which

6 resulted in this conclusion that local municipalities were

T in need of help? What is the time frame for those

8 meetings?

g A (WITNESS ROGAN) I regret tha t I do not have a

10 Copy of the final report with me, which would reflect both

11 the overall time fr,ame and the specific dates of various

12 meetings. My recollections are that the effort was

13 completed and a final report was delivered very shortly

14 af ter my joining the General Public Utilities Corporation,

15 which would put it in the October time frane; and that it

16 had involved some 33 or so local municipalities within the

17 5-co unty a re a .

18 I might' add also that this was, again, by virtue

19 of political structure, a voluntary thing. The services

20 were offered and it was purely a matter of whether or not a

21 particular municipality chose to accept those services.

22 Several did not., Most, it is.my understanding, did.

23 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

24 Q The testimony reflects that licensee retained a

25 consultant identified as Kline, Knopf, and Wojak to assist

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 in the development of these municipal eTer;ency plans; is

2 that correct?

3 A (7IT5EES EOGAN) That is C0rrect, y+c.

4 0 L*'_; vould you say that firn's qualificati:ns are

5 to perform the services for which they were contracted? I

6 as particularly interested in what the background is in this

T area and what type of personnel this consultant has which

8 would allow them to p ro vide this service.

g A (WITNESS PCGA5) First, with regard tc the senior

10 management of the organiration, obviously two of th e' nas e s

11 are very familiar within the Cozzonwealth of Pennsylvania,

12 one the past Lieutenant Governor of the State, and the

13 second I believe was executive assistant. I as not sure of

14 the exact tise.

15 In either case, their particciar centribution, if

16 no t qualification, to this effort was the fact that they had

gy a very clear and in-depth understanding of the political

18 structure of the state and county and local sunicipalities

19 within the Connonwealth structure, and were therefore, in

33 our view, f ar and away more qualified to understand those

21 political sensitivities and to work with these groups of

gg people than would be so=eone.who was not so well-oriented.

23 'dith regard to the particular people who went into

3gthe field, in general their qualifications were that they

25 had had some considerable planning experience. Some had

ALostsoN meronimo coway.we.
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1 been either directly or indirectly related to the planning

2 staf f at the Penn syl va nia Em e r;e nc y Management 2.g e n c y , and

3 in f act the past director of that agency was at about that

4 time and is now a member of that organization.

5 So their qualifications were. one, familiarity

a with the political structure s and secondly, professional

7 planners.

8 0 Would you characteri=e their background, then, as

9 being primarily in the area of say intergovernmental

10 relations and planning per se, rather than expertise in

11 radiological emergency planning?

12 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Yes, I would. There is no

13 question about that in my mind.

14 0 Is there some kind of a draft plan wh[ch KKW laid

15 cu t for the municipalities to adopt or was --

16 A (WITNESS ROGAN) It is my understanding that in

17 the process of this effort they did in fact develop a

18 prototype or format for the municipalities, which in their

19 view would serve as a very usef ul checklist and sort of a

2g fill-in-the-blank so rt of thing that would help some of the

21 local municipalities who were having some trouble in their

22 planning to at least evolve through the first iteration of

23 the plan and give them something to work with.

24 0 Would you recognize tha t format, do you think?

25 A - (WITNESS ROGANL Very honestly, I have only seen

.
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1 it once closa up, and so I an not confident that I would

2 recognize it at this time.

3 (Counsel for AN3?? conferrin;.)

4 0 There is a document in the York Ccunty plan, Annex

5R, which I will give you. The partiesd should have copies

6of it, and if need be we will certainly nake additional

7 copies and make it available.

8 This is Anner P to the York County energency

gresponse plan.

10 (Counsel handing docunent to witnesses.)

it (Witnesses reviewing document.)

12 MR. SHOLLY If it is any help, it is

13 approximately one-half to two-thirds of the var through the

14 rather thick - stack of docunents, about that deep

15 (Indicating) , if it is any help.

16 WITNESS EOGAN: I am sorry. If I was to have

17 responded to that remark, I nissed it.

18 BI MR. SHOLLIs (3esuming)

19 0 I was trying to help the Board and other parties

20 locate this other document.
i 21 A (WITNESS 20GAN) Oh. Faving looked at it, I

gtcannot attest to the fact that t ?.a t is the one that in fact

23 was shown to me and was told that is the prototype they

24 used . I would have to check it against one that I am sure I

25 have somewhere in my files.
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1 0 Would it be a problem for you to do that and

2 confirm or deny some tir.e later during thic week?
,

3 F. R . ZAHLER: Mr. Sholly, we vill underta ke to
.

4 attempt to locate the dccument, and Ve can repcrt back to

5 you on that.

6 HR. SHOLLYs I would appreciate that.

7 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

8 BY ER. SHOLLY (Resuming)

g Q I might ask if any of the other witnesses

10 recognize the document? Perhaps they have seen it?

11 (Witnesses reviewing document.)

12 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) I do aot recognize the

13 document.

14 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I would have to confirm it with

15 the one in file in the department.

18 0 Fine. We will come back to that.

17 (Pause.)

18 HR. SHOLLY: Mr. Chairman, is the Board prepared

19 to proceed? It was my intention, if this could not be

20 confirmed, to come back to this, hopefully tomorrow. If

| 21 this can.be confirmed that this was the assistance or the
22 format of the assistance which has been provided, we would

23 have some questions on it, if that is the case.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well,. let's see where we are

25 goin g . - Assume that they can- confirm that this-is a copy
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1that is in their files. What do you do then ?

2 ha. SHCLLYa a'e woulc he interested in kncving

3 which municipalities used this formst, if plans were

4 fo rmalized, where they are located.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHz Okay. What part of your

ecross-examination plan --

7 MH. SHOLLYs I do not have a complete

8 cross-examination plan yet. Up through 11 or 12, I would

| 9 undertake to complete that tonight.

10 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Single-spaced.

it (Laughter.)

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Assume, then, that they reconcile

13 -- I m e a n , t ha t they identif y this as being the form that

- 14 they are familiar with. Will they be any better able to

15 answer questions on the form that is a part of the emergency

16 plan?

17 MR. SHOLLY: I think, having heard what I just

18 told the Chair, I think they would be if they find, you

19 know, that this is the document, I am sure they would have

20 the opportunity to check their records and determine who

| 21 used it and who didn't.

22 CHAIBMAN SMITH: Okay.

MR. SHOLLI: If the plans were completed and23

24 submitted, and if so, to whom, and so forth.

(Board. conferring.)25
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1 MB. SHOLLYs Needless to sa y, Mr. Chairman, we are

2 very much interested in local municipalities.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS We sre net questionini it is an

4 appropriate area of inquiry. I am fust wondering what help

5 this particular panel sight be on it. !t might be a

| 8 problem.

7 MR. SHOLLY That I do not know. We'll find out.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Gentlemen , a pparently it is an

e important part of the emergency plan. What dc you say about

10 it?

11 WITNESS ROGAN: Mr. Smith, I would just like to

12 make a couple of observations in this regard , because this

13 is a little different than full Licensee involvement. This

14 was a service He provided through the State of

15 Pennsylvania. A while we provided the service, the day to

18 day effort and cou. '.a tion were directed through the

nagement Agency, where in fact it17 Pennsylvania Emergency ,

18 is my understanding tha t tt * actually shared some office

gespace so they could make sure 'y Vere nice and close with
.

20 what was going on.

21 CHAIBMAN SMITH: With your consultcnts?

22 WITNESS ROGANs Yes, our consultants. And they

23 worked for the counties, and we really, at that point in

24 time, did not, monitor on a daily basis or get involved in

the details of the services rendered except as contractually25
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1 ve provided for them.

2 So such questiene as how many of these plans which

3 were prepared with the assistance of Kline, Knopf and Wo jack

4 Associates a re now approved plans for municipalities within

5 a particular county, I must admit today I would have to go

ado some research in order to find out.

7 NR. SHOLLY& Mr. Chairman, it may well be this

8 will come up -- we 're hopef ul we can find out from this

gpanel -- again with Commonwealth's witnesses. And should

*

to the Board produce any local county emergency management

11 agency personnel, as has been suggested, why, it will

12 probably be brought up at that point, also.

*

13 DR. LITTLE: A couple of direct questions. Who is'

14 responsible for putting together the package of information

15 that we got as Revision 3? Who or --

16 32. ZAHLEE: I undertook to Xerox it, if that is

i7 the p ro per --

18 ( Laugh te r . )

ig DR. LITTLE: Somebody assembled it, obviously, and

| _ggfigured the Annex P was supposed to be in there. So someone

21 aust know where it came from and who was responsible for
' 22 putting it together. That is where we are going.

ER. SHOLLY: It is part of the York County plan.23

DR. LITTLE: So it came from York County. So York24

25 County knows where. it came f rom.

.
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1 MR. SHOLLY I must confe s that I just learned of

2 this particular annex within tr.e lart u .'.o u r s . So it was

3 somewhat new to me, also.

4 CHAIR?AN SMITH: Well, the --

5 DR. LITTLE: It did not materialize. Somaone must

aknow where it came from.

7 (Pause.)

8 CHAIRMAN S!!THz How do we even know it is the

g York County plan?

10 MR. SHOLLY That was my best quess, Mr.

It Chairman. Maybe I had better back off a definitive --

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH Dr. Jordan has pointed out that

13 it is an annex to Appendix 3, which has a =ap of York County

14 o n i t .

15 Well, what I suqqest that you do is go on with

16 your cross-examination and allow the witnesses to do
.

17 whatever they can do. And then address what you perceive to

18 be voids in the record later on.

19 5R. SHOLLYs That was my intent.

20 ER. GRAY: I would point out that Annex P is

21 included in the table of contents of the York County plan,.

22 and entitled " Local Government Planning Guidance."

23 Apparently some concerted effort to include that in the York

24 County plan.
.

BY MR. SHOLLY. (Besuming)25
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1 C Regarding the involvement of the Commonwealth of

2 Pennsylvania acencies in developing tha emergency plan, it

3 is apparent from the prepared tessimony as well ar the

4 testimony offered on cross-examination that there had been a

5 number of meetings with Com=onwealth representatives. Have

S any of these meetings been noticed for public involvement or

7 public participation or participation by any of the

a Interveno r parties to this proceeding ?

S A (WITNESS ROGAN) Of the ones that I have attended

10 -- and that certainly has got to be some number less than

If the total number, but a significant number nonethelass ---

12 they have not.
,

13 Q Any other witnesses have any information different

14 than that?

15 A (WITNESS GIANGI) There was the Pennsylvania

16 Energency Management Agency's meeting prior to the July 16

17 exercise, that did have the public involved as well as the

ismedia. That is the only one tha t I could refer to in that

19 context.

20 A (WITNESS TSAGGARIS) The only meeting that I

21 7ecall public attendance was in Septembar of 1979, when we
.

2t met with NHC emergency planning review teams.

23 Q In general, in the discussions with the

24 Commonwealth, what functional parts of the emergency

25 planning , considerations were discussed? We are particularly
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1 interested if there was any added emphasis on any particular

2 function, such as prompt notification, for exerple.

3 A CJIT:ESS ROGAN ) Certsinly the thrust, if one were

4 to generalire , recogniring the danger cf doing that, has

5 been in what I would call three areas.

s The first is the interface, the physical and

7 mechanical interf ace between the Licensee and the

8 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with regards to emergency

9 response, such things as our procedures for communicating,

10 for notification of the counties, for identifying

11 personalities, for just in general assuring that our plan

12 and theirs were tightly coordinated and consistent, and that

13 we all were operating under the same sorts of ground rules,

14 such as emergency classifica tion levels and that sort of

15 thing.

16 The second most clearly was the issue of prompt

17 notification of the public, and that has evolved into a

18 number of discussions of the type system that would be used,

19 which was, as indicated earlier, decided upon by the

20 Licensee with the support of tne Commonwealth as being a

| 21 siren system. The recognition that a single alert in its

22 own right , without some sort of an informative message

23 following immediately thereafter, would serve in fact to

24 disadvantage, and therefore what we might do to ensure that

25 there ' was some clarificaticu of the alert as soon as the

.
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1 siren sounded, and what needed to follow from that and what

2 needed to in f act precede it in terrs of public information

3 an'd educa tion progra s s.

4 That has certainly been a very real second issue

5 for discussion.

6 And the third issue has clearly been the one of

7 the alert -- excuse se -- the evacuation time estimate, and

8 tha t one has been more along the lines of getting data f rom

3 the state , f rom the Commonwealth, sharing with them some of

10 the information that we have generated over ti=e as we have

11 studied the evacuation problem, and working very closely

12 with them on that sort of thing.

13 And then finally, because I believe we have a very

u good and e very solid working relationship, and good lines

15 of communication, we have had a number of meetings where we

18 just simply were sitting down to work with each other on

17 particular parts of a plan which may be needing some

18 dressing up. In fact, we have been invited to partici= ate

ig as the Licensee representative in one of the regional

33 advisory committee seetings, where the BAC cane down and was

21 reviewing the Commonwealth plan. 'Je were encouraged to come

zg in and . sit in on the proceedings, so we would all be tied in

23 together.

24- So that has pretty much characterited the kinds of

25 things we have been doing.
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1 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I would like to add just a

2 couple more predominantly -- which have taken place pric: to

3 3r. Eogan 's employmen t with GPU huelear. Some of the items

4 discussed at the meetings involve pro tective action

5 recommendations, emergency communications and notifications,

gwhich he discussed, the ve rifica tion scheme, which he also

7 discussed, information transmitted, the logistics of the

8 emergency, the training specifically to the fire and

g ambulance personnel with regards to emergency response to

10 the f acility.

11 (Pause.)

12 Q Throughout the course of these many different

13 seetings, has there been occasion when a dispute or a

14 disagreement between the Commonwealth and the Licensee has

15 arisen regarding any of these primary areas of concern?

16 A (WITNESS ROGAN) My recollection is that there has

17 been from time to time a fleetir.g disagreement on a

18 particular issue, however, none that have f ailed to be

gg reconciled in the best interest' of emergency response; and

,

-20 that most of then reflected the ger.uine diff erences of
|

21 viewpoint with regard to the Commo 2vealth and the licensee

22 as to their moral and legitimate responsibilities with

23 regard to one thing or another.

24 And I must admit, I cannot even put my finger on a

25 particular one right at the moment. But I know we have had

.
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1 some interesting discussions over time.

2 C One a rea in particular that there seemed to be,

3 throughout the course of the proceedinc, some disacreement

4 or misunderstanding o ve r is wi th regard to the plant

5 notification system or requirement. Are any of the

! 6 witnesses aware of the discussions which took place

7regarding this system, that would be familia r with the

8 interchange that took place?

g A (WITNESS ROGAN) I am intimately familiar. I

10 believe I took place -- I took part in, if not 100 percent

11 of them, very much near that.

12 Hy overall assessment of all of those meetings was

13 that it was just a question of trying to arrive at some kind

14 of a joint position with regard to, first, what particular

15 participation we might expect from the state, both

16 financially and with regards to maintenance and securing and

17 operating the system af ter it was installed.

ja And we f elt very strongly -- th a t is, the Licensee

ig-- that whatever design proposal we came up with ought to be

33 one that was consistent with both the existing system of the

21 state and its requirements. And to the extent we may have

had an occasional -- I will not even say the-word is
ZZ

23 "disagreemen t : s varying approach, that evolved over time--

24 1nto what I perceived to be complete agreement with regard

25 to what that system ought to be and how it ought to work.

I
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1 And I think we are in complete agreement that the

2 system design as proposed now not only meets but exceeds the

3 minimum requirerents or guidance as indicated in tne NUREG,

4 but also significantly upg ra des the state's alert civil

5 defense system within the ten-mile plume exposure pathway.

6 Q You mentioned discussions which took place

7 regarding responsibility for maintaining operating the

8 system once it is installed. How was this issue resolved?

gWho is ultimately responsible for the system?

to A (WITNESS SCGAN) I suppose from the point of view

11 of the stata , the way it was most easily resolved was in my

12 personal equeation with regard to the political structure of

13 a Commonwealth. 'Je had initially perceived -- or at least I

14 had, in my naive way -- tha t we might procure and install a

15 system which we might then turn over sort of as a turnkey

18 system to the state, asking them to actively participate,

17 the reasons being in many ways more psychological than t<ay

18 vere financial, because we felt that public involvement in

ip the system and ownership of the system would more likely

20 assure its continued operation and security.

21 We found out very quickly that if such a proposal

zz ere followed through -- tha t is, transfer of title of thew

23 systes to some other system than the licensee -- that person

24 clearly would not be the state, and in f act would in all

25 probability ' not be the county, either, because of the
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1 Commonwealth structure; and tha t the passage of ownership of

2 the system, should that be our final eclution, would have to

3 be negotiated with the individual municipalities.

4 So from the standpoint of the state's position in

5 maintenance, that just sort of faded away. And in fact, as

S it turned out by further study, that was not a big issue to

7 start with, when we discussed and investigated the total

8 issue of main tenance of siren systems.
*

9 0 Is the Licensee, then, retaining responsibility

to for operability of the system throughout the lifetima of the

11 operating license?

12 A (VITNESS ROGAN) That is an issue which is not

13 clearly resolved. And let me explain. To the best of my

14 ability -- because there are lecal issues here involved

15 which I do not fully grasp a t this time -- a s we see the

18 system at this time, we are procuring and installing at the

17 full expense of the licensee .

18 We have two options with regard to further

1g disposition of the system. One involves retention of the

_ gg system by the licensee, and the second involves

21 consideration of the possibility of passing ownership of the

22 system to the various municipalities in which the systems

23 are located.|

24 Unfortunately, neither is a simple solution. It

25 1s my understanding and again let me preface by saying I--
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' I am neither legally competent to explain these issues nor am

2 I experienced in installation. But it is y understanding

3 that if we deed title to a systam of this sert and of the

4 dollar value of the total systen, which estimates in the

5 testimony something on the o rder of $ 1.2 million, then we

6 are involved in some considerations of Public Utility

7 Commission approvals, possibly SEC approvals, we have

8 mortgage release requirements; a number of issues, as I

gindicate, which I do not understa, the full impact of.

10 The other possibility -- and tha t would probably

11 involve the acceptance of responsibility upon the part of

12 the person who accepts tha title of securing and assuring

13 the operational maintainability of the system.

14 The other possibility is ret'aining of ownership by

15 the licensee, and the major issue here is one of right of

16 wa y . While a utility has got a considerable experience base

17 1n negotiating right of way for a pole from which they

18 string electric wires, there is a new issue to be addressed

gg here with regards to hanging a siren on the top of a pole

20 instead of a nice silent electric vire.
21 And so it is not clear to our legal of fices yet

zgwhat may be involved in terms of secu ring right of way for

23 siren sites and what sort of right of ways would be

24 required. Now, the speculation , if tha t is appropriate, is

that one will eventually have to weigh.the complications of
~

25
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1 right of way procurement if we retain ownership versus the

2 complicaticas of the legal approvals if we try and pass

3 title. That issue is not resolved.

4 I have taken a long time to explain this to you

5 because I think it is important. In either case, the

6 Licensee clearly accepts and understands that it is our

7 responsibility to see that ths.t system is put in place and

8 that it remains operational and capable of achieving the

g objectives as established by the NUREG.

to 0 Would you not in fact be required t.o report to NRC

11 at any time this system becomes inoperable or

12 nonf unctional?

13 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I as not aware of a specific
,

14 requirement in that regard. And I would suggest that any
,

15 such requirement would have to be accompanied by some sort

16 of a scaled degree of what constitutes an operative system.

tr 0 We vill be coming back to the plant notification

18 system at a later point. But I thought, since you brought
4

gg that issue up, we would try and clarify that nov.

20 I would like to move into the area of emergency

21 asse ssment, the aeclaration of emergency, which is a new

zgfunctional area within the cross-examination.

23 Could the witnesses briefly describe the process

24 by which the operating staff would recognire and declare an

25 emergency based on plant parameters?
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1 A (MITNESS GIANGI) There are predominantly two

2 2eans of rerognition of an energency by the giant operations

3 staf f, and leading ultimately tc the declaration of the

4 emergency by ' '. 4 emergency director.

5 One way, and perhaps the sost coscon way of
i

| 6:ecognition of the emergency, would be through the emergency
|

7 operating procedures and the abnormal operating procedures,

8 which would give a certain parameter or a certain scenario

gpresenting itself to the operator such that, by referring to

10 that procedure, the operator would be -- of course, it would

11 be mandatory to complete the innediate actions necessary by

12 that procedure.

13 Going to the follow-up stepc of that procedure, it

14 would inform the operator that he has reached or exceeded an

15 energenc7 action level, and in turn refer that operator to

16 the emergency plan implementing procedure that would be

17 applicable f or that classification.

18 Another way would be for the operator to recognize

jg that the emergency action level is being reached or exceeded

20 by virtue of the energency plan implementing procedures, the

21 first four specifically for the unusual events alert site

22 or general emergency classifications, which list the

23 energenc7 action levels in column f ashion, the initiating

24 condition, and the indications for that initiating

35 condition.

l
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1 I refer back to the example I cited earlier this

2 morning with the LOCA. For exam ple, it would -- it would

3 give the initiating conditions and different pp.rameters that

4 may be symptomatic of that initiating condition.

|
5 Both those would eventually get funneled up to the

6 shif t supervisor, his awareness, verify that it was an
; -

7 emergency action level reached or exceeded, and, as

8 instructed by the esercency plan implementing procedure, any

gone of the first four mentioned, he would declare the

10 emergency. and perform the immediate action in the emergency

$1 plan implementing procedure.

12

13

14

15

16

: 17
| '

- 18
!

I 19

20
.

21 .

22

23

24-

25
.

L
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1 Q Is there any type of aids hvailable to the

2 operator other thsn procedures which would allow the opeator

3 to access those procedu.es? Perhaps the use of the alarm

4 system or some other aid?

5 A (WITNESS GIANGI) What we are doing on the

6 radiation monitoring systems are color-coding the alarm set

7 points that would get him into the respective emergency

8 action level or the emergency classification. As an
|

|
9 example, RML-1 reaching or exceeding 6.35 times 10-4 counts

to per minute would have a certain color code designation at

11 that one indicating to the o pera tor tha t tha t was an unusual

12 event, and that would also facilitate the reccanition and

13 the declaration of the emergency.

14 0 For events that are normally consid'ered to be

15 Class 9 incidents or accidents which are beyond the design

16 basis for a particular plant, how do the emergency

17 procedures, implementing procedures, use the

18 instrumentation, the action 1s /el crite ria , take into

19 acco un t the possibility of such an occurrence?

20 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) If you look at NUFEG-0653 and

21 NUREG-0396 which formed some of the basic planning --

22 planning bases for,that document, to the best of my

23 recollection NUREG-0396 does consider slong with design

'24 basis accidents some Class.9 consequences in designing this

25 planning basis. It is lar understanding that these documents

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1and those evaluations were input into 065u and into Appendix

21, which is the crevious NUREG-0610, designing the specific

3 emergency action levels.

4 Th e whole philosophy in the emergency planning

5 concepts subsequent to TMI-2 is that the action levels, in

6 my. understanding, that are developed and set at graded

7 levels such that if conditions were to deteriorate into,

8 perhaps, Class 9 consequences, that everything would have

galready been mobill ed, emergency response organirations

to would have been activated, plant operations people would

11 have been called in to support.

! 12 So that by meeting the action levels set forth in

13 065u, notification and mobiliration occurs well before,

14 let's say, Class 9 consecuences. It is my opinion or ny

15 understanding that G65u takes into consideration certain

.16 Class 9 events by that graded emergency action level

17 process.

18 0 Within the realm of procedures and information

.19 available to the operator, is there any indication to th e

! 20 operator other than the operator's understanding of how

2't accidents develop'~ and their und rstanding of past accidents,~

22 1s there anything which indicates.to the~ operator.that

23 clearly he 'is .into a situation which is beyond the design~

24 basis? And, if so,'is-thereLany instruction or guidance to

L25 the operator that-that information should be passed along?

ALDER $oN REPORTWG COMPANY. INC.
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1 A (WITNESS TS AGGARES) I do not know that I can

2 offer a sa tisf actory an ver. It is clear from the ;uidance

3 in 0653 that a general enercency is one which involves

4 core-melt type ccenarios. So in that extent to that--

5 extent, when a general emergency is declared, it is obvious
t

I 6 that the degradation of the plant has gone to the levels of

7 -- designed in 0654, and I cannot remember the exact words

8 -- severe core degradation, potential for loss of

9 containment integrity.

10 By declaring that general emergency, the operators

11 are sending a clear signal that something, you know, severe

12 1s occurring. Whether they specifically say that they have

13 a Class 9 event, I do not know that that really adds

14 anything to the assessment process.

15 Q In general, though, you would say that a

16 declaration of a general emergency is indicative of that

17 type of an event?

18 A (WITNESS TS AGGAR ES ) I do not know that I can
.

19 honestly say that. I think that might be a question that

20would be directed to the staff.

. 21 Clearly, in the general emergency action level,
i'
'

o events, you know, have beenZ2 some considera tions for Class
factored in.23

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The planning basis for NU3EG-0653

i

25 1s set forth rather clearly, I think, inside I mean on--

|
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1 pages 6 and 7 of the document.

2 MS. SFOLLY: I understand, Mr. Chairman. I was

3 attempting to resch an understanding cf how once the

4 operators recognize that they have a situation which is, you

5 know, akin to a C1sss 9 accident, wha t happens then ? I mean

6 1s this something that is significant enough that that alone

7 should be communicated to off-site authorities? Or is there

8 some other appropriate response? And that is why I delved

9 into this.

10 I think I received a basically satisfactory

11 answer. It is something I am going to have to pursue with

11 the Commonwealth and the staff in order to fully resolve

13 it.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Gray, do you intend to offer

15 NUREG-0654 into evidence?

16 MR. GRAY: Yes, sir.

17_ CHAIBMAN SMITH: Okay.

18 BY HR. SHOLlY: (Resuming)

19 0 How many persons are directly involved in the

20 declaration of an accident, either an . unusual event, a l e r t ..

21 site emergency, or general emergency?

22 A (WITNESS'GIANGI) There is only one person who

. g3 declares an emergency, and that is-the emergency director.

24 Q' Are there no circumstances under which someone at

25 a lower level .of authority, exercising what they believe to

.
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1 be their good judgment, can override that chain of command

2 and go to someone above the emergency director or to, for

3 inst ance, FEM A , and inform them in their best judgment some

4 sort of an emergency declaration should be made?

| 5 A (WITNESS GIANGI) I am assuming what you are
!

6saying is that if the shif t supervisor who is in the control
.

7 toon at the time did not assess the situation such that he

8 would declare an emergency, could another person -- for

g example, a control room operator declare the emergency?

10 Q Yes, sir.

11 A (WITNESS GIANGI) The answer to that is "No."

12 0 The emergency director is the only person who has

13 that authority?

14 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, sir.

15 CH AIRMAN SMITH: Well, now, would an unscheduled

16 shutdown of the reactor be an unusual event within the
17 emergency planning?

18 WITNESS GIANGIs An unscheduled shutdown of the

19 reactor?

20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.
.

21 WITNESS GIANGI: By itself?

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: By the operator.

23 WITNESS GIANGIa The emergency action levels would

24 give very specific examples. As an example, a reactor trip

25 followed by an unplanned automatic ECCS initiation would
_

-
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1 be.
|

2 CHAI5hAN ShITH: Ckay. Nothing less than that? |

3 WITNESS GIANGI: I will just look at the list. I

4 will just look at the list.

5 WITNESS ROGAN: Were you asking if, as kind of an

6 extension of the question that Mr. Shelly asked, were you

7 asking if some operator himself took an unscheduled

8 initiative to shut down the plant without the authority of

g the senior man in the control room, would that constitute --

10 CHAIRMAN SEITH That was the thrust of my

11 question, yes.

12 WITNESS GIANGI4 The answer would be "Yes, sir."

13 CHAIRMAN SMITHS In that event, then, they do have

14 the authority to do that? They would have the authority to

15 at least bring about the declaration of an unusual event?

16 WITNESS GIANGIa Well, what they have done is

17 generated a situation wherein I believe it is the last of

18 the unusual-event categories where you have a plant trip or
|

! ggshutdown and it one of-these general terms that gives

20 judgment to the emergency director or to the senior man in

I 21 the control room. He does not necessarily, as a result of

i

7-
action , have to decla re an unusual . event, but certainly

23 " been given the judgmental right to do that, because he

1
~

24 s not sure 'why operator has done what he did.

25- Chairman Smith, if I'could refer to previous

!
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1 testimony by Mr. Hukill, I bell've, and Mr. Toole on ae

2 similar subject, if in the assessment of a control room

3 operator he felt the plant to be in an unsafe condition,
4

4 would he have the ability to shut down the plant? I think

5 that is unmistakably yes, he does have that capability.

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Yes, yes. We learned f rom the

7 panel that there is a hierarchy of four levels, any of which

8 can shut down the plant. I was just suggesting or inquiring

:

9 whether that action in itself would be an action which would

10 require the emergency director to decla re an unusual event.

11 WITNESS GIANGI& Not by the emergency action

121evels that we adopt, no.

13 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

14 Q This may have already been covered, but again to

15 focus the discussion, who, by position, under whatever

16 circumstances, can assume the position of emergency

17 director?

18 A f'T|lNESS GIANGI) The shift supervisor initially

19 assumes t he position of emergency director. If he is

33 incapacitated for any reason, the shift foreman has the

21 ability to assume that role. Of course, as we mentioned

Z2carlier, within one hour supplemental to that would be the

23 Vice president of TMI-1, the director'of operations and-

!

24 maintenance, as well as Mr. Potts, the rad con manager.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: It strikes me as unusual that Mr.
4 - 25
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1 Ross is left out of that sequence entirely. Could you

2 explain that?

3 'JITNESS GIANGI Yes, sir. Mr. Ross, who is the

4 SRO, would take on the functions of operations coordinator.

5 He would come in, in f act, and assist in the operational

6 accident assessment that I mentioned earlier and report

7 directly to the emergency director.

8 WITNESS ROGAN: In other words, he has only then

as the se' ior operator, and that is to9 one responsibility n

10 direct and supervise the operators in the control room and

11 direct his full attentions to operations, whereas the

12 emergency director has a slightly broader respcasibility,

13 including communications of protective actions as necessary

14 and receiving inf orma tion f rom the RA?. Mr. Ross has one

15 responsibility.

18 CHAIRMAN SNITH. There could be a time there where

17 operators junior to Mr. Ross serve as the emergency

18 director?
~

19 WITNESS ROGAN4 I am sorry, sir, I missed it.

.

20 CHAIREAN SHITH: If 3r. Ross were on site at the

21 tia.e of an emergency, at no time would he become emergency

22 director; his shift foreman could, but not Mr. Ross

23 himself?
,

24 WITNESS GIANGI4 It is conceivable if the timing

25 -- if within one hour, for ensple', either one of the three

i
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1 emergency directors, the TMI-1 direc*.or of operations was

2 not there, hr. Eoss does arrive tefCre then, the shift

3 supervisor would remain as emergency directo r until such

4 time as one of the three did relieve his properly.

5 32. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman, might this be a good

6 time for the af ternoon break.

7 CH)'.RMAN SMITH: It is either now or we are going

8 to lose it.. Let's take a ten-minute break.

g (Brief recess.)

10 MR. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Zahler.

12 MR. ZAHLERs Before we start again, I have one

13 quick question to Mr. Tsaqqares, which will correct a minor

14 error in his testimony this morning. Now is as good a place

15 as any to do it.
<

16 Mr. Tsaggares, earlier this morning you testified

37 that you believe you had been deposed by the Bogovin group.

18 Do you have anything to add to that?
!

3g WITNESS.TSAGGARES: In reflection, my recollection

20 was that I was interviewed and not farmally deposed.
;

21 -(Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

22 MR. SHOLLY My source of information did not

23 differentiate between deposition and interview.

! -24- MR. ZAHLERa Us lawyers, unfortunately, do.

25 (Laughter.)

.
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1 MR. SHOLLY: The Board, staff, Commonwealth, and

2 Licensee, I am sure, are ava e by new of the staff documents

3 in f ront of them. These are the copies of the documents I

4 had mentioned earlier that we had intended to use for

5 cross-examination purposes. It may develop through either

sthe Board's desire or our desire to attempt to introduce

7 these into evidence. So those are the documents that will

8 be involved.

9 This is not just all for this panel. This

10 includes the Licensee and the Commonwealth.

11 Would it be helpful to identify these documents

12 other tnan their just simple existence?

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: These are potentially to be used

14 for cross examination?

15 MR. SHOLLY - Yes.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I s'a no need to identify them

17 until you do use them.

18 BY MR. SHOLLI: (Resuming)

|

19 Q Getting back to the issue we were dealing with

20 before the break, in raising the issue about who can

i
21 function as emergency director and who has the authority to

l-

zgreport one of the four emergency classifications, the

23 Commonwealth, I assume, is-aware of those facts as you

24 explained them, the fact that there are a limited number of

25 people who can function as the emergency director and thats
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1 the emergency director is the person that would be

2 contacting or causing Contact t0 occur to FEhA in the event

3 that one of these four classes of alert is initiated. Is

4 that correct?

5 A (7 TNESS GIANGI) To the best of my knowledge,

| gthey are, yes.

7 A (WITNESS FOGAN) In addition, Mr. Sholly, part of

s'the initial communications is verification f rom -- th rough

g the BRP.

10 0 Before I ask my next question, I want to be sure

11 that all parties understand that I do not raise this with

12 any individual in mind and do not mean te imply that this is

13 the case. I am concerned about a hypothetical possibility

14 that for whatever reason the emergency director chooses not

15 to declare an alert and a more junior member of the staff

16 decides to take it upon himself to initiate the initial
1

17 no tification to FEMA, who would FEMA contact to verify the
i

18 declaration of that alert or unusual event or site or
19 general emergency?

20 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Assuming this -- this does
.

21 happen the way-you mention, and it is purely a hypothetical

zz ituation, FEMA, through the normal operating procedure doess

23 not 'n fact call back for the verification as you well know

Bureau of Radiation Protection does.24

25 Assuming the Bureau of Radiation Protection is who

ALDERSON REPORT 1NG COMPANY,INC,
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1 you are referring to as th e verification party, they would

2 call back the Unit 1 control room, and at that point a

3 specific checklist would have been filled out or in the

4 process of beino filled out and information would be

5 transmitted, one of which would be emergency verification
|

8and the second of which would be radiological and

7 operational status of the plant for their assessment to

8 refer back to with FEMA.

9 Q Would -- would the Bureau of Radiation Protection

10 attempt to directly contact the emergency director at that

11 point? Or would they -- or would they contact whoever

12 answers the phone in the control room?

13 A (WITNESS GIANGI) More than likely they would

14 contact the Unit 1 control room, and it would be a.7swered by

1ga communications assistant.

16 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Mr. Sholly, may I offer the

17 hypothetical . situation that you have constructed here?

18 In order for to even get to the point of where the

19 verification call would not accomplish its intended

20 objectives would require the collaboration of at least the

21 control room staff unanimously, because any sort of

22 circumstance which might arise which would call for the

23 then-shif t superviser or senior operator to become the

24 emergency director and classify an emergency would also be

25 known to everyone.else in the control room and possibly to

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY, NC,
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1 others outside the control' room.

2 So it wouT* 'e extremely difficult for a single

3 person to somehow or other prohibit the passage of the

4 information in the first' place, and certainly the

5 verification of the existence of an emergency in the second

6 place.

7 Q Fine. The testimony at page 18 states -- and I as
!

8 going to quote a single sentence here: "We believe that the

| 9 emergency could be assessed and declared within ten
!

10 minutes." What is the basis for that belief? And in

11 addressing that, could you explain when that ten-minute time

12 period starts to run, so we understand what -- what is being

13 asserted here as a capability?

14 A (WITNESS TSA'GGARES) In making that statement, the

|
| 15 foundation is the new approach that the Licensee has taken
|

16 1n its-philosophy in emergency planning consistent with 0654

!- 37 and the training that the operators are provided.
|
| 18 The whole philosophy behind the action level

gg scheme in 0654 is tat whether the operator understands

33specifically the event that is occurring, he has parameter

21 triqqer levels, et cetera, that get him into, even ## it is

gga low-level of emergency classificati'on, implementt she

i 23 plan .

We feel -- the Licensee feels that ten minutes is
| 24

: 25 a reasonable amount of time for the operator to recognize an
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1 abnormal situation and assess whatever the parameters are
.

2 against the emergency plan.
i

3 Mr. Giangi testified befode that there are several

4 ways to get into the emergency plan, either through the
|

5 emergency plan operating procedures, abnormal procedures, or

8by a direct assessment against the emergency plan

7 1mplementing procedure's.

i 8 As far as when the tine clock starts for the ten
( -

! 9 minutes, it would seem to me that the time clock starts when

10 the operator is first presented with an abnormal situation.

11 I do not know that I can be any more specific than that.

12 0 During the ten minutes from that point then, t?e

i

[
~13 operator would recognize that there is an abnormal situation

14 by whatever means, either comparing it against the

,

15 implementing procedures or accessing it through another type
|

| 16 of procedure --

17 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES ) Yes. It should be --

!

18 0 And declare whatever situation should be declared
j

L 19 within that ten minutes ; is that correct?

20 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) That is correct. That is

21 generally correct, yes.

t 22 0 Now, were you going to say something else?
i

A (WITNESS TSAG'JARES) I lost my train of thought.
23

24 I was going to, but I cannot recall.
1

25 Q I wanted to complete that.
.

|

-

i
'
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1 Are there any ascumptions, broad assumptions, that

2 go into this judgment that the pisn can be implemented

3 within ten minutes following the appearance of this abnormal

4 situation? I do not know if I can be any more specific or

5 not.

6 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Would you repeat that?

7 0 Are there any assumptions behind this belief that

8 in fact the operators vill be able to recognize and declare
,

|

| 9 an emergency oithin ten minutes of the appea rance of the

10 abnormal condition?

11 A (WITNESS TS AGGARES ) I would say that the

12 assumption is tha t the operator is trained to recognize

13 1ndi' cations.on his instrumentation and to respond

14 accordingly. That is the way he is trained. He passes an

15 NRC operator's licensing exam to be able to respond to plant

16 transients.
.

; 17 0 There might be some time delay between the start

|
| 18 of , say, a transient and the point at which you reach

'

.gg something which would carse the emergency plan to be

20 implemented; isn't that a possibility?

21 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) That is a possibility.

| 22 0 Have you made any assessment of ho w long a time
|

23 period that might be, or is that something which is not

24 subject to quantification?

25 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) That would be difficult to
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1 say and wou3 d depend on the particular scenario. Again, it

2 should be kept in mind that, particularly for the

3 unusual-event category, the action levels are set at very

4 low levels, if I can use tha t as a phra se.

5 A ('JITNESS GIANGI) F.r. Sholly, if I could also add

6 that again the concept of the emergency action levels, we
|

7 tried to take away the discretion that the operator may be

8 faced against at 2:00 o ' clock in the morning , for example,

9 trying to delineate specific action levels and, in fact,

10 also indicate the systematic parameters or key parameters

11 that may be triggered as a result of that initiating

12 condition.

13 I believe tha t tha t, coupled with the training and

14 the drills that these operators have and will eventually go

15 th;ough completely, and the fact tha t the discretion for

16 declaring an emergency at his discretion although an action

17 level has not been reached in the scenario that was referred
18 to earlier, would facilitate the declaration of an

i 19 emergency, expedite, if you will, f rom the initial event of

| 20 any abno rmalities.

21 Certainly, the ten minutes -is not a magical number

22 based on-a specific' scenario th a t we presented in the

. 23 testimony. It was our belief, and in our discussion with
!

24 the operators, that ten minutes would in fact be
1

25 approximately the number of minutes that it would take to

1
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1 decla re that emergency.

2 C You mantioned the training that the operators have

3 received in recogniring and declaring energencies. What

4 sort of specific training do they receive in this area? And

S I as interested in knowing if they receive simulator

a training in that area and/or walkthroughs involving

7 simulated conditions.
.

8 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) The operators do receive

Ssimulator training in their normal licenred operator

10 training program. And in that simulator training they

11 respond -- and the training is primarily based on responding

12 to transients and/or abnormal situations.

13 In the development of the emergency plan, we felt

14 that since there is no requirement for a time period, and we

15 felt a responsibility to convey to the operators in a

18 training sense that they should be able to assess and

17 declare and get into the emergency plan if necessary as soon

18 as possible. And we basically came up with the te n -min u t e

19 figure as a target.

20 The. operators also receive training on the
.

21 specifica action levels for each of the classifications and

22 the drills and scena rios that we present have varied

23 responses from the low-level unusual event all the w?y up to

-24 a general emergency. So they get a lot of practice also.

25 -Q The next series of questions deals with the
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1 assessment of accidents and also the use of dose

2 projections. On what systes or syrtemr does Licensee rely

3 for making radiation dose projections? I mean are there any

4 beyond MIDAS?

5 A (WITNESS TS AGGARES) Yes. The way the plan is

6 designed and the emergency action levels are designed, the

7 initial dose projections are made based on indication on the

8 in plant radiation monitoring system, in conjunction with

g the meteorological information available to the operators in

10 the control room.

11 Q Is that sort of dose assessmen t -- is tha t the

12 sort of dose assessment that makes use of some sort of a

13 standard set of assumptions and incorporates meteorological

14 data, goes through a set procedure to come up with dose

15 projection?

16 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Yes, there.is a set

; 17 procedure.
|

18 0 Is that the sort of procedure which is intended to

i jg be performed utilizing the minicomputer which we saw on the

20 plant tours?

21 A (WITNESS TSAGGARES) Yes. Those projection

22 techniques can either be done utilizing the minicomputer or

.3 can be done manually.

24 0 Which staff members, by title, are qualified to

25 nake dose projections in that manner?
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1 A (WITNESS TSAG3 ARES) The staff members that

2 normally perform the function are personnel designated as

3 the radiological assessment coordinator. Typical people

4 filling that position are radistion protection foremen and

5 radiation protection engineers.

6 The shif t supervisor, shif t foreman, and other

7 personnel designated as emergency directors also receive

8 training to be able to perform that function, although they

g normally would not be called upon to perform that function.

10 0 Th e testimony at pages 82 and 83 references the

11 use of a dose projection system known as " MIDAS." I have a

12 number of questions about how MIDAS operates.

13 Again, who on Licensee staff is qualified to

14 utilire the MIDAS system in making those projections?

-15 A (WITNESS GIANGI) We have a designated department

16 -- n amely , the Environmental Assessment Department -- who

17 perf orm the environmental sampling and analyses on an

18 ongoing basis to meet environmental tech specs. They are

18 the individuals who eventually will tie into the MIDAS

20 system and do this dose projection, as you mentioned, as

21 well as implement the radiological environmental monitoring

zgprogram on a long-term basis.

23 0 Where will the software -- I assume there is a

24 sof tware portion of the MIDAS system involved -- where will

25 that software portion of the system be headquartered?

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 A (WITNISS GIANGI) Presently, the software system

2 for the E!DAS is physics 11y located at the environmental

3 assessment command centar at Ha rrisbu rg International

4 Airport and ties into the Rockville, Ma rylan d, computer.

5 C That computer has meteorological data ?

6 A (WITNESS GIANGI) Yes, it does.

7 0 Is it intended that that is where the MIDAS

8 sof tware will be maintained, or will that change ?

9 A (WITNESS GIANGI) When you say " MIDAS software,"

to the CRT has the capability of accessing that information

11 from the main terminal.

12 Q In the control room?

13 A (WITNESS GIANGI) In the environmental assessment

14 comm and center. However, the control room has the three

15 major key meteorological parameters displayed.

16 0 Can you explain briefly how EIDAS functions, what

17 kind of inputs are needed, in general how the system goes

18 through the steps of making the dose projections, and then

gghow those projections are used by the Licensee?

20 A (WITNESS GI ANGI) Okay,.I would like to say that I -

! 21 believe that is covered by Mr. Riethle's testimony, to some
|

22 degree.

23 I not being a meteorologist, I could give you what

24 little I do know about the system; that being that it does

25 relT on real-time meteorological information which is

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 acquired and stored in the main terminal and can be accessed

2 by the CETs I mentioned.

3 3adiation monitoring system da ta is input into

4 this computer. And, of course, it does the same function as

5 the control room radiological assessment coo rdinator does,

6and that is essentially define the chi over Q dispersion

7 factor, the source term, and project the dose rate in the

8 affected area.

g C Does the MIDAS system, through software or inputs

10 which can be added by Licensee's staf f, take into accoun t

itseasonal and diurnal variations and clima tic f actors ,

12 dispersion factors, and e.'.1 the terrain-induced variations ?

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What kind of variations?

14 MR. SHOLLY4 Terrain-induced relating to the

15 topography of the site and the surrounding area.

18 WITNESS GIANGIs Again, I am not qualified really

17 to answer that question. I do not believe anybody on this

18 panel is really qualified to answer that question.

19 To the extent that the MIDAS uses actual real-time

o g3 meteorology, it does in fact take into account the climatic

21 conditions at that time.
i~ As far as your second question, I really would22

23 hesitate in answering that question. We have a

24 me'teorologist , incidentally, who is part.of the

25 environmental assessment command center, who is actively

,
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1 involved in this MIDAS system.

2 O Well, your testimony on page 82 concludes, dces it

3 not, that " MIDAS satisfied the Class 8 criteria as described

4 in Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654"?

5 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Yes, it does.

6 Q Do the witnesses have a copy of NUREG-0654 before

7 them ?

8 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Yes, we do.

g Q Would you refer to pace II-37 I might point cut

10 that that is Appendix 2 of NUREG-0654 It is one of the

11 items that we had planned to cross examinu f rom.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What page, Mr. Sholly?

13 HR. SHOLLY: II-3.

14 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

15 C NOW, if You don't -- if the witnesses do not knov

16 what a site-specific climatological eff ect such as seasonal,

17 diurnal,'and terrain-induced flows are included in this, how

18 can you conclude that the system satisfies the criteria ?

gg A (WITNESS GIANGI) Based on discussions with the

20 Environmental Assessment Dep artm ent , Pickard, Lowe C

21 Garrett, the consulting firm that we referred to earlier,

22 theyudo believe that it meets the Class A model/

23 Based on our limited meteorological background, I

24 could not say specifically how it does it in f act.

25 MR. ZAHLEas Mr. Chairman, I would note that Mr.

-

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 Riethle is going to be a witness for Licensee. One of his

2 responsibilities is he comes from the environs. ental

3 assessment group that Mr. Giangi was talking about, and I

4 thin k these questions -- tha t is, the method by which MIDAS

5 complies with Model A -- migh t be better addressed to Mr.

8 Biethle.

| 7 MB. SHOLLY: Mr. Chairman, we certainly intended

8 to cross examine Mr. Riethle on this material. I find it

9 rather strange that these witnesses would testify as to

10 whether MIDAS meets these criteria when, in fact, by their

it own admission, they are not qualified to make that

12 judgment.

13 MB. ZAHLER: I was just trying to provide a source

14 of information. Mr. Giangi has testified that the basis of

15 that testimony was on what other people told him. In fact,

16 I believe one of those people is Mr. Riethle. We can find

17out when Mr. Biethle is here.

18 I was just indicating that if Mr. Sholly had more

19 detailed concerns in this area, Mr. Riethle was going to be

20 available. I am not suggesting that he not examine these

21 witnesses in this area, if he wants. 'I would just point out

22 that there is another source that is available to him.

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ihere is nothing for the Board to

24 rule on. I think you are in agreement.

25 MR. SHOLLY: If_I could have a moment to confer

.
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1 with Ms. Bradford.

2 (Counsel for ANGEI conf erring. )

3 MR. SHOLLY: Mr. Chairman, I am not really sure

4 how to go about this, because ! have never been present when

5 it was done. But I believe that this sentence, the last

a sentence on page 82 of the testimony, should be stricken

7 from the record on the basis that these witnesses are not

8 qualified to support that statement.

9 If, indeed, Mr. Riethle is qualified to do so, as

10 far as we are concerned he is welcome to make such a

11 statement, and we will cross axamine him on that. But these

12 witnesses, in our view, do no.t have a basis for asserting

13 that - this complies.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH Before we would entertain the*

15 motion, we would either ask some questions of our own or

16 give Mr. Zahler to establish the basis for the statement.

17 Since you are making the motion now, 3r. Zahler, would you

18 address the motion?

19 MR. ZAHLJR: Yes. With respect to the motion --

20 and this may come up again with respect to these witnesses

21 -- emergency planning, by its very nature, is

22 multidisciplinary. Earlier today we discussed all of the

23 consultants that these people have relied on either

! -24 in-house, other people at the plant, outside assistance used

25 1n developing an. emergency plan.- These people have a

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 genere.1 knowledge with respect to the emergency plan and
j

2 what is required. In the course of their normal everyday
|

3 business, they rely on other people to provide assistance to

4 them as to the details of this.

5 I propose that, on the basis of Mr. Giangi's

6 testimony,that he was provided this information by people
,

7 that he normally relies on in terms of developing the

8 emergency plan, and that in f act it is an appropriate

g statement for these witnesses to make.

10 And I realire that the level of Mr. Sholly's

11 ability to probe that statement, that is the basis on which

12 actual compliance is satisfied may be somewhat limited. But

13 I think Mr. Biethle is going to cure that, in effect.

14 But if we set a rule that unless these witnesses,

15 based on their own personal knowledge, can explain every

18 nuance of the plant operations, meteorological controls,

17 meteorologi al inf ormation , time evacua ti"on estimates, in

18 fact it is not possible in a reasonable manner to present a

jgpanel on emergency planning.
t

| CHAIRMAN SMITHS Well, I think that the problem20
l-

21 can probably be resolved by having the testimony, written

22 testimony, comport to the oral testimony. They have given

23 reason why they believe it is appropriate to rely -- to rely

1 24 upon ' the MID AS system. And they have explained while ther

believe it satisfies the Class A model described in25

ALDERSoN REPORTING CoMPAhY,INC,
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1 NUREG-0654, they were told so under circumstances under

2 which they normally accept as reliable.

3 So can't the testimony be conformed to state that

4 the Licensee has concluded that MIDAS satisfies the Class A

5 model or Licensee is relying upon the MIDAS system as

6 satisf ying the Class A model?

7 It' is a difficult statement for us to accept from

8 this panel a straight, direct statement, unqualified

9 statement. It is difficult for us to accept that from this

10 panel. But I see nothing wrong with the method by which

11 they have taken this information and worked it into their*

12 considerations. That is -- that has been explained. So the

13 only problem that we have is tha t the testimony accurately

14 reflect the reliability of the witnesses upon the

15 information.

MR. ZAHLER. I certainly have no objection to the
1,6

17 testimony being nodified to reflect the oral testimony

18 which, as I understand it, is the Licensee believes MIDAS

19 satisfies the Class A model based on information from people

20 they normally. find trustworthy. Is tha t your proposal?

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH That is essen tially it. But I

22 think some qualification should be inserted at this point

23 physically, because I -- wha t is your view of my preposal,

2(Hr. Sholly?

25 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)
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1 MR. GRAY: Mr. Chairman.

2 CHAIPMAN SMITH: 'r. Gray.

3 dR. GRAY: Mr. Chairnan, if I might ask Mr. Zahler

4 will Mr. Riethle be able to support this statement?

5 MR. ZAHLER: I hope so.

6 (Laughter.)
,

|

7 NR. GRAY: What I was going to suggest was that if

8 the statement is being modified, it might be modified also

9 to indicate that Licensee's belief in this regard will be

10 supported by Mr. Riethle, who is qualified to support it.

11 MR. ADLER: In that case, Mr. Chairman, Mr.

12 Riethle can just incorporate the statement into his

13 testimony rather than confusing the record by having it
-

here.14

15 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Well, the information as it is

16 qualified by oral testimony, one way cr the other, is

17 appropriate in the evidentiary record. If their basis for
!

| 18 it is inadequate, that should be explored now. I think it

ighas been well explored. But what if Mr. Riethle does not

20 know anything about this?' Then what do we do? Is he here?

21 HR. ZAHLER: It is Riethle. Mr. Riethle is not

| ZZ here today, but he will be as soon as this panel is done.

I 23 Rest assured, 'r. Chair. man, that one way or another,

24 Licensee is not going to let this be unresolved. '4 e will

25 establish someone -- if it is not Mr. Riethle, someone else

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 -- who provides the necessary information to establish that

2 MIDAZ complies with Class A model in 0654. And it may be a |

|
3 staf f witness, for all I know, on crocs examination

4 CHAIPMAN SMITH: You see, Mr. Sholly, the point we

5 have to make here, this panel are themselves officials

6 charged -- Licensee's officials charged with performing

7 these functions as well as testifying about it. And if in

8 the normal cource of their duties, they receive information

9 from a source which is customarily reliable, then they can

10 testify that that is the case, and the information that they

11 rely upon is appropriately in evidence. But it has to be

12 correctly qualified .
.

13 And I think that altogether you have done it, and

14 the oral testimony does qualify it. I recommend that the

15 last sentence be qualified to be rewritten, maybe overnight,

16 be written to actually comport with the oral testimony.

17 MR. SHOLLY: If that is acceptable to Mr. Zahler,

18 ve will subsequently withdraw our objection.

19 MR. ZAHLER: That is acceptable to Licensee.

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Gray?

21 MR. GRAY: The staff has no objection to that.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

23 Mr. Adler?

24 MR. ADLERs We have no objection.

' 25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'If there are any objections, I

.
'
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1 assume I will hear about them.

2 Well, no, I tell you, rather than overnicht,

3 because we are coing to lose the transcript, let's see if it

4 cannot be -- take a few minutes now and see if the sentence,

5 in consultation with your witnesses, can be redrafted now so

6that the copy that appears in the transcript will be

r accurate.

8 MR. SHOLLY Mr. Chairman, I think th= language

gwhich was tossed back and forth would te eminently

10 satisf actory . I believe, " Licensee believes that MIDAS

11 satisfies the Class A model described in NUREG-065u Appendix

12 2, Revision 1, Licensee's testimony of William" -- I do not

13 know what his middle initial is.
g MR. ZAHLER: Riethle.

15 MR. SHOLLY4 "Mr. Riethle will address this in

16 more detail."

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH That seems to be simple and

18 responsive to the problem.

19 MR. IAHLERt I must confess I was talking to my

20 witness and I did not hear the beginning part of Mr.

21 Sholly's statement. I am sorry.

22 MR. ZAHLER: Mr. Chairman, the only problem I have

23 with that is I believe Mr. Riethle can support this. I do

24 not have positive confirmation of that. I would be

25 unwilling to have my witness testify to that at this point.

ALDER $oN REPoMTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 CHAI?YAN SMITH: Why don 't we take the first part

2 of it and state thst it will be add re ssed by other

3 witnesses.

4 ME. CAHLER: I have no problem with that.

5 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

6 3R. ZAHLE3s Mr. Chairsan, just so the record is
'

7 clear and understood what I have just agreed to, as I

8 correct that this sentence has been changed to say,

g " Licensee believes that MIDAS satisfies Class A :odel

10 described in NUSEG-0654 A;;endix 2, Revision 1. Other

11 witnesses will address this matter further"?

12 CHAIEEAN SMITH: Yes, except to be neat I would

13 say "another witness or witnesses."

14 HR. ZAHLEF: "Another witnesc vill address this

15 matter f urther."

16 Just so the record is perfectly clear, as

17 modified, do the witnesses adopt this as their testinony?

13 WITNESS TSAGGAREFs I do.

19 WITNESE GIANG!: I do.

20 - WITNESS ROGAN: -I do.

21 CHAIRMAN SEITH: You are making this correction on

22 a copy that is going to be bound in the transcript. That is

23 the point of doing it now.

24 MR. ZAHLIR4 We will arrange to make sure that

25 that is done.

ALDERSON 7tEPoRThG CoupANY. INC. .
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1 CsAIRMAN SMITH: Yes.

2 Osay, Mr. Sholly.

3 MR. SHOLLY: As the Feard vill note, pages 10 and

4 11 of the' cross-examinati n plan deal in detail with MIDAS.

5 Apparently, these would be more properly directed to 3r.

6Riethle.

y CHAIREAN SEITH: Yes.

8 MR. SHOLLY: If the Board vill bear with us, we

g certainly have planned additional cross exanination beyond

to this point. It simply has not been neatly typed and put

11 into the form so that you would have it. '4 e would --

12 CHAIRMAN SMITHS '4 h y d o n ' t you --

13 3R. SHOLLY 'Je are determined to go ahead, if we

14 m a y , with cross examination on the prompt-notification

15 systes which Licensee proposes to put into place, and also

16 the evacuation time study which they have underway. *de feel

17 that needs to be addressed in nore detail and propose to do

18 that. And I rather think tha t will tak e up the remainder of

gathe tine we have left today.

20 CHAIRMAN S!ITH: All right. As far as the
'

| 21 cross-examination plan, we vill excuse you f rom that

22 requirement for the rest of the day.

23 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

24 3R. SHOLLY: Mr. Chairman, I want to brinc

25 something up and see how the Board feels about this. I

As.ostsoN REPoRTWG COMPANY WC,
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1 wonder if it might not be an appropriate point to see if

2 other Intervenors sho are h+re, or perhapr the Ccanonwealth

3 or staff have cross e'xamination on the :stters which have

4 been raised thus far, in order to try and avoid confusing

5 the record by continuing on for a very long period of time.

6 I do not know how the staff or Licensee would feel about

7 this. We are perfectly prepared to sove forward. I just

8 vonder if -- if tha t would be an alternative which sight be

9 feasible.

10 CHAIRMAN SEI"Hs I do not see that this is a

11 logical breakinc point. I think that you ought to continue
.

12 on with your testimony.

13 3R. SHOLLYs Fin e.
.

34 CHAIRMAN BEITH: Assuning you are prepared.-

15 ER. SHOLLY: Yes, sir.

18 CHAIRMAN SEITHs Okay, go ahead. We have excused

37 you from the cross-examination plan requirenent because you

18 would have filled out easily today on the plan that you

_ ig submitted. And it was a reasona ble plan.

20 BY HR. SHOLLYs (Resuming)

21 Q With regard to the prompt-notification system

22 which Licensee is in the midst of installing or acquiring

23 materials or whatever, could the witnesses trace the

24 development of this system, how it was conceived, who did

25 the work, and how we arrived at the point now where the

.
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1 system that is being proposed is actually being

2 implemented?

3 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Essentially, the initt-1

4 development occurred before my arrival, but I think I am

5 familiar enough with it to provide an overview .nich will

6 put in substance what has finally occurred, and then I will

r ask my fellow panelists to add to that as appropriate.

8 . With the development of the requirements in 0654

- 9 and the obvious requirement for some means of notifying the

10 public in the event of a f acility incident, we entered into

11 a contractual arrangement with the Federal Signal

12 Corporation to do a study of the ten-mile area surrounding

13 Three Hile Island to determine what might be required in

14 terms of notification and alert devices in order to pro perly

15 and promptly a*lert the public.

18 That study took two forms. The first was actually

17 1n the form of almost a gratuitous effort, sound business

18 practice, if _ you will, and they walked into the formal

19 stud y , the cost of which I am not prepared to quot'e, which

23 outlined for us, based on the then-guidance on siren

,21 performance requireAents, the number and type of sirens we

22 might rewqiea 15 order to cover the entire ten-mile area,

23 and made some suggestions with regards to the kinds of

24 equipment we could use and the number of devices we would

25 require.

. .
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1 That study evolved over time into a -- what we

2 then began to view as a stud y which, in its time, was

3 probably valid but which needed to be ressressed on the

4 basis of changing guidance fron the NFC and FE.MA with

5 respect to the a ctual performance levels that would be

6 required for etcens or ather alerting devices in order to

7 assure that the public were promptly notified.

8 And, indeed, the final rule and NUEEG-0654

gguidance on that final rule when it was published in

10 November changed substantially the ground rules by which -

11 this system was to be designed.

12 So, in effect, we went back and took a look at the

in initial design proposal which, just as a natter of

14 information, it called for some 152 sirens of various kinds

15 and types, and applied new criteria which had been

16 established by NUREG-0654 and developed a siren system which

17 would provide for 100-percent coverage of the exposure plume

18 pa th way.

g g. And that siren system is the one which with minor

20 modification we are using today as our basic design. That

21 system calls for the use of approximately 82 sirens, most of

22 which are of an omnidirectional type; that is to say,

23 nonrotating, 125 decibel. They will provide a minimum of

24 ten-decibel signal over the ambient noise level in the area

25 where the sirens are to be. located.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 Althcuch the guidlines we used were those

2 suggested f or the develc;:en t of ;rc;osals where you

3 actually did not survey sites, in f act most of our sites

4 were at one tine or ancther surveyed for sound. And we are

5 satisfied that we have come in very such on the conservative

8 side with regard to the criteria.

7 The two criteria ve applied -- for your

8 recollection -- were that for population densities less than

g2000 per square mile, we needed -- we needed to have at

to least a 60-decibel signal. And for an over-20.0 population

11 density or in areas where we had high-rise buildings or

12 other installations which would raise the anbient levels, we

13 needed to have a 70-decibel signal. Or relating that to the

14 ambient noise levels of 50 and 60 decibels, respectively.

15 On that basis, then, we developed the system. We

18 arc now in the process of having the coverage confirned by

17 theoretical caluculation by an acoustical engineering

18 consultant who ve have retained. He has given us a

ta prelimina ry verification of sound coverage to indicate that

20 they more than adequately meet the requirement in terms of
i

i
21 the total . area, and will confirm that by documentation, I

22 expect, sometine within the next six weeks.

But those vill be theoretical calculations which23
I
'

24 vill be confirmed by tests as we install the systen.

25 Wo have, in fact, procured the equipment based on
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1 the preli=inary des? gn proposal. We ex;ect first delivery

2 on scna of the e;uipment at the end of ! arch. For the

3 balance of the equi;2ent, we vill expect delivery throughout

4 the month of Yay and into early June.

5 2e are in the process now of finalizing cur

6 approach to right-of-way negotia tions , as 1 indicated

y earlier. And subject to some unforeseen circumstance, which

8 does not at this point at least appear to include such

g things as saterial availability or installation problers, we

to should have a f ully operational system by the first of July,

it as required by the NRC.

12 C What factors sight tend to deley final

13 implementation of the systes; in other words, that would

14 delay operability beyond July 1?

15 A (WITNESS 30GAN) My only concern now -- and it is

is what, if16 a concern born of ignorance rather than f act --

37 any, of the possible and perceived complications of

18 achieving right-of-way sight evolve? We just simply do not

uphave a' sufficient experience base in that regard to even say

20 whether or not our-existing'and sta ndard rig h t -o f-wa y

21 agreements will 'he appropriate or_ whether there is some

zg separate legal negotiation required.

25 - I mention this caution -- I =ention this as a

24 cautionary note only because I have -- it has been suggested
.

25 to se by my. fellow neabers_of the industry _that they have

'
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1 begun to have a little trout h in negotia ting

2 righ ts-of-vs y .

3 C One of the things you sectioned very briefly was

4 that 'scund surveys were done. Are you fa:iliar with what

5 was being looked for in these sound surveys when -- what

g conditions the surveys were done under?

7 A (WITNESS ROGAN) I do not have the specific

8 details at hand at the soment. I do know that, using

g standard sound seters, they went out to a reas vnere they --

10 where they were intending to 1ccate sirens and in general

11 areas to determine ambient scise levels, to deternine

12 whether or not there was some requirement which exceeded the

13 guidelines.

14 0 Were the results of the sound survey nade

15 available to the Commonwealth and the NRC?

18 A (WITNESS EOGAN) Except as they night have

17 appeared in the final design study of the Federal Signal

18 Corporation, no,.thef were not.

19 Q That is the final Federal Signal study that has

20 been submitted?

21 A (WIT 3ESS ECGAN) Nc, that was the criginal study
'

zgwhich was conducted by Federal Signal' Corporation last July,

23 I believe, the June-July tine f rame . And they were the ones

24 who. actually did the area sound surveys. And tha t study was

25 published.

ALDGtSON REPORTWeG CC48PANY, #4C,
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1 And, to the best of my knowledge, I believe that

2 the Commonwealt h nad access to that study. McVever, I

3 cannot confirm that at this moment.

4 Q Are there any special proceduros or special

5 notification systems which migh t be specific to certain

& types af installations, like f actories, hospitals, apartment

7 complexes, this sort of thing, where a general-purpose siren

8 signal may not be heard? Are there any special procedures

9 for' involving those types of facilities in the emergency

10 notification scheme?

11 A (WITNESS ROJAN) We are considering at this time a

12 rather significant program of tone alert devices. But I

13 would like to say, 'before I continue, that the idea is not

14 in the event a particular institution would not hear the

15 signal, because we f eel that our system as designed is going

16 to give more than adequate coverage to the entire EPZ, but

17 rather as a practical matter because some of these

18 installations and institutions might have specific

19 requirements which are much more difficult to manage than

20 the normal family situation.

21 We are looking at the possibilities of installing

institutional tone alerts in, for instance, hospitals, homes22

23 for the elderly, convalescent facilities, schools, jails.

'And in fact we have not arrived at a specific24

25 decision on this, but we are trying to work out the

ALDEASON REPORTING COMPANY INC.
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1 technology involved in whether or not these systems can not

2 only be tonal alert in terms of sone sert of a turr er siren

3 or signal but also possibly something over which a voice

4 transmission eculd occur which could alert special

5 inscitutions perhaps esrlier than the public at la rge , in

a order to give them a little additiotal planning time.

7 I mention this only as a concept we are

8 considering, and we do not know for a fact that we can

gaccomplish it at this point.

to Q Has consideration been given to using the NCAA

11 veather radio stations for that purpose? There are tone

12 alert radio devices on the sacket which utilize signals

13 brodacast by NOAA stations.

g A (WITNESS 30GAN) We have considered using that and

15 a number of other commercial devices. I would only note

15 that NOAA has not presented itself as perhaps the bes'

17 solution.

33 Q You sentioned that you did not feel that

tainstallation of the siren system would be a probles in terms

33of meeting the July 1 date; is that correct?

21 A- (WITNESS ROGAN) I am sorry, could you ask that

22 question again, please?

23 0 Did you not testify that you felt that procurement

24 problems and installation problems would not delay

25 Licensee 's capability to mee t the July 1 deadline?

ALDERSoN REPoRTWG CCWANY. WC.
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1 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That is correct. _ Cur

2 understanding of delivery schedules and other arrangements

3 suggest nc problem in terms of meeting the 1 July deadline.

4 Q Do you have any idea how long it takes to install

5 one of these systeas?

6 A (WITNESS EdGAN) As a matter of fact, we do. We

rjust completed a esther exten7ive meeting discussing the
,

8 installation of siren systems. And we would anticipate once

9 a crew has been properly trained and considering the

10 particular device that we are using, estimates of from one

11 to two sirens per day per crew. And the systems are going

12 to be installed by three separate organirations, as we see

13 the plan right now. So in fact the workload per group will

14 no t be beyond their capability to meet th e deadline.

15 C A little bit about the system itself. How is the

16 system activa ted?

17 A (WITNESS ROGAN) The system is going to be

18 activated by remote radio control.

1g Q Who -- who would exercise that control?

20 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That will be exercised by each of

21 the five counties. Each county Jill have the capability to

22 activate the sirens for the system within their county.

23 Q Could the syst.a be activated by FEMA?

24 A (WITNESS ROGAN) It is my understanding that that

25 is neither their capability nor the policy.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 Q Take a icok at how long it sight take for the

2 signal to is out. let us assus+ that licensee is correct in

3 th a t within ten sinutes cf abno rsal ccnditiens presentin;

4 itself, Licensee is able to correctly identify eser;ency i

.

5 situation and declare it. So, at scst, we are ten minutes

sinto the situation. Is tha t correct, so far?

7 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Under your crenario so far, that

8 is corrects ten sinutes.

g C Did the emergency planning requistions not provide

to that within 15 minutes following a decision to declare an

it accident or emergency situation, that within those 15

12 minutes there aust be a capability for the Licensee to

13 notify off-site authorities, which in this case I assume

14 would be FE3 A ? Is that correct?

15 A (WITNESS ROGAN) That is correct. That is , wi thin

18 15 minutes of determination of an incident, a declaration s

17 incident.

18 Q That brings us to 25 minutes so far.

19' A (WITNESS ROGAN) No, no, I would ob39ct to that

33 sort of cumuistive mathematics. You have --

21 .Q Let me begin again then, please. At saximum, you

zg are saying it could take you as long as ten sinutes to

23 recognize and declare an energency; is that correct?

24 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Yes.

25 Q And under the regulations, it could take as long
.

O
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1 as 15 minutes to contact FE'.; is that not correct?

2 A Yes.

3 C So, so far it could take as lo.c as 25 minutes?

4 A (WITNESS 30GAN) Yes.

5 Q Do not the regulations also provide that there be

a the capability for the public to be notified within an

7 additional 15 minutes following notification, in this case,

8 of FENA?

g A (WITNESS ROGAN) I believe that that is 3 question

to of controversial interpretation which I de not believe I am

it qualified to pass judgment on, because I think the issue is

12 one of demonstrating a 15-minute capability after the

13 governmental authority determines that notification of the

14 public is appropriate.

15 C I will accept that. let us assume that the

16 government is able to reach this determination immediately

17 upon receiving notification from the Licensee, so that the

1g total time which migh t expire would. be ten minutes to

19 recognize and assess and declare the accident, 15 minutes

20 maximum for the licensee to notify FEMA, and 15 minutes

21 following a decision to implement an evacuation or other

22 protective action for the alert to go out.

23_ So that brings us to a total of 40 minutes, is

24 that correct, maximua?

25 A (WITNESS BOGAN) Maximum of 40 minutes, according

ALDetSoM AEPoRTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 to the worst scenario, yes.

2 0 Are You fa.?.iliar vita the nc tifica tien

3 capabilities of FEM A in terms of contacting the five

4' risk-area counties?

5 A (WITNESS ROGAN) The exact details of the

6 sechanisms, I am not, except that I know tney are in direct

7 contact with all five counties.

3 (Counsel for A NGEY conferring. )

9 Q I think, in order to finally clarify this, it is

10 going to take some cross examina tion' of Commonwealth

it witnesses. But we are satisfied that it could take at least

12 a maximum 40 minutes to complete the initial notification.

13 1s that -- is that your view, that under worst-case maximus

14 conditions, that your ten-minute scenario for assessing the

15 acc' dent and the two 15-minute periods provided for in the

16 reg ulations, that 40 minutes could expire?

r A (WITNESS BOGAN) I could not agree with that

18 conclusion as it is stated, because inferred in your
.

19 conclusion is that the 15-minute requirement that has

20 clearlT been established by the regulatory agencies as a
|

[ 21 maximum allowable time, has been -- has been used as in f act

22 the maximum time it would ta ke .

23 And my assessment of that, my personal judgment of

24 th a t , is tha t I cannot first conceive that having met the

25 ten-minute assessment of accident and classification of

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 accident, th a t it would then take me 15 minutes to make a

2 single esll to Osuphin County and s single to FEMA.

3 Neither can I accept, in r.y judgment, that having

4 made the decision tha t the public would be ne tified , tha t it

5 would take 15 minutes to activate the siren system.

s Those are regulatory requirements to put an upper

7 bound on what design ought to provide for. But in both

8 cases, I think they are far beyond what would normally

greasonably be expected to occur, given the systems that we

10 have.

11 0 Is it not correct, tho ugh , tha t the regulations do

12 provide that as long as 15 minutes can be taken to complete

13 the notifica tions f rom the Licensee to the outside
14 authorities and also that as long as 15 minutes can be taken

15 for the outside authorities to complete the initial

16 notification of the public within the plume exposure

17 emergency planning zone?

18 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Well, my position is that the

to egulations say it must occur within that time frame.r

20 CHAIRMAN SEITH Do rou want him to agree with

21 Your arithmetic?

22 MR. SHOLLI: Yes, sir. He seems reluctant to do

23 so .

24 MR. ZAHLEBs I do not know that he seems

25 reluctant, but I will stipulate that 15 plus 15 plus 10 is

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 40.

2 MR. 3 HOLLY That is not sufficient.

3 (Laughter.)

4 MR. SHOLLY F.r. Chairman, the Licensee's

5 witnesses have clearly testified tha' they can classify and

6 declare an emergency within ten minutes. I am willing to
|

7 acceat that. I think it is also equally clear that the

8 regulations that were adopted by the Commission en August

g 19, 1900, provide that a total of 30 minutes can elapse

10 between the time the Licensee declares an emergency and the

11 initial notification to the public within the plume exposure

12 EPZ is completed.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is there any dispute about that?

14 MR. ZAHLER: No, sir.

15 MR. SHOLLY: Then it is possible and it is

18 acceptable under the regulations, and assuming that

17 Licensee's ten-minute period is accepted by everyone, it is

18 conceivable then that as long as 40 minutes could pass and

is be acceptable under the regulations.
*

20 CHAIRMAN SMITHt Is that your --

! 21 WITNESS BOGAN: I have no objection to the

zgstatement "It would be acceptable under the regulations."

23 My objection is that it would be in fact what would be

24 11kely to occur.
.

BY MR. SHOLLYs (ResumLng)25

ALDERSoN REPofmMG COMPANY,INC,
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1 0 : nissed your last staterent. Could 700 repeat

2 th a t , ;1 esse?

,

3 A (WI!5ESE EOGEN) satd 27 etjectic: :: the

4 previccc disetssion was the ix;11:atic: that that 30-n ::te

5 delay, although acceptable by re; lttics, v0:1d te likely to

6 occur. |

7 Q In your judgment, what is the fastest the public

8 could expect to be notified? What is the ela; sed tine frca

gt.he time the e:ergency direct 0r decla rino an energency

to situation to exist to the completion of the initial-

it notification of the population within the ten-mile I?1?

12 A (2ITNESS ECGAN) I have to take -- I ha ve to
,

13 responi in the saae way that you devel ;ed recr discussion,

14 by taking it a step at a time.

15 0 Fine.

16 A (EITNESS ECGAN) First, with regard to

17 notification of Cauphis County and FEZ A , once the ene r;ency

is director har declared the emergency, I vc 1d he very

19 disa pcoin ted personally if both FE!A and Dauphin Ccunty had

23no* Leen notified within two minutes. Having roceived that

21 notification, the next question bec :es cne of when the

21;nblic is notified, a question which I a: :: tally

23 incompetent to pass judgment on, because the time that
24 passes between notification of FE!A and the decision by FE5 A

25 or the Governor or his appointed desi; nee to alert the

ALosasons - cosavn. ac.
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1 public is a yet-undefined :cantity, as f ar as I as

2 concerned.

3 Having made that decision to notif y the public, !

4 would be equally disappointed if within five minutes of

5 having authorired and directed that the public be notified

athat the five counties could not activate their siren

7syst'ess.

8 7e are talking about a mechanism which they use

9 everyday to alert for anbulances, fires, and other

to Guergencies. The procedure is no different.

11 0 Okay, now, I want to sake sure I understand th e

12 testimony. As I understand it, you are saying that except

13 for the time lapse which would occur when the Com:onwealth

14 officials would decide whether or not to initiate the alert,

15 except for that, you would view that seven minutes would

16 elapse from the tim e the emergency is declared until the

17 public recesives notification?

18 A (VIONESS 30GAN) Restating, in my judgment, two

19 minutes to notify the State and Dauphin County, no reason

20 thr.t I can construct why it would take acre than five

1t1 minutes to activate the siren systen once the decision was

22 made . to do so.

3g (Counsel for AFGRY conf erring.)

24 Q Does- the prompt-notification systes -- I am

25 referring to the siren alert system which licensee proposes

As.canson mapoemma coWANY, WC,
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1 to install -- have any type of redundancy built into the

2 system? I at tninAing in terms of a backup power tource and

3 an siternate place f rom which to initiste the system or

4 another means to initiate the system. Is there any

5 redundancy of that type built into the system ?

e A (WITNESS BOGAN) Only as such redundancy already

7 exists with regard to first the common power grid which the

8 sirens will operate off of and secondly th e re d un da n cies

a which currently exist within the county emergency operations

10 centers.

11 And that is significant because while we will

12 provide the controller equipment or those systems, they

13 vill operate off of the conaties ' emergency transmitter

14 systems, which to my understanding are redundant.

15 So, in summary, it is my understanding from

16 consulting with the transmission and distribution personnel

17 1n both utilities involved, that the grid is developed such

18 that it would be a highly improbable occurrence which would

19 permit any significant part of the systen to be rendered

20 without powers and that in the case of all five counties,

21 that the control systems would be operac.ing under backup

22 power.

23 A (WITNESS GIANGI) In addition, I would like to add

. 24 one things that the concept of the early-warning system ,

25 when the sirens blow, if you will, the public will be

ALDEMSoM REPORTING COMPANY,1NC,
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1 instructed to go to their radio or to the television and

2 seek additional instructions or rersacer. In the event of a

3 blackout, if you will, one would expect that the public

4 would also refer to their radior to find out whst was going

5 on .

6 Q How do you reach that line cf conclusion? What is

7 the basis for it?

8 A (WITNESS GIANG!) Based on my experiences.

s Q Your experience in what capacity, sir?

10 A (WITNESS GIANGI) In several blackouts in New

11 York, the majority of the individuals ! have talked to at

12 that time, whether by word of mouth with their neighbors or

13 their portable radios, wanted to find out what was going on

14 as most -- as I am sure you can imagine to be the case.

15 (Counsel for ANGRY conferring.)

16 Q Is there any --

17 A (WITNESS ROGAN) We, however, do not depend on

18 that response for prompt notification of the public.

19 Q Is ' there any backup power to the sirens themselves

33 other than the power which they would draw f rom the grid?

21 A (WITNESS ROGAN) No, there is not. They depend

ZZupon the common grid.

23 Q Do you P.now if the sirens which the Licensee is

24 going to have installed can be powered by batteries?

25 A (WITNESS ROGAN) It is my understanding that they

A DER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 cannot. The radio euipment which remotely controls them

2 could, but it would provide no -- no particular solution to

3 the problem, because they still would not te able to drive

4 the siren itself.

5 0 Will the witnesses refer to NUREG-0550, Appendix

6 3, page III-37

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. Sholly, when you come to a

8 convenient stopping point, we will adjourn for the evening.
,

gIf this is one --

10 MR. SHOLLYs Pardon?

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If this is a change of subject, I

12 think it would be a good time to adjourn for the evening.

13 MR. SHOLLYs I think it would be more beneficial
,

14 to complete this thought, I do not anticipate it will take-

,

15 10DG- .

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I see. Go ahead.

17 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

18 Q Criterion 2 -- I am sorry, it is not a criterion.

ig A minimum acceptable design objective 2C on that page states

20 that special arrangements will be made to assure 100-per:ent

i 21 coverage iithin 45 minutes of the population who may not

zghave received the initial notification within the entire

23 plume exposure EPZ.

24 It further states that the basis for any special

25 requirements and exceptions -- f or example, for extended

.
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1 water areas with transient boats or remote hiking trails --

2 must be dccumented.

3 How does Licenses propose to comply with that

4 acceptable design objective?

5 A ('4ITNESS 20GAN ) We have two specific a pproaches.

6The first is the basic design of the system. Design

7 objective C suggests an approach which has been followed by

8 some, and that is population coverage versus area coverage.

gas I indicated earlier, our design objective for our system

to calls for 100-percent coverage for the entire EPZ area, with

11 at least the minimus 10-decibel over-ambient noise level for
12 the entire area, including areas which are, for all intents

13 and purposes, unpopulated areas, such as parks and farmlands

14 where there may be just a few houses.

15 Let me say that there are two reasons for doing

18 that. One, we believe that it is important because of

17 personnel moving in the area , not necessarily transients,
,

18 but because of the nature of the area, f a'.mers working in

tg the fields and so on , that we ha ve the ,arge t on the area

20 rather than the populated areas themselves.

'

21 Secondly, such a system is a long-lived system

ZZ estimated from 20 to 30 years if it is properly maintained.

23 And a total coverage of the area provides for populations

24 shif ting and rearrangement and so forth .

25 So, in the first case, we see no area within the

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.,
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1 ten -- within the exposure plume pathway which is no t

2 covered by at least the required cound of siren sional, and

3 most areas covered by more than that.

4 Secondly, we have a commitment from the State

5 Police of the State of Pennsylvania, as reflected in a

sletter of agreement in our plan, which suggests that if

7 helicopters are available and weather and other conditions

8 permitting, they will in fact broadcast notification in

9 places such as gamelands and other areas.

10 And we also ::;.ve 'the dedicated assistance of the

11 Coast Guard with regard to the Susquehanna River.

12 So, in combination, those three backed up by.

13 institutional alerts, which we are, a s I indicated ,

14 studying, I find it very dif ficult to conceive of an area

15 which would not be covered.

16 But let me go one step f urther. I was asked a

17 question earlier about the kinds of things we have discussed

18 with the State and counties in our meetings.

19 And one of the thrusts that we have continuously

20 projected was that even the best of mechanical systems needs

21 to be backed up.

22 And the example I use is " poor Mrs. Smith," who is

23 either blind or deaf and does not have a car and may not

24 hear the signal or say not know where to go." And the only

25 guaranteed provision for that sort of assurance that 100
.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 percent of the population is provided for evolves at the

2 local nei;hborhood level and the local nunicipality level

3 where these people are identified. Their locations are well

4 known, police or fire departments or other personnel have
,

5 either responsibility to provide f or them . Cr in some

acases, they use just a good old neighborhood door-knocker.

7 And we believe that that combination and, very

8 importantly, that local participation in that notification

g scheme is what assures us 100 percent notification.

10 (Councel for ANGRY conferring.)

11 Q One additional question. Are there any plans or

12 seans to notify f actories where there would be very high

13 levels of noise? I as thinking perhaps of fabrication,

14 steel f abrication f acilities, or steel plants such as you

15 find in Highspire and Steelton.

16 A (WITNESS ROGAN) It is my understanding we are

17 revising the institutional list right now. But it is my

18 understanding that sone of those sorts of facilities are

19 included on that list. And very honestly, it is an area we

23 have yet to thoroughly investigate.

21 Either they must make -- and probably routinely

22 have made -- provisions for their own go-to-work and quit

23 sirens, or we will try to work with them to assure that

24 anywhere where there is a fairly large population that may

25 have difficulty. hearing the signal, we will assure that ther

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 are taken care of.

2 C One finsi question. The islands in the

3 Susquehanna River around the 71 ant, a number of them hold

4 summer homes, cabins, fishing f a cilities, this sort of

5 thing. Are those islands covered by the siren notification

6 system?

7 A (WITNESS ROGAN) Most assuredly. 100 percent.

3 dB.'SHOLLY: I think that concludes the line of

g questioning here. We do have additional cross examination

to of these witnesses, of course.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHS All right.

12 Mr. Aamodt, now we will turn to the proposal that

13 we hear argument tomorrow morning on your expert witness.

14 MR. AAMODTs I appreciate that, Mr. Smith. I

15 would like to -- I would like to ask your help in regard to

18 this. I was just sitting here thinking I feel a little bit

37 lire the woodchuck in a farm feels like when our docs have
18 got him cornered away from his hole. I have three groups of

ggp attorneys here who would like to prove that our Contention,

20 for one reason or another, should not be admitted. And we'

21 are not attorneys.

22 I would appreciate it if you could help me by

23 defining for me those elements that I should have prepared

24 to prove to you tomorrow.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, the basic --

ALDER 8oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 MR. AA!ODis In terms of specifics.

2 I:: AIR ?. AV EM!TMs Ve cannet :: too fcr en that, Mr.

3 Aamodt. But the Board itself, upon receivin; the testi:ony,~

4 observed some dif ficulty relating to tne Contention. And

5 that is your tasir problema getting the testimony related

6 to the Contention.
y MR. AA!ODTs Tes, sir. What --

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What standards?

g MR. AA!ODTs Yes, sir.

10 CHAIRMAN S3ITHs We cannot give you standards;

it just ordinary English-language meaning of the Con *rntion

12 compared to the thrust of the te stimony. There are no legal

13 standards that I an aware of.

14 MB. AA30DT4 Is that the only criterion that we

15 aust meet, that we relate to our Contention?

16 CHAIREAN SMITH: If it relates -- if you can get

17 it significantly related to your Contention -- and, of

to course, you can relate eventually alnost everything to

toeverything --

20 3R. AAHODT: I acknowledge that.

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: -- but reasonably and

22 significantly related to your Contention, I think you have

23 set the only requirement that I know of. Then you might

24 have a problem with expertise, but I do not think -- I do

25not know the nature of the objection yet.
,
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1 MR. ZAHLER* Mr. Smith.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: This is the probler. I do not

3 w a'n t to anticipa te what their cbjections are ceing to be.

4 MR. AAKODTs I understand that, sir.

5 MR. ZAHLER: I did not want to put you out on the

6 legal limb there. Licensee does plan, in addition,

7 objecting to the notion that this particular witness can

8 incorporate the articles at the back of his testimony which

9 do not qualif y under any of the exceptions for learned
.

10 treatises or articles. He was not presently involved with

11 them , and I do not know how this witness can just attach

12 those c ticles to his testimony.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If you would like to outline the
,

14 basis for your objection so that Mr. Aamodt can prepare, it*

,

15 migh t be helpful.

16 MR. ZAHLER: I have no problem with that. I am

17 not- f ully prepared to argue this second, but I can say it is

18 in those two areast one, that it is not within the scope of

19 the Contention, it is unrelated to emergency planning; and.

20 secondly, that the witness is incompetent -- and I use that

21 in the legal sense, not'as -- that means he is unable to

22 sponsor the exhibits attached at the back of his testimony.

23 Just so the record is accurate, I would like to

24 note that I informed Mr. Aamodt shout two weeks ago that

25 Licensee.would object to MA 'estimony on this basis, at
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1 least on the scope basis. I had not yet seen the testimony

2 itself.

3 CHAIRZAN SMITH: Mr. Aamodt, in prepa rinc for

4 tomorrow, I do not know how you can do it, but you might

5 bear in mind that there were Contentions earlier j1 this

6 proceeding, THIA Contentions 1 and 2, I believe -- and this

7 1s not reliable, I am going from memory. TMIA Contentions 1

8 and 2 took this subject matter of residual effects much as

9 your witness described his purpose of the testimony this

to af ternoon.

11 Those Contentions were withdrawn some time ago,

12 months and months ago. The Board for a while considered the

13 possibility of adoptinh a form of the Contention, and then

14 decided not to. No motion was nade tc adopt the withdrawn

15 Contentions or any other approach to it. So you may have --

16 I just want you to bear in mind tha t there was at one time,

17 in my view, an opportunity to pursue the subject matter of

i 18 your witnesses.
i

19 So that puts us in a * situation where tomorrow I

20 think we are going to have to look at it solely as how it
!

21 relates to the Contention.

22 33. AAMODT. Mr. Smith, we will be pre pared to do

gpjust that.

24 The other point was that when the earlier

25 Contentions were dropped from consideration, we had not had
,

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 the experience that we have in this area, you rememner, with

2 th e neona tal hy perthyroidism. Eo tha issue then became moc*

3 at that point. That is why we did not pursue it.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I wanted to bring to your
.

5 attention all the factors that could enter into the arguncat

6 tomorrow.

7 NR. ADlEBs Mr. Chairman, there is an additional

8 f actor I should probably put on the record with respect to

9 Dr. McCloud's article, which is one of the appendices to Dr.

10 Molholt's testimony. We would object to the relevance of

11 certain state political and jurisdictional issues discussed

12 in that article to this proceeding.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH So there are not the objections

14 yet, Mr. Aamodt. These are just courtesy --

15 MB. AAMODT I appreciate that.

16' CHAIRMAN SMITH: -- courtesy advance warning to

17 you.

18 MR. GRAY: Mr. Chairman.

1g CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 Mr. Gray.

20 Va. GRAYS .The staff, in presenting Mr. Chestnut

21 in support of his testimony, would also like to include

22 along with M r. Chestnut Mr. Brian Grimes, who is the

23 director of Division of Emergency Preparedness of_the Office

24 of Inspection and Enforcement and who was somewhat

25 instrumental in the preparation of NUREG-0654. .
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1 We be.lieve he would be valuable in answering

2 questions and providing information on the deveicpr.ent of

3 the standards of NUREG-0654 and the like. In that regard, I

4 do have some professional qualifications of P.r. Grimes that

5 I would like to distribute to everyone now, if I can.
'

| CHAIHHAN SMITHz Okay.
|

7 If there is nothing f urther, we will adjourn for

8 this evening add meet again at 9 00 a.m.

9 C4hereupon, at 6:00 p.m. the hearing was

10 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, Yarch 4,

11 1981.)

12

13

14

15

16

17

!

18

19

20

21

22

l
23

24

25

.
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